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much-talked about Goldring
moving-coil cartridge while
David Prákel compares different
cuts of the same LP to reach
some interesting conclusions.
Julian Bream, 50 in July and 25
years with RCA, is interviewed,
Gilbert Rowland discusses
Keyboard Records, acompany
formed to record the works of
just one composer, Scarlatti, and
John Atkinson looks at MMC, an
English ' audiophile' record
company.
The May issue of HFN/RR sold
out very quickly so reserve acopy
of the July issue with your
newsagent now to avoid
disappointment — or take out a
subscription.
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USA
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Heathrow
Penta Hotel
London Airport
25th 26th August 1983 (
mainly trade)
27th, 28th, 29th August 1983 (
public)

Sponso red by
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
and STEREO —the magazine

'

Hours:
Thursday August 25th
Friday August 26th
Saturday August 27th
Sunday August 28th
Monday August 29th

Location:

12 noon — 6pm
10am — 4pm
4pm — 8pm
10am — 6pm
10am — 6pm
10am — 6pm

Trade
Trade
Public
Public
Public
Public

The Heathrow Penta Hotel, Bath Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex. On the main A4. Just aslip road from the M4
or ashort drive from the M3 and M40.
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The RD80 maintains the Ariston philosophy of excdlence of
design, together with top class performance.
Typically it has the capacity to extract the maximum amount
of information from the disc.
Like our other models the RD80 is entirely gimmick free, and
provides simply the best platform for carrying avinyl disc without
allowing that disc or any other extraneous energy sources to
interfere with the stylus-to-groove interface.
The RD80 — quite the finest value turntable available today —
price £ 189.95 excluding tonearm.

Don't buy
another
turntable till
you've heard
...Ariston
With turntables casting from
"reasonable" to "you muss be joking"
Ineed facts and as Iam arational
individual Iwould like definitive
information by return please.

Name
Address

HNJ

Post to Ariston Acoustics Ltd.,
Unit 176 Brieryside, Prestwick Airport, Prestwick, Ayrshire KA9 2RB
Telephone (0292) 76933/4 Telex 777568 ARISG
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The Sign of aGood HîFi Dealer
There are many chain stores that profess
to sell Hi Fi. Some are red hot when it
comes to ovens, others real cool when
it comes to freezers. You might even
pick up atower system quite cheap in a
few of them.
But only Hi Fi Markets can claim to be
true Hi Fi retailers, with almost 180
branches throughout the UK. Every one
of our dealers is aHi Fi specialist with an
in-depth knowledge of the latest
innovations ano an appreciation of the
finer design details.

Choice of
Leading Makes

Competitive
Prices

Hi Fi Markets offer awide
selection of equipment by the
leading Hi Fi manufacturers.
Amongst the brands that can
be purchased at most HiFi
Markets Stores are: NAD,
TECHNICS, JVC, SONY,
YAMAHA, PIONEER,
NAKAMICHI, MARANTZ,
HITACHI, CELESTION, AR,
KEF, BOSTON ACOUSTICS,
DUAL, THORENS, LINN,
ARISTON, ORTOFON,
SENNHEISER
plus arange of useful
accessories.

With almost 180 branches
and apowerful buying team
at Head Office Hi Fi Markets
are able to order in large
quantities and obtain
maximum discounts from our
suppliers. This enables us to
keep our prices at avery
competitive level without
having to cut back on service.

Unbiased Advice
Your Hi Fi Markets Dealer
will be pleased to advise you

on the best equipment to suit
your personal listening tastes
as well as your pocket. As
Hi Fi Markets is afranchise
scheme, the man behind the
counter has apersonal
interest in keeping satisfied
customers. That's why you
Fi Markets to
can rely on Hi offer personal attention and
unbiased advice.

Choose 5years
peace of mind at
HiFi Markets
'fiivE tutu
GUAR ilk

Hi Fi Markets are Britain's
largest specialist Hi Fi
retailers. Now, in addition to
offering the greatest choice
of equipment at very
competitive prices, we give
you the option of extending
your guarantee to five years
covering parts and labour.
For asingle modest payment
you are protected against
repair bills and can enjoy
complete peace of mlnd for
five years. Your local Hi Fi
Markets will be pleased to
give details of this highly
beneficial scheme.

HiFi Markets
Instant Credit
Card
Iii-Ii MARKO'S

Now you can obtain instant
credit at any of the 170 HiFi
Market Stores throughout
the UK. Just decide how
much you wish to pay after
deposit each month (any
amount between £8and £ 50)
and you can have credit of up
to 24 times your monthly
repayment. For example, a
monthly repayment of £ 10
will give you acredit limit of
£240. Interest of 21/
4% of the
balance outstanding will be
charged to your account at
the end of each month. APR
30.6%. The interest rate may
be varied from time to time.
With aHiFi Markets Instant
Credit Card you buy at
today's prices, enjoying your
hi-fi while you're paying for it.

111f1 MARKETS
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Delivery
Any equipment purchased
from HiFi Markets can be
delivered. Ring your nearest
branch for details.

Now the World's mos
acclaimed amplifier
has MC input

"The NAD 3020 has no
competitor anywhere
near the price and can
be strongly
recommended"
HI-FI ANSWERS
NAD 3020A Amplifier

NAD 3020, the world's most
acclaimed amplifier now
available with MC input and
mono button switch making the
unit more versatile than ever.

£109.00
"I have absolutely no
hesitation in
recommending the NAD
4020A very strongly"
POPULAR HI-FI
NAD 4020A AM/FM
Tuner

Incorporates latest technology
including adual-gate MOSFET
front end tuning system for a
good combination of sensitivity
and resistance to overload.

£109.00
"The flatness of the
response at Dolby level
was amongst the best
ever seen for any
recorder at any price"
AUDIO MAGAZINE
NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck

Incorporates ahost of advanced
features including Dolby C,
Dolby B, direct loading with
click- locked soft touch buttons
and review/cue

£159.00

"(NAD 1020) This preamp credits the
strongest
recommendation"
PRACTICAL HI-FI
"Cannot be bettered at
the price"
HI-FI ANSWERS

NAD 2150 Power
Amplifier

Delivers more than twice its
rated power with musical
waveforms, i.e. over 250 watts
in bridged configuration.

£149.00

NAD 1020 Pre Amplifier

Continuing atradition of
remarkable price/performance
value, the 1020 is an
audiophile-quality pre amp.

£77.00

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi
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HiFi Markets offer personal
attention and expert advice
Nakamichi

Ariston

rrinsir-
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Ariston RD40

Radical new system that gives
quality at the vital source with

Nakamichi DRAGON Auto Reverse Cassette Deck

Th

Thorens RD166 II Turntable
Belt-driven turntable with
synchronous motor. Substantial

Dual CS505 Turntable

Semi-automatic, belt-driven
turntable with vario pulley. Gimbal

main bearing and massive twopart cast platter. Cartridge extra.

£149.95

mounted straight pickup arm.
Dynamic balance. Inc. cartridge.

£89.95

Marantz

The latest compact disc
technology is now on display and
demonstration at many HiFi

-.

(Mimi

an impressive array of
upgrading accessories available.

£99.95

UM

Markets branches. Illustrated
here is the Marantz CD83 Compact
Disc Digital Audio Player.

Atruly innovative cassette deck,
the Dragon offers auto reverse
operation with adiscrete three
head reproduction system. Tape
head azimuth alignment is an
extremely important factor in
achieving the best possible
reproduction quality. In other
auto reverse cassette decks
sound quality in one direction is
generally much worse than in
the other direction due to
differing azimuth alignment. The
Dragon, however has the NAAC
system ( Nakamichi Auto Azimuth
Correction) which ensures the
best possible playback
performance from any tape and
in the forward and reverse

directions. The Dragon uses a
dual-capstan transport with
both capstans directly driven via
independent Super Linear
Torque Direct Drive motors for
transport stability and precision
that simply cannot be improved
upon. Other features include
manual calibration of the left
and right channel for bias,
record and playback, Dolby B-C
type noise reduction, switchable
MPX filter and 2- speed autofader function. The Nakamichi
Dragon is without doubt anew
standard in top-performance
cassette reproduction.

£1099.00

Nakamichi BX-2
"Nakamichi have areputation for making Rolls Royce
cassette decks"
POPULAR HI FI
One of Nakamichi's latest
cassette decks, the BX-2 is a
2-head machine offering
simplified features, functions
and operation while providing
'Nakamichi' performance
reproduction. A new
microcomputer controlled
mechanism offers smooth,
gentle tape handling and silent
operation precision. A new
record/playback head has been
specifically designed for this
deck with emphasis on achieving
optimum performance of both
the record and playback
functions without compromising
the performance of either.

111+1 MAitK ?Arils
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The playback equalizer features a
unique loss-compensation
system that ensures perfect EQ
characteristics, and Nakamichi's
Double-NF circuit achieves
exceptionally low distortion in
the low-frequency range. The
BX-2 also features Dolby Band C
noise reduction, memory play
and rec mute functions.
£259.00

Please no te: not all HiFi
Markets branches are

Appointed Nakamichi
Centres. Please check
betore travelling.

New NAD 7120 AM/FM Stereo Receiver

The new NAD 7120 is acompact
receiver with low-profile design which
is elegant and modern yet highly
functional. Its advanced engineering
and sophisticated circuitry mark it as
ano-compromise product, one whose
sonic performance is audibly identical
to that of separate tuners and
amplifiers costing much more.
Wide-range Phono Preamplifier.
Recordsare the primary high-quality
music source for most listeners;
consequently the quality of the phono
preamp stage is critically important.
The engineering criteria which relate
to musica I
ly accu rate sound in a

preamplifier are new well-knowo, and
the 7120- fulfills all of them. It
interfaces correctly with the
impedance of the pickupcartridge,
ensuring that the cartricfge's
frequency response will not be
degraded by the prearnp.
Sensitive Digital Tuner. Unlike many
stereo receivers which have
conventional tuning supplemented by
ameaningless digital display, the
7120 employs genuine digital
frequency- synthesis tuning, ensuring
that each station is tuned with crystal
controlled precision. Five FM and five
AM statiors may be stored in the

memory circuits and recalled simply
by pressing one of the five pre-set
tuning buttons.
Infrasonic Filter. The 7120 contains a
sharp infrasonic filter which strips
away interference so that only clean
musical waveforms are amplified.
This filter is located ahead of the taperecording output of the 7120 in order
to prevent infrasonic energy from
causing distortion in your tapes.
Acoustically correct -loudness
compensation. For the 7120 NAD has
developed apsycho-acoustically
correct loudness compensation
circuit that preserves anatural sonic

balance at low listening levels without
any false muddying of the texture.
High-Voltage, High-Current Output
Stage. The NAD 7120 is
conservatively rated e20 watts per
channel, but like all NAD amplifiers
and receivers it behaves as if it were
more powerful than its rating
suggests. One reason is that its highvoltage design yields an IFIF dynamic
headroom factor of 2.5 dB, meaning
that during short-term bursts it will
deliver 75% more than its rated
power ( i.e. 35 watts per channel) into
an 8-ohm impedance. •

£179.00

The revolutionary new
NAD 5120 Turntable
"...it represents one of
the finest achievements
in FM and r.f. circuitry
design that Ihave ever
seer....the most sensitive
tuner Ihave ever
measured."
AUDIO

NAD 4150 AM!FM Tuner
The NAD 4150 is tne first stereo tuner
featuring: the new Schotz Variable
Bandwidth PLL Detector, apatented
phase-locked- loop FM detector circuit
whose frequency bandwidth
automatically varies with signal
strength and signal quality in order to
optimise reception. It dramatically
improves performance in key areas.

£169.00

NAD 3150 Amplifier

The NAD 3150 integrated amplifier is
the ideal choice for the music lover who
needs amore powerful or flexible
amplifier than the world-famous NAD
3020. It continues the NAD tradition of
combining genuinely useful innovation
with exceptional price/performance
value. The 3150 is twice as powerful as

the 3020 when operated in stereo, and
six times as powerful when switched to
the bridged mode and used with a
companion power amplifier for stereo.
In addition the 3150 contains avariety
of circuit features that contribute to its
outstanding operating flexibility and
highly musical sound quality.

£199.00

The NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record-playing
performance, and exceptional,
freedom from resonant colourations
and feedback at asurprisingly modest
price. The unique thin, flat,
lightweight, low- inertia tonearm has
an effective mass of only 6grams for
optimum performance of any phono
cartridge. It is constructed of nonresonant phenolic and cannot "ring"
and colour the sound like metal arms.
The tonearm is one inch in width,
providing ideal lateral stiffness. It
cannot flex-like thin arm tubes.
Midrange resonances of tubular arms
are replaced with asingle, optimally

HIM MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

damped, low-frequency vertical
flexure mode. Aspring-suspended
counterweight with viscous damping
acts as aprecision-tuned Dynamic
Vibration Absorber, cancelling the
infrasonic arm/cartridge resonance.
Another outstanding feature is the
floating subchassis which isolates
tonearm and platter from external
vibration. The low 4Hz suspension
frequency provides exceptional
immunity from acousticfeedback.

£9.50
Complete with tonearm. Cartridge extra.
Additional Tonearm £ 4.50.
Cartridge extra.

HiFi Markets offer the widest
range of leading makes
ANew Loudspeaker
giving traditional
KEF quality and
performance

"Delivers exceptional Super New
performance at avery Loudspeaker from
AR
low price"

"One of the finest
loudspeakers
j
produced anywhere"

STEREO REVIEW

PRACTICAL HI-FI

All speaker prices per pair

KEF Carina II

Boston
Acoustics A40

AR18LS

Celestion SL6

Carina II is atwo-way,
three drive unit free
standing loudspeaker
capable of producing high
quality sound loud enough
to satisfy the needs of
those who like to listen at
realistic live volume levels.
The unusual layout of the
three drive units was
originally employed by KEF
for professional high- level
monitoring loudspeakers.

Hi Fi Markets are pleased
to bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2-way bookshelf speaker
wftich has won much
critical acclaim. We can
strongly recommend this
speaker as one of the most
cost-effective designs
available anywhere. The
A40 which features a
61
/ in acoustic- suspension
2
woofer and 3
/ in dome
4
tweeter, delivers
exceptional performance
at avery low price.

The AR18LS is an updated
version of the AR18s, a
bookshelf type acoustic
suspension, 2- way
speaker. New grille cloth
and cabinet appearance
have been added to give a
contemporary style in
keeping with the top- ofthe- line AR98LS. The
sound is still the same —
the sound that has
received critical acclaim
worldwide.

The Celestion SL6 has
been designed with a
complete understanding
of the vibration of all the
drive units, which operate
with complementary
behaviour mounted in a
cabinet conceived as part
of acomplete system. The
resulting accuracy,
transparency and (
resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

AR8LS
AR18LS
AR28LS
AR38s
AR48s
AR925

Ditton 100
Ditton 110
Ditton 130
Ditton 250
Ditton 300
SL6

Coda HI
Cantor II
Carina II
Caprice II
Carlton Il

£99.00
£119.00
£139.00
£149.00
£239.00

A40

£99.00

£79.90
£99.90
£129.90
£149.90
£199.90
£299.90

HIFFI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

£79.90
£99.90
£139.90
£189.90
£239.90
£279.90

r
We recommend Yamaha

for outstanding performance

Hi Fi Markets experts audition hundreds of HiFi components each year in order to
select the best quality HiFi at the best value prices for our customers. In the light of
our experience, HiFi Markets unhesitatingly recommend Yamaha. This company has a
long history of manufacturing fine quality musical instruments and the unparalleled
knowledge they have gained has been used to good effect in producing arange of Hi Fi
which gives superb musical reproduction.
The new 300 series illustrated below offers performance and features to satisfy the
serious listener, but with economy and ease of operation that every music lover can
appreciate. Higher reproduction quality for real listening pleasure is offered at
incredibly low prices.
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Yamaha A-400 Amplifier

40 watts per channel with
0.03% THD. MC/MM cartridge
compatibiliti. Continuous
variable loudness control, tape
monitor function, DAD input
function, audio muting switch.
Incredible value with MC input!

£129.00

YAYAHA

Yamaha K-500 Cassette
Deck

Yamaha's unique pure Sendust,
low impedance head takes full
advantage fthe superior
electrome anical
characteri tics of Sendust. Both
Dolby Ba nd Cnoise reduction
are provided, also full IC logic,
feather touch controls and
automatictape selection. Also
available if! black.

£179.00

Yamaha A-500 Amplifier

"The Yamaha is areal gem" POPULAR HI-FI
Yamaha A-300
Amplifier
Basic reproduction
excellence without frills or
fancy automated features
means you'll always be sure
of what every Hi Fi
enthusiast really wants most
from his equipment —
natural sound performance.
The A-300 gives 30 watts per
channel with 0.05% THD.
Full specification includes
continuously variable
loudness control.
£89.95

Yamaha T-300
AM/FM/LW
Tuner
Matching tuner to the A-300,
the T-300 once again gives
you performance and
features previously available
only in much more expensive
tuners. The outstanding
specification includes: Pilot
tone PLL nultiplex system,
3-segment LED signal level
meter, FM stereo indicator.

£89.95

Yamaha K-300
Cassette Deck
"Value for money
=100%" POPULAR HI- Fl
The K-300 gives you the
choice of Dolby Bor Dolby C
noise reduction. This is
backed up by superior
Yamaha technology; atwomotor transport system and
anewly developed
Superhard Permalloy head.
Operation is easier than
ever, thanks to IC logic.

IncorporatMg Yamaha's Zero
Distortion Rule which sets new
standards in audio power
amplification purity by totally
eliminating amplifier introduced
distortion in the final power
stage. Impressive 70 watts per
channel with incredibly low
0.01% THD.

£169.00

Yamaha T-500
AM/FM/LW Tuner

Outstanding features include:
Quartz PLL Synthesizer System,
5LW-AM/5FM preset station
tuning, auto/manual tuning,
3-segment LED signal level
meter, digital frequency display,
memory back-up function.

£139.99

len MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

£119.00
Please note: not all Hi-fi

Markets branches are
Appointed Yamaha Centres.
Please check before
travelling.

Fantastic Selection of
Ortofon Cartridges
Do you value your record collection?
If so, then it's important that you invest in aquality hi-fi
cartridge.
It is the cartridge that makes the first and only contact
with the record eroove ;translating the undulations in the
groove into music.
Apoor cartridge, or one which is worn or damaged - can
not only spoil the music, it can also ruin avaluable record
collection.
Ortofon is one of the world's leading manufacturers of hifi cartridges and the only company in the world to also
produce the record cutterheads.

0 Original
Master
Recordings

From

Double Album

per metre

0 Hunt EDA

Special pressed recordings of
popular, rock, folk and classical
music. 50 titles to choose from
including .
. ' Abbey Road' and ' The
White Album' The Beatles, ' Breakfast
in America' Supertramp, ' Fleetwood
Mac', Darkside of the Moon' Pink
Floyd. 'The Planets' LPO. Ravel
'Bolero' BPO, Tchaikovsky ' 1812' LSO.
Single Album

70p

£16.50
£23.95

OSennheiser

Our best selling headphones
HD4004
£ 10.99
HD40
£ 12.99
HD410
£ 16.99
HD414
£29.99
HD420
£35.99
HD430
£49.99
HD230
£69.99

O Zerostat
Anti Static Pistol

0 Allsop 3
70301 Audio Cassette
Cleaner £3.95

O Nagaoka

Carbon Fibre Brush
Record Sweep Arm
Stylus Balance and
Deck Levelling Aid

£6.95
£7.95

°Nagaoka
Rolling Cleaners

From

£7.90

®NAD Mat
ffl The Tape
Counter

°Promotion Price whilst stocks last

TDK
DC60
DC90
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC120
00060
ODC90
SAC60
SAC90
SAXC60

£0.75
£0.92
£ 1.30
£ 1.09
£ 1.25
£ 1.85
£ 1.19
£ 1.65
£ 1.25
£ 1.55
£ 1.65

SAXC90 £2.10
MET MA60 £ 1.95
MET MA90 £2.75
Demag £ 8.75
Clean £0.89
DC90 triple
pack £2.69*
ADC90 double
pack £2.45*
SAC90 double
pack £3.05*

Fuji
FLC90
FXIC60

£0.65* FXI 090 £0.99*
£0.70* FXI1C60 £0.87*

Ortofon's advanced
technology and design can be
seen in the Concorde STD
cartridge, an integrated
magnetic cartridge weighing
15 grams. It is designed to
plug into all tone arms with

standard sockets. Like all
Ortofon magnetic cartridges
is uses the famous VMS
(Variable Magnetic Shunt)
principle, and incorporates
an Elliptical diamond.

£19.90

Ortofon TM Series

Ortofon also produce aspecial range of cartridges for
Technics SL turntables with their linear tracking tone arms.
Three magnetic models plus one Moving Coil cartridge are
available.
TM 10H

TM 20H

Maxell

High Performance MP Series
Cartridges
MP10£14.95
MP15£31.00
MP11 £ 16.95
MP20 £38.95

0 NAD 9200
Cartridge
"in our view is the best
cartridge at this price we have
heard to date"
POPULAR 1-11-F1
£19.50

UDC46
UDC60
UDC90
UDC120
UDXL1C60
UDXLIC90
UDXLIIC60

£0.79
£0.95
£1.09*
£1.79
£1.29
£1.65
£1.35

UDXLI1C90
XLISC60
XLISC90
XLIISC60
XLIISC90
Met MXC60
Met MXC90

£ 1.49*
£ 1.39*
£ 1.79*
£ 1.55
£ 1.99*
£ 1.85*
£2.75*

£0.56*
£0.75*
£0.99
£0.69*
£0.85*
£1.12

ARE C90
FeCrC60
FeCrC90
UCXSC60
UCXSC90
MC60(3Pk)

£ 1.09
£ 1.03
£ 1.35
£ 1.56
£2.09
£2.99

TM 30H

Sony
CHFC60
CHFC90
CHFC120
BHFC60
BHFC90
BHFC120

£12.90

Some items may not be available at all
branches
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£28.50

TMC 200

£55.00

£ 110.00
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4eAs it grew dark, the
curtains remained undrawn
and, with the darkness, the
walls of my room slowly
melted away to reveal in
turn afavourite concert hall,
achurch, an intimate
studio for solo voice, a
rowdy jazz club, even an
opera house, and finished
with that patriotic indulgence
from Philips "The Last
Night of the Proms" e5

Geoffrey Horn, writing in the
Gramophone July 1981. of his first
evening at home with apair of Quad
ESL- 63's.

Eighteen years of research development and dedication are
embodied in the ESL- 63 which sets new standards for low
colouration, low distortion and co n t
ro ll eddirectivity and creates a
little magic in th e home.
The Quad dealers listed below have ESL- 63's on permanent
demonstration in convivial surroundings and will provide home
demonstrations to potential customers.
'Book your moment of revelation with one now wrote Peter
Herring, in Practical Hi Fi June 1981.
For full details of the Quad
range of products and the name and
address of your nearest dealer
contact; QUAD, Huntingdon, Cambs.,
PE18 7DB. Telephone: (0480) 52561

QUAD4
..1.

.

for the closest approach
to the original sound
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ONFUSION NOW HATH MADE his
masterpiece!' went up the cry after
Duncan's murder in Macbeth, but
with some justificat on it could equally as
well apply to the Nimbus Compact Disc
reviewed by Angus McKenzie on p.83.
Nimbus thought that auseful CD test signal
would be a300Hz sinewave, ramped in level
from around 60dB below maximum
operating level up to —40dB and back again.
This would enable engineers to make quick
assessments of player distortion
performance.
However, as revealed by Alvin Gold last
month, it also enabled anyone to make a
quick assessment & the audibility of
quantisation distort,on. ( Unfortunately,
Nimbus didn't add ' dither' to the sinewave,
exaggerating the degree of quantisation
distortion — the latter afunction of a16- bit
system's limited 65535 voltage steps
between zero and maximum signal.)
At its lowest amplitude, the sinewave
doesn't cross enough quantisation levels to
be described sufficiently accurately to be
reproduced as asinewave. Rather, as
revealed by the Nimbus disc, it is more like a
squarewave, with an associated buzz of
higher harmonics. As it increases in level,
though, it is encoded with an increasing
degree of accuracy. The higher harmonic
content collapses ( rot without some
disturbing heterodyning whistles) until at the
maximum —40dB level we have arelatively
good sinewave.
The ' confusion' aspect of this recording is
raised because it has done alot to shake the
confidence of both myself and other CD
owners in the medium. The levels of
distortion introduced by the digital process
are so low that they shouldn't be audible.
The distortion level of a —60dB digital
sinewave with atypical 0.5% THD is actually
around 105dB down from peak level, and by
all established standards, this cannot be
heard. Yet with alistening level set by the
previous piano track on the Nimbus sampler,
the distortion on the lowest level sinewave
could be detected quite easily, particularly
on headphones.
What is going on? Who has got their
measurements in atwist? The answer is
actually very complex.
Firstly, as the level of quantising distortion
is fixed by the number of bits, it is
independent of signal level. It therefore is
similar to transistor crossover distortion in

that it increases as apercentage of the signal
as that signal decreases in amplitude. If, say,
the average recording level never rises
above —20dB in order to leave sufficient
headroom for occasional peaks, then the
effective distortion level increases at astroke
to —85dB. Choose aplayback level 10dB
higher than that envisaged by the system's
originators and the distortion rises to just
—75dB.
The literature would suggest that this is
still innocuous but, again as with crossover
distortion, its spectrum consists of nonharmonically related high order odd
harmonics — 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th etc — and it is
widely documented that these are much
more harmful than the relatively euphonic
2nd harmonic which tends to dominate
loudspeaker non- linearity. It is not
surprising, then, that under these conditions
the ' inaudible' quantisation distortion was
plainly to be heard.
Am Ibeing too critical? There is plenty of
evidence that the ear is far more sensitive to
distortion of apure tone than when it rides
on amusic signal. There is also avery wide
spread of sensitivity to distortion — just think
of the number of people whose main
exposure to music is via atransistor radio
with around 3% of crossover distortion. And
Icould be accused with some justification of
wanting to listen at too high alevel — and
most people don't listen on revealing
headphones. Most digital recorders, too,
incorporate a ' dither' noise signal which acts
in an analogous way to transistor bias
current, making sure that the smallest signal
changes are adequately encoded.
However, the Nimbus disc does raise two
important points. Firstly, the conventional
definition of dynamic range as being the
difference between peak and noise levels is
inadequate for digitally- encoded signals.
The background noise of adigital system
may be very low indeed, but the moment an
audio signal is present, afixed level of
distortion appears — the dynamic range
effectively is defined by ' background
distortion' rather than by background noise.
Secondly, under practical conditions of
usage, the performance of a16 bit linear
digital system would appear to be only just
good enough to meet critical hi-fi rather than
'man in the street' standards.
'Just good enough' is as good as ' good
enough' of course — Linn's engineers, with
some interesting justification, beg to
disagree even with that on p.35— but the
problem is that the former leaves no margin,
either for an increased sensitivity to
distortion amongst more critical listeners, or
for the introduction of errors elsewhere.
Studer's Dr. Roger Lagadec, for example, a
leading authority on digital design, told me
recently that the 16- bit, 44kHz spec. for CD is
in theory adequate for music reproduction.
However, he went on, there are too many
stages in the digital recording process where
the quality can be degraded for there to be
much chance of aCD sounding as good as it
should, an opinion unfortunately reinforced
by many of the CD reviews in this issue.
However, Iam assured by many engineers
that things are bound to improve— Ilive in
hope!
John Atkinson
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... ODOM 1prU FOOLS
From: E.D. Evezard, Carmarthen, Dyfed,
Wales
Dear Sir, Now that an enterprising manufacturer has produced a device for restoring to
Compact Disc the crackles and pops so
essential for the enjoyment of music on LP
(HFN/RR, April 1983) may we soon expect
news of the next quantum leap forward — a
unit by which Compact Discs can reproduce
the authentic quality of the early acoustic 78s
— as heard on an acoustic horn gramophone,
of course? An essential stage, of course,
would be designed to simulate the running
down of the clockwork motor...
The late — and sadly lamented — Geoff
Jeanes would, I'm sure, have enjoyed creating a cartoon showing Bod listening to
glorious stereo from the horn- gramophones,
playing a Horn Concerto ( what else?) by that
well-known Linkhaus composer, Swen If- 1h.
Yours faithfully

... more about April Fools
From: R. Sutton, Dartford, Kent
Dear Sir, It is more than a year since Ilast
bought a hi-fi magazine ( other than HiFi
Choice) and Ihad forgotten how enjoyable
they could be. In particular the humour in
your April issue gave me great pleasure,
especially the 'April Fool' element. Imust
confess to having been a little slow on the
uptake, but ultimately your ' digital noise'
article gave the game away.
Isuppose in retrospect that Ishould have
spotted the gems in the turntable section,
but you know how it is; the mind on other
matters, too preoccupied to notice that this
was not another Haymarket monolith,
despite the all-star guest cast list. Ishudder
with embarrassment at my own naïvety, but
Iallowed the likes of a ' monitor turntable'
that was inferior to a ' reference, notorious
for requiring scrupulous setting- up' and
blessed with an ' upper- bass honk' to pass
me by.
Like a rookie I swallowed the ' let's
hypothesise apossible problem' theme, and
was only put on mild alert by what appeared
to be blunders attributable to ' a respected
reviewer who should have known better'.
Does our Master of Ceremonies really measure adynamic transient wow by comparing
two constant states ( pre and post Dust Bug)?
Still, I'm confident something as cheap and
nasty as a servo wouldn't pass that test and
would remain musically useless. And didn't
someone forget a x10 subscript from their
disc impulse response? Nice smooth tail
Ivor!
Still, splendid stuff, and wonderfully entertaining. But tell me, greenhorn that Iam,
how many of the other items were kosher?
Yours faithfully

... about Cosworth engines
and listening to music
From: Douglas N. Thomson, Edinburgh,
Scotland
Dear Sir, Anyone who comes along with
fresh thinking and radical ideas, and rocks
the establishment boat, lays himself wide
open to criticism and ridicule. For example,
one only has to observe how the medical
profession react when someone comes
along with an unorthodox treatment method
which happens to be successful. The basis of
Ivor Tiefenbrun's attitude to LP reproduction
seems to be simplicity and commonsense,
coupled with an open mind and a deep
feeling and understanding of how every16
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preserved by the recording horn. Both that
and his present argument are absurd, and I
defy anyone to listen to the Borodin Trio's
digital recordings of Tchaikovsky and
Schubert, or to Stephen BishopKovacevich's recent recording of the
Schubert 136 Sonata, and then to say with a
straight face that he experienced only irritation.
If there are problems with digital recording
(and Isuspect the chief one is the lack of
Walter Legges and John Culshaws to make
use of it), then let's address them, not bury
our heads in the sand. Mr. Teifenbrun makes
a very fine turntable, but the mystical
mumbo-jumbo with which he attempts ( all
too successfully) to surround it does no
service to the enjoyment of great music.
Yours faithfully
Ihad decided to close the correspondence on the IT theme,
but the point made in the above letter Ifelt had to be made.
No more Linn letters for awhile please — perhaps well have
a rematch in 1984 — Ed.

thing should work. A high degree of
engineering integrity, simplicity of design
and attention to detail would seem to be the
secret of the success of Linn products. The
fact that so many turntable manufacturers
have sought to equal or exceed the performance of the Sondek would seem to be ample
proof of the value of his approach.
IT's subjective method for product evaluation seems only too obvious, and is surely
not to be laughed at. If Imight use a slightly
tenuous analogy: in the highly technical
world of Formula One Grand Prix motor
racing, the complex Ford Cosworth engines
used by many teams are exhaustively tested
on a dynanometer to determine the optimum settings for ultimate power. However,
these engines come fitted with a vernier
adjustment for the fuel injection mixture
setting, the optimum setting for which can
only be determined once the engine is
installed in the car and the mechanics listen
to the exhaust note and the driver feels how
the engine responds to his demands.
Ihave read many letters over the years
condemning Linn products, and a fair proportion of these appear to have come from
Scots. This does not surprise me as we Scots
tend to be a fairly conservative lot, and if
there is one thing we despise, it is a fellow
Scot who is successful and shoots his mouth
off about it!
It has become clear over the years that a
Linn/Naim system is not one for the hi-fi
hobbyist, but is meant to be installed and
listened to, definitely not fiddled with. It's a
bit like buying a Porsche, really, which is so
well built that just about the only thing you
can do with it is to drive it, apart perhaps
from going backwards through the hedge
occasionally. ( BMW owners go through the
hedge forwards, of ccurse!)
At the end of the day, Idon't think it really
matters what kind of hi-fi system you have,
providing it gives you pleasure. After all, as
my father rather cynically remarked, ' It's
only when you go to a live concert that you
realise what a terrible screeching noise
you've been listening to from hi-fi'.
Yours faithfully

... about a serious lack
From: Robert Harper, Vancouver, Washington, USA
Dear Sir, We ought to be glad that Ivor
Tiefenbrun wasn't around at the changeover
from acoustical to electrical recording, otherwise we would no doubt have to put up with

... about
settes
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From: T.D. Stirgess, Charminster, Dorchester, Dorset
Dear Sir, Just what are EMI playing about at?
Iknow Iam not alone in my low opinion of
some of EMI's pressings in recent years but
having discovered the excellent quality of
their chrome cassettes it seemed that here at
least was a very acceptable alternative. And
then Angus McKenzie warned in March of
EMI's decision to abandon the use of chrome
tape. Ihoped against hope this was just a
rumour, or if true then someone with sense
would prevail and reverse such an incredibly
misguided and incomprehensible resolution.
No such luck. The results are in the shops
already and Ifeel particularly aggrieved at
having suffered little short of a ' rip-off'.
I recently purchased Muti's spectacular
EMI recording of Prokofiev's Romeo and
Juliet on chrome cassette. After ashort time
the tape began to bind in the housing, and
the suppliers ordered a replacement. On
playing this it was immediately apparent that
something was seriously amiss. The deep
bass much in evidence in the original was
almost entirely absent and the whole thing
lacked the sparkle and impact Ihad come to
expect. Only then did Inotice the complete
absence also of the Chrome Dioxide labelling that had appeared prominently on the
original. Otherwise the printed card insert is
identical and also, somewhat surprisingly,
was the price being asked for these new
cassettes. Ithen looked more closely at the
tape itself. The colour of this is certainly
more akin to achrome than aferric tape, and
had Inot heard my original example Imight
have been persuaded to think that this was
indeed achrome cassette. Maybe I'm wrong
and all I've got is one of a duff batch. But if
this is the case, why the change in labelling
on a major selling point if not to avoid the
embarrassment of a possible prosecution
under the Sale of Goods/Trade Description
Acts?
While by general standards the cassette
still offers quite a reasonable rendition this,
of course, is not the point. I bought the
original cassette on the strength of glowing
reviews and in the knowledge that chrome
tape offered good performance without the
considerable annoyance of spits, crackles,
rumbles et al. Deciding not to use chrome
tapes on new recordings is one thing —
changing formulations and downgrading
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quality part way through the current issue is
downright dishonest! And charging the
same price adds considerable insult to
injury.
Yours faithfully
We have been informed by an EMI spokesman that the
decision to drop chrome tape for their prerecorded cassettes in favour of aferric formulation has been reversed. EMI
classical cassettes in the shops in the future should be on
chrome tape; perhaps HFN/RR readers could let us know of
their experiences when they ask for chrome — Ed

. . . about the piano and digital
recorcling
From: M.J.D. Thomson, Camberley, Surrey
Dear Sir, In conjunction with REW of Tottenham Court Road, the Federation of British
Tape Recordists recorded my 6ft hin. Steinway grand using a Sony PCM-F1 digital
recorder fed from a pair of AKG C451
capacitor microphones. The recordings were
played back via aQuad 405 and Spendor BC1
loudspeakers. Revox and TEAC tape recorders were used to provide 15 in/s tapes for
comparison purposes.
So how did the Sony sound? As apianist I
can only say that for the first time Ireally
heard clearly what Ihad played, as though a
veil had been lifted from the sound. Indeed, I
have never heard such startling clarity from
any other recorded sound source. Side by
side comparison with the 15 in/s analogue
tape illusu-ated the masking effect of modulation noise that was absent from the digital
recording. This is the most serious failing of
analogue tape recorders and it is especially
noticeable on piano music ( anotorious problem for noise- reduction systems, also).
Icannot believe that the modulation noise,
distortion, non-flat response and wow that
plague conventional piano records make any
positive contribution to the emotion experienced by the listener. Iwould claim instead
that the dramatic improvement in clarity
afforded by digital techniques better enables
the performance to be heard and understood. Listening musicians respond primarily to the quality of the playing on a
record and would want only to hear the
music as clearly as possible without the
usual distractions and distortions.
Living with a fine piano, Ihave become
used to a quality of sound unapproached by
analogue recordings and Ican appreciate all
the better the gigantic step forward offered
by the digital revolution. You can hear both
recordings at REW. But be warned: you will
be forever dissatisfied with analogue piano
recordings. The analogue disc cannot stave
off the digital challenge and as the range of
available Compact Discs increases, there will
be many rueful owners of expensive turntables who wish they had waited. Icannot
imagine that even the Linn Sondek will
escape obsolescence; unless of course the
next retro fitted modification permits the
playing of 78 rpm records — the original
direct-cut discs!
Yours faithfully

. . . about the disappearance
of the LP
From: Leonard M. Crowe, Lowestoft, Suffolk
Dear Sir, Among the many articles and
technical reports on the subject of Compact
Disc contained in the March issue of HFN/RR,
that by Bernard Coutaz, President of
Harmonia Mundi France, stands out as singularly thought- provoking and down to earth.
Of the various points raised, one in particular
HI-FI NEWS ct RECORD REVIEW
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is deserving of special mention. M. Coutaz
assumes that ' recordings will continue to be
available in both formats' ( Compact Disc and
LP), but it is not inconceivable that in the
not-too-distant future and possibly with little
or no warning, the record companies will, in
the interests of rationalisation, completely
withdraw the LP record, denying those of us
who have failed to respond to the demands
of ' progress' the opportunity of adding to
our collections? May we, as a matter of
urgency, have some assurance on this all
important matter from the record companies
who will, Itrust, give serious consideration
to the many record collectors whose chief
interest lies in the enjoyment of music rather
than the pursuit of technological wizardry for
its own sake.
Yours faithfully

... about digital clicks dc CD
From: Andrew Kazdin, Jamaica Estates,
New York, USA
Dear Sir, Angus McKenzie was concerned in
his Compact Disc review (
HFN/RR March) of
the CBS Compact Disc of Petrouchka (
NYPO/
Mehta) about what appeared to be distortion
or clipping. Iproduced the recording and can
therefore shed some light on the situation.
This Petrouchka was the first symphonic,
multi-track digital recording ever attempted.
In producing it, Ihad the full cooperation of
3M who were in the process of introducing
their new 32-track digital recorder; Iwas
going to be the first to use it in asymphonic
setting, and the major accomplishment of
3M was that they could digitally edit 32
tracks ( as opposed to a Sony prototype
which was in existence at the same time).
The recording session took place in New
York, but it was necessary for me to fly to the
home of 3M ( St. Paul, Minnesota) to work on
their editor, which was a one-of- a- kind prototype that they had rushed to prepare in
advance of my visit.
At the time ( September, 1979) 3M had not
yet designed and installed a proper crossfade system into the device, but what they
did have was what they called ' a quasi
cross-fade'. Ican't remember the exact numbers, but the unit worked as follows:
At the point of asplice, in order to avoid a
head-on direct abutment of the two takes, a
small transition period was constructed
which introduced an interval consisting of
equal parts of both the outgoing and the
incoming takes. So, in order to splice from
material A into material B, we attempt to
ease the blow by briefly passing through a
small piece of A+B. Ican only assume that
the 3M engineers compared this effect to a
straight instantaneous transition and found
it preferable. It well might have been, but it
was not perfect and occasionally produced a
splice of imperfect invisibility.
Very often, the defect could be reduced by
making slight modifications in the actual
splice points. Considering we are talking
about a 32-track splice and the aberrations
did not appear in every track, it was sometimes possible to ' hide' the faulty tracks by
submerging them at the time of the mix. Of
course, this technique depended upon the
culprit's dispensability from a musical point
of view. In other words, if a splicing defect
appeared in the Celeste track and the Celeste
was not playing at the point of the edit, it
would be possible to ' duck' that track with
the channel faders to cure the problem.

Inevitably, there were a handful of such
defects which could not be fixed or hidden
and they unfortunately appeared on the
finished master tape.
Now, what do these editing artifacts sound
like? In their simplest form, they resemble a
tiny 'tick'. In some cases, where more than
one track was involved, there could be alittle
burst of ticks. In the opening section of
Petrouchka, it just so happens that several of
the splices which produced insoluble 'ticks'
were located on the Timpani figures mentioned. So, the fact is that these little ' spits'
are not evidence of distortion, but rather an
unavoidable by-product of a not-yet- perfect
technology. By pure coincidence, these
sounds — coupled with the fact that they very
often appeared at the point of a Timpani
attack — strongly resemble distortion products. But the fact is that they are not.
In addition to the explanation given above,
3M quickly finished the design of their
cross-fade boards and this new development
guaranteed glitch-free splices. Ihave used
the new device extensively and 'ticks' can be
consided gone forever. In fact, Petrouchka
was the only example of a symphonic
recording edited with the old ' quasi crossfade'. Also, it must be pointed out that we
had no choice. The technology which 3M
pioneered which allowed multi-track digital
editing offered so many advantages to the
record production process that one had to
forgive the imperfection of this early prototype. Finally, and this one always brings a
smile to my lips — the plain fact was that the
little ticks were largely inaudible on conventional analog pressings. Also, they conveniently sounded exactly like specks of dust.
Now, of course, Compact Disc has stripped
off the masking surface noise and the ticks
make their re- appearance.
Yours faithfully

. . . about double blind testing
From: Daniel Shanefield, Princeton, New
Jersey, USA
Dear Sir, It is surprising to see Martin
Colloms still reviewing amplifiers ( in the
February issue) without making use of
modern scientific techniques such as
equalized, blind testing. He reported that the
Audio Research SP- 8 preamp had unusually
good sound quality in his listening tests.
However, Mr. Colloms should know, by
having participated in blind tests himself
(May 1981, page 99), that sheer imagination
can creep into such evaluations and give
false conclusions. Also, very small frequency
response deviations can make one amplifier
sound ' more open, more alive' than the
other. These deviations can be caused by
inter-component interactions, by resistor
changes during warm-up, etc.
Mr. Colloms has said in a June 1981
review that he believes there is more to the
story than scientific methods can currently
explain. However, we might as well bring
ourselves at least up to the level of the best
possible test, even if that is somewhat
imperfect. And there is no excuse for
ignoring rigorous methodology, once we
know that imagination and frequency
response deviations can be traps.
It is significant that no new medicine can
be introduced nowadays without double
blind testing. While selection of the 'wrong'
17
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MUSICIAN SPEAKERS

The Musician ILoudspeaker is the result of years of
experiment directed at the design of asingle drive unit
capable of handling the whole audible frequency
range to Hi-fidelity standards. The result is aradically
new diaphragm and coil using a combination of
modern materials and hand crafting. We run a small
labour intensive operation in which every unit is
individually made and calibrated to precise standards.
We, and many who have heard our units, believe that
we have achieved, through our new drive unit and its
unusual ceramic housing, a loudspeaker that sounds
remarkably natural both in its lack of tonal colouration
and in the presentation of a realistic spacial image.

YES, AT LONG LAST IT IS BEING REALISED THAT
THE TURNTABLE HAS PRIORITY IN A BUDGET
SYSTEM. THE MODELS SHOWN HERE EACH
REPRESENT THE FINEST VALUE IN ITS PRICE
CLASS.

For further information and direct sales write or phone
Merseyside Acoustic Developments, Merseyside Innovation Centre, 131 Mount Pleasant, Liverpool L3
5TF.

Rega 3, A & R P77, A tit R
A60 amp, Linn Kan
including matching stands
£596 or £60 deposit and 18
monthly payments of £37.14
or 24 at £29.70

Dual CS505-1, Ortofon
cartridge, NAD 3020A or
Creek 4040 amp with KEF
Coda III £293 or £30 deposit
and 12 monthly payments of

Telephone: 051 709 0427

On demonstration at Circle Records, Liverpool.

"Speaker stands have a
greater influence on sound
reproduction than good
quality speaker cables"

£25.53

Rega 2, Elite 800, Creek
4040 amp or Sansui AUD-22
and KEF Coda III £348 or
£35 deposit and 12 monthly
payments of £30.38
Rega 3, Ortofon VMS20
cartridge, Creek CAS 4040
amp, KEF Coda III £383 or
£39 deposit or 12 monthly
payments of £33.39 or 18 at
£23.84

ALVIN GOLD HIFI NEWS 1982

Recent research has proven beyond
doubt, that whilst multi adjustable
stands fitted with castors offer several
advantages, they DO DEGRADE
SOUND DUALITY. This is because
they fail to provide adequate support
for the speaker.
The new QED Sound Definition
Range of speaker stands place
maximum emphasis on overall
stability. This is why they have at
least three or sometimes four uprights for maximum speaker support.
Some of them are also coated with a
special self damping material which
considerably reduces unwanted stand
vibration.

Linn LP 12 , Basik LV .V
NAD 3020A, KEF Coda III,
£627 or £63 deposit and 18
monthly payments of £39.08
or 24 at £31.19

Dual CS505-1, Ortofon
cartridge, NAD 7120
receiver and KEF Coda III
£361 or £37 deposit and 12
monthly payments of £31.45

Linn LP12/LVX, A & R P77
cartridge, Naim 42/110 amp,
Linn Kans speakers
including matching stand
£1,199 or £200 deposit and
12 monthly payments of
£96.98 or 24 at £55.36
*Reviewed this issue
New Mission 775 LCT
turntable/arm, Mission 775
MM
cartridge,
new
Cambridge Acoustics 778
integrated amplifier, Mission
70 speakers, total price £548
or £ 55 deposit and 18
monthly payments of £34.16

Please note that as an alternative for the KEF Coda III, we can
also supply the AR 18LS, Celestion Ditton 110, Maranta LD-30,
Mission 77 and Mordaunt-Short MS-20 at the same price.
Inc. 10 m. 79 strand.
Mail order — for Securicor delivery add £ 10 per system.
Larger deposits or alternative repayments on request.

HP TERMS
DETAILS ON
REQUEST
equipment

WL

PRICES FROM
£21.50 to £50.00 per pair

For further information on why
speaker stands sound different,
please send a 1st class stamp to
the address shown be/ow (please
refer to this advert).

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED

Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel : Ashford 46236
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amplifier would not be dangerous to our
health, most of us readers are keenly
interested in learning the truth.
The methods of the blind testers might
appear to be cumbersome, and maybe even
a bit suspicious, with all those switches,
equalizers, and the like. But it is easy to do
the test in a manner which satisfies almost
all parties. Simply put a graphic equalizer in
series with the amplifier you suspect to be
the worst-sounding of the two, not the better
one. Don't do any fast switching at all; just
hook up each amp in its turn with jumper
cables, as you normally would in anon- blind
test, and listen with as leisurely afashion as
you like. To be certain that you are not being
fooled by extraneous factors, though, the
frequency response should be re- equalized
periodically, and the person doing the
plugging in of cables should be a
disinterested party. The reviewer should not
know which amp is which.
If there are sonic differences remaining
after that, then those are worthy of space in
your excellent magazine.
Yours faithfully

to square one and experiment with substitutes, with the happy result that we gained a
better understanding of what was needed.
We finally settled on acombination of materials which is both more stable and a little
easier to construct. As a bonus, the new
structure has resolved some torsion mode

certainty that only atiny percentage will have
a clear concept of such an organisation's
aims and objectives. Yet we all know that a
high proportion of gramophone society supporters also go regularly to live musical
events — but the reverse is far from true and
because of mistaken concepts, we lose poten-

problems which were adversely affecting the
response. Ienclose the measured responses,
both on and off- axis, of the speaker using the
new diaphragm to be compared with that
published last month.
Yours faithfully

tial members. So if we are ready to accept my
proposition that the current widely used title
is not only out of date and even ahindrance to
the continuance and development of the
movement, what do we use in its place? Ha —
indeed, • a vexing question and inherently
controversial as we soon discovered in my
own Society when we attempted to debate it.
Matters became quite heated! The main bone
of contention was that the new title ought in
some way to be descriptive of the Society's
activities; and if this line of reasoning was
followed, some truly pretentious alternatives
were dreamt up and quite rightly rejected as
being worse than the original.
My argument is that, in fact, the new title
does not have to be descriptive so long as it
demonstrates some degree of originality and
uniqueness beside similar organisations
within the community. Let me illustrate;
mention ' ICI' to anyone and one thinks of
chemicals; yet there is nothing in the title that
suggests even remotely the function of that
large organisation. What association there is,
is because of acquired corporate imagery
from constant usage and a public relations
exercise in the dim distant past. There are, of
course, many other examples.
Our perfect alternative was offered to us
many years ago by one of the most progressive gramophone societies in London, and I
well recall at the time the visible upper lip
curling when ' Putney Music' announced their
new title; with it went the accusation that they
weren't a real gramophone society anyway.
No? Well, Ihave seen their programmes and
by my terms of reference they are doing what
any gramophone society ought to be attempting to do in the 1980s and doing it very well!
Putney Music were pointing the way, if only
we realised it, and Ilearned only afew days
ago that another society in Yorkshire have
grasped the nettle and now we have a
'Wharfedale Music'. It is an ideally succinct
alternative and if every gramophone society
in the country adopted an identical title, the
movement would acquire a consistent and
clearly understood image nationwide: such
that any visitor to any town or city seeking
recorded music concerts has only to look for
the name of the town or city with the
suffix ' Music' and there will be the organisation that meets the need.
Finally, a word for those still with a
nostalgic hankering for the old obsolete title;
let me remind them that the source of our
recorded music is no longer confined to
gramophone records, but might well be tapes
or cassettes; the laser disc is now with us and
possibly, within the next decade the ROM — a
complete symphony on an integrated circuit.
Then ask your 1990 teenager, what's a
gramophone record?
Yours faithfully

... about the NFG3
... about the Yorkshire
2/3
From: W.G. Richardson, Yorkshire Hi Fi,
Coltsgate Hill, Ripon, Yorks
Dear Sir, Thank you for the review of our 2/3
loudspeaker (
HFN/RR April). Iconsidered it
very fair and well informed, and appreciate
the opportunity to provide supplementary
information. A small detail is that one of the
photographs shown is of a different loudspeaker [ unfortunately, it was a Heybrook
HB2 — Ed).
The response curves of the models sampled and their interpretation agreed with our
own, which brings us to a critical point of
design philosophy. Unlike the majority of
other manufacturers, we do not use the
crossover to improve the frequency
response of the system. This is because
doing so tends to compromise other factors,
such as phase and transient performance.
Instead, we have concentrated our efforts on
improved internal damping, a new cone
material and revised cone profile, all of
which tackle non- linearity at source. We did
attempt to advise that changes were taking
place, because the samples reviewed predate those currently available to dealers. The
changes are significant and we are therefore
offering an upgrade kit for about £20.
Yours faithfully

... about one-way drive
From: Dr. H.C. Pinfold, Merseyside Acoustic
Developments, Merseyside Innovation Centre, 131 Mount Pleasant, Liverpool 13 5TF
Dear Sir, Following the publication of my
article on a speaker based on a single
full- range drive- unit (
HFN/RR May ' 83), some
developments have occurred, the most exciting of which have been contacts from
several big British companies suggesting
joint projects. However, there have been a
couple of traumas on the production front,
but although these initially seemed unwelcome, they have since turned out to our
advantage. To cut a long story short, the
suppliers of our original plastic diaphragm
material suddenly announced that they
were ceasing manufacture of that particular
product! The only thing to do was to go back
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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From: Reg Williamson, Past Vice-Chairman
and Technical Officer, National Federation of
Gramophone Societies
Dear Sir, The scene is the studio of a local
radio station in a large provincial city; the
dramatis personae, the DJ For The Day and
his guest, the Secretary of the city's gramophone society. Our Hon Sec has been
given the privilege of interrupting the interminable Top Twenty for a few precious
minutes to give news of the Society's forthcoming season of exciting goodies. At acue
from his DJ host, he launches enthusiastically
into adescription of the wide ranging musical
fare on offer to members and guests. As he
warms to his opportunity, across the features
of our DJ flit in rapid succession expressions
of surprise, then puzzlement then finally, one
of outraged betrayal. 'What' he grits ' has this
to do with aGramophone Society?' Now it is
the turn of our Hon Sec to look bewildered
and within a trice, confusion reigns and it's
quickly back to the Top Twenty before the
listeners are required to think too hard.
Now if anyone thinks this story is apocryphal, let me assure them — it actually
happened; and the reasons why are ( to me,
anyway) all too obvious. Of course, to anyone
active within the long established gramophone society movement, there is no
need to explain what we get up to. But Ihave
news for all you supporters of your local
Gramophone/Recorded Music Circle or whatever. Out in the wide world, there is a new
generation of recorded music enthusiasts for
whom a 12in. LP is an '
album' and those
funny 7in. things are ' singles': an alien
language, Isuspect, in most gramophone
societies.
In my view achange of title is long overdue.
Oh, Iknow full well that there is normally
nothing wrong in a name with archaic overtones. We all know, for example, that the
'Ancient Order of Buffalos' is nothing whatsoever to do with that threatened species. But
what is important is that the name should not
be misleading, however unintentional, and
no one is to blame for the fact that time and
technological change has made it so — but
my example is typical. If you don't believe
me, try asking amongst friends who are
regular supporters of local live musical
events for their ideas on what happens at a
gramophone society. In my experience, it's a
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SPIKES AND WIPES
Russ Andrews, audio sage and
entrepreneur, notably of Grace
and Supex, has been satiating the
wants of VDR ( Voltage Dependent Resistor) hunters since
advocacy of sanitary mains
became rife here last year. Bogstandard VDRs often aren't all
they're tonnected up to be and
it's worthwhile searching out the
more capable, reliable versions,
despite their greater expense.
Russ can supply high quality GEC
types for £2.99 each, inc, but they
are a right fiddle to fit inside a
mains plug, so most lay- people
would probably welcome his new
Clamp 1. This comprises a topgrade MK plug ready fitted with
the requisite VDR across its Live
and Neutral pins, leaving the user
to wire the plug in the normal
way. Price is £7.50 each inc postage and VAT. Clamp 2 is a more
elaborate version using three

DIRECT-MAYWARE
'Due to Retailers restricting their
selection to certain journalist
pushed products only', Mayware
are now operating a direct-toconsumer service, with correspondingly lower prices. In addition, purchasers of every arm will

VDRs; this is simply fitted into a
spare mains socket on the audio
ring main and protects against
damage in the event of a lightning strike. This costs £ 10.50.
Oxidation, bane of low-level
signal paths where metal- tometal contacts are involved
(phono/DIN connectors, input
switches, etc), is a problem most
of us overlook all too easily, even
though we are advised to disconnect/reconnect our leads regularly to help eliminate its deleterious effects. Followers of the
American way of hi-fi will know
about Cramolin, a two- liquid
cleanser and preservative which,
properly applied, should give a
much more reliable connection.
At £ 12.99 this may seem expensive, but it pales against some
so-called superfi cure-alls. Russ
Andrews Turntable Accessories,
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Cumbria, LA8 9AS. Tel:
053 983 247.
be given a free moving-coil cartridge. Thus the new MkIV
tonearm with the MC-2C or MC2V now costs only £79.35 instead
of £ 148.35, or it can be had with
the new improved MC- 3L for
another £ 10. Arm purchasers can
also buy ' The Cartridge' ( see
'News', Dec ' 82) for only £69.

want to take the plunge, so HFN/
RR and its sister magazine Stereo
are promoting 'The Hi Fi Show'
over the August Bank Holiday
HFN/RR has been taking an weekend. Regarding venue, a
increasing interest in shows over rich vein of nostalgia surrounds
the last couple of years. We feel the mid ' 60s shows such as
that an exhibition offers a suit- Sonex, so we decided that we
ably neutral arena for manufac- would hold our show at the same
turer and enthusiast to meet,
place, the Heathrow Penta Hotel
without the concomitant press- (which has the added advantage
ure to purchase experienced in a of possessing rooms with
dealer's showroom. The relatively good acoustics for
increased fragmentation repre- demonstrations).
sented by the large number of
As we get nearer the time, we'll
dealer- sponsored shows last keep you informed about who
year, as well as the identity crisis will be there, and what special
suffered by the Harrogate Show — events will be taking place, but
Fi Show'
whether to embrace video or not? rest assured that 'The Hi — pointed up the lack of a real will be specifically concerned
national show, similar to those with music and sound reproducabroad, which would be devoted tion, not with video, computers,
TV games and the other areas of
exclusively to hi-fi.
Well, no-one else appeared to 'consumer electronics'.

THE AUGUST HI-FI
SHOW

LASER BEATLES

Multi- media events, especially
pop- related, are rare things,
indeed, so it was a pleasant surprise to learn that the London
Planetarium is continuing its
'Laser Rock' series with a new
show.
Throughout this summer, the
Laserium side of the Planetarium
will be presenting 'The Beatles', a
son et lumiere event celebrating
the Beatles' 20th Anniversary.
Those of you who have seen laser
shows in the past will have a
reasonable idea of what to
expect: visual pyrotechnics that
will amaze all but the most blasé
of audiences. But in this particu111-1=1 NEWS
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lar case, the music truly deserves
equal billing with the laser
effects.
The Planetarium has long been
known for its impressive sound
system: 2000 watts worth of awesome power employed in aroom
that any hi-fi lover would lust
after. The sound quality, in hi-fi
terms, is a moot point; what you
will hear, though, is ' size' that no
domestic system can offer. But
that's not all: the soundtrack of
23 Beatles songs is taken directly
off Capitol's master tapes. How
often do you get to hear music of
Mobile Fidelity standards played
at true concert levels?
If you've got even a passing
JUNE

interest in the Beatles' music, you
owe it to yourself to see and hear
this magnificent tribute. But isn't
it sad, though, that it took an
American outfit to create the best

of this year's Beetle benedictions?
London
Planetarium,
Marylebone Road, London NW1.
Tel: 01-486 1121.

company,Toshiba-EMI Ltd, supported the initial launch in Japan
Following ' constructive discus- last October with a number of
sions' with Philips and Polygram, important titles, and that cataEMI Music has finally agreed to logue will now make its way to
support Compact Disc — the last Europe and North America. EMI
big classical company to make a intends to build up a list of some
commitment to the new format. 200 classical and pop records in
EMI has used digital mastering their first year, drawn from the
for the whole of its international EMI, Angel, Capitol, and EMI
classical recording during the last America labels. A selection of the
two years, so the move is entirely Toshiba- EMI titles is reviewed in
logical, if a little slow in mater- Compact Disc Monitor elsewhere
ialising. The Japanese affiliate in this issue.

EMI

CD

VALVE MIKE FROM
AEG
In keeping with the anachronistic
nature of some of the features
this month, it's nice to report that
AKG are reintroducing a valve
microphone with an integral
valve preamp. The AKG 'Tube' is
based on the CK12 mono capsule
and ' state-of-the-art' circuitry

LOW-COST
DNM PREAMP

'(DNM) would like to advise you
that a low cost)?) version of the
DNM Pre-Amplifier called the Primus is now available.' Their
words, not ours.
Admittedly, £450 is a lot less
than the £820 tariff for their battery- powered flagship model.
The new Primus is a mainsdriven model minus the dearer
version's tape inputs and outputs
and, the voltage detection system
used for detecting battery voltage. Those opting for the lessexpensive model can add the
tape stages at a later date, in the
form of an outboard unit, and can
upgrade the Primus to full DNM
status by trading in its power
supply towards what DNM feels
is the no- compromise batterypowered version.
We could be accused of simply
being pedantic about the term
low cost'? Perhaps, but it's just
that DNM bravely attempt to justify their high prices by alluding,
in their point- of- sale material, to
the grave inferiority of less
expensive units. Those who have

SHARP CD PLAYER

Britain's growing CD market
should have anew competitor by
the time this issue appears —
Sharp will be shortly unveiling
their new DAD player, the DX-3,
following its launch in Japan last
Autumn. Sharp, responsible for
APSS, ANSS, ASTS and ASPM in
the past, have been unable to
resist the obvious temptation,
and the model features their own
semiconductor laser pick-up with

around a6072 valve, the same as
used in the C12 condenser mike
from the early ' 60s. Pattern is
switchable between omni, cardioid and figure- eight ( and positions in between) and the Tube
will be available on ahand- made,
limited edition basis.
Now, how about atube output
stage for Compact Disc players,
Philips?
been willing to overlook the
shabbiness of the NAD 1020 will
presumably argue that good
sound is available for the cost of
just the Primus' power supply on
its own. Additionally, fans of

Things Hafler might have aword
or two for those who would deny
the lesser endowed of their rights
to fine music reproduction ...
There's no doubt that DNM do
make fine preamps, arguments
over cost aside, and if you want
to check them out, contact DNM
at ' Rostrevor', Canterbury Tye,
Doddinghurst Road, Brentwood,
Essex CM15 OSE. Tel: 0277
225865.

VSIS ( standing for V-Channelled
Substrate Inner Stripe) structure
designed to achieve ' superior
performance and stable operation of more than 50,000 hours'.
The DX- 3 is a front- loader and
includes the usual auto- programmer device, and search system to
allow 'track skipping'. The price
of the DX- 3 has yet to be fixed,
but we assume it will be in the
same £450-£500 area as its competition.

BALANC E
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HiFi on abudget is full of pitfalls.
You can't afford to waste apenny on
gadgets or trimmings. With Sondex 230
you pay for quality of sound reproduction, achieved
by using high quality components and engineering design.
Pre- and power amplifiers may be separated to allow connection
to an extension unit containing acrossover module and power amp,
to drive 'active' speakers.
The controls and housing are simple and unobtrusive.
Sondex 230 is unbeatable value for an integrated amplifier with Hi-Fr reproduction
You're investing in sound.
Sonde( amplifiers are handmade by craftsmen in Great Britain. Products
include the SP1 pre-amplifier, power supply and Si00 studio power amplifier.
They are available through selected retailers
As hearing is the only way of believing, ademonstration is essential.
Please complete the coupon and post off to us for details of your
nearest stockist and equipment specification.
You won't be disappointed_

Sondex

excellence by simplicity

Sole agents and distributors in the UK
ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley Edge. Cheshire SK9 7EG
Telephone 0625 582704
e
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'Stand & Deliver' speaker stands
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FISHER - AN
ENGLISHMAN'S
VIEW

ger Keith Harrison firmly intends
to place the brand back on the
map, and at a recent Press Conference claimed a 77,000%
Fisher have been dormant or annual growth rate in turnover
between Feb ' 82 and Feb ' 83!
near- dormant in the UK for many
Much of this is due to video, of
years, and their present product
range bears no resemblance to
course, where Fisher are offering
Sanyo- priced machines (le,
the big classy receivers with
le,
which they originally made their cheap) on the VHS format (
popular) which could give the
name in the US. 1983 sees the
name as a Sanyo brand of Far two brands between them overall
VCR market leadership soon. But
Eastern lookalikes, operating in
they are not ignoring audio, and
the audio and video markets, and
plan an £800 CD rack system this
proving to be ultra- competitive
Autumn, and intend to continue
on price ( which, after all, may be
offering the best prices around in
more important than imaginabudget separates and racks.
tion). •
Paul Messenger
The new UK marketing mana -

and become as Japanese as
Sanyo.
Old timers who recall the golden days, when Fisher meant
Older readers should be pleased 'high end', have probably only
to see the return to the market just recovered from the shock of
place of one of the grand old seeing the Fisher badge on some
names of hi-fi, a name that in its thing as low- brow as a video
day meant quality in every aspect recorder. Now it graces a CD
of performance. But perhaps they player?
If the name of Fisher still meant
won't be. Pleased, that is.
Great names do one of three what it did in the ' 50s and ' 60s,
things: remain great by sustain- surely any CD player made by
ing the level of performance that Fisher of yore would be more
made them great in the first than a £479 bargain- basement
place; disappear with grace entry? It would be CD of the finest
rather than slide down market; or kind.
What's next? Rolls-Royce makget taken over by huge corporations with a minimal sense of ing badge- engineered Toyotas?
history. In Quad's case, it's the Will Rolex one day make clockfirst choice. In Dynaco's, Rad - radios? Can we expect to see
ford's, and ( let's be kind) Leak's Chateau Lafite Cola?
May Avery Fisher forgive the
cases, they opted for the second.
Unfortunately, American Fisher moneymen
Ken Kessler
has gone down that third path,

FISHER - AN
AMERICAN'S VIEW

JUNE AES
This month's AES lecture should
be particularly interesting as it
features Dr. Glyn Adams, who
has been the driving force behind
speaker design at B&W for some
years. His topic is perhaps apointer to a new generation of speak-

HEYBROOH LP
PLAYER

Following their first successful
excursion into the turntable field
with the TT2, Heybrook have produced a Series 2 version of this
model. Overall design remains
essentially the same but they
have aimed at a higher standard
of finish on all engineered parts,
particularly the bearing, concentrating on reduced resonance and
greater stability. The formerly
steel subchassis is now cast aluminium, a change designed to
reduce reverberant colorations,
and a thinner grade oil has been
used to improve speed staiblity.
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in the horizontal plane, while the
vertical plane bearings are somewhat unipivot-ish, consisting of
three balls round a supported
cone pin, intended to maintain

even pressure and
aase stability whilst lowering ,.. ction. The
arm will retail at £85 inc VAT and
can be factory fitted to the TT2
turntable at no extra charge.

RETURN OF THE
CAP210:

end that could easily overshadow
the VMS series' strong points.
There was a good reason for
Ortofon's ceasing production:
the UK was the only market
demanding correct loading, and
they felt that continuation for just
the UK was unjustified. But
there's aWhite Knight side to the
company, and they finally
relented, re- introducing the
handy attachment, no doubt due
to pressure ( and pleading?)
exerted upon them by British
Managing Director John Reddington.
Those of you using VMS cartridges with nagging doubts
about the quality of the top end
response should drop into your
nearest Ortofon dealer for aquick
demonstration; the £5 CAP210
can be fitted in seconds so you'll
know immediately whether or
not it's an improvement in your
case.

Ortofon's VMS2DE has, since the
late ' 70s, filled the gap once occupied by Shure's M75 Series cartridges. That may not be news of
the order of, say, the discovery of
a cure for cancer, but it does
indicate one thing: there are
thousands upon thousands of
VMS owners out there, and
they'll be pleased to hear that
relief is on the way.
For some time now, the
CAP210 add-on capacitance chip
— it fits between the pickup pins —
has been unavailable. As aresult,
those who purchased their VMS
Series cartridges ( there are three
models in addition to the ubiquitous 20E) after the disappearance of the CAP210 have had to
find other ways of matching up to
the 400 pF loading requirements
of the range, or suffer arising top

PRESSING QUALITY
LOBBY

Our nouveau sibling publication,
STEREO — The Magazine, is taking an early lead in the fight for
higher quality pressings. Their
July ' 83 issue contains a form
letter for readers to sign and post
back to Link House, the letter
stating in no uncertain terms how
many of us feel about declining
LP standards. STEREO intends to
present the pile of letters to the
BPI in the hope that concrete
evidence of the consumers'

NO MORE AUltEX

Sadly reflecting the general trend
away from ' real' hi-fi and towards
rack systems where the word
'quality' would appear to be inexorably tied to the number of
features offered, Toshiba have
ers from the Worthing- based announced that they are ceasing
company and is entitled ' Adap- production of their up-market
tive Control of loudspeaker fre- Aurex brand. Aurex was launquency response at LF'. As usual, ched in the UK with a very
guests are welcome, and the interesting range of mini-sized
venue is the IEE, Savoy Place, components and gained an excelLondon WC1, and the time/date lent reputation for sound quality
are 6.30 for 7pm, Tuesday 14th
in a short period of time. Big
June.
companies must go where the
big profits are to be made,
however, and Toshiba say that
Further alterations in this direc- their marketing plans will reflect
tion include an enlarged arm the move away from expensive —
board supporting area, thicker one is tempted to say high quality
drive belt, and re- designed — equipment. They will be basing
springs. An improvement in their range on inexpensive
dynamic performance and tonal Toshiba brand gear ( to be made
balance is also promised and the by Trio, we hear), but Aurex ownnew turntable should be easier to ers will still be able to get sales
set up. All this comes at the and service back-up from the
inevitably increased price of £235 company's HQ at Toshiba House,
inc VAT, but owners of Series 1 Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey
turntables can have their models GU16 5JJ.
upgraded to Series 2 specifications by Mecom ( Acoustics) Ltd
NEW DEALING
for £45 ( arrange through dealer).
To match the new TT2, Hey- Sussex dealer Sounds Supreme
have opened a new branch, just
brook have announced their
down the coast ( or should it be
long- expected straight tonearn.
up?) from their Hove shop in
This has a conventional ballrace
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response will elicit some form of
reply from the industry. They
anticipate excuses, but will not be
deterred.
The effort is part of 'The Campaign for Perfect Pressings', and
our co-workers indicate that they
will resort to guerilla tactics,
blackmail, or extortion should the
polling fail to accomplish the
goal. As a last gesture, they indicate that moving their magazine
en masse to Japan is not to be
ruled out.
Watch this space.
Kemptown, Brighton. Originally
started by racing driver Richard
Martin, Sounds Supreme will
now have three shops ( the third
is in St. Leonards), and all belong
under the Hi Fi Markets umbrella.
Agencies include NAD, naturally,
as well as Nakamichi, Mission,
Quad, Pink Triangle, AR, Akroyd,
Syrinx, Myst, Goldring, Celestion ... the list would seem endless so we suggest you find out
for yourself by popping along to
Sounds Supreme, 69 St.James
Street Brighton, and asking for
Manager Richard Allan, late of
Sansui.

CROSSWORD
SOLUTION
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HE LAST GREAT Analogue Turntable
— so runs the billing for NAD's new £ 99
5120 turntable. Its arrival, roughly
coinciding with that of Compact Disc, ends
NAD's four year international search for a
record player with the glamour of their 3020
amp, whose status is unshakeably that of a
cult product all over the world. And without
making any bones about it, NAD are hoping
that the 5120 will be seen to offer the costeffective engineering and the sonic performance compared to its competitors that their
amplifier uniquely demonstrated. Yet even
at its official unveiling to the hi-fi press the
5120 succeeded in generating controversy,
in marked distinction to what the 3020 did
not do. What is causing doubts to be voiced?
The story of the 5120 begins in Munich in
1979 with a decision at the annual NAD
International Conference to produce a turntable that will effectively equal the performance of the finest turntables but at afraction
of the cost. It is taken in the same spirit that
resulted in the 3020 amplifier. Coincidentally
that year, at the International Brno- Fair in
Czechoslovakia, UK Research Director Erik
Edvardsen spots a turntable design which
has been home grown to provide Czech
audiophiles with a high performance ' front
end' at low cost, and which carries an
unusual but simple flexible tonearm. A sample is obtained and taken over to Boston,
USA, where engineers subject the arm to
mathematical analysis, and decide in 1980
that with practicable modification it can fully
meet hi-fi requirements.
1981, and Erik Edvardsen returns to Prague to consult with the original designer Jiri
Janda, former editor of the Czechoslovak
Hi Fi Club magazine, about solving the remaining problem with the arm. In these
discussions the idea of the Dynamic Vibration Absorber is added to the mix, and
further development of the player system is
agreed under the joint direction of the Czech
Tesla VUST Research Institute and Edvardsen. With a specification finalised, the basic
design is given to industrial designer
Reinhold Weiss, aGerman whizz- kid resident
in Chicago who has won many awards for
his ideas, so that a replicable production
version can be drawn up. This is ready the
following year, and is enthusiastically received by NAD members at the 1982 International Conference. In July of that year East
and West, NAD International and Tesla ( the
manufacturers) and Artia ( the Czech cultural
trade corporation), sign an agreement to
produce the new turntable — a significant
moment in hi-fi trade relations.
To produce the manufacturing tooling
NAD go to Yorkshire company Rimfield
Tools, and in 1982, with the tooling completed, a pilot run in Czechoslovakia is
deemed asuccess. So in early 1983, production of the world's first turntable with a
flexible tonearm goes into production at the
Tesla Litovel factory. First samples are seen
at the Audio T Show in London in January,
and afew subsequently circulated to reviewers. In March 1983, bringing you fully up to
date, the NAD 5120 is officially launched to a
meeting of the British hi-fi press ...
So what does the 5120 comprise? Basically, it is a belt- driven deck using an AC
synchronous motor and features a threepoint sprung suspension, which isolates the
subchassis from vibrations above 4Hz or so.
The platter, though, differs a mite from the
accepted recipe for a good hi-fi turntable.
Instead of a heavy machined casting, the
24

SHOULD IT
BE»
LIKE THAT?
Adrian Orlowski looks
at the NAD 5120
5120 platter consists of athin aluminium disc
with a ' wrap over' rubber mat, some 7mm
thick over most of its area ( 9mm at the rim
where it wraps over the edge of the platter).
Two speeds are of course provided, but the
design is minimalist in providing only one
control knob, although it includes automatic
motor start ( when the tonearm is released)
and auto lift off at the end of sides. Thus the
5120 contains nothing unexpected in the
way of appropriately well-intentioned design: suspended subchassis can be seen on
even budget decks like the Dual CS505 and
the B&O 1700, and the latter features an
essentially light platter ( .
hough without the
rubber mat damping of the 5120). The arm,
however, is most unusual, and is what
attracts most of the attention.
Of typical 9in. effective length, the
tonearm consists of a flat tapered lin. wide
(max.) sheet of pcb material which dispenses with a headshell ( slots provided for
cartridge mounting), and which ' plugs in' to
afour- pin socket at the bearings. The arm is
thus readily detachable, and NAD are
marketing spare arms complete for £ 24 each.
This will allow the enthusiast to use different
cartridges with easy and rapid changeover.
At the rear of the arm, the counterweight is
decoupled on an adjustable spring, and this
enables the counterweight to resonate at low
frequencies. The concept here is to reduce
the magnitude of the basic arm/cartridge
resonance by tuning the anti- resonance of
the counterweight to coincide with it exactly.
Additionally, there is provision at the rear of
the arm for variable damping to adjust the
'Q' of the anti- resonance. Along with the
comprehensive but still complex instructions
for setting up the deck, there is a long list of
cartridges with appropriate resonant frequency and damping settings for optimising
the performance of the player. Additionally
users can purchase cheaply asetting up disc
which contains very low trequency tones,
vertically modulated, with additionally a
400Hz sinewave which can be played to
ascertain both the resonant frequency of any
given cartridge in the 5120 arm, and check
the setting of the dynamic vibration absorber
counterweight.
While no mention is made of the fact, most
journalists were aware of the prior existence
of the anti- resonant decoupled counterweight idea — indeed, it features in avestigial
form, too corrupted to be effective, on the
tonearm of the Dual 505. But what sparked
controversy was the form of the tonearm
itself. According to NAD's publicity material
the 5120 tonearm is extremely stiff in the
lateral plane, preventing the midrange flexural modes that other ( conventional) arms
exhibit; additionally, being of phenolic it is

self- damping so it doesn't ring, ie, carry on
vibrating after the excitation has ceased. But
in the vertical plane the arm has been made
intentionally flexible ' so that its vertical
flexible mode is moved out of the midrange
(where the ear is most sensitive to any
coloration) and down to the low bass, below
the lowest frequencies normally encountered in recordings'. The controversy rages
over the invitation to infer from this that the
arm does not suffer from resonant colorations in the midrange; and what, depending
on whether this is the case or not, the
audible consequences are.
Debate is fuelled by freelance hi-fi reviewer and contributor to HFN/RR Noel Keywood,
who had already taken accelerometer
measurements of the 5120 tonearm. Put
under pressure, NAD admit the tonearm
does in fact exhibit atorsional resonance just
below 200Hz, but indicate that as a result of
many hundreds of listening hours by Czech
hi-fi enthusiasts on pre- production samples
they did not consider it to be an audible
problem. From there, the debate continues
as to the effects of this resonance on hi-fi
reproduction, some accepting NAD's proposition that the self- damping in the arm
renders it innocuous; others considering
that the existence of that resonant mode,
plus others ( harmonics) in the audio band up
to around lkHz, defeats the possibly advantageous objective of placing the fundamental first vertical resonant mode at very
low frequencies ( in contradiction to current
tonearm engineering practice). No consensus is reached, and thus it remains to be
seen what the reviews, subjective and objective, decide about the 5120 tonearm. The
planned separate availability of the arm will
enable it to be tried with known turntables,
but a suggestion as to whether NAD had
considered making the 5120 available without arm met with a negative response.
At bottom the debate about the NAD 5120
tonearm reflects a fundamental disagreement about tonearms which has been simmering on and off for some years: if sufficiently damped, does a resonance matter?
Similar questions can be asked about loudspeaker cabinets and drive unit diaphragms.
Certainly the amount of damping in the
system at the crucial frequencies is important, as is the termination of the path along
which the energy is flowing. The 5120
tonearm would appear to have very good
damping, which suggests resonant effects
that would otherwise be perceived as ' additive' colorations may be well subdued, and
therefore inconspicuous. But equally, if the
mechanical system can be excited by music
program, and the indications are that it can
be ( the swept sinewave on atest disc being a
'kind' representation of music signals), then
movement of the notionally fixed part of the
cartridge with respect to the moving stylus
will occur, and result in inaccuracies of
groove tracing. In other words, the suspicion
exists of loss of information, which may be
perceived as ... loss of tunefulness in instruments reproduced in that part of the audio
spectrum? But given the novel and unique
tonearm, it is really small wonder that the
NAD 5120 is already generating some controversy. It may be that its evaluation by
reviewers in the press, and by consumers in
the marketplace, will be as much an assessment of current criteria of evaluating hi-fi in
general as of the NAD 5120 itself. [ A full
review by Martin Colloms will appear in the
July HFN/RR — Ed.)
1
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BLIVIOUS OF the engineer's maxim
'tighten to breaking point, then back
off' Ihad shattered afixing screw in a
newly acquired Zeta pickup arm. In astate of
some embarrassment Imet designer Mick
Gray at the small Willesden G&B Tools
works, and while he patiently sought
methods of removing the recessed screw,
with its split hex- head, Iwandered,
fascinated, like achild in asweetshop,
among the trays of raw and finished
components for the arm. Already surpassed
by a ' super arm' to retail at around £ 1000, the
Zeta was developed using listening tests,
and experimenting with different materials.
The main G- piece of the bearing assembly is
milled from alarge aluminium block, 100mm
by 63mm square. The long headshell shaft is
fixed to the arm-tube under pressure, as is
the main bearing- piece. At first, adhesive
cements were tried, but the design did not
'sound right'. To keep the counterweight
close to the bearings, to suit different
cartridges, the mass can be adjusted by
bolting in supplementary steel washers. The
design owes something to the Sumiko in its
disciplined use of aluminium throughout,
though assembly there is by heat expansion/
contraction fit. As with the Linn Ittok, the aim
has been to transmit energy as optimally as
possible to the bearing housing. Mick Gray
explained that everything was made at the
factory, apart from the imported Japanese
lift/lower device.
The unpromising chunks of solid metal are
pared down, virtually handmade, to form
parts which are then polished and black
anodised. The finish is asilky sheen ( which
can be maintained with black shoe wax or,
more conveniently, Iwould suggest, with
Pledge!), and the arm looks handsomely
consistent. It's apity the cartridge fixing nuts
— high tensile steel bolts are provided — are
not black too. My aesthetic criticisms are that
the headshell offset crank is too angular,
whilst the bearing G- piece, engraved ZETA,
would look better if not angled in. ( The bias
spring control is neatly integrated here.) The
end product is afunctional item which looks
friendly and honest. Honest, too, was Mick
Gray's expressed concern over Martin
Colloms' Choice measurements— one of the
energy spikes plotted, he felt, stemmed from
the finger- lift. But that is anecessary
compromise, in my view, and the Zeta's
curved rod is much appreciated after the
'kickback' on the Ittok headshell spur. In the
'super arm' the complete arm-tube, cartridge
platform and counterweight are milled from
asingle aluminium block! On the Zeta the
counterweight is locked in position, but to
avoid marking the shaft the fixing bolt is
THE MUSIC OF JOHANN
SEBASTIAN BACH: THE
CHORAL WORKS by Stephen
Daw. 240 pages. 4colour plates,
11 halftones, some musical
illustrations, five appendices.
two indices. Hard covers, price
£13.50. Published by
Associated University Presses
Ltd. 69 Fleet Street. London
EC4Y 1EU.

BOOK

œ
This is one of the first
e books in anew series
dedicated to exploring the works of the great
composers with reference to available
recordings on disc. Others already published
include Haydn (symphonies), Brahms,
Shostakovich ( symphonies), and Mozart
(symphonies), with Sibelius, Tchaikovsky, and
Wagner (the ' Ring' and Parsifal) in preparation.
In essence, the book is acomprehensive
catalogue to the choral works, dealt with
chronologically, and which are indexed
separately. Its special feature, though, is its
reference throughout to extant recordings of
the choral works (generally set on the page as
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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THE
TONEARM
Christopher Breunig with
some ' hands-on'
impressions
tipped with hard plastic. ( Note: this can be
over-tightened, and the counter weight will
then lock onto the shaft, as the plastic is
deformed.) Measurement scales are
necessary to establish the tracking weight,
and the bias is similarly without calibration,
alttiough it does offer aconsiderable range
of correction. The composite arm cable
comprises an earthing strand of QED 79 and
Beyer microphone signal cables terminated
in high- quality colour-coded gold phono
plugs. These have additional flying earth

leads, to be used in combination, to
minimise hum and RF breakthrough. It is not
difficult to ' dress' this lead combination, but
with the LP12, clearance at the P- clip should
be checked between cable and hardboard
base. If the arm is to be removed to
experiment with different cartridges, a
supply of cable-ties will be needed, and an
awkward grubscrew, which secures the lead
plug, has to be released then screwed in to
allow the pillar to pass through the baseplate. This, incidentally, fits the Linn Basik/
Ittok board, all six fixing holes being used. A
metal template is provided, with zero error
calibration marks at 66mm and 121mm ( the
stylus describes the same arc as with the
lttok), but Iprefer acard template which can
be needle- pricked at key points. This is
helpful with such cartridges as the Asak, or
footnotes), and its tour de force is the 40- page
listing of recommended recordings— including
alternatives — which details in acoded form
mudh information as to the Bach edition used,
the authenticity of the performance, musical
treatment of the instrumental forces, recording
balance, and enclosed documentation. Other
appendices give notes on edition and scores,
recommended books, the musical resources of
Bach's time, and achronology of known
performances. As aguide to Bach's choral
works it is probably unique; to interested
voyagers indispensible.
The text tends to the technical rather than
popular style, and readers without knowledge
of music could find the going hard and the
pickings lean. It is not inaccurate, though
something of abackhand compliment, to say
that the book is as initially obdurate but as
ultimately rewarding as Bach's choral works.
My only criticisms are of the misleading blurb
and series editor's preface, from which one
expects an exploration of the great composers'
'sound worlds' (in contrast to formal matters of

the Koetsus, with their obscured stylus
positions.
Such details of setting- up will not concern
the average user, for whom the questions of
performance and value for money are more
pertinent. The latter is difficult to assess: at
£395 the price falls between extremes set by
The Arm ( Sumiko) and the £253 silver Ittok
(£290.95 in black finish), with the Syrinx PU3
presenting aconsiderable challenge at £291.
One would equivocate over the Linn/Kiseki
combination, as against aZeta/Asak or
Accuphase AC2, at the same outlay. Fully
compatible with the Koetsu ' Black' or
'Silver', the Zeta was sounding excellent at
the Swiss Cottage Show with aDecca
London, for which the distributors, Esoteric
Marketing, have more than asoft spot ( G&B
Tools also make the new London mou ntingblock accessory). Ican only say that my
year- old Asak-T has taken on anew lease of
life in the Zeta; it's not just acase of
tightening the fixings, either!
Alvin Gold has described music as
'flowing' from atop- class arm. That fluidity
of line is afacet of performance of the Zeta.
At the same time, notes start and stop more
finitely, and stereo image definition is subtly
increased in depth as well as in lateral
focusing. A curious bonus is that warpridges, which can be heard as ' grunts', seem
to shift away from the speakers altogether,
no longer obscuring the program in the
same way. On specific discs the following
improvements were noted: Archiv 2534 003
Vivaldi Seasons (
English Concert) —
antiphonal writing more dramatic in
resolution, dynamic range enhanced;
increase in hall acoustic ' flavour', use of
chitarrone ( lute) clearly defined. Oiseau Lyre
DSL0594 Pachelbel Canon (
Hogwood etc) —
chamber organ bass registered cleaner,
more characterful; harpsichord continuo
doublings no longer lost. Harmonia Mundi
HM1025 Vitlancicos (
Paniagua) — two flutes
no longer ' ear penetrating', sweeter; traffic
noises now separated out from indoor
acoustic ( Side A, last band). In ` Riu Riu Chiu',
chimes clearer in location, flute choruses
more integrated, general sharpening of
instrumental positions. CRD1068 Scarlatti
Sonatas (
Pinnock) — recorded with too much
channel separation. Zeta arm improves
integration of harpsichord imaging;
additional ambient information registered.
In sum, the Zeta Arm offers superb control,
aproduct that sends you searching through
your record collection once more. Smooth in
feel, it carries something of the air of the
pre Corniche Rolls. ( Distributor: Esoteric
Marketing, 49 Leys Road, Pattishall,
Northants NN12 8JY. Phone 0327 830670.)
composition for example) and which could
disappoint anyone buying the book for that
reason; and the reversal of one of the colour
plates which purports to show modern
musicians playing 18th century instruments —
surely even then it could not have been the
normal practice to hold the violin on the right
side, or play the oboe with the right hand above
the left!
Adrian Orlowski
THE LOST STORIES OF W.S. GILBERT selected and introduced
by Peter Ha in ing. Known today al most exclusively from his
partnership with Arthur Sullivan, W.S. Gilbert was also a
writer outside the confines of comic opera, as evidenced
here by acollection of his short stories — full of wit and
whimsy. Price £7.95, hardback, 255 pages. Published by
Robson Books, Bolsover House, 5-6 Clipstone Street,
London W1P 7EB.

AUDIO & VIDEO RECORDING — aSony Guide by Mike Jones,
with illustrations by 'Larry' and additional material by Mike
Skeet and Clive Thome. A practical little booklet aimed at
the aspiring layman but also containing much useful data
and some descriptions of processes which could enlighten
many amature audio man. Soft covers, 96 pages, many line
illustrations. Price £1.25. Published for Sony ILIK) Ltd by
Burnham Publishing, 5Brunel Way, Slough SL1 1XW.
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The new Logic DM101 electronic
turntable has arrived.
The turntable which music lovers
everywhere will quickly like the sound
of.
Because like its very successful
predecessor, the new DM101 boasts
superb engineering and technical excellence at every turn and incorporates
many features and improvements that
typify Logic's innovative design.
Such as the 8 mm thick rigid
chassis which ensures astable relationship between arm and record groove.
Electronic speed change, which
means there's no need to dismantle the
turntable, just touch a button. Clever
new circuitry takes the shocks out of
your system by smoothing out the
effects of mains power variations, giving
better clarity improved dynamic range,
finer pitch definition and precise stereo
imaging.
Adjustable feet that make the new
DM101 much easier to set up than some
of its competitors.
Stylish new textured finish in
black or brown.
And many other desirable
features that have to be heard to be
appreciated. Especially when you
complement the DM101's superb performance with the new Logic Datum
Tonearm.
Each DM101 is produced by hand,
from components manufactured under
the strictest quality control to ensure
they meet Logic's very exacting standards for precision and long-lasting
reliability
So if you're about to invest around
£380 to secure the best turntable your
money will buy, listen to Logic. See your
nearest Logic dealer for anew DM101
test run. You'll find his name and
address simply by completing and
mailing the coupon.

logic
LISTEN TO LOGIC AND YOU
WON'T THINK ANY OTHER WAY.

Fand

se send me details of my nearest Logic d7ece1
information on the Logic DM101 and Datum

I NAME
IADDRESS

POST CODE
Clip this coupon and post it to
ILogic Limited, 19 Hurlbutt Road,
IHeathcote Industrial Estate, Warwick
ICV34 6TD
(
HFN 1.) I

BEFORE YOU
PAY080 FOR
ATURNTABLE,
TAKE THIS
FOR ASPIN.

INGSBROOK MARKETING are the
latest in asuccession of firms to offer
a tuner which will give hi-fi sound
quality from aTV source. Previous attempts
by Celestion ( Telefi) and Panasonic ( a rack
component with built-in black and white
monitor) never really took off commercially,
though used examples still command good
prices; will Kingsbrook turn the tide? In their
favour there is at last evidence of slightly
increased general awareness that TV sound
has potential which should be realised. On
the other hand, such a device is becoming
increasingly less necessary, as more and
more TV sets and VCRs offer audio output
sockets, which achieve much the same effect
at little or no cost.
For those who don't have suitably equipped video gear, my experiences of living
with the Kingsbrook for afew weeks suggest
that it is a very useful, if rather expensive,
device. There were sufficient operational
wrinkles to dent my confidence a little, but
the pseudo- stereo circuitry was surprisingly
effective ( despite being called ' Viosound').
The other ' special feature' is a Dynamic
Noise Limiter, of the type touted unsuccessfully ten years ago by Philips in their
attempts to forestall the rise of Dolby; so far I
have not found it any more useful now than I
did then.
While Ican confirm the Kingsbrook looks
smart and sounds quite respectable, Idon't
feel confident enough to make a firm endorsement — there were too many addenda
attached to the instruction manual for that. I
can also confirm that hi-fi TV is well worth
having despite the fact that TV sound has
often been doctored for the domestic set.
The only constraints are that the TV set has
to be somewhere near ( though not too close
to) the loudspeakers, and that an extra cable
must be run from TV set to amplifier.
Routing TV sound via the hi-fi has benefits
for those desiring ' single speaker' listening
rooms; all one then has to do is remove the
drive unit(s) from the TV set chassis.
Amplifier apologia
Herewith apologies for the failure to follow
up properly on last month's amplifier comparisons. The Krells have had to be postponed, because at the time of writing all the
baby ones in the UK have been sold, and
fresh stocks are on their way over the
Atlantic. Following the William Z. Johnson
interview ( p.32) Absolute Sounds' Riccardo
is now also under some obligation to get us
a D76A power amplifier to play around with
(yes we have the tapes!) Furthermore, °tale's Citation XX was spotted in the Brighton
area on Wednesday April 14, so things could
start to get really complicated soon.
In the meantime Ihaven't even been able
to do the switching and swapping between
Mark Levinson and Naim pre- and power
amplification that Ihad intended, because
each company is egotistical enough to use
its own non-standard interconnects. By dint
of some jiggery pokery Ipersuaded the Naim
pre- amp to drive the Levinson power amplifiers, the results being less satisfactory
than either of the manufacturer combinations: one immediately lost both the ' weight'
of the Levinson and the delicacy of the Naim!
Perhaps I'll get back to all this in a future
column, but this time I'm not making any
promises!
Whilst on the subjects of apologies and
amplifiers, Ishould point out an accidental
terminological inexactitude last month in my
suggestion that NAD employees had gone to
work for Rotel. Not so: both the NAD3020
and Rotel 820 amplifiers are manufactured in
Taiwan, but in different factories. My information was merely that there had been
some migration of personnel between these
factories, which may be an appropriate
observation although the relevant Rotel products are entirely UK designed. The commercial strength of these designs is evidence
that in some areas Taiwan can take on and
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SUBJECTIVE

SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

beat Japan at its own game, fair and square.
Perhaps we will see the emergence of a
'Taiwan-school' of design, much as one has
a ' Cambridge-school' in the UK.
Current affairs
Talking of design schools leads me neatly
onto my next little bit of wool-gathering
which arises from the 'Finnish-school', speci-

Linn Sara review in May). The thesis needs
to be subjected to wider experimentation
and independent corroboration before it
should be accepted ( or rejected), because its
implications for power amplifier design are
profound. Though it should be said that
many designers have pre-empted the
findings as a result of empirical observation,
or simply gut- reaction, this is still the most
pessimistic view of loudspeaker impedance
yet derived from objective evidence.
Although these initial findings must be
open to challenge, they do provide a measure of respectability for claims that ' real
world' impedances of speakers are much
more severe than those suggested by simple
sinewave-based analysis. Using stepfunction signals which were band- and amplitude- limited, and designed to excite the
drive unit resonances, instantaneous peak
current demands were measured for three
commercial speaker systems which were
between three and six times greater than the
demands of an 8 ohm resistor ( the factor of
5.7 for the Linn Sara ref. 8 ohms reflects its
nominal 4 ohm impedance one suspects).
The implication which allows even a modest
safety margin must surely be that current
demands of 4x those derived from the
nominal impedance must be taken into
account; the corollary is that actual impedance values are only aquarter of the ' rated'
impedance figure which is normally quoted.
Furthermore, maybe we should stop producing amplifiers which are optimised for driving 8or 4 ohm loads, and start designing for
2or 1ohm loads instead, if the amplifier is to
be capable of always satisfying the current
requirements of the loudspeaker without
these demands having an adverse effect
upon the signal- carrying voltage waveform

Overpopulated
interior of the large Levinson
class— A/13 ML3 power amp

The Kingsbrook
TV sound tuner

fically Matti Otala, Ilpo Martikainan and An
Varia. Space reasons have meant postponement of a rundown on the papers presented
at this year's Eindhoven Audio Engineering
Society Convention, until next month. But
preprint No 1987 ' Input current requirements
of high quality loudspeaker systems' is the
latest manifestation of some research work
which has been pursued sporadically for
some years, and which has received similarly sporadic attention on this page. ( Martin
Colloms also referred to this paper in his

of the amplifier. If Iget any data confirming
or refuting these Finnish findings Iwill make
sure they get mentioned in this column.
The Mission postscript
Mission's new top arm/cartridge SM combination ( at rather less cost than many other
top- end combinations) was a particularly
interesting prospect, as it is ( more or less)
possible to slot it into the place of an lttok
with little if any adjustment, though some
re- balancing is required as it has less total
mass. Ihad heard the combination sounding
pretty decent fitted to a prototype of Mission's £200 turntable, but was rather disappointed by results on the LP12, where the
combination sounded clear and clean but
subjectively lacking in bandwidth and
'speed'. The sound was extremely tidy and
controlled, with good stereo and tracking,
though Isuspect that the compliance of the
cartridge was a little on the high side. But it
lacked the excitement Ihad expected from
hearing it on its own player, so this is clearly
another example of the importance of felicitous combination.
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taking you
from aworld
of make believe to reality

We are giving FREE cassettes
yes up to 20 top quality cassettes
absolutely FREE when you purchase any one of these top brand
cassette decks (
offer extended to 30(11 Jime 19g9)
FREE - 10 xTECHNICS XD C90
AIWA
AD3150
£89.95
AD3250
£109 90
DUAL
C8G6
£99.95
C814
£119.90
NAD
6040A
£119.00
TECHNICS
RSM216
£89.95
RSM226
£119.00
RSM228X £129.90
YAMAHA
K200 £99.00
K300
£139.00

FREE - 20 xTECHNICS XD C90:
AIWA

ADWX110 £219.00
AD3800
£249.00
C828
£199.90
C844
£299.00
NAD
6150C
£199.00
£199.90
NAKAMICHI BX 1
BX2
£259.00
à
£349.00
LX3
£549.00
LX5
REVOX
8710
£599.00
£199.00
I
SONY
TCK555
- 15 xTECHNICS XD C90
TCFX1010 £349.00
AIWA
AD3500
£149.90
TECHNICS
RSM265X £239.00
AD3700
£179.90
RSM275X £295.00
i
NAD
6050C
£159.00
RSM222 £'199.3b
TECHNICS
RSM235X £159.00
All offers subject to availability and .1
RSM255X £179.00
prices maybe subject to variation -4
K500 £179.00
YAMAHA
please check before travelling.
MAIL-ORDER - Carriage 8- Insurance Free ( UK mainland only).
Credit card orders accepted by telephone - ring your nearest branch to order.
DUAL

eREE

Where to hear Lowther
Bicor Loudspeakers

TECHNICS CASSETTES
Made for Technics by probably the world's most
respected tape manufacturer and now offered
at incredibly low prices -- just compare with
other advertised prices for TDK and Maxell and
you'll see what we mean
they're asteal!

You can listen to Lowther Bicor Loudspeakers at any of the following hi fi dealers..
Designed and made throughout in our U.K. factories, these new and truly
sensational speakers are unsurpassed for quality, performance and value. Just
listen - we need say no morel
BIRMINGHAM
Fiveways High Fidelity
12 Islington Row
Edgbaston
Tel. ( 021)455 0667
BRISTOL
Audio Bristol
8Park Road
Bristol 1
Tel. (0272) 921931
BURY ST.EDMUNDS
Anglia Audio
Near Beyton
Tel. Beyton 70212

LEICESTER
Audition Hi Fi
147 Hinkley Road
Tel. (0533)393607

CAST1EFORD ( Ymks)
Eric Wiley
Beancroft Road
Tel. (0977) 553066

NOTTINGHAM
Forum Hi Fi
600-602 Mansfield Road
Tel. (0602)622150

CHESTERFIELD (Yorks)
Hi FiHabit
135 Sheffield Road
Tel. 10246) 34923

ROTHERHAM
Moorgate Acoustics
2Westgate
Tel. (0709) 70666

CHRISTCHURCH ( Dorset)
HA. T.
V.Quality Hi Fi
183 Barrack Road
10202) 473931

SAO MAURY
Salisbury Hi Fi
15 Catherine Street
Tel. (
0722) 22169

CROYDON
The Audio Centre
49 Southend
Tel 01-681 1964

SOMERTON
Watts Radio
1West Street
Tel. ( 04581 72440

DEVIZES
Devizes Hi Fr
17 The Britten
Tel. ( 0380)2268

STAFFORD
Midland Hi FIStudio (Stafford) Ltd.
8Lichfield Road
•Opening June 3

E. GRINSTEAD
John Rees Hi Fi
2High Street
Tel. 103421 27787

TAUNTON
The Audio Centre
2Crown Walk
High Street
Tel. (0823) 51682

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and
pay by post in advance of delivery, HiFi. News will consider
you for compensation if the Advertiser should become insolvent oi bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned;
and
(2) You
write
to
the
Publisher
of
HiFi
News
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.

WOLVERHAMPTON
Midland Hi Fi Studio
Royal Garden Buildings
Wulfruna Street
Tel. (09021 771774

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we
will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the
above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of f5,200 per annum for any
one Advertiser so affected and up to £10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when the
above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of HiFi
News; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to ser
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.

Tel. 01-480 5225

NAME
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Tel: 01-686 1343
Tel: 01-863 8690
Tel: 01-486 8263
Tel Uxbridge 3347{
Tel: Watford 45250
UNTIL 7pm.

Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money
must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.

Please send name and address of my nearest Bicor Stockist and literature to:

ADDRESS

L

7111

Credit card orders accepted by telephone.

MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING

r

I MY HI Fl SUPPLIER IS

mix

British Code of Advertising Practice

51011.148WW (Cheshire)
Wilmslow Audio
35-37 Church Street
Tel. (06251 529599

To Lovedier Ilkomley) P.O. Box 28 Bromley, Kent BR2 9HO.

I

0.69

( type 2)
MX ( Mesa))
Resolution
Metal
0.99
1.69 •
2.49

WDLOW
Soundcrah
20 The Bull Ring
Tel. ( 0584) 5678

The list of Bicor stockists grows daily. To be sureofknowing where YOUR
)11Ir nearest Lowther stockist is, please fill in and return the coupon below.

i

C90

XD ( type 1)
XA
Extra Dynamic High
0.79
0.99

• CROYDON
89 London Rd.
• HARROW
340 Station Rd.
• LONDON, W1 48 Wigmore St.
• UXBRIDGE
278 High St.
,
I•e. Sand App•onchtoéG,
• WATFORD
101 St. Albans Rd.
Open MON. SAT. 9.30- 5.30 LATE NIGHT THURS ( Wigmore St.)

LONDON N22
Goodwins High Fidelity
7, The Broadway
Wood Green
Tel. 01-atie 0077

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Hi Fi Opportunities
33 Handysides Parade
Percy Street
Tel. (0632) 327791

GRIMSBY
G.E. Menders
2-4 Edward Street
Tel. (0472) 51391

LN ( type I)
Low Noise

Mail Order -- PEt Pf1.50 per order.

CANTERBURY
Canterbury Hi Fi
21 The Burgate
Tel. 10227) 65315

GODALMING
Elite Audio
•Crown House
idsà;
2et
62
€ e
Tel
13 B ir ,
l
,

C60

Post Code

I

I
J

This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response to an
advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payment made in
response to catalogues etc, received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.
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about the new NAD turntable'. The ' you and I
as writers' approach was again dropped in
favour of 'we claim' when describing what
the turntable could do. Especially when
some of the British press started criticizing
aspects of the turntable design, the poor
chap didn't know who he was supposed to
be, NAD or notNAD. All in all, it made me
feel it probably was worth stirring up the
issue in Britain afew years ago. At least in
this country hi-fi journalists don't find
themselves being told by other hi-fi
journalists what is worth writing about.

D

ON'T BLAME ME. It's pure
coincidence. In the April issue I
reported on how the Common
Market bureaucrats had fined National
Panasonic and Pioneer for trying to fix
artificially high hi-fi prices in Europe. 'What a
pity Brussels isn't as anxious to keep down
the price of food and drink' Iwrote. ' It will
soon be cheaper to listen to discs and tapes
on Japanese equipment than it is to eat
British food.' Now Brussels has swung the
other way, and made amove that is
designed to put up the price of Japanese
electronics equipment!
Although the subject area is video, it's
bound to spill over into audio. Here, in brief,
is the story so that you know what to expect.
The Japanese sell two kinds of video
recorder, VHS and Beta. Philips and Grundig
compete with their own V2000. Because
V2000 came late on the market and because
early machines were of terrible quality, VHS
and Beta have amarket share of at least 95%
in most European countries. The only
exceptions are Germany and Holland, where
jingoistic allegiance to Grundig and Philips is
strong.
Last year, 1982, Philips and Grundig
accused the Japanese of dumping their
video recorders in Europe at below the cost
of manufacture. This, they said, is what
makes it difficult to sell V2000 machines. So
Common Market negotiator Wilhelm
Haferkamp went to Japan to negotiate. This
is the same Haferkamp who, in 1979, nearly
started World War Ill when he accused the
Japanese of being ' work maniacs who live in
rabbit hutches'. Iknow from my own trips to
Japan that nothing has hurt the Japanese
pride more than this one ill-considered, and
probably unconsidered, insult. Anyway,
early in 1983 Haferkamp got the Japanese
manufacturers to agree that they would limit
the sale of VHS and Beta video recorders in
Europe to give Philips and Grundig, and here
Iquote the EEC's own words: ' aguaranteed
sale of 1.2 million units'.
But how on earth do you guarantee sales
of what is proving an unpopular product?
The EEC Commission has an answer to this.
They also got the Japanese to agree to
charge, and again Iquote their own words:
'the same starting price for VTRs as for
Community- produced units'. In other words
the Japanese have agreed to put up the
prices of their video recorders to the same
level as Grundig and Philips video recorders.
Imagine, if you can bear it, where this
could lead. Will the price of Japanese
turntables now be upped to Linn levels? Will
the price of amplifiers be pegged to match
Nairn? And will cassette decks from Japan
be hiked to match the price of B8t0 and
Studer-Revox machines, even though these
are just about the only ones made in Europe/
In fact these aren't serious possibilities. Linn,
Naim, Bang and Olufsen, and Studer-Revox
aren't in the business of bulk mass
production. As far as Iknow, they sell as
many units as they make. Companies like
Garrard aren't any longer in the business of
mass producing hi-fi, so they won't petition
the EEC for aprice rise of Japanese products.
But Philips is still in the business of hi-fi and
so, Isuspect, is Grundig, although the
company has such poor PR these days that I
am only working on memory, instinct and
hearsay. What happens now if Philips and
Grundig, flushed with success from their
video politicking, start bringing pressure on
Brussels to give them aguaranteed sale of
European hi-fi?
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TECHNOLOGY
Barry Fox
A couple of years ago Imade myself rather
unpopular in some quarters by suggesting in
these pages that independent journalists
shouldn't also help firms design and sell
products; or if they did they should at least
make sure that magazine readers knew the
score. It hardly seems fair for someone who
has been involved in the design of aproduct,
then to review its performance. For whatever
reason, things have been more open in
Britain since then. Or perhaps anyone who
stili plays both ends against the middle now
does it much more secretly. Obviously in
America they have adifferent set of values.
And for me it still sticks in the craw.
Recently, as reported in depth on p.24,
NAD put on avery interesting press
discussion on the company's new 5120
turntable. You know, that's the one with a
floppy arm. For the time being, at least, VI!
opt out of the controversy over whether or
not the arm is asound design that sounds
right. What interested me about the
demonstration was the role played by
American hi-fi journalist and broadcaster
Peter Mitchell.
Mitchell turned up at the NAD press
conference to speak to the British press on
behalf of NAD. He started off by saying how
embarrassed he was. But it turned out that
he wasn't concerned over ethics. He was
embarrassed, he said, because he, an
American, was lecturing British journalists
on turntable technology and Britain is the
home of good turntable design.
NAD then explained how Mitchell had
written the turntable instruction book. Now,
some of the best instruction books I've read
have been written by journalists. But they
didn't then go along to the press conference
and lecture their colleagues on the wonders
of the product. And this is exactly what
Mitchell did, hopping from side to side of the
ethical fence as he went along.
'You and Ias writers' he addressed us,
before volunteering some background
information on why he as ajournalist
thought the NAD amplifier was so good.
Then he switched hats mid- sentence and
started to say 'what I've been assigned to say

If you are interested in audio technology,
spare athought for the London Science
Museum in Kensington. It's easy to forget
goodies on your own doorstep. Over recent
years I've visited many science museums in
Chicago where they used to have one of the
first binaural systems, Holland ( the Philips
Evoluon in Eindhoven) and Japan where the
whole thing was solar- powered. But I've
seldom found time to go the few miles
across London to South Kensington.
Recently Ihad to go, to look at anew
exhibition gallery. It's sponsored by STC and
traces the history of telecommunications.
Why? Why not? Also, it's STC's centenary,
and 1983 has been officially dubbed World
Communications Year by the UN.
Telecoms isn't just about telephones. In
the new gallery anyone with an interest in
audio and hi-fi will find plenty to fascinate
them. For instance, you can see what optical
fibre looks like and how it compares in size to
ordinary coaxial cable. You can see a1922
clockwork friction amplifier. In those days,
before valve amplification, they went to
endless lengths to boost sound artificially. A
clockwork motor drove afriction wheel that
was modulated by adiaphragm, so what you
heard was ascratching sound carrying
music or speech. Come to think of it, it must
have sounded rather like abadly pressed LP.
With all the current talk about satellites, it's
interesting to see what asky bird actually
looks like. There's one in the Science
Museum gallery, with its body spinning to
maintain stability, but the aerial pointing in a
fixed direction. You'll be astonished how
small the aerials are, which in turn makes a
useful reminder of how difficult it's going to
be for British homes to line up their dish
aerials on the satellites that will be launched
in late 1985 to start broadcasting TV and
radio signals direct into British homes in
1986. But more of that next month .
STC offer some useful background
information on why radio signals fade at
night, by bouncing off the upper atmosphere
and mixing out of phase with the original.
There's anice collection of microphones, old
and new, and loudspeakers from ancient
horns to aRogers LS3/5A.
If you are visiting this new telecoms
gallery, be sure to leave time to go upstairs
and see the Science Museum's collection of
old gramophones. There's some lovely
material, like the giant machine that
produced amplified sound by using the
pickup stylus to control avalve in the escape
path of acompressed air cylinder. Alongside
that there's holography, electricity,
magnetism, photography, and by then you'll
have run out of time. So if you are someone
like me, who tends to forget about local
landmarks, because they are local, then
make the effort and pay avisit. But if
possible, however, do try and wear cricket
pads, or some other kind of protective
clothing. London's museums are usually
knee-deep in kids!
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TURN YOUR HEAD
WITH THIS SPECIAL OFFER

* Superb Galaxie " 17" Fringe Array:
Top performance all transmitters
U.K. and Continental
* Channelmaster automatic rotor
and control
* 12' x 12" ( Maximum) mast, on
double chimney kit or Wall
brackets up to 21" clearance
* Up to 30 metres Low Loss
airspaced cable

LATEST ARRIVALS

* Fitted by professional installers
with 17 years of experience in this
field behind them
* Price including Labour, Parts, and
Journey up to 50 miles from
LUTON

ONLY £199.00 inc V.A.T.
Galaxie Circular 17 Element Stereo
Gain 15.9db F. to B. 33.7dB. L. 74"

GOLDRING ELECTRO ll
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE
High output, high quality,
highly recommended! The
first 100% British moving
coil cartridge, and it's a
beauty! A healthy 2.5mV
output obviates the need for
headamps or transformers.
And at £ 125 including VAT, it
isn't that expensive by todays
standards!

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM. 4to 23 Element with Circular
dipole
* Not imported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for a
guaranteed five years.
* D.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order service, write for
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre- surveys can be arranged, phone or write
for details.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.

"OAK" T/TABLE
The first British record deck
to be offered at aretail price
of well under £ 100, and
supposedly the first of many
high quality, reasonably
priced hi-fi components
from this new company.

Day— Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5M inutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

BURMESTER
785
PRE AMPLIFIER

We are very pleased to have been selected as agents for
this marvellous pre amplifier. This has to be one of the
finest components available at any price! From the same
distributor we also offer the EMT M.C.I. cartridge,and
hopefully will also be able to again offer the legendary
BREUER Tonearm!

From the modest little OAK turntable, to the hugely
expensive BREUER tonearm, only the best is good
enough for us. Individual, unbiased ( mostly!) advise and
attention given to everyone, at whatever level they wish
to chose their hi-fi from. Pay us avisit, or phone for an
appointment. You are promised afriendly welcome.

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RGI.IDN. TELE ( 0734) 585483
Tu es- Sat :9.30am to 5.30pm. ( LUNCH: 2to 3pm, EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!
Closed all day Monday.

.... and discover how
to make your
record collection
more versatile.

I

HAVE BEEN worrying for some months
about the problems that many readers
seem to be having with multipath type
distortion since the BBC added vertical
polarisation to Wrotham. Very recently, a
possible cause and solution were put to me
by abright BBC engineer, who suggested
that an aerial with amismatch at masthead,
that was not balun fed within the aerial,
could cause the screen on the downlead to
pick up aconsiderable portion of vertical
polarisation which would then mix in with
the horizontal component and create
multipath. The answer was either to use an
antenna having abuilt-in balun, which was a
good 75 ohm match, or to use agood quality
balun interposed between the antenna
connections and the coaxial cable. This has
apparently improved reception in afew
difficult instances.
A recent experience with my microwave
equipment on the 1296MHz amateur radio
band gave me aconsiderable surprise, and
much cause for concern. Ihave an enormous
stack which includes four 23-element Vagis
matched with apower divider which feeds a
0.8dB noise figure GaAs FET preamplifier at
the masthead. When beaming south-west
from my home in North London recently, I
heard some radar pulses across the entire
1296MHz band, which were so strong as to
affect reception badly. Investigation with a
spectrum analyser revealed the main radar
signal to be somewhere around 1272MHz at
alevel from the antenna of 8mV or so,
(around 80mV at the bottom of my coax) — an
enormous microwave signal. It has been
there intermittently over the last few weeks
and the rumour goes that it is one of several

extremely highpower radar systems being
installed experimentally near various
important airports. The antenna, which is
apparently about the size of the side of a
house, rotates and gives an ERP thought to
be not far short of 1000M W. The transmitter,
Iam told, gives out 100kW i
nto its antenna,
which has astaggering gain of close to 40dB.
This all made me realise that vast numbers
of people could receive interference from
such colossal power if they live near an
airport, but it also draws attention to what
can only be described as serious RF pollution
occuring at VHF and UHF without the general
public realising it. Iam not joining the health
hazard brigade — though they could probably
make ameal of it— but Iam concerned that
we are giving an increasingly hard time to
our FM tuners and TV receivers. Many
thousands of transmitters are being
installed, or are already in use, which are
operated by totally unskilled personnel, and
relatively few of them are properly
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maintained. An extremely high power digital
transmission, for example, coming from
central London at aVHF frequency quite a
way above Band 2, and over the air band,
developed millivolts into my normal
receiving equipment near the offending
frequency. So what must it be doing to FM
tuners connectedto decent aerials in the
vicinity? Various talkback links, private .
mobile radio transmitters, police, fire and
ambulance services, and Ministry of

Defence/Home Office transmitters are
popping up from underneath stones to cause
trouble to somebody. This all means that a
very good bandpass filter for Band 2could
be aboon, and Ido wish that some
enterprising British company could make an
interdigital filter with really steep sideskirts
to cut out troubles from tuners. Isuspect that
the normal bandpass filters are not good
enough. Don't forget that QED make some
RF interference suppression filters, complete
with plugs and sockets, for installation in
mains leads, and these are very effective.
Having played many Compact Discs on a
number of players, Irealise that the quality
of error correction is of paramount
importance in the choice of aCD player. The
Sony seems poor in this respect, although its
effectiveness is dependent on the setting of
the rear-mounted 'Anti- shock' switch, which
selects acompromise between error
correction ability and immunity to

mechanical shock. The Philips and Marantz
players are much better, so listen out for this
problem when the BBC and ILR play back
CDs. They will need far better access codes
and timing devices on their professional
players than are available on the first batch
of domestic players, and Iwould expect that
they will have to take alot of care to keep the
records clean. It will be interesting to see if
gram operators and studio managers have
to control the dynamic range reproduced
from CDs onto the networks. The peak levels
on some CDs during orchestral climaxes, for
example, can be very high, and Iforesee the
odd occasion when the operator will be
caught out! Let's hope that when aCD is
being played on Radio 3, the BBC will never
allow it to be copied onto tape first to make
broadcasting easier, for the whole point of
digital would then be lost.
On Wednesday March 30th, the BBC
invited many journalists interested in
broadcasting to their new outside broadcast
department in Acton, West London, where
we saw many new OB vehicles. It is now the
policy of BBC radio to use complete OB
control room vehicles more frequently, for
balancing the sound both for direct
transmission via microwave or landline
links, and for taping. The BBC's philosophy is
that whilst acknowledging the fact that the
sound in their vans is not as good as can be
obtained in alarge, acoustically treated
control room, the acoustic in each type of
vehicle is aconstant, and thus is known by
experience to the engineers. Results should
therefore be more predictable from many
locations where, in the past, loads of
equipment have had to be carried into a
nasty room at the back of ahall somewhere —
one which may be totally unsuitable. All the ,
mic lines are rolled out from the vehicle to
the hall where mics and stands can be taken
and plugged through. It is claimed that it will
usually be faster to use avehicle control
room, except at locations where the BBC
have apermanent room of their own.
One of the most remarkable vehicles was
that used for the disc jockey Roadshow, in
which an apron folds down from the side of
the vehicle revealing double glazed windows
so that the public can watch the disc jockey
at work. Excellent acoustic isolation is
provided, and the DJ controls his jingle
machines, EMT players with special
professional Shure cartridges tracking at
around 3.5 to 4grams, and his own
microphone, aBeyer moving-coil.
An enormous mobile studio vehicle is
equipped with acomfortable, but smallish,
talks studio, acontrol room with alarge desk
and space for around three people, and an
OB engineers' section which incorporates
complex input and output equipment. This
vehicle could be parked at asports location,
apolitical party annual gathering, or any
place where many mic lines have to feed a
control desk from abuilding.
The largest of the straight control room
vehicles is used primarily for recording pop
concerts, housing aSolid-State Logic control
desk which feeds a16-track Studer A800. All
the faders are worked from voltage controlled
amplifiers which are themselves controlled
digitally, either directly or from acomputer
disc drive running in synchronisation with
the Studer. This time-saving arrangement
allows the tentative mixdown attempted on
site to be registered and used later to repeat
the mixdown of the 16 tracks, each 2in.
master tape being accompanied by its own
floppy disc. More on these vehicles in July.
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NEWS FEATURE

HOT de GLOWING
THE BEST DEVICES FOR
ANALOGUE?

O

John Atkinson and Paul Messenger discuss tubes,
transistors, power supplies, Compact Disc and
amplifiers with Audio Research designer William Z.
Johnson

NE WOULD HAVE THOUGHT that the
introduction of transistor circuitry in
the mid- sixties sounded the
deathknell for the valve/vacuum tube as far
as its use in hi-fi was concerned. The high
power consumption and inefficient waste of
energy as heat, coupled with its high
voltage/low current output nature and
tendency to develop mechanical problems
such as microphony, caused many to greet
solid-state devices with open — and perhaps
uncritical — arms.
With hindsight, one can now admit that
early transistors, particularly those made
from Germanium, were far from ideal for
audio amplification, but the almost
exponential progress since then has given
electronics designers devices that would
seem beyond reproach. Relatively
inexpensive op- amps such as the NE5534,
which pops up in such diverse products as
the Meridian preamp, the Studer A80
professional recorder and the output stage
of Philips/Marantz CD players, have
specifications which would seem to be many
orders of magnitude better than those
required for audio work, while apower amp
designer can choose from as wide avariety
of MOSFETs and high-speed bipolars as his
imagination can cope with.
Many engineers and audiophiles have
refused to be weaned from theii glowing
tubes, however, despite the apparent
limitations; the Audio Research company,
from Minnesota USA, has encouraged
would-be anachronists for 25 years by
producing avirtually unbroken series of
valve amplifiers whose reputation for high
quality sound reproduction would appear
only to be rivalled by their price. Their
'budget' SP8 preamp, reviewed by Martin
Colloms for HFN/RR in February, still costs a
UK purchaser over £ 1400, while if you need
to ask the price of the classic D79C power
amp*, you most definitely will not be able to
afford it! Audio Research founder and
designer William Z. Johnson paid abrief visit
to the UK in March, following the Festival du
Son, so we took the opportunity to ask him
why he sticks with what most people would
regard as an outmoded technology?
WZJ: Well, we do make both solid-state and
vacuum tube products, and all our vacuum
tube models make extensive use of
semiconductors and IC chips in their power
supplies. The simple reason we use valves
for the amplification circuits in our best
products is that intrinsically valves are the
best device for analogue waveforms. The
point of building equipment in order to
reproduce music is just that, to reproduce
music, and we shouldn't be hung up on the
active devices, that's very narrow thinking. If
*£3950 for the curious or foolhardy.
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at agiven moment in time the best device
happens to be avacuum tube, then why not
use it? But obviously, if we were building
computers or portable radios and
propounded the virtues of tubes, you would
have us hauled away.
JA: But don't you feel that transistors make it

important factor.
But every one of these things, if Imight say
so, is ared herring. For instance, take slew
rate: in all probability there has never been a
power amplifier made that has an
inadequate slew rate for the normal energy
distribution of music. You might think that a

easy to design audio circuits with excellent
extension at low and high frequency
extremes?
WZJ: Of course it is easier to design wide
bandwidth products with semiconductors,
but frankly awide bandwidth is not required
for audio. The range for most of us is, say,

very strong statement but if we inject a
modicum of commonsense into the
situation, let's agree that if apower amplifier
can reproduce, let's say, 40kHz, it has a
sufficiently high slew rate. Frankly, it's more
than can possibly be needed, to reproduce
5000 cycles at full power is probably all that
is required, but if you build anominal 100
watt amplifier to have apower bandwidth of
40kHz, it only takes afew moments with a
calculator to determine that 8V/ps is
adequate.
If you then do something with the
amplifier and come up with 16V/us and it
sounds better, the automatic conclusion is
that slew rate must be the magic ingredient,
but in all probability it's nothing more than a
by-product of whatever you did to improve
the sound.
PM: The approach in the UK is that you have
to make sure that the preceding stage of an
amplifier can never pass asignal through
which is capable of driving the next stage
into slew limiting. Even if the preamp gets an
unlikely high frequency signal from arecord
scratch, it won't overdrive the power amp.
WZJ: Ican accept that, even agree with it,
but Istill take the position that it isn't
necessary for an audio amplifier ever to
receive information that will drive it into slew

"Intrinsically, valves are the best
device for analogue waveforms"
somewhere between 15Hz and 15-20kHz and
while it is true that it is necessary to have
some extended bandwidth above and below
to minimise phase shifts and give wide
stability margins and so on, there is no need
for MegaHertz-type responses and superfast slew rates. They don't contribute
anything of themselves to audio
reproduction. Rather, they're examples of a
red herring, abuzz-word sort of thing that is
supposed to be areason why an amplifier is
good; Imean 25-30 years ago it was ' How
many pounds of magnet does that speaker
have?'. We've been through frequency
response, harmonic distortion and damping
factor, two years ago it was Transient
Intermodulation Distortion, and now it's
slew rate that is supposed to be the
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limiting. Where is it coming from, if it isn't off
disc or tape?
PM: Well, amoving- coil cartridge is certainly
awide bandwidth source, particularly with
the possibilities of groove chatter and new
stylus shapes. I've seen measurements
which showed output from moving-coil
cartridges up to half aMeg. The amplitude
may be lowish but there might be problems
with the sort of distortion signal that you
could get from amoving-coil cartridge that
doesn't have the internal bandwidth
limitation of amoving- magnet.
WZJ: Might be, but I've used moving- coils
exclusively for at least adecade and I've
never had any such problems.
To return to amplifiers, just yesterday at a
UK dealer's Ihad ademonstration of what
we've been discussing. We had two
amplifiers, one with arelatively low and the
other with avery high slew rate. We listened
first to one and then to the other, and it was
very clear that the amplifier with the low
slew rate was much faster than the one with
the high slew rate, much faster. When you

neglected area in amplifier design.
PM: It is very difficult to find valid
measurement techniques for assessing
amplifiers.
WZJ: Again take bandwidth. Our vacuum
tube preamps, the SP8 and SP10 have — 3dB
points around 0.15Hz and 250kHz, which is
wide enough for audio, but the phase shift is
relatively low. We recently looked at our SP6,
apreamplifier which is not yet discontinued
but is sort of obsolete ( the 8and 10 are our
later models but are comparable). At 10Hz
the phase shift is about + 3° and at 20kHz it's
about — 2°, which is low for atube product.
However, Idon't think that the absolute
phase, that is precisely 0° or not, is as
important as its stability under dynamic
conditions. In other words, if the circuit
design is such that the phase angle shifts
under dynamic conditions, this is very bad.
It's far better to have afew degrees of
constant phase shift than to have aphase
shift which is not fixed— too many designs
are that way.
JA: But how do you assess phase
aberrations ...
PM: . . . under dynamic conditions?
WZJ: It's just as difficult to measure that as it
is to make any dynamic measurement. Hi-fi
is one of the few industries where virtually
all of the measurements are done one way
but the.product is used in another!
If the power supply parameters were to
shift under dynamic conditions, then you can

"Hi-fi is one of the few industries
where virtually all of the
measurements are done one way
but the product is used in another"

hear that one amplifier is faster than another,
the attack transient coming out in the proper
time alignment, this is nothing to do with
slew rate. Slew limiting would occur at very
high frequencies and while it might give a
weird form of hard ' glassy' HF distortion, this
wouldn't be down in the range where we
would recognise this subjective area of
'fastness'. What Ibelieve we are actually
listening to here is the speed of the

"When you hear that one amplifier
is faster than another . . . this is
nothing to do with slew rate"
amplifier's power supply under dynamic
conditions.
JA: You're talking about the effects of
current starvation?
WZJ: Exactly, or worse than that, interaction
between supply and amplifier.
PM: It has been suggested that areasonable
rule of thumb would be for the power supply
to have abandwidth an order of magnitude
greater than that of the actual amplification
circuitry.
WJZ: That might at least be agood starting
point. The power supply is certainly a
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be assured that all of the things we're talking
about, phase and other kinds of distortion,
will occur. The power supplies are in series
with the active circuit elements and the more
complex the circuitry, the more trouble the
power supply can be. Obviously, if the power
supply can be made effectively inert, if you
can get down somewhere near to 0ohms at
all frequencies under all dynamic conditions,
then you have it out of the way, so to speak,
and you're then free to optimise the rest of
the circuitry.
You might find it interesting to know that
the impedances'in the SP10 power supplies
—there are individual capacitance multipliers
for each active stage— are in the high
micro- ohms in the midrange, around
1000Hz. That's lower than the power supply
impedances found in most solid-state power
amps, yet this is for avalve preamp. But it
contributes to quality sound.
JA: So effectively driving the power supply
rails for the preamp is an active DC power
amp.
WZJ: We have avery high speed active
amplification system providing the power
supply, typically aseries valve driven by
another valve with an IC, amodern BiFET
chip, used as an active error sensor and
amplification device. The loop gain may be
as high as 10 million but as it is degenerated
to just one, to unity gain, you end up with
incredibly low source impedances.
PM: Didn't your totally solid-state products
get asomewhat different critical reaction on
their introduction in 1976 to the tube
designs?
WZJ: They got areaction all right, but it

8

wasn't the same!
PM: Any thoughts, with hindsight, on what
went wrong?
WZJ: I'm not so sure that we did anything
wrong, nor that there was anything
particularly wrong with the market. Ithink
that the problem was that Audio Research's
place in the market was created with valve
products and when we abandoned valves
our market niche changed and we simply
didn't enjoy those customers anymore, we
had to create anew market. Actually Ithink
we have some very good solid-state
products but we are certainly more
successful in selling valve equipment.

o

PM: Ithink there was acrucial element
behind the changeover from vacuum tube to
solid-state; at last you could get rid of the
output transformer, which was aknown
limiting factor in tube design. With the
transistor you at last have adevice that you
can couple directly to your loudspeakers, to
control them better, if that's what you want
to do. Alternatively, by coupling the
transistor directly to the speaker, you're
giving it amuch harder time than ever the
valve had with atransformer in the way.
WZJ: There are trade-offs with all
technologies. For example, with atypical
dynamic speaker that is intended to have an
effective short circuit across its terminals for
control, adirect-drive solid-state amplifier
will almost certainly provide better results in
the bass region. If you are talking about high
currents, then the bipolar amplifier
obviously has advantages but there are a
number of loudspeaker technologies where
aquality voltage signal is required. Some of
the electrostatic speakers will give far better
results with avacuum tube amplifier than
they will with asolid-state amp.
The transformer problem is of course real
and while it has been alimiting factor in tube
amp design, it really doesn't need to be. All
of our vacuum tube power amplifiers use
partial cathode coupling in the output circuit
and we can't of course take any credit for
that; it was first used by Quad 30 or more
years ago. The benefit of it is that there is
some intrinsic cross- coupling in the pushpull output stage, so that you actually derive
some benefit from the use of the transformer
as opposed to it being atotal liability from
the bandwidth standpoint. There actually
isn't too much of aproblem in designing
transformers with awide bandwidth. The
power transformers that we use, for
instance, are typically capable of aflat power
curve from around 15Hz to 40kHz or so.
JA: There certainly is afinancial problem .. .
WZJ: They're expensive, surely. .
JA: ... which means that you have to
operate at the very high end of the
market ...
WZJ: ... but it has always been true that
quality costs more: even with musical
instruments you don't buy aStradivarius for
the same price that you buy an aluminium
violin. You could take the position that the
way Rolls Royce build their automobiles is
both old-fashioned and too expensive, but
on the other hand Iwould have to say very
candidly that Idon't know of abetter
automobile.
JA: Have you tried atransformer- less valve
power amp design, like the Futtermans?
WZJ: No, Ihaven't had any desire to do that;
the vacuum tube is just not alow enough an
impedance device, even when paralleled.
JA: You can't get the current...
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THE VIEW FROM SCOTLAND
Adrian Orlowski reports on what Linn feel to be asignificant
measurement shortfall in the performance of digital recorders

S

ONY'S PCM-F1 DIGITAL recording
processor was introduced in the
autumn of last year, and has steadily
been gaining acceptance in the recording
industry. Many recording engineers and
studios are using the machine, and so too is
the BBC. It would appear from Martin
Colloms' HFN/RR review ( October'82) that
its measured performance is beyond
reproach, yet many people and companies,
particularly Linn Products, have voiced
violent opinions and criticisms of both the
PCM-F1 and digital in general ( without,
however, providing any more objective
evidence than that of their ears for such
opinions).
Recently Linn Products obtained asample
of the PCM-F1 for evaluation. Besides having
acomprehensively equipped laboratory for
testing electronics, they also have the facility
to compare recordings made via the PCM-F1
with studio quality master tape recordings
done on professional machines ( Ampex,
Otani) and with lacquers made on their
in-house cutting lathe. They felt that the
measurement results were especially
interesting. Sufficiently so to invite HFN/RR
to be present in person while their engineer
ran through the tests again and gave his
comments about them. Although the
measurements do not differ broadly from
those obtained previously, Linn's
interpretation of them and the weighting
given to different parameters, deserve
special attention, we felt, particularly in
conjunction with the graphical results.
These tests, the measured results, and
comments are reported below ( the poor
quality of the graphs due to the fact that
contrary to our usual practice, we have
reproduced the originals rather than having
them redrawn). The equipment used
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wave shape is seen to be preserved between
input and output. But advancing the
frequency up the audio band it is found that
at 7.4kHz, the input squarewave emerges
converted to asinewave— its next harmonic,
the third, being above the anti-aliasing filter
frequency. And above 7.4kHz it is not
possible to recover asquarewave at all.
Comment: this aspect of the PCM-F1's
performance is aresult of the necessary
sharp bandwidth limiting. Whether or not
this is audibly significant seems to have
been overlooked, or at least not to have
given rise to doubts.

Sinewaves: the first and simplest test
comprises introducing sinewaves into the
PCM-F1 and noting their behaviour. Visual
comparison on the ' scope showed no
discernible distortion in the waveform at any
frequency. The amplitude of the output
signal was noted to drop rapidly above
20kHz, confirming that the frequency
response is as specified at high frequencies.
At low frequencies, the — 3dB point ( defining
the lower end of the bandwidth) occurred at
around 3Hz. Comment: audio frequency
response on sinewaves satisfactory.

Rise-time; from examination of the leading
edges of the output squarewave it is possible
to ascertain the rise-time the equipment is
capable of. For the PCM-F1 the rise time is
60µs. Comment: by hi-fi standards this is
poor. Amplifiers have very much faster
rise-times, and even cartridges and
loudspeakers, generally considered the
poorest links in the hi-fi chain in this regard,
do much better. Typical cartridge rise-times
are perhaps five times less than the PCM-F1
je, they are five times faster.

Squarewaves: this same procedure was
then applied for squarewave test signals.
Here an observable difference in the output
was immediately apparent, prolonged
ringing due to the anti-aliasing filter being
seen to extend along top and bottom of the
waveform. Comment: the extent of the
ringing is considerably more than that which
would be tolerated if it occurred in ahi-fi
amplifier; yet the severity of the ringing and
its possible audibility appears not to have
drawn much comment in reviews.
At low audio frequencies, the basic square
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Phase response: the phase response of the
PCM-F1 changes very rapidly, at 4degree/Hz,
which is entirely consistent with an in/out
time delay around 10ms. The phase
response is apparently very smooth.
Comment: not confirmed. Although from the
amplitude/frequency response
measurements, the anti-aliasing filters
appear to be state-of-the-art, irregularities of
the phase response are predicted by
mathematical filter theory. The phase
response changes too rapidly for such
irregularities to be detected by direct
measurements which look for deviations
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included Hewlett Packard waveform
generators capable of producing avariety of
test signals, adual- beam storage
oscilloscope for waveform display and
comparison, and HP spectrum analyser. All
the tests were made with the
analogue-to- digital and digital-to- analogue
converters connected back to back, which
the machine readily allows, to examine the
working of the digital conversion process.
Comparison with digitised and non- digitised
signals was possible simply by operating the
monitor ' rec mute' button on the PCM-F1's
fascia.
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Above left is the typical distortion spectrum produced by an analogue system (in this case the HP spectrum analyser) driven into overload. The harmonics of the 5kHz tone
produced will increase in level as the overload is increased. Above right is the distortion spectrum produced by the Sony PCM-F1 with a5kHz tone taken 1dB into overload. Not
only are harmonics generated but also other non-harmonically-related tones and it can be seen that, unlike analogue, overload of adigital system is acatastrophic event.
NOTE: all graphs are scaled at 10dB/div. vertically and from DC to 30kHz horizontally, each tick thus representing a3kHz division.
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Above are the spuriae - 26kHz and 8kHz, the latter around 65dB below the input
-produced by an 18kHz tone. (Spuriae being defined as
non-harmonically-related output within the passband of the system.)There are
two distinct mechanisms at work. First is that due to intermodulation between
distortion components produced after the anti-aliasing filter with the sampling
frequency. Signals generated by this mechanism can be identified by
observing their relationship to the input. For fi= input frequency, fo= spurious
output frequency, and fs= sampling frequency, fo= fs-2fi. For an input of
16kHz and 44kHz sampling frequency, an output of 44-36=8kHz will result.
The second mechanism for producing in-band spuriae is aliasing. However,
this is produced by an input signal with afrequency greater than half the
sampling frequency. Aliasing components will be produced by HF input getting
through the input filter.
The reason for being pedantic about these two mechanisms is that whereas
spuriae can be produced by legitimate in-band input, it could be argued that to
generate significant aliasing components would require ahigh level of
ultrasonic input signal not found in music.
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Top is the spectrum of the input signal to the PCM-F1, consisting of a 100ms
sweep from 15-22kHz with the analyser set to aslow 48s sweep, thus showing
as aset of vertical lines the input frequencies. Below is the output from the
digital processor, showing the low frequency spuriae generated, around
60-70dB down from the input level. HF spuriae due to aliasing are also visible
to the right of the input. Since the LF spuriae are not harmonically-related to the
input, they can be considered almost as 'noise', and although the noise
produced by the Sony is very low with no signal present, the effect of asignal is
apparently to raise the noise floor. Would aS/N ratio of 60dB be not more
accurate than the claimed 90dB+ from the above graph?
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from the gradient of the phase curve. In the
circumstances phase irregularities have to
be traced from examination of the
squarewave response. This does indeed
show phase irregularities of significance by
high fidelity standards.
Distortion: the next stage is distortion
measurements using the spectrum analyser.
Generally speaking, no harmonic distortion
products can be seen above 0.01%.
Comment: harmonic distortion is very
good.
With high frequency inputs, however,
distortion spuriae can be seen. Comment:
the frequency of the distortion spuriae show
they are caused by intermodulation of the
2nd harmonic of the test signal with the
digital sampling frequency, and indicate that
despite the presence of the filter an aliasing
problem is still present in the machine.
These distortion spuriae have the
following characteristics. ( They in fact occur
both above and below 20kHz, but only those
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Shown left is the spectrum produced by sweeping the input to the PCM-Fl
from 15-20kHz at a 1dB overload level. Non-harmonically related spuriae are
produced, from DC upwards, about 40dB below peak. Remember that these
plots all have alinear, not logarithmic, frequency scale.

falling inside the audible range are described
here.) With the input frequency between
16kHz and 20kHz, adown- band spurious
signal is produced at alevel of — 60-70dB in
the 8kHz to 16kHz region. As the test signal is
lowered in frequency, the level of the spuriae
drops, rapidly falling below the analyser
noise floor. However, the spuriae are present
at the same relative amplitude with respect
to the input signal when the input is reduced
in level. An input sweep over the 15-22kHz
range clearly shows aplateau of distortion
components existing at around — 65dB in the
DC-15kHz range. Comment: for input
frequencies above 8kHz the dynamic range
of the PCM-F1 would appear to be limited by
distortion products to 60dB, considerably
less than the figure of 90dB+ implied by the
specification.
Headroom: the above distortion results
apply to test signals that do not overload the
processor. The same examination was next
performed with the input signals amere 1dB

into clipping as indicated by the F1's panel
meters. Again non- harmonically related
spuriae were found to be generated, but this
time at significantly higher levels. With the
input as before comprising 15-20kHz tones,
downband spuriae were seen at levels of
only — 40dB!
Comment: in practical terms such high
frequency spuriae will be present on
recordings of cymbals and other instruments
(mainly percussive ones) that have
significant spectral energy at those
frequencies. The location and severity of the
distortion when the input is clipped mean
that high frequency overload should be
avoided at all cost. Sony's suggested margin
of 10dB of ' under recording' would seem
inadequate. Consideration of actual music
levels indicate that 30dB would be more
prudent— notwithstanding that this would
raise the effective noise floor to apoint
where the claimed advantages of digital
recording become doubtful in comparison
11›
with what present analogue recorders are
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MANOR PARK

698 Romford Road, London E12.
Tel 478 5137

AMPLIFIERS
JVC A)(1
£69.95
JVC AX2
£99.95
JVC AX3
£99.95
Maranta PM310 £69.95
Maranta PM350 £89.95
Maranta PM420 £99.95
Maranta PM520 £129.95
Maranta PM4
£259.95
NAD 3020
£98.50
NAD 3020A £109.00
NAD 3150
£189.00
NAD 2150
£149.00
NAD 1020
£77.00
Sansui AUD22 £119.95
Sansui AUD33 £139.95
Sansui AUD5 £169.95
Sansui AUD9 £329.95
Technics SUZ45 £89.95
Technics SUZ15 £59.95
Technics SUV303 £99.95
Technics SUV3 £116.95
Technics SU VS
£139.95
Technics SUV7K £199.95
Technics SUV9K £319.95
Yamaha A05
£89.95
Yamaha A300 £89.95
Yamaha A460 £89.00
Yamaha A560 £99.95
Yamaha A760 £179.95

TECHNICS SUV5
Superb 55 watt per channel
amplifier . 4speaker outlets,
MC input, etc. etc. Available
in Blk or SIvr.

OUR PRICE £139.95

TUNERS

RECEIVERS
NAD 7120
£ 159.00
NAD 7150
£328.00
Pioneer SX600L £89.95
Technics SA104L
P.O.A.
Technics SA212L
P.O.A.
Technics SA323L
P.O.A.
Technics SA515L
P.O.A.
Yamaha R300 £129.00
Yamaha KR1000 £219.95

TAPE DECKS
Dual C806
£89.95
Dual C816
P.O.A.
Dual C824
£157.95
Dual C828
£184.95
Dual C844
£259.95
JVC KDD10 £64.95
JVC KDA66+R/C £149.95
JVC KDD50 £149.95
JVC KDW7
£222.95
Maranta SD220 £69.95
Maranta SD320 £89.95
Maranta SD420 £129.95
Marantz SD720 £186.95
NAD 6040A £119.00
NAD 6050C £159.00
NAD 6150C £199.00
Nakamichi BX1/BX2
P.O.A.
Nakamichi LX3/LX5
P.O.A.
Nakamichi Dragon
P.O.A.
Revox B77
P.O.A.
Revox PR99
P.O.A.
Sansui D370 £159.95
Sansui 0770R
P.O.A.
TEAC X3R
£299.95
TEAC X7R
£379.95
Technics RSM205 £59.95
Technics RSM225 £79.95
Technics RSM216 £84.95
Technics RSM226 £109.95
Technics RSM235
P.O.A.
Technics RSM222
P.O.A.
Technics RSM275XK
P.O.A.
Technics RSM258R £199.95
Yamaha K200 £99.00
Yamaha K300 £119.00
Yamaha K500 £159.00

VC 10XL
£39.95
JVC T)(1L £49.95
VC D(3
£59.95
VC TX2L
£69.95
arantz ST310L
f59.95
arantz ST320L £69.95
arantz ST450 £79.95
aranU ST5211. £119.95
AD 4020A £109.00
AD 4150
£169.00
TECHNICS RSM226
nsui TUS33L £99.95
Super new cassette deck
ansui TUS5 £109.95
Sansui TUS7 £149.95
from Technics sporting
Technics STZ11L £59.95
Dolby B&C, Output control,
Technics STS4L
P.O.A.
soft touch, etc, etc.
Technics STS505
P.O.A.
OUR
PRICE £109.95
Technics STS6/8K
P.O.A.
Yamaha 1460
159.95
Yamaha 105
£89.95
anasonic
Pioneer
Yamaha 1300 £89.95 Videos
In car
.0.A.
P.O.A.

PADDINGTON

282 Harrow Road, LondonW2.
Tel 289 3102

LOUDSPEAKERS

*FREE SPEAKER STANDS OR 15
METRES 79 STRAND CABLE WITH
MODELS MARKED*
AR28S* £119.95
ARMS*
£149.95
AR48S 1
£199.95
AR925* £279.95
AR8LS*
£79.95
AR18LS* £99.95
Akai SRH40 £49.95
Akai SWT55
f79.95
Akai SWT77 £99.95
Boston A40*
£99.95
Celestion 0100 £69.95
Edwardus ME4
£119.95
JBL 77VX
£199.95
KEF Celeste IV
£99.95
KEF CODA III*
£99.95
KEF Carina* £ 139.95
KEF Caprice* £ 149.95
KEF Carlton* £219.95
KEF 103.2
P.O.A.
KEF 105.2
P.O.A.
ANShort MS20* £99.95
Maranta 1030
P.O.A.
Maranta 1050
P.O.A.
Maranta HD250 £39.95
NAD Model 1
£59.95
NAD Model 2
£79.95
NAD Model 3
£119.95
Sony SSE20 £29.95
Sony SSE30 £49.95
Technics S83110 £49.95
Technics SB3030
79.95
Technics SB3050 £99.95
Technics SBT10 £99.95
Technics SBF3 £119.95
Wharf .160th £59.95
Wharf 1801k £79.95
Wharf.Lioak £99.95
Wharf.Dovedale £149.95
Wharf .130'
£54.95
Wharf.150*
£69.95
Wharf .190'
f89.95
Wharf .1110* £139.95
Wharf .L120
£119.95
Wharf ESO
£
199.95
Yamaha NS044 £49.95
Yamaha NS1000M £620.00

KEF CODA III
Another winner from KEF!
High quality speaker at a
budget price. Offered with
FREE 15m 79 strand cable
or spkr. stands.

ONLY f99.95 Pair

TECHNICS

Special Offers.
lwhile stocks last)

Mom

RSM205

Nice little cassette deck, all
usual features including
Dolby N/R, Metal tape facility
and Auto- Rewind.

OUR PRICE £59.95

BEXLEY HEATH
193 The Broadway Kent
Tel 304 3272

TURNTABLES
Ariston RD BOSL/LB
P.O.A.
Dual C5505-1 £79.95
JVCOLA51* £79.95
Maranta 11320 £86.95
NO 5120
£99.00
Nioneer PL120
59.95
Pioneer PL320 £79.95
Pioneer 0E620 £99.95
Pioneer PLL800 £179.95
Sansui SR222N* £89.95
Sansui XRQ7* £219.95
Technics 516210 £59.95
Technics SLB21 £64.95
Technics SLD30 £84.95
Technics SLQ20 £89.95
Technics SLQ30 £99.95
Technics SL1200* £189.95
Technics S16/7
P.O.A.
Technics SIDL1
P.O.A.
Technics SLQL1
P.O.A.
Yamaha P200 (79.00
Yamaha P300
Price Includes Manufacturers
cartridge except those marked*

CD PLAYERS
Hitachi HTL70
Marantz CD63
Maranta CD73
Philips CD100
Philips CD200
Philips CD300
Pioneer CD1
Sony CD101
Technics SQCD10

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

EQRS & TIMERS
Akai DT100 £39.95
Akai 01200 £79.95
Maranta E020 £99.95
Pioneer 01510 £49.95
Pioneer DT530 £49.95
Sansui AT202 £44.95
Sansui RG7
£99.95
Sansui SE8
£159.95
Sansui RG707 £119.95
Technics SH8015 £69.95
Technics SH4020 £64.95
Technics SH4060 £89.95

TRIPLETS
Technics SUZ15
Technics SLB21 £149.95
Technics S63110
Maranta PM310
Maranta 111200 £159.95
Maranta HD250

SLQ30
Extremely well made quartz
locked, direct drive, fully
automatic turntable. Fitted
mîgnetic cartridge.

OUR PRICE £99.95
SANSUI 222IV
Brilliant performance from
this new Sansui Turntable.
Offered with aFREE Nagoaka
MP11 or NAD 9200 cartridge.

RSM225
Good quali4 deck boasting
such features as: soft touch
control, output control.
Dolby and Metal Tape facility

OUR PRICE £79.95

TECHNICS SB3050
Fabulous Technics speakers
at abargain price. 3-way
system with VT bass driver.
60w r.m.s. handling.

ONLY £99.95 PAIR

SYSTEMS
Akai PROS11A
Akai PROS14
Dual System One
Dual System Two
JVC PC5L
Pioneer XG5
Sony H1
Sony Si
Sony S2
Sony S30
Sansui IS220
Sansui 15330
Sansui IS555
Sansui 15990
Technics La Mini
Technics 80's
Technics Z15/725
Technics 245
Technics Z65
Technics 3151/2
Technics 315 Y4
Technics 315,20
Technics SACOS
Yamaha A10

£299.95
£349.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£199.95
£399.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£299.95
f699.95
P.O.A:
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.OA.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£349,95

Pioneer SA420
Pioneer PL120
Wharf.L30
Maranta PM310
Dual CS505-1
AR8LS
Maranta PM310
Dual CS505-1
Coda Ill or AR18LS
Maranta PM350
Dual CS505-1
Code Ill or AR18LS
Yamaha A300
Dual C5505-1
Coda Ill or AR18LS
Nad 3020A
Dual C5505-1
Coda Ill or AR18LS

£179.95

f219.95

E239.95

259.95
£

f259.95

£279.95

NAD 3020A
NAD 5120
Nagoaka MP11
£ 99.95
Coda II or AR18LS
Nad 3020A
Sansui SR222IV
Nagoaka MP11
f299.95
Coda Ill or AR18LS
Technics SUV5
Sansui SR222IV
Nagoaka MP11 £319.95
Coda Ill or AR18LS
ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
1) High Quality Cartridge.
2)15 metres 79 strange cable.
3) All necessary leads & plugs.
41 Free Delive .

HOW TO ORDER BY POST - Simply send your cheque together
with your name and address and goods required to the Manor
Park branch ( Dept.HN).
Alternatively phone through your Access or Barc. number.
Delivery then takes about 7-14 days. All items sent free of
charge, but are fully insured by us against loss or damage in
transit.
All equipment is fully guaranteed by us for 12 months. 5-year
guarantee available at extra cost.

capable of. It is important to bear in mind in
doing this comparison of the two systems
that in analogue tape recorders any HF
distortion products will largely be above the
range of audibility, and that this is not true of
digital processing. ( It could be fairly pointed
out that no engineer in his right mind would
clip the input of adigital recorder. However,
personal experience has shown that there is
atendency to treat PCM recorders as
open- reel — take it to the limit in the belief
that there is still some headroom left — Ed.)
For interest the PCM-F1 output was
connected to an amplifier and loudspeaker
and ahigh frequency sweep made.
Sweeping over 16k-21kHz, the spuriae were
clearly audible lower down in frequency as
tones sweeping in the opposite direction,
and subjectively more pronounced than their
measured — 55dB would have suggested.
Clipping the input added noticeable
crackling to the spurious tones. Far from
there being any subjective masking of the
spuriae by the test tones, it appears the
higher sensitivity of the ear at lower
frequencies, and the propensity of the brain
to give priority of attention to midrange
sounds both conspire to make the distortion
highly conspicuous. No inference is made to
the audibility of these spuriae on music
input, but these psycho-acoustic factors
should not be overlooked.
What overview is implied by these
measurements? Two points must be made
WZJ: . not with any degree of stability or
longevity, and we just aren't interested in
that.
One of the things that we believe should
be involved in high quality state-of-the-art
product is longevity. The product should be
serviceable or should be capable of being
returned to aserviceable condition as long
as someone might care to use it, and that
implies not short-circuiting legitimate
design. You won't find any direct- drive valve
amplifiers from Audio Research.
JA: HFN/RR had aletter of complaint
following our SP8 review, the gist of which
was that in this day and age we shouldn't be
reviewing ' outdated' gear. The irony is that
the SP8's very high overload margin on its
auxiliary inputs makes it an ideal preamp for
Compact Disc players, valves or no valves.
WZJ: Idon't know whether Iconsider that a
compliment or not! The high output from CD
players won't be aproblem for any of our
preamps because the input level control is at
the beginning of the high level circuitry;
they're overload- proof! However, Ilistened
to aCompact Disc player acouple of days
ago in Scotland and it was terrible, Iheard no
music from it at all.
The entire envelope of sound had an
electronic hiss, there was no depth. Plenty of
width, yes, and plenty of dynamic range, but
the sound wasn't even tonally related to
music!
JA: Do you think that the bad sound was the
result of bad recording practice, or was it
something more fundamental?
WZJ: Idon't know, it was the first time Ihad
heard CD, but Ican best describe my reaction
as that if Ididn't already know what the
sound of aviolin was like, Iwouldn't have
recognised it from Compact Disc. Just
because Iknow agiven work of music and
know that that has to be apiano, or aviolin,
isn't enough. Iwant to actually hear what I
should be hearing, not just reconstruct the
sound mentally because Ihappen to know
what it originally was like.
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to start with. First, the PCM-F1 sample
measured was not faulty. As far as can be
gauged it was working to specification
entirely correctly, and giving its designed
performance. Effectively identical results
were obtained from three other samples.
Second, the tests performed on it are
standard simple bench tests that are
accepted as objective indicators of
engineering goodness— or the lack of it. On
the basis of just these tests many hundreds
of engineering decisions are made every day
concerning electronic and audio equipment.
And on these criteria the performance of
much equipment is evaluated.
In certain regards, namely frequency
response, and sinewave handling, which
shows excellently low distortion, the PCM-F1
does very well. In other respects, though, the
PCM-F1 is less good. Squarewave handling,
rise-time, and arguably phase response too,
are all poorer than present high fidelity
equipment standards demand. They are
poorer also than the actual performance
abilities of mass market hi-fi equipment, and
it would appear that only if these parameters
are given very low psycho-acoustic
weighting factors, can the overall
performance be said to be good.
What conclusion might an audio engineer
reach if presented with these PCM-F1
measurement results headed, not as ' Sony
PCM-F1 digital audio processor', but simply
as ' Product X'? Manifestly the conclusion he
is most unlikely to draw is that Product X

was capable of ' perfect' sound quality
reproduction. Yet digital audio in the form of
the Compact Disc is being said to represent
'probably the last word in audio
reproduction'.
The conclusion that Linn feel the
measurements point to, and the conclusion
that they would say must be rationally drawn
from them (though many engineers feel
strongly enough otherwise that they put
their reputations on the line), is that a
digitised audio signal is not worth
preserving or reproducing for high fidelity
purposes. Linn's position would be stated as
feeling that measurement attempts which
demonstrate otherwise are either not
sufficiently detailed, or the audible
significance of those measurements is not
fully understood.
There is an alternative: that the acceptance
of digital has resulted in arelaxation, a
downwards revision of hi-fi standards in the
areas where digital recording falls down.
This implies we are no longer justified in
requiring, and should not expect, hi-fi
equipment to fulfil certain conditions of
waveform transfer, freedom from ringing,
rise-time, etc. It suggests that, for instance,
antique hi-fi, the whole of the AM network,
and the current fashionable miniature
cassette recorders could be said to be of high
fidelity standard. But phrasing the
conclusion this way is sufficient to banish
this line of inference from the PCM-F1
measured results as absurd.

JA: Linn Products' Ivor Tiefenbrun described
it as the difference between ' hearing' and
'listening'.
WZJ: Good for him. That's well said!
It's clear that some of the digitallymastered LPs are excellent. Ihave come to

wire configuration introduces its own
coloration and it is preposterous to claim
that an active device is perfect. Everything is
relative, it's amatter of degree.
PM: An amplifier manufacturer told me that
he knew how to improve his product but felt
that he couldn't because then it would only
show up the qualities of the ancillaries that
are currently available. As adesigner purely
involved in amplifiers, you must be
presented with difficulties in that direction?
WZJ: But Audio Research already has that
kind of product, the D79C and SP10 fit that
profile. The other parts of the system must
be chosen very carefully or they will not give
you the desired result. Many times you will
end up with amore pleasant system using
the SP8, which has alower degree of
resolution and definition than the SP10, for
just that reason.

"If Ididn't already know what the
sound of aviolin was like, I
wouldn't have recognised it from
Compact Disc"
the conclusion that the problem with some
of them is too high alevel of cross—
modulation products in the front-end of the
preamplifier used to play them back. With
more linear equipment such as the SP10, for
example, Ifind many of them to be much
more listenable.
PM: Is there any difficulty obtaining valves
these days?
WZJ: While it is true that there are anumber
of vacuum tube vendors that no longer
manufacture, there are probably nearly as
many new manufacturers, particularly
behind the Iron Curtain. For example,
Siemens offer us a6DG8 that they ge: from
Poland and it's avery fine tube.
JA: Do you still get valves from the UK, from
the M-0 Valve Company?
WZJ: Most assuredly; they make the finest
tubes for audio that money can buy.
Let me make acomment here. It has been
widely said that the perfect amplifier is ' a

"There is no such thing as astraight
wire"
straight wire with gain', but it is at least
common knowledge amongst afew
manufacturers that unfortunately there is no
such thing as astraight wire! Every kind of

"To have the speaker amore open
window than the amplifier is to
invite sonic disaster"
It's important that the system be matched.
For instance, to have the speaker amore
open window than the amplifier is to invite
sonic disaster— you just hear its problems all
the clearer. As arule of thumb, it is far better
that as you move backward in the chain,
each item be of ahigher quality, ending up
with the turntable being the very firest that
can possibly be put together.
JA: Which is?
WZJ: Idon't think Iought to get into that
area, gentlemen.
But Iwould rather spend, say, $3000 or
$4000 for the arm, cartridge and turntable,
whatever it takes for electronics, and end the
chain with asmall pair of Celestions or
Rogers. I'd much rather live with those than
use abig full- range electrostatic that will
show me all the flaws nasystem. Idon't
need that — lwant to enjoy the music!
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A STAR IS BORN

LELLTA
Removes any doubts regarding the superiority of analogue front ends.
Arrange ademonstration now!
Worldwide Distributors:

(
Esoteric) Mar etitti
49 Leys Road, Pattishall,
Northants. ( 0327) 830670
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HEYBROOK
A lively new performer joins the range. Easily driven by
budget amplifiers, yet possessing an open dynamic
quality capable of reproducing musical subtleties
revealed by the very best systems.
£.129
per pair, stands extra
hear them... with the classic HB2, the exciting HB3, the informative TT2

Made for music by

MECOM (ACOUSTICS) LTD.
Knighton Hill, Wembury Plymouth, Devon. Phone (0752) 863188

hear them at...
Aberdeen Holburn Hi Fi
Ashford Photocraft Hi Fi
Bangor ( NJ.) LP Hi Fi
Bath Paul Green Hi Fi
Birmingham Fiveways Hi Fi
Bolton Cleartone
Bradford Erricks
Brighton Brighton Hi Fi
Brighton Jeffries Hi Fi
Bristol Radford Hi Fi
Cambridge University Audio
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Castleford Eric Wiley
Chandlers Ford Hampshire Audio
Cheltenham Robbs
Chester New Dawn Hi Fi
Colwyn Bay Electrotrader
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Crewe Hightown Audio
Croydon KJ Leisuresound
Croydon Spaldings
Duxford Audio File 2
Eastbourne Jeffries Hi Fi
Edinburgh The Gramaphone
Edinburgh Russ Andrews
Edinburgh Hi Fi Corner
Egham South East Audio
Exeter Gulliford House
Gateshead Lintone Audio
Glasgow Maeto Musik
Gloucester Hobbs
Glastonbury Avalon Hi Fi Studio
Grimsby Sound Perfection
Guildford Unilet Hi Fi
Harpenden Studio 99

Harrow KJ Leisuresound
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John Linsley Hood describes
an efficient yet inexpensive indoor aerial

F

OR MOST PEOPLE there are few improvements which can yield greater
benefits to their FM reception than the
installation of a better aerial. True, there are
afew listeners living in particularly favoured
reception areas whose problem is too large a
signal, and where a bit of wire dangling
down behind their receiver may be entirely
adequate. They are a lucky minority, however; for most of us this is far from being the
case, but happily the paths of virtue can lead
to some useful rewards.
Where Ilive, in the West Country, on the
south-western facing slopes of a long range
of old Devonian sandstone hills, the welcome shelter from the north and east is
accompanied by a massive screening effect
from the nearest FM transmitter — to such an
extent that the local belief is that stereo radio
reception is not possible here at all. Predictably, Isuppose(!), my own response to this
was to explore the possibilities of better FM
radio circuitry and a better aerial.
Since one of my hobby interests is landscape photography, Imuch resent the way in
which the visual vandalism of the Electricity
Board has left many of our picturesque
villages with their cottages entangled in ugly
webs of overhead electrical cables. Iwas
disinclined to add to this by the erection of
any metalwork, however purposeful, on my
own roof, so my thoughts therefore centered
on ways in which ahigh sensitivity FM aerial
could be contained within the loft space.
A useful design for the 88-108MHz band is
the so-called ' Quad' aerial shown in fig. la.
(No connection here with the Acoustical
Manufacturing Co.) This has a higher aerial
gain than the conventional folded dipole,
and does not take up too much space, even
with a reflector. Moreover, it has a low
enough output impedance for it to be possible to connect it directly to a75 ohm coaxial
cable without a significant mismatch.
Now to a very rough and ready approximation: the amount of signal picked up by
an aerial, at any given operating frequency,
is proportional to the area occupied by the
aerial. It seemed worthwhile, therefore, to
explore the possibility of increasing the
effective area by replacing the single conductor of the ' Quad' with abroad metal strip.
This will also make the tuning rather more
broad- band, which is a good thing. The
design was implemented, inexpensively,
some eight or nine years ago, by the use of
aluminium cooking foil stuck on to asheet of
hardboard in the manner shown in fig. lb.
If the foil strips are well overlapped, the
capacitance between adjacent sections will
be so high that, at these frequencies, any
imperfections in the electrical contact between layers is immaterial. Ihave also taken
advantage of the fact that the bulk of the BBC
transmissions occur within the 88-98MHz
band, to increase the dimensions alittle. One
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could probably build this aerial for about 50p
with some cardboard, cooking foil and Sello tape. This particular arrangement has been
employed by some of my more economically minded friends, although it is better to use
one of the waterproof tapes such as the
brown PVC packaging tape, since cellulose
based types tend to deteriorate rather a lot
with time.
Although cooking foil and cardboard will
certainly work well enough for a potential
user to assess the value of the aerial before
embarking upon a more substantial con-

WITHOUT REFLECTOR

WITH REFLECTOR

FIG. 2 Polar diagram patterns for Quad aerials

struction, it should be borne in mind that the

height above ground is important: it is not
enough to judge it solely on the way it
performs on the ground floor, alongside the
radio. Remember, too, that such aconfiguration has a polar diagram as shown in fig. 2,
which gives nearly zero pick-up when it is
aligned edgeways on to the transmitter.

Having built this aerial for my own use, I
have derived a certain amount of amusement from the astonishment of various more
knowledgeable friends and acquaintances,
when they have visited me at home, in
demonstrating the relative tonal qualities of
Wrotham, Oxford, Rowridge and North Hessary Tor, with France Musique thrown in for
good measure if reception conditions are at
all reasonable. ( Iam not favourably placed
geographically to receive signals from Wenvoe or Sutton Goldfield, which are plagued
by multiple path reflections, though Holme
Moss is sometimes obtainable.) Now, Iknow
Ihave agood receiver — adouble PLL design
which Ihope to describe in HFN/RR in the not
too distant future — but the bulk of the credit
must go, Ifeel, to this aerial.
Having put up with a ' lash-up' for a
number of years, Idecided to make adecent
job of it with some metal sheet, pop-rivetted
together, and with slightly more considered
dimensions. This final design is shown in fig.
3. It is, Iam pleased to say, sufficiently better
than the original foil and hardboard effort to
justify the additional labour involved in its
construction.
Comparative tests, in the same location,
suggest a signal output which is 3-4 times
greater than aconventional four- element FM

Vagi array, which actually occupies rather
more loft space. Iused 24swg galvanised
sheet steel, cut into four 3ft. x lft. pieces by a
local sheet metal firm, who also cut a lft. x
'I ft. section off the end of one of these for a
total cost of little over a fiver. Aluminium
sheet would be equally good ( the thickness
being immaterial, provided it is adequately
strong) and would be much easier for the
amateur to fabricate, but would, of course,
be dearer. In total, however, the cost of this
aerial is quite trivial in comparison with the

other units in a system.
If a unidirectional characteristic is desired,
a reflector as shown in fig. 4 can be added,
this being situated parallel to the quad loop
at adistance of 2ft. behind it on the side from
which it is desired to cut off reception. This
should also increase the signal output in the
forward direction.
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Laskys offer you th

A & RA60 Amplifier

Quad FM4 Stereo Tuner

Sansui AUD 22 Integrated Amplifie

This famous amplifier although basically unchanged in design
for the last few years, is still aby- word for use in mid price
systems. It offers comprehensive facilities with fine sound
reproduction - aBritish product that has stood the test of
time. Continually recommended by the hi-fi press and now
available with moving coil facility the A & R A60 represents
extremely good value for money.

The predecessor of the famous Quad FM3 matching the new
Quad 34 pre amp, the FM4 otters VHF tuning with seven push
buttons for pre-setting of stations and override button to
allow manuattuning.

Featuring Sansui's highly developed and well regarded sup
feed forward system, this amplifier with distortion down to
lessthan 0.006%produces abig open sound with aconsery
five rating of 35W RMS per channel.

£98.90

Quad 34 Pre Amplifier (top) with new
405 2Power Amplifier (bottom)

This tuner achieves superb broadcast sound reproduction
and has the classical Quad feel that makes this tuner adelight
to use.

£229.00

A & RT21 Stereo Tuner

The 405 2power amp is adevelopment of the famous 405
current dumping power amplifier which now enables the 405 2
to cope with awkward speaker loads demanded by some of
the more sophisticated speaker systems. Pre amp features
optional moving coil & moving magnet Input modules and
Quad comprehensive tone control filtering system.The
operation of these two superb units together can hardly be
faulted. Available to order or at larger Laskys stores.

Built to match the famous A&R Cambridge A60 amplifier in
looks and sound quality the T21 features 5pre-set stations
and manual tutting facility. Has LED tuning scale, signal
strength indicator and tune accuracy indlcators.WIth AFC
and mono select buttons. Finished in wooden veneer with
satin black frost panel.

£468.00

"Up to £1,000
Interest

free credit

£189.90

£129.9

Mission 776 Pre Amplifier (top)
and 777 Power Amplifier (bottom)

This Mission package offers the enthusiast state of theart
performance in classic Mission styling. A special feature of
the pre amp is that during use the mains supply is disconnected and alarge 25V lead/acid accumulator takes over
thus keeping pre amp hum free in normal use.The power ami
has massive front panel casting as aheat sink and la noted f
its superb sonic performaice - with the 776 pre amp It
delivers exceptional sound quality. Available to order or at
larger Laskys stores.

£1147.o

Everything at Laskys is available on
Interest Free Credit as long as your
purchase(s) total £ 250 or more. All you
pay is 10% deposit followed by nine equal
monthly payments.

LONDON & HOME COUNTIES

Solders Green Road, NW11 01-458 4654

42 Tottenham Court Road, W101-636 0845

RICHMOND Hill Street 01-948 1441

CHATHAM 8The Pentagon 0634 407 104

BROMLEY 22 Market Square 01-464 7829

257 Tottenham Court Road, W1 01-637 2231

ROMFORD South Street 0708 20218

GLOUCESTER 25 Eastgate Street 0452 22675

COLCHESTER 13 Trinity Square 0206 621336

7-9 Clueensway, W2 01-229 6425

SLOUGH Ouaensmere Centre 0753 24401

MAIDSTONE 79-81 Week Street 0622 678165

CROYDON Whitgilt Centre 01-681 3027

471-473 Oxford Street, W1 01-493 4623

WATFORD Charter Placa 0923 47488

SOUTHEND 205-206 Churchill West 0702 612241

KINGSTON Eden Street 01-546 1271

SOUTHERN ENGLAND

382 Edgware Road, W2 01-723 4194

MIDLANDS AND NORTH

LUTON 192 Arndale Centre 0582 38302

BRIGHTON151-2 Western Road 0273 725625

152 Fleet Street, EC2 01-353 2833

BIRMINGHAM 19-21 Corporation St. 021-632 630:

READING Friar Street 0734 595 459

BRISTOL 16 20 Penn Street 0272 20421

CHESTER 7The Forum 0244 317667

And being aware of your choice is
especially important when you're buying something as essential as hi-fi.
After all, Laskys can show you so many
models, designs and capabilities that reading the
brochures simply isn't enough. Laskys takes
>ver where the brochures stop; for exemple we
zen show you the sound which aspecific amplifier offers or tell you its compatibility to the other
elements in your existing system.
At Laskys we believe that only by
testing and comparing can you make the right
decision. So, we not only offer you access to
Europe's largest collection of top name hi-fi, but
the chance to test play and compare to find out
eyhat you need and which you prefer.
We also provide you with ateam of highly
knowledgeable consultants who can ensure that
eoll are aware of your choices arnd give you time
to consider without pressure.
This professional attitude has already
made Laskys Europe's leading hi-fi specialists.
When you've found the equipment of your
dreams and believe us, we've got it! - buying it
shouldn't present aproblem. Our interest Free
Credit* scheme allows you to take it home
instantly with just10% deposit followed by nine
equal monthly payments.
Buy your hi-fi equipment at Laskys and
you'll do justice to yourself, your system - and
your music.

Quad Based System
A riston RD 80SL turntable has Linn Basik arm, Basik cartridge, concave platter, screw down record clamps & fine adjustment
to allow sub- chassis suspension ieverfing.Ouad 34 pre amp features optional moving coil and moving magnet input modules
and Quail comprehensive tone contrai filtering system. Quad 405 2power amp has been designed to cope with awkward
speaker oads demanded by the most sophisticated speaker systems. Quad FM4 tuner offers VHF tuning with seven push
buttons for pre- setting of stations and an override button to allow manual tuning.TEAC X3R reel to reel tape deck has 3motor,
3head system and auto reverse & auto repeat. B&W DM14 speakers have 3driver elements specially designed by B&W and
feature new A.P.O.C. electronic protection system.

Total system price:

£1,644.00

You can buy Hi FI, Video,T.Y. and
Microcomputers elsewhere - but not with
this unique commitment, made by Laskys, to
you - our customers.

Ç

To of ter you acompfehensive
range of quality home enter
tarnment equipment of proven
reliability

To give you aFree Tel Year
Guarantee covering rails and
labour on all home ernertainment purchases A

In effet you test play and
comparison facilities backed
by specialist advice

le aller you alive year

lo allow you a14 day

Tonamtam or serviceyour
purchase al anybme with the
help of our own national
network of speçialist
engineers

exchange pend on all
purchases

Al year on portables

eirional guarantee tokone
modest payment

Sony System
Combines the
TAAX44 amplifier,
STJX44 tuner, PS-FL3
turntable TCFX77 cassette
deck and the Kef 103 Mk 2
speakers.

£378.00
I. The Reta il Division of the La dbroke Group

\Zig, id» but Lapants would malossuchocomenitiniont?

The Home Entertainment Specialists
LEICESTER 45 Market Place South 0533 537678
LIVERPOOL 33 Dale Street 051-236 2828
MANCHESTER Arndale Centre
(Adj. WH Smith) 061-834 4381
MANCHESTER 12-14 St Mary's Gate 081-8326087
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
6Northumberland St 0632 617727

NORTHAMPTON 78 Abington Street 0604 35753
NOTTINGHAM1-4 Smithy Raw 0602 415150
OXFORD 16 Westgate 0865 722870
PETERBOROUGH Oueensgate Centre 0733313513
PRESTON Guildhall Arcade 0772 59264
SHEFFIELD 58 Leopold Street 0742 750971
WOLVERHAMPTON 30 Wulfmn Way 0902 23384

YORK 10a Coney Street 0904 641221
SCOTLAND
EDINBURGH 4St. James Centre 031-556 2914
GLASGOW 66-70 Buchanan Street 041-226 3349
IULES
CARDIFF 122 Queen Street 0222 374893

'All credit criera subject ta acceptance. Inlevest Free Crolit
off er ends Pith June, Laskys Credit 'Pokers. Please ask fur
written detalle. All effets subject to availability. Prises include
15% VAT and are correct at time of going to pens 25.4.83 but
may be subject to variation thereafter.
A - mince provided in
aseCiation with Unicredit
Finance Ltd. Please ask for
1
wittner details. APR 29.8%
Pm pay by Bankers Order ( 34.5% f
or
other methods of peyment).
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Laskys is renowned for bringing you the latest
developments in hi-fi. After all, we are Europe's leading home
entertainment specialists.
Now Laskys brings you the latest innovation in audio
reproduction - the Compact Disc Player. Designed to sound
better and clearer than any other system because sound is
picked up from the 41
/ "disc by alaser beam, not astylus.
2
The disc delivers 60 minutes playing time, is resistant to
dirt and scratches and will give perfect reproduction for ever.
But come and listen to it at Laskys and judge for
yourself. We give you the opportunity of test-playing Sony
and Hitachi Compact Disc Players side-by-side with
conventional turntables. You can test them against any of
Laskys extensive range of amplifiers and speakers to see
how they really perform.
Our specialist staff can give you proper advice on their
compatibility with your present system. And we also give you
the peace of mind of the Laskys Commitment - the best

all-round package in the
business. We'll
also help you to
buy with Interest
Free Credit*
which means
you could take
your Compact
Disc Player
away with you
instantly!
So come to
Laskys and
check out the
new Compact
Disc Players today.

SONY COMPACT DISC PLAYER CDP 1010

HITACHI COMPACT DISC PLAYER DA 1000

Microcomputer controlled remote control. Frequency reponse 5Hz
-20kHz (± 0.5dB). Harmonic distortion less than 0004% (at
1KHz). Dynamic range, more than 90dB. Wow and flutter
immeasurable.

Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz (± 05dB). Harmonic distortion
less than 0-03%. Dynamic range, more than 90dB. Wow and flutter

£549.00

Interest Free Credit is available on all purchase(s)
totalling £ 250 or more. All you pay is 10%deposit
followed by nine equal monthly payments. We also
accept all major credit cards. For your nearest Laskys
store and further credit details see our other
advertisement in this issue.
k All credit offers subject to acceptance Laskys Credit brokers. Please ask for written details an
iffers are subject to availability Prices include 15% VAT and are correct at time of going to press
/
31/83 but may be subject to variation thereafter

immeasurable.

£498.00

NEW
AKAI CDD1 COMPACT DISC PLAYER

£498.00

the Refer D-vIsIon of the lodbroke Group
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The Home Entertainment Specialists

TUBE or not TUBE
Christer Óhrnell outlines the virtues of audio amateurism and describes a
valve — yes valve — head amp

A

sA SUBSCRIBER to HFN/RR for the last
12 years, Ihave been able to see that the
trend of development in electronics is
towards the use of more and more sophisticated integrated circuits — as it should be, of
course. However, in Britain as well as' in
Sweden, there must be many audiophiles
devoted to valve amplifiers.
High Fidelity is an art about emotion. Proof
about such astatement is to be found in alot of
what scientists label mumbo-jumbo — wires and
copper quality, tone arms and skin effect,
power supply high frequency capacitors and
sound quality etc. Many audiophiles have a
regard of these emotive parts in common. What
we do makes little sense to most people but we
know there will always be some noteworthy
innovation we will have to test, and eventually
(most probably) abandon.
There is a moral aspect to this matter,
though. Ten years ago, when a pair of KEF
Concertos could be yours for £ 100, afriend of
mine had equipment worth £3000. He had been
trapped by the claims of manufacturers that
their product was the one and only thinkable for
the real cognizant. Comparing his SOTA set-up
to my modest equipment — put together with
compatibility in mind — he was, of course,
disappointed. As Isee it, as an Audio Amateur
you can have a lot of fun with comparatively
little money, whilst as aHiFi Consumer you will
have to be prepared to pay enormous sums of
money for perhaps questionable improvements. Furthermore, as a consumer all you
really understand is that for more money you
get fewer controls — and gold plated phonosockets.
After a week when your enthusiasm has
cooled off you are ready to start anew. But as
an amateur, a week is probably too long an
interval between your efforts to create the
non-plus-ultra device. You make good progress
with ahandful of premium resistors and supergrade capacitors, having beforehand studied
the literature on the subject for weeks. No
wonder, then, that your hand trembles when
you solder that fancy polypropylene capacitor
into circuit. Every such step will bring you some
knowledge, cost you a pound or two, and will
also convince you that an audible improvement
has been achieved.
After this introduction Ihope to have removed any possibilities of anybody arguing with
the following assertion: areal valve amp lover
prefers moving-coil pick-ups; but atransistor in
the signal path of his head-amp is adisturbance
to his pure ideals as how amplification should
be done.
The way out of this dilemma is straightforward, easy to build, and requires no sophisticated parts, obtainable from goodness-knowswhere.' It is afflicted with the inherent valve
limitations — compared to good transistors — of
higher noise levels and susceptibility to microphony. These drawbacks are compensated
for, however, by the ability of valves to recreate
the soundfield, to sound more like the real
thing, ie, to let through the nuances of tonal
colour in amore convincing way than do most
of their solid-state counterparts.
The vital parts of this amplifier consist of two
ECC88 or PCC88 double triodes (the heater of
the P-version needs 7 instead of 6.3 volts)?
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Telefunken is usually agood trade mark. British
audiophiles seem to prefer British products — no
matter how bad they are ( 7 — Ed) — so why not
opt for Mullard E88CC, if possible. The other
essential parts are the FET transistors used as
constant current anode loads. Iuse BF245A
since its internal noise is very low, and this
circuit reduces hiss to atolerable level, provided
the power supply regulation is very good. The
marriage of these valves and FET permits,
because of the low voltages, the use of
standard regulators, such as the Fairchild
78GU1C, with aripple rejection of nearly 80 dB.
Be very careful in the routing of the common
leads, and make earth connections to one point
only. The current to the valve heaters is in
excess of 700mA, and these leads should
HEADAMP ( ONE CHANNEL
AND POWER SUPPLY
TUBE

current diode — 1N 5310 — avery noisy device,
and an inferior power supply.
2 The ECC88 was, as far as Iknow, put in
service for the first time in this kind of application by J. Widz, Timbuktu. The noise will hardly
be obtrusive when wired in parallel. Other
options are nuvistors such as the high-mu 7895,
8058 and the low-mu 8056. They are all
frightfully expensive in Sweden.
Parts list

Si DPDT mains switch
F1 315 mA slo-blo fuse
Ti Primary 220-240V
Secondary 28V 100mA
15V 1A
D1, D2 bridge rectifier
2 x 9 pin valve holders

SHOWN)

MO ( IF I
D IS 27-3 3mA)
DRAIN
TRI

dD 8E245 AEft FROM BELOW ( DRAIN CONNECTED TO 8.,
s
SOURCE MO GRID CONNECTED TOGETHER)
9

C2

(CC 88, PINS SEEN FROM BELOW
CONNECT PIN 9 ( SCREEN) TO GROUND
8

Via

7

78 GUIC

7806 GUIC

62

CTRL
DP
IP
COMM

OP
I
P
COMM

OUT
-L")

*SEE TEXT

01
29V

24V
R3

A78 GUIC
ONTO
COMMON

C6

0A 78 GUIC

TOO..
¡Pl

RS

04

02

E
r•10-15V
E AC

HEATERS PINS 4AND 5

* TO SINGLE POINT GROUND

_ SEPARATE BOX

therefore run as independently from the rest of
the circuitry as possible.
The choice of grid resistor value will affect
the sound in the following ways I've found. A
high value compared to the source impedance
of the cartridge lets the treble splash around
more freely, while a low value encloses the
sound abit, giving abetter control of the bass. It
also lowers the sensitivity, but as the amplification factor of the ECC88 is 33 there should be
an ample reserve of gain.
When compared to amodified Trio KHA50, I
find this amplifier better in every respect,
except noise. Most transformers sound extremely veiled in comparison. ( Ihave not yet
heard Tim de Paravicini's HEAD, atransformer
with a very good reputation in Sweden.)
Remarks
1The idea was brought into daylight by Eisenson of Audio Dimension in his very amusing
modification manual Tube or not tube. He uses
a nuvistor triode — 6CW4 — and a constant

Each channel:
Tri BF245A: buy 5; select one with lowest
noise, with I
D (drain current) in the region
of 3mA when source and gate are connected.

V1 ECC88, PCC88, or E88CC. Never use bargain price inferior valves as they click or pop.
Cl Use only if plagued with radio interference; I
use 100nF 160V Siemens polypropylene.
R1 Should be the same as the source impedance of your m-c cartridge or higher.
C2 10µF 10V Mylar. A more sophisticated
capacitor may give audible improvements at
this point.
R2 1M. Always use metal film resistors —
carbon types may prohibit good sleep.
R3 27k
R4 5k
R5 5k PAW metal film)
TP1 22k high quality
pA 78GU1C (2)
µA 7806UC

C3
C4
C5
C7
C8
C9

10,000pF 63V
100V Mylar
µ33 100V Mylar
10,000µF 40V
1.133 100V Mylar
p33 100V Mylar
21.12
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Martin Colloms looks at the
Spendor SA3, Goodmans Graduate
and the B&W 802

C

ONTINUING OUR SERIES of reviews of speakers, this
month three large British systems are examined, ranging in
price from £530 to £900 apair. The Goodmans Graduate is a
recent introduction, but the Spendor SA3 and B&W 802
have been available for acouple of years now.
These three speakers show afascinating diversity of appearance
and engineering, reflecting different design approaches to speaker
technology. The most conventional is probably the Graduate, the
passive version of the unusual Graduate Alpha, using asingle bass
unit in aconventional reflex-tuned floor-standing cabinet. (The Alpha
uses asecond, active, bass driver behind the first, Isobarik style,
driven by aspecial power amplifier; the signal finally fed to this
driver is derived from asensor in the space between the two,
calibrated to impose constant pressure conditions for the front driver
—surely atrue exposition of the lsobarik principle?) At aconsiderable
cost saving, the Alpha's refinements are omitted from the Graduate,
and the enclosure is conventionally tuned at low frequencies by a
small port.
In contrast B&W's 802 is alow-diffraction, time-aligned model,
with asculpted mid/treble assembly and atotal of four drivers. Its tall
slim shape is designed for floor mounting. The Spendor SA3 is a
much larger enclosure whichis furthermore designed to operate on
substantial floor stands around 30cm high. In asense it breaks the
rules for such expensive designs by employing only two drive-units,
one of which at a320mm frame diameter would generally be
considered too large to produce agood midrange performance
(particularly with regard to off-axis dispersion).
Big Boxes
Many manufacturers indulge in large loudspeaker designs, whereas
in fact the market for such models is very small. Furthermore, the
expenditure in terms of time, engineering (and carriage) is
sometimes out of all proportion to the end result. Loudspeaker
design is still at apoint where the relationship between price, size
and performance tends to be vague. Indeed one encounters
manufacturers who produce carefully graded price-and-size ranges
of models where the performance of one of the smaller, simpler
members of agroup may subjectively outperform all the other
models.
What then is the true justification, if any, for producing more costly
models? Isuspect that foremost in the mind of the designer is the
feeling that with more or less unlimited resources, he must be able to
produce abetter sound. There are, in fact, specific areas which limit
the performance of small speakers from atechnical viewpoint: in the
bass region there is the depth ( or extension), power handling and
distortion; in the midrange, cost compromises may limit the overall
power capacity, the response flatness and level of coloration. In the
treble, however, less compromise is usually evident, and similar
tweeters may be found over avery wide model price range.
In the past, small speakers were generally less efficient with a
lower sensitivity for agiven breadth of frequency response.
However, in recent years there have been significant advances with
smaller boxes, and these are now generally more sensitive than
many older, larger designs.
150-200mm diameter bass units are the norm for compact
speakers, but for alarger model the designer usually opts for
250-300mm drivers ( or equivalent) which offer two to three times the
bass power handling, improved distortion and dynamic range. To
maintain the bass response much larger cabinets are required, and if
both greater bass extension and good sensitivity are desired, the
enclosure must be even larger still, around 3to 6times the volume of
the typical compact.
At this point several problems face the designer. The increased
area of the wooden box will typically result in higher levels of
unwanted cabinet coloration, unless very carefully handled.
Increased physical size means abroader cabinet ( unless specially
44

contoured — see 802 review), which makes the speaker more
directional, and potentially increases diffraction effects at the
cabinet edge.
Optimised bass drivers tend to have long-throw motor coils which
limit the usable frequency response to below 700Hz in conjunction
with the matching heavier diaphragm. Consequently, unless the bass
driver is specially designed, the large expected driver excursion and
its radiating diameter indicates that aseparate midrange unit will be
required.
It can be argued that the addition of atrue mid unit is in fact an
advantage, since it may be optimised for the job in hand and use a
light, wide-bandwidth motor assembly. Its small size gives better
dispersion off-axis, and potentially asmoother integration with the
tweeter; moreover, the extended response, often reaching the lower
treble, can make the tweeter's task easier by allowing ahigher
crossover frequency.
Conversely the smaller mid units often have arecognisable
character as aresult of the small volume of the rear box or chamber
used to load and isolate them acoustically, which can be undesirable.
It is well known that athree-way, three-driver system is harder to
develop and 'tolerance' on production than atwo-way model.
However, the degree of difficulty does not rise in alinear relationship
to the number of 'ways'; rather it seems to rise in proportion to the
square of that number! Unless very carefully engineered, three-way
systems can often be subjectively recognised for their 'three- unit
quality' — afailure to voice 'as awhole', with the separate units all too
apparent as individuals.
Three Design Approaches
The speakers reviewed here demonstrate different approaches to
solving certain of these many and varied problems. In the case of the
Graduate the designer has chosen to stay with a200mm main driver,
allowing arelatively slim front panel to maintain good lateral
dispersion. Two related features play apart here: first, the bass
driver is aspecialised design, with alarge motor and massive frame;
secondly, its good excursion control is complemented by the bass
reflex loading, which allows reduced driver throw and ahigher
system efficiency at low audio frequencies.
B&W decided upon sealed box, or infinite baffle, loading. This
requires alarger diaphragm for asimilar power level, but they have
managed to retain aslim enclosure by employing two 200mm bass
units working ' in tandem', mounted in avertical line. They have also
improved mid and treble dispersion by using aphysically separate
narrower housing.
Spendor have chosen an entirely different route, one which may
be traced back to the classic BBC monitor LS5/1 which employed a
selected 380mm pulp cone driver ( Goodmans) with apartially
paralleled pair of ( Celestion) HF1300 tweeters crossing over at
1.7kHz. Both BBC and Spendor work on 300m BeXtrene cone units
resulted in ahigh power capacity unit designed for reflex loading,
derivatives appearing in LS5/5 and BCIII designs. This possessed a
relatively light motor coil, which, in conjunction with advanced cone
design produced an unusually wide frequency response extending to
2kHz. ( Rogers/Chartwell inherited work for the BBC on asimilar
300mm polypropylene-coned unit, the current version of which is
seen in the LS5/8.)
In conjunction with ahigh power capacity 34mm treble unit,
Spendor have developed alarge two-way system for the SA3.
Although the enclosure is very large by domestic standards,
precautions have been taken to maintain good dispersion: aspecial
grille ameliorates edge diffraction, and avestigial cabinet slot in front
of the bass/mid driver assists lateral radiation at mid frequencies.
Review conditions
How well all three have succeeded in their various solutions will
hopefully be shown in the following reviews. These follow the format
established in last month's issue, with both double-blind and sighted
listening tests, using alarge number of comparative references and a
wide variety of analogue and digital -sourced program. Analogue
equipment included the Linn LP12 turntable with Alphason tonearm
and Koetsu Black cartridge, with pickup equalisation via the Sony
Esprit 901, and followed by apassive control unit. Digital sources
included the Sony PCM-F1, playing original 'crossed pair' master
recordings, plus commercial CD program ( pop and classical) via a
Sony CD- 101 Compact Disc player. Power amps were the latest
Mission 777BU (complete report soon on this and the current
preamp), plus the A&R SA200. 15m lengths of QED C38 cable were
used to link the speakers.

Spendor SA3
The SA3 is alarge loudspeaker, designed mainly with monitoring
applications in mind. The designer's intention was to achieve the
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high sound levels which are prohibited to the smaller two-way
monitors using 200mm diameter bass units. In acoustic terms, the
next logical size of driver capable of producing aworthwhile increase
in acoustic level is the twelve inch ( 300mm) frame size. A
development programme on specialized 300mm Bextrene plastic
cone drivers continued over many years from its beginning in
the mid ' sixties. This driver was initially used as bass unit in the
three-way BCIII system. Ccntinued work on the driver showed that it
had asufficiently extended upper midrange response to be

removable, and the aperture in front of the bass/midrange unit is
arranged in the form of abroad vertical slot. This slot appears to
form an unwelcome cavity in front of the bass unit, but in fact acts as
an acoustic diffraction element widening the upper range dispersion
of this large bass/midrange unit.
The bass/mid unit itself is constructed on amassive cast alloy
frame, with alarge ferrite magnet and a50mm motor coil. The cone
is of special flare and termination to produce awide, well- controlled
frequency response. The high quality crossover network includes
radiometal transformer-core inductors of high saturation resistance,
and plastic film capacitors, providing adjustment for sensitivity and
equalisation for the drive units. Electrical connection is by an XLR
plug. The crossover frequency is based at 1.7kHz, and system
resonances are about 50Hz for the driver and 27Hz for the reflex
cabinet.
Sound quality
While the SA3 gave agood account of itself on the listening tests, on
sound quality alone it is clearly not an outstanding performer. Its
strengths lie in extended, very powerful, low distortion bass of
generally good quality and detail, atremendous dynamic range, and
an ability to play very loud indeed. In some of the more subtle areas
of midrange transparency and tonal accuracy, it is nearer the average
grade, and many of the more recent two-way 200mm driver compact
speakers can produce amore accurate performance.
In small surroundings the SA3 tended to give rather ' wide' stereo
images. As one moved further away from these large boxes the
stereo image improved, and 31/
2 —4m would seem to be aminimum
listener-to- speaker distance for focused stereo from this system.
Some ' boxy', ' nasal', ' chesty' and ' tubby' kind of colorations were
heard; not serious but not as low as we have come to expect from
the best of the smaller systems. The speaker had arather ' large' rich'
balance with some dulling in the extreme treble. The overall effect
was smooth and quite well integrated, and certainly musical to
listen to.

considered atrue bass/midrange driver in its own right, and work
continued on finding atweeter with sufficient power handling,
sensitivity, and breadth of response to marry with the bass unit
successfully. With some development and refinement by Spendor,
the Audax 34mm soft- fabric dome tweeter was found suitable. When
high acoustic levels are required, the low frequency output is the
greatest limitation. The need to move large volumes of air dictates a
large diaphragm, and the enclosure design, if reflexed, needs aport
or tunnel of sufficient diameter so that considerable airflow does not
produce chuffing noises or other unwanted distortions.
For high levels you also need good sensitivity. Good sensitivity
with satisfactory LF extension requires alarge cabinet, and the SA3 is
indeed such adesign. Toe speaker is cf 120 litres internal volume,
and in adomestic living room this is avery substantial box. It is
probable that its use in normal domestic rooms is ruled out on size
alone, and the speaker really comes into its own in much larger
environments. Despite The large volume, the designer has taken
account of the need to provide reasonably good lateral dispersion, so
the cabinet is relatively narrow and consequently quite deep. The
speaker is intended for stand mounting, and we found that a30cm
high, rigid stand, preferably with afront support strut, produced the
best sound.
The SA3 comes in two versions. A dummy panel at the rear of the
cabinet, conceals either apassive or active crossover network. The
latter electronic version ( not tested here) is capaole of even higher
sound levels, using electronics and power amplifiers of Spendor
design (+ 3dB max. level).
The cabinet is built to Spendor's traditional BBC- style recipe. The
carcass is of relatively thin-walled high quality multi- ply material,
and is heavily damped with thick bituminous pads which are glued,
clamped and pinned to the cabinet walls. Considerable research was
undertaken into the sound quality of this enclosure, and the design
includes internal bracing to control the major resonant modes. The
system is reflex- loaded by alarge ( 80mm) diameter short- duct port,
and the internal surfaces are lined with thick polyurethane absorbent
foam. The exterior is veneered in avariety of woods including black
ash, teak and walnut. A reticulated foam grille of high acoustic
transparency is used which helps to reduce diffraction at the
cabinet edge.
The front panel of the cabinet on which the drivers are mounted is
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Laboratory performance
Graph 5; Impulse Responses. Looking at the ' slow' pulse first ( an 18
millisecond time scale with a0.4 millisecond pulse), the SA3
produces aquite well integrated, unidirectional pulse with quick
recovery thereafter; little LF or other spurious ringing can be seen.
On the ' fast' pulse the SA3 again, makes agood attempt at aunipolar
shape; recovery is rapid thereafter and again with minimal ringing.
Both these pulse responses are good.
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Graph 1; Reference response at 1metre (
see over). Measured for left
and right cabinets, the pair matching was very close for these two
speakers ( within ± 1/
2dB from 100Hz — 15kHz). The voltage sensitivity
worked out at 89dB per watt, and this is not compromised by a
'difficult' impedance characteristic. The bass roll- off (- 6dB point)
was comparatively low at 32Hz, so this speaker certainly has one of
the more extended bass responses on the market. With a200W peak
program unclipped amplifier capacity, apair of SA3s in atypical
living room would produce outputs of 107dBA maximum sound level
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— aconsiderable figure, yet the sensitivity is sufficient for quite
realistic sound levels to be produced with as little as 15W per
channel. The active version of the SA3 is capable of 3-4dB more level
than this. The axial response is relatively smooth but shows a
shallow trough through the midrange. Checking the grille effect
showed that it had very little effect on the acoustic output — the

SPENDOR SA3

preferred result.
Graph 2; Forward response family. In the vertical plane ( 2responses),
the dotted curves were taken 15° above and 15" below axis. As befits
such atall speaker intended for stand mounting, the — 15° response
was the superior one. Considering the size of the cabinet, the lateral
30° off- axis curve is surprisingly good, though at higher frequencies
the comparatively large radiating diameter of the 34mm tweeter is
beginning to show in the increased fall- off rate above 7kHz. Overall,
the forward radiation is pretty good, and an indication of the axial
flatness is illustrated by ± 2dB limits for a55Hz— 14kHz response at
2metres measured in '/3rd octave bands.
Graph 3; Computer room average. The low frequency response can
be seen to integrate surprisingly well with the room, with quite small
deviations and astrong output down to 25Hz. The midrange is free of
excessive lumps, shows good integration, and adesirably smooth
roll- off at high frequencies above 6kHz. The bass ' O.' would seem to
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be optimum with the SA3.
Graph 4a, b, c; Distortion. Measured at 96dB sound level at one
metre, the second and third harmonic distortion at lower frequencies
was around 0.8-1.2%, agood result which is maintained right down
to 30Hz. Some second harmonic distortion ( around 0.8%) was
evident in the mid treble, but third harmonic was consistently low in
the treble range. Reducing the sound level to 86dB produced a
corresponding reduction in distortion over the whole range, now
averaging 0.5% or better, while at 76dB/1 metre the distortion was
much better than 0.1% above 1kHz, and second and third harmonic
lie around 0.2% below 1kHz. These are very good results, indicating
good linearity. Pulsed to ahigh 105dB sound level on tonebursts the
compression at 50Hz was insignificant, recording OdB; this shows
very good power capacity at low frequencies. At 100Hz amild 1.1dB
was recorded, at 500Hz anegligible 0.1dB, and at 5kHz amodest
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0.3dB, so the Spendor system clearly has wide dynamic range.
Graph 6; Impedance. The modulus of impedance shows that values
below 6ohms are not found with this loudspeaker, and its average
impedance is nearer 12. Some high reactive content ( 65°) can be seen
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at 1.3kHz, but the impedance at this point is approaching 25 ohms
and the reactive combination is relatively harmless. This speaker can
be classed as avery good amplifier load and should make the most
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of available amplifier power.
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Conclusions
The SA3 would not be afirst choice for normal domestic purposes. In
tonal accuracy, coloration and stereo imaging it is outclassed by
some of Spendor's own smaller loudspeakers, especially the SP1.
However, if larger environments are envisaged, such as small halls
or studios, the SA3 sets avery high standard in terms of general
accuracy, dynamic range, power handling, maximum acoustic level
and bass extension. Previous tests suggested that the active version
sounded marginally superior to the passive, though this approaches
£1800 apair. This specialised loudspeaker certainly has value in high
level monitoring applications but is not at its best in smaller
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-500

domestic rooms.

Goodmans Graduate

- 5048

The Graduate is aslim three-way system, large enough to be floor
mounted. A small box section plinth is built into the base of the
loudspeaker and this contains alarge printed circuit board carrying
the complex crossover network. The 200mm diameter bass unit is a
high power design with a50mm motor coil, asubstantial cast frame
and adecently sized magnet. The front suspension ( surround) is a
pleated design to aHitachi patent, providing high bass linearity and a
strong centring action reducing the possibility of cone rocking. The
suspension of the bass unit is relatively stiff to optimise the reflex
loading. The lower part of the cabinet forms avolume of about 39
litres and this is reflexed by asmall port, part of the enclosure. The
port is only 47mm in diameter and does have aparticularly high
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acoustic capacity.
The enclosure itself is very substantially built of 18mm MDF;
considerable internal bracing is used, but no panel damping. A
volume filling of acoustic absorptive material is used to reduce
standing waves. Externally the enclosure is fitted with achamfered
black grill and is finely veneered in good looking walnut. Rear
connectors are 4mm binding posts, which were incorrectly colour
coded on our sample producing aphase reversal between the pair.
Above the Bextrene cone bass unit is a110mm specialised mid range
unit. It has aheavily doped cone and is fitted in its own rear loading
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box separate from the bass enclosure and filled with an absorbent
long-fibre wool. Above the midrange unit is a25mm soft-fabric dome
tweeter. The crossover network comprises 13 elements with three
attenuating/damping resistors. The components are well spaced out
to reduce interaction, and are of general commercial quality.
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Lab results
Graph 1; Reference response. Tne puolished responses show the
second sample in dotted indication, with the second enclosure
showing that there is amild mismatch of between one and two dB at
high frequencies. This probably didn't he'p the stereo imaging much,
and it is possible that the focus would be improved if pair matching
were closer. Despite it having achamfered inner edge, when the
grille was removed the response improved. ( The dotted curve shows
the grille removed, the solid curve and the dashed line are the left
and right hand speakers respectively. The response was noticeably
smoother and more treble output was obtained when the grille was
removed, so perhaps Goodmars should look again at this aspect.) At
low frequencies the bass — 6dB point was noted at 40Ffz— about
average for the size. Some low frequency irregularity can be seen,
leaving the bass as asmall hump around 70-80Hz, though the actual
response is in fact quite smooth. Sensitivity was average at 86dB per
watt at 1metre, and power handling capacity estimated at 200 watts,
which means that quite high sound levels of 104dBA are possible
from the speaker in atypical room. A mirimum power level of 25W
per channel is suggested.
Graph 2; Forward response family. At 2m,etres ; he forward
responses showed that 15 below axis is best. The speaker isn't that
tall, so you need afairly , ow seating position to get the most
presence range energy. A position above the loudspeaker produced
adistinct trough in the 21/
2-3kHz range. In other respects the forward
responses look well integrated with uniform consistent output.
Fall- off at high frequencies was well controlled, ± 21/
2 dB limits
covering a38Hz-15kHz range, 1
/2
octave. In general the trend is alittle
bit rich', with the tweeter output somewhat low.
Graph 3; Computer Room Response. From 50Hz-2kHz the response
looks very promising, but below 50'-(z the bass increases significantly
above the mean level, accounting for the slight ' boominess' at
extremely low frequenc'es heard on listening tests. Above 2kHz the
treble falls away alittle early, but is well controlled, nonetheless.
Graph 4; Distortion. Very good results were obta,ned for this
loudspeaker at 96dB: third harmonic generally held below 0.3% and
second harmonic wasn't much greater. At 86dB tne picture had
changed relatively little -improvements were noted particularly in
the midband, with the average distortion from 500Hz to 5kHz around
0.15 to 0.2%. With reducing power level at 76dB at 1metre, the
midband distortion fell below 0.1%, so generally these results are
quite good. Examining the peak distortion at 105dB, some 1.6dB
compression was noted at 50Hz, suggesting that the reflex port is
beginning to lose its efficiency at high power levels; at 100Hz the loss
was moderate at 0.7dB, likewise at 50011z ( 0.2c113), but at 5kHz an
0.8dB loss was noted, suggesting that some compression was
occurring here as well, likely to be acrossover effect.
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How does aprofessional
system for under £500 sound
to you?
Well, listen to the 35 watt
system from Sansui and we'll
think you'll agree it sounds like
agreat deal.
An all-black system that
looks as professional as it
sounds and won't put your
account in the red. Normally
only top-of-the-line products
incorporate the latest
technology But Sansui have
incorporated it in these budgetpriced professional models.
AU-D22 Amplifier

Add to this ahost of facilities
including arecord selector for
bi-directional tape dubbing and
you have aprofessionally
equipped amplifier at an
unbelievable price.
TUS 33L Tuner
The perfect complement to
the AU-D22, incorporating
servo-lock tuning which
automatically detects and
compensates for drift and
tuning error. Aspecially
designed detector and decoder
combine to ensure ahigh signal
to noise ratio and wide stereo
separation.

37-1

35 watts of virtually
distortion-free performance
thanks to the revolutionary
super-feedforward circuitry
derived from the top of the
range AU-D9. The AU-D22
has adual-bridge rectifier
circuit, ultra-wide range
phono equaliser and newlydeveloped protection circuits.

D370 Dolby CCassette-deck
Marrying microcomputers
with electronic tape counters
and advanced tape transports,
the D370 represents agreat
advance in cassette-deck
convenience. Sound accuracy
and fidelity is true 'state-of-theart'. And with the Dolby Cnoise
reduction system, hiss and

noise are virtually undetectable.
(But don't worry each deck
also has Dolby B for your
older tapes).
SR222 IV Turntable
Scorning electronic
wizardry, Sansui have opted for
features which make substantial
contributions to sound quality.
Aheavy weight die-cast platter
and high mass cabinet are
utilised to effectively reduce
wow and flutter and aunique
dynaoptimum balanced
tonearm essentially eliminates
arm jitters.
Together they're adifferent
type of hi-fi system. Professional
separates matched for sound,
price and quality

Sansui_
For the name of your nearest stockist and an
illustrated leaflet write to:
Dept. B, Sansui Electronics ( UK) Ltd, Unit 10A,
Lyon Way Industrial Estate, Rockware
Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex.
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seemed rather ' heavy' in the lower frequencies; there was afeeling
of ' slowness' about it. The midrange had some ' cuppy' and ' hollow'
effects, while some ' metallic' edge' could be heard in the treble.
Stereo images were surprisingly lacking in focus and perspective,
and not much depth was shown in program that normally
demonstrates this. Somehow, the speakers seemed to lack
transparency and detail, subtle effects in the music were missing and
transients seemed to lose their edge and sharpness. Overall the
sound did not impress at the price level.
Conclusions
While the Graduate is well made and finished, and clearly shows
considerable care taken in design and engineering, it just does not
deliver the goods with regard to sound quality. At this price level, a
fine performance in bass, mid and treble is mandatory, and one
expects higher acoustic levels, high sensitivity and, if possible, more
low frequency extension. The Graduate does offer quite good bass
extension, but other characteristics indicate arather average
performance. With improved treble matching and atighter, lower CI
bass, together with areconsideration of the grille geometry, the
performance could well improve. As it stands, however, the
Graduate is not aspeaker that Icould recommend.

BacW 802

lsobarik'
operation of the
Graduate's more
expensive but
otherwise similar
stable-mate, the
Graduate Alpha.

Graph 5; Impulse Responses (
below). Looking at the extended time
scale first, the speaker produced the initial transient fairly well, but
there are signs of continuing low frequency disturbance following
the pulse, though minor ripples are absent. With the shorter time
scale, there are anumber of small ripples continuing for an extended
period. Perhaps these are some of the colorations heard on the
listening test?

The 802 has been available for acouple of years now and is a
development of their largest model the 801, using the same head
assembly. In contrast to the large bass cabinet of the 801, the 802
uses aslim 45 litre sealed- box enclosure driven by apair of 200mm
units working in parallel. These bass units have straight-sided
Bextrene cones, with generous motor systems and high power coils,
die-cast metal frames and large magnets.
The enclosure itself is well veneered in Walnut, is extensively
braced internally, has bituminous cladding for panel damping, and a

Graph 6; Impedance. The modulus of impedance fell to 5ohms
around 100Hz, but elsewhere remained at asatisfactory level,
averaging around 10 ohms. The reactive content at the minimum
value was quite small, so the speaker can still be classed as afairly
good amplifier load. The reflex tuning appeared at 28Hz with the
driver resonance around 40Hz.
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Sound Quality
Considering the price level, the Graduate produced adisappointing
result on the listening tests. In its favour the sound was extremely
smooth and certainly inoffensive. But it also seemed to lack a
number of the qualities expected of modern loudspeaker systems,
and there were quite alot of distinct colorations. These were not
severe, but could be heard on many different sections of program.
The bass sounded distinctly ' boxy', it seemed to lack articulation and
50

long-fibre wool filling for standing
wave absorption. The head
section is mounted on apivot and
may be rotated to direct the
optimum radiating axis towards
the listener. This assembly is a
heavy mineral- loaded moulding
and shares with the bass
enclosure specially contoured
front edges to minimise diffraction
irregularities. The midrange unit
is a100mm driver using B&W's
special technique of a
heavily- doped woven Aramid
fibre for the diaphragm,
and also has adie-cast frame and a arge magnet. The volume
behind the driver is again filled with long-fibre wool for absorption. A
B&W 25mm diaphragm soft- dome tweeter is mounted unbaffled
above the midrange unit, its slim profile maximising the dispersion.
Physical spacing in the depth plane is arranged to give some
measure of time- delay compensation, in conjunction with ahighly
complex 24- element crossover. This is built on alarge printed circuit
board with high quality, high power components, and is fitted in the
base of the cabinet. The crossover includes the B&W's APOC
electronic overload protection ( p.52) which, together with an
indicator light, shuts down overload power to the system
temporarily, and automatically resets after the overdrive has passed.
Electrical connection is via 4mm socket- binding posts, and the
finishing/engineering is to very high standards. Small grilles are
fitted to the midrange unit and tweeter; these are of very small
acoustic profile and seem to have anegligible effect on sound quality.
Sound quality
The 802 produced an above average performance on the listening
tests, as one would expect from aspeaker at this price level. We did
find that it sounded better on analogue than digital program. Using
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analogue material, the results were definitely in the ' good' category,
the speaker portraying stereo images well, with pleasing precision
and focus and anotable sensation of depth. The speaker gave an
extremely smooth presentation throughout the frequency range.
Bass, mid and treble registers were all considered of good quality,
with moderate coloration and good definition of fine detail.
On more critical digital program, the 802 didn't do so well. While
considered extremely smooth and civilised, it was noted that it
appeared to have an ' overdamped"bland' nature, which appeared to
mask or dilute some of the ' air', ambience and depth, known to exist
on familiar material. While information was good in the frontal plane,
some of the finer depth subtleties seemed masked, and the bass,
although firm and well extended, occasionally sounded alittle
excessive, lacking attack, specific detail and articulation. The treble
could also sound alittle brash and ' zitty', especially at higher
listening levels. Somehow, some of the vital ' see-through' quality
which was so obvious on the digital program, was lacking with the
802 reproduction. In other respects, it demonstrated fine power
handling, showing no mechanical or audible distress up to the 200
watt per channel maximum power input we tried.
Lab results
Graph 1; Reference response. Measured at 1metre, the 802
demonstrated excellent pair matching well within ± 1/
2 dB. Checking
with the grille on and off confirmed that this had anegligible effect
on the sound. The general response character was slightly ' down:
tilted' with increasing frequency, and was very uniform. The bass
showed good extension, with the — 6dB point at 37Hz and with no
aberration or overhang evident on the response. Sensitivity was just
average at 86dB per watt, which in conjunction with the 200 watt
maximum capacity allows up to 104dBA sound levels from apair in a
typical room. 25 watts is suggested as asensible minimum power
input.
Graph 2; Forward response at 2metres. At 2metres, the slightly
down-tilted frequency response was confirmed; referenced to 80 Hz,
the average 10kHz level was 21/2 dB down. The speaker shows very
fine forward integration with aconsistent uniform output over many
axes. The low diffraction geometry of the head and the main cabinet
plus afine, well integrated driver output was responsible for
this result.
Graph 3; Computer Room Average. A slightly odd effect was noted
on the room- averaged response: some energy prominence is
evident between 500Hz and 1500Hz, perhaps due to the unusually
wide dispersion of the small head assembly of this loudspeaker;
above 2kHz the response was nearly perfect. At low frequencies a
slight bass excess heard on audition was indeed shown, but this was
fairly broad and is not considered very serious.
Graph 4; Distortion. At the high sound level of 96dB the midband
distortion was particularly good with this speaker, averaging 0.2%
third harmonic and around 0.3 to 0.4% second harmonic; distortion
at low frequencies was also good, reaching amaximum of 2%
second harmonic at 40Hz. At areduced sound level of 86 dB third
harmonic improved considerably to around the 0.1% level; some
second harmonic around 0.4% was noted at 10kHz and below 150 Hz.
At 76dB, the midband distortion was well under 0.1%, and was also
very good at low frequencies. This is afine result. Examining higher
peak levels ( 105 dB toneburst) some compression (- 1.2 dB) was
noted at 50Hz. ( This is asevere test for asealed- box system). At
100Hz the compression was slight at 0.3 dB, while at 500Hz the
system showed some expansion ( a1dB rise in level and some third
harmonic distortion was noted). The cause of this was saturation of
the crossover network to the low frequency drivers, and suggests
that the speaker was beginning to ' run out of steam' at this very high
level. At 5kHz the distortion was negligible, and no compression
could be measured.
Graph 5; Impulse responses (
p.52). On the 18 millisecond time scale
the pulse was complex, and was not obviously atime- delaycompensated result, but there were few ' rings' or vibrations and the
speaker appeared to settle down quite smoothly. On the shorter time
scale some finer ' rings' were obvious, but very little real information
could be gained from the pulse response; useful information will in
the future have to be derived from proper Fourier analysis of the
impulse response.
Graph 6; Impedance. The modulus of impedance reached lows of
5.6 ohms at 80 Hz and at 20 kHz but was much higher elsewhere, with
an average value around 10 ohms. At 80Hz the reactive content was
low ( as it was in general throughout the range), and the 802 can be
considered afairly ' easy' amplifier load.
Conclusions
Our investigations have shown the 802 to be acarefully designed,
well finished and well engineered loudspeaker with close
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THREE
SPEAKERS

Nalçamichi Dealers

A.T. LABORATORIES
WIChasesele
6.00 Mddlmes
le , 01 363 7981
A.2. RADIO
758 5,7.7411050
Kmestun hoon ems
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ViDEO
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V:=5?6'1O0SS',0
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VIDEO
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12 Osinasem Road
T. Soo, Deney
Tel 0332 380385
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We., &aim
TN • 048 62 4926
ANALOG AUDIO
8.9 Hon Road London 512
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AUDIO EXCELLENCE
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Sot. Wales
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The complexity of modem speaker design is revealed by the 802 crossover/protection circui ry above.
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tolerancing and
extremely flat
response. It offers a
consistent off-axis
sound with good
dispersion, has agood
stereo capability, and
relatively low
coloration. On sound
quality alone it isn't
particularly good value
for money, and tends to
suit analogue program
from discs better than
digital. Whether its
particular qualities,
appearance, bass
extension and power
capacity are right for
your system will
depend on your long
term objectives. I
cannot recommend it
strongly for digital
program, but for mainly
analogue material it is
well worth trying.
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LOUDSPEAKER DATA

B&W 802

GOODMANS
GRADUATE

SPENDOR SA3

TYPE
VOLUME (bass internal)
SIZE ( HxWxD, cm)
POWER (minimum)
POWER (maximum)
PLACEMENT
RESPONSE ( Vs
octave at 2m)
BASS ROLLOFF (- 6dB)
SENSMV1TY
(voltage 2.83V)
MAX LEVEL ( dBA)
pair, typical room
FORWARD RESPONSE
UNIFORMITY
ROOM MATCH at
low frequencies
AMPLIFIER loading
characteristic
PEAK COMPRESSION
at 105dB lin at 50Hz
100Hz
500Hz
5kHz
PRICE PER PAIR

sealed box
45 litres
104 x 30 x 37
25 watts
200 watts
floor
±2dB, 53Hz
to 14kHz
40Hz
86dEVW

bass reflex
39 litres
70 x 27 X 40
25 watts
200 watts
floor
±2.5dB, 38Hz
to 15kHz
38Hz
86dB/W

bass reflex
120 litres
85 x38 x 46
15 watts
200 watts
open stand
±2dB, 55Hz
to 14kHz
32Hz
89dB/W

104

104

107
good

MANUFACTURER
ADDRESS

excellent

good

fairly good

fair

good

good

good

very good

—1.2(113
+0.3dB
+1.0dB
+0.0dB
£650

—1.6dB
—0.7dB
—0.2dB
—0.8dB
£520

138.W Loudspeakers Ltd,
Meadow Road,
Worthing,
West Sussex,
13N11 2RX

Goodmans
Loudspeakers Ltd,
Downley Road,
Havant,
Hants, P09 2NL

--0.0dB
—1.1dB
—0.1dB
—0.3dB
£950 (active
£1,700 inc PAs)
Spendor Audio
Systems Ltd, Unit f2,
47 Station Road,
Industrial Estate,
Hailsham,
East Sussex, 8N27 2ER

AUDIO 3
/90 Wes, E^d Lane

PRACTICAL HI Fl
84 Penny Seem fences.
te 0524 39657
PURKISS HI Fl SYSTEMS
51 53 %Sae', Man.,
Sto. on-Trem Mans
Se - 0782 265010
PURKIES HI Fl SYSTEMS
29-31 Wadands Mee,
Pon. Stoheron Tmnl
1,0 - 0182 638853

(Tester«
135 5600400 De'bv
Road4

40, Nigh SI.,,?

To - 0246 34923
...Tu., A u.
lo6 aeons Seeel
Cie. Cheeme
' 0 0270217x91
HOLBORN NM
4.11 mom. Saeof Aneiceen
To 0224 25713
HOIAESOUND
MUSIC CENTRE
. 5S...e Mme
Ex..> Devon
Tel 039272814
HOMESOUND
MUSIC CENTRE
Je 38 Sialmn Road
faun., Sornesel
Tel 0823 73321
HOPKINS HI Fl
33.0 sranon Road
Pun/moues Marts
To 0705 822155
HUDDERSFIELD I« Fl
2. CrossChuich Seeel
I-UO..4. We. Torksh.
Te' 0484 44 668
IMAGE HI Fl
011,
...els Road

re 01 794 7848
AUDIO POWER
68 Sap' Goo Warlord
To 0923 26169
MAT RADIO
61 Chador* Sheet
London WI
Tel 01 580 4532
BARTLETTS HI Fl
175 177 Nottoway Road
10000. 287
TN 01 607 2296
WA. BRADY & SON
401 Smandoem Road
DM.» ...Wale
Tel 051 7336859
BRASSKY LTD
Il 16Colve See.
Cdcnesler 5sam
Tel 0252 20728

Celne9e31°2

Trogre
Hoese
"' 4'1 3olge Stree.
rer11922 640456
BRYANTS HI.FI
"u"eS2.r72A8.PP.

H.A.T.V.
183 Dana. Road
Chnslonwen Dom«
IN 0202 473901
HALCYON ELECTRONICS
38 Memo.° Road
BionsleY 11 . 9
Te 01 a64 2260
HAMPSHIM AUDIO
8 12 flume, Road
C.ndiem Tom Harms..
Te, 042 ,5 282,
HARRODS
Kneroodge lonslon Sue?
HI Fl CENTRE
3men lane
Wm.,. C.eme
TO - 0625 522112
HI Fl CONNECTIONS
51 Beckenham Road
Beckenham Ken,
Tel •
01-658 3450
HI El CORNER
•Haddinglon Mace
Edoburen Scoliand
Te1-03 , 556 7901
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Fes. Seem.
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HI Pl HABIT

W6Whar1S1feel Wamnok
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VP Wash SIM 0101 ,
09e
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0...

19 20 Markel Sifeel
791
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Came:Rey Kent
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156 158 BMWs,. Road
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Lae's. ,Mews
154 Leeer Road
Ramones Debsn 6 Ireand
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7404
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It..eXeCIN." 9
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London 5E25
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London wl
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SOUND INFORMATION
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London SW1 7
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London WI
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To: Natural Sound Systems Ltd., Unit 7,
Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB.
TeL (0923) 36740
Please send literature on Nakamichi Cassette
Decks.
Name

1 Address

rkNakamichi

"Nakamichl has areputation
for making
Rolls Royce cassette decks"
POPULAR HI-FI

Nakamichi is one of the exclusive band of products
that can claim to be the best of their kind in the
world. A unique product line that is unmatched even
by the giants of the hi-fi industry. Now, there are the
exciting BX-1 and BX-2 bringing unmatched
Nakamichi cassette reproduction technology within
reach of abroader spectrum of audio enthusiasts.
The BX-1 at £209 and BX-2 at £259 offer only the
essentials of cassette reproduction — but essentials
designed and engineered to stringent Nakamichi
standards. There are no luxury features, no
automated functions; just pure
Nakamichi sound and precision.
Fresh, elegant styling
further adds to the
attractiveness of these fine

"basic" models. Both decks employ identical heads,
transport, and electronics. The BX-1 has Dolby B
type noise reduction with an MPX filter that
automatically switches off when not needed.
It offers memory stop and unattended recording
and playback. The BX-2 adds Dolby C NR and has a
separate MPX-filter switch. It also features
record mute, an output level control, and memory
playback via its 4-digit electronic tape counter.
Comparing specifications and features with
competitive models is not enough. The real proof
is in the listening, for the BX-1 and BX-2
not only surpass competitively priced
models in sound clarity but
outperform many more expensive
decks as well.

Nakamichi
Natural Sound Systems Ltd., Unit 7, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB. Tel: (0923) 36740

Angus McKenzie

I

HAVE TO ADMIT that although testing FM tuners is extremely
interesting, it has in the past been very laborious, some tests
taking 30 minutes or so for just one measurement, eg, capture
ratio, selectivity or RFIM characteristics. Having computerised
many of our audio test procedures during 1982, it seemed only
natural to try to automate most FM tuner tests as well. At the
planning stage, quite frankly, we all thought the program writing and
debugging would be apiece of cake, but it took very many weeks of
brain- strain, with cold, wet towels round our heads, before aprogram
was devised which worked. This program automatically measures
front-end sensitivity, both IHF and DIN, adjacent and alternate
channel selectivity ( both sides), RFIM ( both sides), capture ratio,
various signal/noise and audio limiting measurements, various
distortions and output level measurements, image response, signal
strength meter calibration, stereo switching and muting level and
signal/noise plots with RF level variation.
Equipment used included two Marconi 2019 signal generators, a
Radiometer SMG40 encoder driving one of the Marconi's external
mod inputs, an HP 8903 audio analyser, CCIR filter, HP85 controller
with HP dual disc drive and matrix printer. Frequency responses,
crosstalk and some other measurements were made with normal
analogue equipment from B&K.
The first problem we encountered was of computer noise
breakthrough into the tuners in varying degrees. This was very much
lower when we moved the tuner under test around 15ft away from
the computer. We also had to build up abraid breaker box, described
recently in my ' Radio' column, to get rid of occasional earth loop
problems. Some of the tests used only one generator, while others
used two interconnected with the tuner via ahigh quality hybrid
transformer. For the RFIM and selectivity tests the tuners remained
on 98.0 MHz, while the generators changed frequency under
computer control, thus very greatly reducing the testing time. The
two generators were synchronised by driving one from the other's
internal crystal standard. Frequency accuracy at 98MHz was
within 50Hz, the two generators tracking each other well within 1Hz.
This made the measurement of capture ratio very simple indeed —
previously one of the most difficult tests, which had to be repeated
many times.
RF Input sensitivity tests were repeated manually after the
computer had measured them, the computer being turned off to see
if there was any breakthrough degrading the test resuit. We were
surprised to see almost no differences in measurement here. We also
tried moving the input leads to the RF input socket around to achieve
an optimum figure, the computer instructing when this should be
done. All the results quoted in the table refer to PD at the aerial
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input or audio output of the tuner. The differences between
30dB IHF and 26dB signal/noise are interesting, since they usually
show avery considerable difference. The 30dB IHF test involves a
modulated RF carrier being received, and ameasurement made of
the point at which there is a30dB ratio between the audio level out of
the tuner and the distortion and noise on the output, having filtered
out the fundamental modulation tone. In the 26dB signal/noise
check, the computer system measured the point at which there is a
26dB ratio between the audio output level resulting from agiven
modulation, and the noise output in the absence of that modulation.
Tuners having fairly sharp selectivity normally have higher
distortion, particularly at low RF levels on high deviation modulation.
Sharper selectivity can thus degrade a30dB1HF measurement as
compared with its equivalent with wide IF. This difference can be
seen particularly with the Trio tuner. Weak signals with high
modulation depth normally reproduce with more crackling in the
background than is heard when the modulation is removed, and so
the 26dB signal/noise measurements are much better.
We have measured dynamic range in two different ways, one
computerised — the radio frequency intermodulation distortion test —
the other reciprocal mixing, as detailed recently in my monthly
column. Two strong carriers spaced 1and 2MHz on one side of avery
weak wanted station, for example, will generate an IM product which
might well cover up the weak station. The RFIM ratio is the difference
between the levels of two equally strong carriers, off channel, that
produce a30dB IHF carrier on the wanted channel, and the level
required to give a30dB IHF carrier with the signal on channel. ( Only
one of the off channel signals is modulated.)
In the RFIM test the RF levels of both signal generators are stepped
in tandem under computer control until the test equipment sends the
required reading back to the computer. In the case of the reciprocal
mixing test, this has to be done manually at the moment, and is very
time consuming. However, we are in the midst of organising a
special crystal controlled generator to deliver the very strong .
off- channel signal required for the test. It should be possible to
design an oscillator for, say, 96MHz which has sideband noise as low
as - 155 to - 160dBC/Hz, which will be far quieter than the local
oscillator we are likely to encounter in tuners for many years.
For the capture ratio test the computer control, combined with the
locked stability of both generators, allows the test to be completed
within 30 secs to 1minute. This test used to take around 30 minutes!
What is particularly pleasing is the remarkable consistency of
measurements under computer control, many human errors being
removed. We do feel, however, that it is ve
ortant to listen to
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the audio output during the computer tests, for just occasionally
something can go wrong, which requires an immediate re-test.

Amcron FM Two
This is the first Amcron tuner that Ihave come across, and Imust say
straight away that Ifound much to disappoint in its design and
performance. It has an extremely slim profile, and is fitted with
rack- mounting slots and handles. Controls on the front include push
buttons for power on/off, 25ps/normal de- emphasis, high- blend filter
on/off, mute on/off, mono/stereo, dim/bright display, and scan/

The first thing Ido with anew tuner is to check that it actually
works, and although this one did, Iwas totally baffled because
everything seemed to be wrong. A rapid check showed that the left
and right output sockets were connected the wrong way round
internally, that once the preset levels had been set flat out one
channel sounded much louder than the other, and that the sound
seemed very muffled. Laboratory tests confirmed that maximum
output levels were indeed mismatched by 2.7dB, and that the tuner
had been supplied with American de- emphasis, which is hard to
excuse. The aerial socket was slightly loose, too, and the signal wire
Graph
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normal tuning. Pivoted lever buttons are provided to select up or
down tuning ( scanning for the next station, shifting in 50kHz steps, or
changing frequency quickly if held depressed), memory insert, and
six preset stations. The tuner only has an FM band II facility. A digital
readout provides frequency indication with 50kHz resolution. The
two- core mains lead on the back panel is captive. A remote control
socket is fitted for interconnection with other Amcron equipment.
The coaxial antenna socket is the 75 ohm threaded type, often found
on Japanese tuners, but only rarely in Europe, and Iwould have
much preferred the more usual Belling Lee type. The only other
interconnections on the back are two phono sockets for audio output,
each having its own output potentiometer.
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eventually broke off the back of the socket and had to be fixed in
the lab.
Some stations seemed to reproduce with astrange whistle on
them, and this problem was confirmed in the lab. The tuner was
obviously very sensitive, but all the problems encountered had by
this time made me realise that it could not be recommended. The
importers were informed of all the problems, but we were not told
until the last minute that an unlabelled internal switch on one of the
circuit boards was a50/75ps de- emphasis switch. There was only
time to make new response pen charts, but other measurements that
would be affected are marked with an asterisk in the table.
Sometimes when using the search mode, anew station would be
located 50kHz too early, and this is extremely poor. Some of the push
buttons felt alittle sticky in operation. When stepped tuning is
selected, the tuner mutes for one second, which is very annoying.
We also felt that six presets are insufficient on an expensive tuner.
Briefly interpreting the test results, RF sensitivity was excellent,
RFIM characteristics reasonable, and reciprocal mixing/blocking
performance quite good, while adjacent channel selectivity showed
the tuner to be alittle wide, compromising for low distortion rather
than DX station selection. Alternate channel selectivity was good,
however, though not outstanding. Capture ratio was alittle
disappointing considering the selectivity, although certainly not
poor. The signal strength meter seemed rather ridiculous, since
full-scale deflection was indicated for all signals above 100pV, while
half-scale was reached for asurprisingly weak signal. Signal/noise
ratio was affected by the intrusive whistles mentioned above, and
was thus poor. All distortion measurements were extremely good,
and almost down to signal generator residuals. The photograph
shows 19kHz pilot breakthrough to be remarkably low, with acceptable
lower sideband Radio Data breakthrough, and almost
no upper sideband components. L/R frequency responses were
extremely flat once we had found the de- emphasis switch, and
crosstalk characteristics were excellent. ( Note the chart showing the

ree

The first music reproduction system
But you will find you can programme
to reproduce silent passages silently
up to 1hour's music to play in any
The first to read adigitally recorded
order you decide from auniversally
compatible disc.
disc using aminute shaft of laser light.
Quite purely and simply aPhilips
Yet surprisingly, within seconds this
player can be linked to your present
Compact Disc player reproduces music
audio system.
J COMPACT
precisely as the perfoimer intended.
It will totally change your
Giving you pure, perfect sound that
will last for ever. (We mean eternity.)
conception of recorded music. DIG TAL AUDIO
You'll not find the conventional array
For keeps.
of knobs and buttons.
• For ademonstration or list of your nearest stockists, ring teledata on 01-200 0200.
Philips Simply years ahead

action of the high blend facility.) The stereo switching level was at
the tuner's 30dB IHF point, but muting did not open up until 9µV,
which is on the high side. Image rejection measured fantastically
well. ( We pushed in as high an RF signal as we dared, but could not
detect any image!) Although AM rejection measured well, we
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Distributor: HHB Hire &
Sales, Unit F, New Crescent
works, Nicoll Road, London
NW10 9AX Price £529
Right: Radio Data
breakthrough, 14-24kHz
band ( 1kHz/horizontal div.
10dB/vert. div) Base line
—90dB ref. full modulation
at 1kHz.

detected some hum on the carrier, which was added by the tuner.
In conclusion Ifeel that although there are some good points in
this design, Icannot recommend it because there are too many
problems, both in design and ergonomics.

button operated, and select power on/off, memory/external timer
controls, frequency up/down, preset stations- eight each for VHF
and AM - the display indicating frequency or signal strength in dBf
(OdBf = - 120dB ref 1mW), AM sensitivity high/low, FM sensitivity
(switches in 10 or 15dB attenuation in cycling steps), FM IF normal/
narrow, FM mono/stereo/muting, record cal ( 333Hz at 3dB below full
deviation, which in my opinion is much too high alevel), and finally
AM and FM selection for medium wave/Band 2VHF. On the back are
terminals for 75 ohms/300 ohms VHF and AM live/earth, adetachable
loop antenna also being provided, which can be hinged on the back if
required. The mains cord is detachable, having astandard type
miniature socket. Audio outputs are via phono sockets, no output
level controls being fitted. The tuner has avery ' space age'
appearance with avariety of coloured landing and take-off lights!
Removing the top cover exposes abeautifully engineered, airy
interior, which is unusual in having clearly printed indications for all
the different sections of the circuitry. The layout is so neat that if it is
ever necessary to service the tuner this should be easier than usual.
The tuner incorporates abuilt-in programmable microprocessor
which selects up to six stations in sequence each time the tuner is
switched on, thus allowing different programmes to be recorded
during the day by an external, remote timer. Once astation is tuned
in, the IF bandwidth, aerial attenuation and mono- stereo are
automatically switched by the tuner unless manually overridden. The
preset memories also hold these parameters. Up/down tuning is in
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50kHz steps, but search is initiated if the buttons are held down for
just over half asecond. Unfortunately muting is automatically
switched on when tuning, and this is infuriating if you are looking for
aweak station. This also happens for half asecond when the
frequency/signal strength switch is pressed. Ihad abattle with the
tuner's automatically controlled high blend, which unfortunately the
tuner won, for Icould not obtain full stereo on weak signals!
The sound quality on mono and stereo FM was excellent,
especially on strong signals. MW quality was surprisingly good,
particularly on the ' hi-fi' position, in which the IF bandwidth is much
wider than normal. Unfortunately when an FM aerial with avery long
down lead is interconnected, there seem to be whistles produced on

Distributor: JVC UK Ltd,
Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, 6-8
Priestley Way, London
NW2. Price £215
Right: Radio Data
breathrough, 14-24kHz
band ( 1kHz/horizontal div.)
Base line — 90dB ref. Full
modulation at 1kHz.

medium wave which disappear when the VHF antenna is removed.
Also the muting switch is not separated from mono/stereo switching,
and this too was alittle annoying.
The lab tests revealed the RF sensitivity to be only just good
enough, and several dB worse than perhaps it should have been on
amodern tuner. RFIM was satisfactory, though not good, but the
reciprocal mixing performance was poor, showing dynamic range to
be rather limited in apractical situation where agreat variety of
stations of widely varying strength are being received. Note that with
the narrow IF, the decreased sideband noise produced by the
interaction with the local oscillator gives abetter reading. Selectivity
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was quite wide in the normal position and moderately narrow with
'narrow' switching, alternate selectivity measuring well. Capture
ratio measured very well. Image rejection was the poorest of the
tuners tested, although good enough for normal purposes.
AM rejection was satisfactory, but again not good. Both switching
and muting levels were well optimised at the same point, whilst
limiting was reached very rapidly, which is good. Imust particularly
commend the accuracy of the signal strength readings in dBf, the
accuracy of all levels from extremely low to very high being within
3dB or so, higher levels being particularly good. Signal/noise ratios
measured very well, and frequency responses were incredibly flat,
with crosstalk generally at avery low level. Rather surprisingly,
distortion levels, although measuring well, were not quite so good
for 3rd harmonic, with the wider IF distortion falling very rapidly,
with only avery small deviation drop. Output levels were quite
normal and pilot tone rejection was excellent without any observable
Radio Data problems, which is most welcome.
Summing up, this tuner gave agood all-round audio performance,
and generally Iliked its ergonomics. JVC should try to improve their
RF front-end sensitivity and RF dynamic range parameters, but even
so, what is perhaps most important is that the tuner is very good
value for money, and can be recommended.
Marantz ST- 7
This tuner is quite large, and incorporates acathode-ray tube on the
front panel which can be used as atuning indicator, for signal
strength, for multipath indication or for showing audio levels, left
and right, against each other. Here, mono signals produce abottom
left-top right diagonal line, while out-of-phase, stereo, signals appear
as aline from top left to bottom right. Thus the display usefully gives
phase as well as intensity information on stereo broadcasts. Front
panel controls for the scope include vertical and horizontal

appropriately at 5.5dB below peak deviation which is reasonable),
MPX noise filter ( actually the usual high blend) mono/stereo and
power on/off. The tuner uses analogue tuning via awheel whose
edge protrudes from the front panel. The quartz lock is switched off
when this wheel is touched, this being confirmed by an LED. The
analogue scale is marked in MHz, and numbered every 2MHz. This is
reasonably easy to read, though of course adigital readout is much
better. Unfortunately the tuning assembly on the review model
tended to stick somewhat and required aconsiderable 'transient'
push on the wheel to shift it. On the back panel there is aferrite rod
for AM, which has an internal screw adjustment for peaking its
sensitivity. The 75 ohm coaxial antenna socket is of the Japanese
screw thread type, complemented by both 75 ohm and 300 ohm
terminals, an additional terminal being provided for AM. The captive
mains lead is two-core, and there are both fixed and variable level
pairs of audio output sockets, afurther set being provided for
external access to the oscilloscope. Presets on the back panel
provide adjustment for scope brightness and focus. A single
American-type unswitched and unshuttereci mains outlet socket is
provided (these are now outlawed in the UK, so take care not to get a
shock).
In the subjective tests the sound quality on FM seemed very good
at all times, and the tuning ergonomics were liked apart from the
binding mechanics. The scope worked well, and provided an
excellent tuning indication. Watching the multipath indication as I
tuned my main Galaxy antenna off Wrotham, we found the multipath
indication very positive— just before it became audibly apparent.
Signal/noise ratio received favourable comment, and distortion
seemed very low. Selectivity was thought excellent, particularly on
narrow. The lack of preset stations was thought aslight
disadvantage.
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Ido not mean to be insulting in praising this Marantz wireless for
its ability to pick up medium wave stations like my Granny's very old
radio, which Iremember from many years ago! Medium wave
sensitivity seemed very good indeed, the selectivity being just right
and the quality surprisingly good on the best stations, with an audio

Distributor: Marantz Audio
UK Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way
Industrial Estate, Moor
Lane, Harmondsworth,
Middx UB7 OLW. Price:
£349
Right: Radio Data
breakthrough, 14-24kHz
band ( 1kHz/horizontal div.,
10dB vert. div.) Base line
—90dB ref. Full modulation
at 1kHz.

calibration, external input gain, and buttons for selecting scope
on/off, external input/audio/tuning/multipath facilities. Two more
pots control audio output level (ganged) and muting level with
switched ' off' position. Push buttons also select wide or narrow IF
bandwidth, FM/AM, quartz lock on/off, record calibration tone ( level
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response that was reasonably extended for AM. Audio distortion
from medium wave was far better than usual, and with its absence of
whistles and nasty RFIM products, this Marantz is clearly alesson to
most Japanese manufacturers whose medium wave circuits are
often quite horrible.
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The lab tests showed avery good RF input sensitivity, but aslightly
lop- sided RFIM performance which was some 7dB worse on one side
than the other. The reciprocal mixing dynamic range performance
measured quite well, though. Adjacent channel selectivity was very
good in the narrow position, while alternate channel was superb in
narrow, but rather poor on wide. Capture ratio measured incredibly
well and image rejection was superb; we didn't want to break the
front-end by over- driving in an effort to get ameasurement! AM
rejection was very good, and although stereo switching and the most
sensitive muting levels were optimally set, the mute could still be
adjusted so that only stations above 20µV could open it. Limiting
began at an extremely low level, which is excellent. The signal
strength indication on the scope tube was reasonably linear in
general, but began squashing on very strong signals. Signal/noise
measurements were all extremely good and the responses were very
flat, although crosstalk was strangely disappointing, being no better
than 30dB on wide IF ( but curiously better with narrow IF, so possibly
some poor quality control here). Distortion measurements were all
extremely good with IF on wide, but deteriorated to slightly worse
than 0.1% on narrow, which is still very good. Ithink the narrow IF is
very well optimised between distortion and selectivity for picking out
weak stations. The variable output level was high enough to meet all
normal requirements, but the fixed is alittle on the low side for some
applications. Pilot tone rejection was excellent, and no radio data
problems were noted.
Ireally liked this tuner, for it sounded particularly good and had
some welcome ergonomic features. Assuming that normal samples
do not have acursor light wire which catches on the internal
components, Ican recommend it strongly, but it ought to be noted
that Ihave apreference for this ' old-fashioned' kind of manual
tuning. A very well thought out product, but it requires more care in
crosstalk adjustment.

so Idon't know where some of the background noises come from.
Adjacent channel selectivity seemed very sharp indeed; probably too
sharp, although alternate channel selectivity was very poor, showing
arather odd filter design, which Iam sure could be bettered quite
easily. Capture ratio was fairly poor despite NAD's claim, but image
response was excellent. AM rejection measured very badly, and
NAO 4150
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This much talked about tuner has only just become available for
review. It incorporates the widely acclaimed Schotz detector circuit,
which automatically adjusts the discriminator bandwidth with signal
strength and signal quality. NAD claim this tuner to be very sensitive,
and indeed it is the most sensitive Ihave ever tested, almost, but not
quite, defying the laws of physics! Unfortunately, sensitivity is not
quite everything.
Metal encased,the tuner is quite slim, but some of the corners were
rather sharp. All the front panel controls are pushbuttons, providing
power on/off, mono/stereo, muting on/off, up and down tuning/
searching, search/step tuning, 5preset stations, together with
memory insert and AM/FM. Note that five medium wave stations can
be preselected as well as five on FM. The mains lead is acaptive
three- core type. A ganged stereo preset pot on the back panel adjusts
the audio output levels on two phono sockets, the maximum level
being more than ample. A turnable ferrite rod antenna is fitted at the
rear, which can be pointed in any direction; better than most in this
respect. Clamp terminals are provided for 75 and 300 ohms FM, and
AM, an earth terminal also being provided. Ifelt that the earth was
too far away from the 75 ohm clamp, but surprisingly this didn't
seem to interfere with sensitivity. Frequency readout on the front
panel is digital, with signal strength indicated by five LEDs. The
centre-tuning indication is very crude, with arrows indicating which
way to retune, although tuning had to be more than 50kHz off
channel for the error to be indicated, which is poor. On AM, the auto
search tuning tends to find stations one channel too early, which are
therefore mistuned by 9kHz.
NAD make strong claims for their tuner's ability to deal with
signals which are prone to multipath distortion, but Icannot
substantiate this since we found that while listening, for example, to
LBC with an aerial beamed on Wrotham ( around 50° anticlockwise)
distortion was evident which should not normally be audible on a
good tuner. The main problem here was atendency for bad ' spitch'
to be audible on speech peaks. Many weakish and medium strength
stations seemed noisier than usual, with either twittering or swishing
noises in the background. Slight RFIM products were noted in the ' on
aerial' test, with afew whistles here and there. Tuning ergonomics
were quite liked, and ' mute off' from astep change was achieved
more quickly than usual. FM scanning for the next station was
excellent. Received medium wave quality was quite reasonable, with
distortion quite low, and selectivity well compromised, favouring
quality rather than DX performance. The AM quality was thought
better than that of most other tuners, but both the JVC and Marantz
reviewed above were better still. Even the strongest received
stations on FM never seemed quite as clean as on some of the other
tuners, there being atendency to produce very slight burbling noises
in the background. RF sensitivity was spectacularly good, and RFIM
measured well despite the criticisms on the aerial test. The dynamic
range established by the reciprocal mixing test measured very well,
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must be put right.Stereo switching and muting levels were much too
sensitive, but limiting began at an extremely low RF level, which is
very good. The signal strength indications were reasonably well
compromised. Signal/noise ratios were good but not excellent, while

Distributor: Hi Fi Markets,
Unit 3Colonial Way,
Watford, Herts. Price: £ 169
Right: Radio Data
breakthrough, 14-24kHz
band ( 1kHz/horizontal div.,
10dB/vert. div.) Base line
—90dB ref. Full modulation
at 1kHz.

the frequency responses were very flat indeed, crosstalk also
measuring very well. Note the incredibly steep cut-off of the MPX
filter, giving excellent pilot tone rejection and virtually no Radio Data
breakthrough. Distortion measurements were rather odd, for
59

spendor SA3
In recent years there has been atrend towards higher acoustical levels in both domestic listening and professional
monitoring.
The Spendor SA3 loudspeakers are capable of significantly high sound pressure levels whilst still fulfilling
professional monitoring criteria of neutrality and low colouration.
The SA3 may be supplied with either apassive or active crossover network which are physically interchangeable.
The following specialist HiFi consultants are selected Spendor appointed agents who have the facilities and
expertise to provide an appropriate demonstration of the SA3's with the finest ancillary equipment.

Aston Audio Ltd
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire, SK9 7EG.
0625-582704
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147 Hinckley Road, Leicester Forest East, Leicester.
0533-393607
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Hereford Audio Consultants
6Redcar Avenue, Bobblestock, Hereford.
0432-275288
Andrew Lathwell
Sounds Expensive
12a Regent Street, Rugby, Warwickshire.
0788-79736
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The Audio Elite
Crown House, 13 Bridge Street, Godalming, Surrey.
04868-7262
Nick Lewiston

spenclor
Sound
engineering

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd., 47 Station Road Industrial Estate, Hailsham, Sussex. 0323-84347 4
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although the figures were very low indeed when the tuner was first
switched on, the second harmonic climbed from 0.06% to 0.16%
after two minutes, and to 0.37% after 15 minutes. We could find no
explanation for this, but it happened each time we tried it.
This tuner is very reasonably priced, but there are afew points
which quite clearly need to be put right before Ican be enthusiastic
about it. Isuggest you wait awhile and see what transpires, for I
hope it will be improved.

Trio L-02T
Iam told by the importers that this model is Trio's last fling at
top-end analogue tuner design, because they claim that many of the
analogue components are now becoming so expensive that it is
hardly economically viable. This is about the largest and heaviest
tuner Ihave tested, and the first decision centres on whether you
have room for it! The enormous front panel offers both asuperb
analogue readout system, which is adjustable to perfection, and a
digital display. Tuning is accomplished via alarge tuning knob which
has abeautifully engineered flywheel action. Controls on the front
provide for the 'sigma drive' audio output level, adjustable muting
level, mono, auto stereo or full stereo modes. Pushbuttons operate
power on/off, signal strength/multipath metering, record cal. tone
(5dB below full deviation), stereo only reception, muting on/off,
wide/narrow IF bandwidths, 20dB aerial attenuation on/off, and
de-emphasis normal or 251.1s ( 75/50µs switch on the rear panel). By
the side of the tuning knob is apushbutton which selects quartz lock

view; what better way is there for tuning around aband than rotating
awell engineered tuning knob? It was so much easier to explore DX
station locations, to gain aquick idea of the shape of aband, than any
other tuner in this survey, but the colossal price surely places it out of
reach of virtually everybody, which is apity. The sound quality at
best was truly excellent, and the distortion amazingly low,
particularly on the wide IF position. Idid not note any RFIM
problems, and very weak stations could be easily discerned on the
narrow IF position only 100kHz away from quite strong ones. Ihad
the feeling, however, that the RF sensitivity was not as good as it
should have been, although the signal/noise seemed very good. I
cannot personally see the point of Trio's ' Sigma Drive' gimmick,
which doesn't seem to make any audible difference compared with
fixed outputs.
The lab tests revealed that the RF sensitivity was in fact around 3dB
inferior to Trio's earlier magnificent 917 tuner, which Ireviewed a
few years ago, although one could certainly not call the
measurements poor. The RFIM tests gave good results, and dynamic
range, based upon reciprocal mixing tests, measured very well
indeed. The wide selectivity position gave exceptionally low
distortion while maintaining amoderate degree of selectivity, but in
the narrow position adjacent channel selectivity measured
stunningly well, with alternate selectivity as good as Ihave ever
noted on an FM tuner. These selectivity readings clearly back up the
subjective findings: this tuner seems to pick out DX stations
amazingly close to strong ones where many others fail. It is slightly

TRIO L- 02T
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surprising that the capture ratio is no more than reasonable, but the
image response was, of course, fantastically good, the computer
giving up at the point where we might have started to overload the
input at around 1
/ V! The AM rejection also measured amazingly
2
well, contrasting dramatically with the NAD! The 19kHz pilot
rejection, whilst being good — and easily good enough for normal
use— was not as impressive as in some of the other tuners, and there
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Distributor: Harman UK
Ltd, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks. Price: £ 1100
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Breakthrough, 14-24kHz
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with LED indication). The 75 ohm aerial input is on the usual
threaded Japanese coax socket, an independent earth terminal being
provided. The detachable mains lead is two-core. The main audio
outputs are on rather odd audio connectors, with special leads
ending in superb quality phono plugs. Separate fixed level outputs
are available on phono sockets, complemented by two multipath test
outputs for scope interconnection.
Iliked this tuner very much indeed from an ergonomic point of
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was also asmall amount of Radio Data breakthrough, which was
rather ashame, and which Trio should rectify. The signal strength
indication in dBf was very accurate indeed, apart from the very
weakest signal, and this is most useful.
Returning to the input sensitivity measurements, we found that on
narrow selectivity the 30dB figure degraded, which is intriguing. I
would have expected that the 26dB signal/noise figure would have
been perhaps adB better than it was, comparative to the 30dB IHF
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nNCE YOU'VE ACQUIRED an

Hitachi DA 1000 digital audio disc
player, we have afeeling that you might
like to tell your friends alittle about it.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE LASER
The DA 1000 is designed to play any compact disc on which audio signals have
been converted into digital signals and
recorded at high density.
These digital signals are read out using
asemiconductor laser pick-up, without
any direct physical contact, eliminating
wear of both pick-up and discs.
And that means no more replacing
worn styli, no more static crackle, no
more scratches, no more surface noise at
all. Ever. The disc you buy today will

sound exactly the same in twenty, fifty,
even ahundred years time. Even if it is
played every day.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE SOUND
QUALITY
Because there's none of the " scratch
noise" associated with normal discs, and

MOM

none .of the " hiss noise" associated with
tapes, the signal to noise ratio of the DA
1000 is approximately 30dB more than
conventional systems.
The distortion is less than 0.03%, the
wow and flutter is below measurable
limits, and the dynamic range is better

Acomparison between the Hitachi DA 1000 and an ordinary LP disc player
Items
DA 1000
LP disc player
Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz ± 0.5c1b
30Hz-20kHz ± 2dB
Dynamic range
More than 90dB
65dB
S/N ratio
More than 90dB
60dB approx.
Distortion
0.03%
3% approx.
Channel separation
More than 60dB
25-30dB
Wow and flutter
Crystal oscillator precision
0.03% approx.
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than 90 dB, producing an effect with
added depth and dynamism.
Even vibration and howling are dispelled, as servo is applied to the pick-up
during disc play.
Put simply, you'll never have heard
anything like it.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE
FUNCTIONS
Random Memory Track Search. With this
function, you can program the DA 1000
to play only the tracks you want to hear
on the disc, in any order you like.
Self-Program Search System. The SPSS
searches for the start of each individual
track in turn, forwards or backwards
and then plays it.

Scanner Play Function. This gives you a
good idea of what is on adisc by playing
onesecond of material out of every thirty
seconds, continuously.
Something not worth risking on conventional systems.
Servo-assisted Front Loading. For stacking,
and easier access and loading.
Repeat Function. Repeats the whole disc,
or just the memory.
Other Functions: Pause — without the
"Take up" of tape or the unreliability of
tone arms. Headphone socket with level
control — for ease of personal listening.
LED's — for programme number and
playing time displays, as well as elapsed
time and pick up position indicator.

ONE THING YOU WON'T HAVE
TO TELL THEM
Who makes the DA 1000? With sound
this good, and this sort of accuracy and
reliability, it could only be... Hitachi.
Hitachi have used only their own
major components in their digital audio
disc player ( unlike some other manufacturers ) and have created over 140 patents
in its development.
The Hitachi DA 1000 digital audio disc
player.
The Joneses aren't going to like it.

HITACHI

Made withyou in mind.

For information on legitimate HiFi contact: LIEN PRODUCTS LTD. 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ. Tel: 041-634 0371(10 lines).

result, but the measurements suggest that there was less crackling
than usual in the background in the presence of mod. Isuspect that
the front-end aerial transformer was slightly mistuned.
All the signal/noise results were very good, and responses were
very flat indeed, crosstalk also being excellent, but this is to be
expected on such afine tuner. A year or two ago Ispent many happy
hours trying to get the distortion on my Radiometer SMG 40
encoder/transmitter down to incredibly low limits, and Iam delighted
to see that on wide selectivity this Trio tuner seems to be giving
figures which are down to the residuals of my test equipment. Even
on narrow selectivity the distortion levels are very low indeed, and
this is frankly amazing considering the extremely good adjacent
channel selectivity. Many of the excellent measurements are the
direct result of Trio's very advanced circuitry, but unfortunately
space precludes my giving in-depth details.
Most certainly this is atuner which Iwish that Icould afford, and
which can be recommended warmly if you feel that its purchase can
be justified at its almost unbelievable price. My only slight
disappointment was the front-end sensitivity.

below the sweep level of the normal channel. This shows quite
clearly that Trio are not using any form of proper low-pass multiplex
filtering. Finally, Imust comment again, as Ihave so often done
previously, that RF front-end design still seems along way short of
what it should be. Why could the Trio not have been 3dB more
sensitive, for example? We checked to see if it was just aTrio
front-end problem by remeasuring the overall 30dB IHF sensitivity
with the Mutek preamplifier in circuit in front of the Trio (the Mutek
was mentioned recently in ' Radio'). The measured sensitivity was
improved by an amazing 4dB, but of course RFIM, etc, would suffer.
However, this system could, of course, be highly beneficial if you live
way out in the sticks. As far as RFIM is concerned, Ihave measured
some incredibly good tuners, including the Hitachi and redesigned
Technics models last year, so why couldn't RFIM be better again one
year later? Iam beginning to wonder if manufacturers are being
more influenced by their gimmick-fancying marketing departments
than by their engineers, who Iam sure would like to perfect areas of
basic circuit design. Let's have better engineering and fewer gadgets.
And let us not abandon the friendly old tuning knob!

Conclusions
In looking over the five tuners surveyed this time, Ifeel that two
models should, for the time being, be put aside: the Amcron as it was
expensive, yet exhibited careless quality control, and the NAD which
did not seem to have had enough time spent on perfecting the
design and factory production. The JVC is almost certainly the best
they have yet made, and seems exceptionally good value for money.
They are obviously now well aware of the Radio Data problem, since
their previous model caused quite alot of trouble ( see ' Radio' over
the last few months). Iparticularly liked the Marantz for its excellent
overall performance and ergonomics, and this is my personal
favourite. ( Iam biased against up/down pushbutton tuning, but at
least Iadmit it!) The Trio generally performed magnificently, as
indeed it should costing over £1000, but the front-end sensitivity was
only fairly good and there was some slight Radio Data breakthrough.
If you examine the computer plots of audio signal/noise against RF
input level, you will see several points of interest. The Amcron and
NAD tuners were both very sensitive, and both manufacturers claim
rather special discriminator circuitry. It will be seen that the rate of
increase of noise with decreasing RF level is more linear than with
the other tuners which tend almost to hit abrick wall of noise below a
particular RF level. It is interesting that the NAD and the Trio models
both have large ranges of RF level where the S/N RF level curve
remains in asensible straight line. The Trio, though, continues to get
quieter at higher RF levels than the NAD. The Marantz chart was
unfortunately affected by some computer noise breakthrough and
some local PMR interference within the system. This was not spotted
until it was too late, and thus affects the weaker signal/noise ratios.
Slight breakthrough was also noted on the JVC plot. It will be seen
too that the JVC's noise levels are generally higher, almost all the
way, than the other tuners, and this is quite clearly because it had the
worst RF sensitivity, which affects performance even at high levels. If
the JVC chart is overlaid on the top and slightly to the side of the Trio
there is almost perfect correlation between them.
A number of readings on the Amcron tuner would be affected by
the incorrect de-emphasis at the time of test, but there was no time
for them to be repeated before writing up the test results. All
signal/noise figures will be slightly worse than those shown,
therefore, including the 50dB S/N point, and in the noise plot the
curve will not go so far down at high levels. Other RF and IF
measurements should not be affected, though.
The Radio Data breakthrough and 19kHz rejection photographs
were taken from the audio output of each tuner, with full deviation at
lkHz calibrated for the top of the picture. Each tuner was tuned in to
BBC Radio 2from an aerial giving around 7mV signal into the tuner.
The Trio had the worst breakthrough, which will be seen to be in two
lumps around 2kHz wide either side of the pilot tone. Each scan is
from 14kHz to 24kHz, amajor horizontal division corresponding to
1kHz. Each vertical division is 10dB. The bandwidth used on the HP
3580 spectrum analyser was 30Hz, so it must be remembered that
whilst the levels indicated may not look very high - for example on
the Trio - the total energy that would be audible in the 19kHz region
to bats, birds, dogs, cats and bug-eared humans could be disturbing.
The JVC and NAD filters, both acting from around 16kHz, show most
impressive fall-offs on the response chart, which is helpful.
The Marantz crosstalk of only 30dB with IF on wide is not as
disturbing as some specmanship marketing people might imagine,
and 30dB separation is most certainly good enough for normal users.
But this does leave the question of whether the crosstalk will worsen
with time, as circuit components age. An examination of the
crosstalk and response charts shows one particular curiosity on the
Trio, where the swept response on one channel nulls well at 19kHz
with pilot tone cancellation, but pops up on the other at only 4dB
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Trio

Sensitivity ( 3048 IMF)

JVC

Marantz

Amcron

NAD
4150

L-02T

T-X55

SIT

FM-two

1.25pV

1.6pV

0.950

0.8µV

0.65µV

0.450

0.38pV

Sensitivity (26dES S/N)

0.95pV

1.05pV

0.6µV

Sensitivity, stereo 50M3 S/N

35pV

401/V

33µV

18pV

21pV

S/N ratio, stereo, ImV
(CCIR/ARM weighted)

72.5d8

72.8dB

74.0dB

69dB

71.8dB

S/N ratio, stereo, 5mV
(CCIR/ARM weighted)

75.0dB

74.4dB

75.545

69dB

72.5dB

-72dB

- 66dB

- 64d8

- 73dB

- 64cIB

<-85d13

-58dB

-66dB

-72dB

-68dB
-

r

Stereo distortion, 2nd harmonic

7
4
.
Stereo distortion, 3rd harmonic
>..
8 Stereo distortion, 2nd harmonic
cc (narrow IF)
_1

to

-49dEl

-62dB

-65dB

-59dB

-

I Stereo distortion, 3rd harmonic
L (narrow IF)

-68dB

-64d8

-66dB

-

-

Stereo distortion, 2nd harmonic

-76dB

-72dB

-65dEl

- 71d9

-68dB to
-60dB

Stereo distortion, 3rd harmonic

<-85till

-64dB

-70dB

-72dB

-720

Stereo distortion, 2nd harmonic
' ¡ narrow IF)

-76dB

-71dEl

-56dB

-

-

Stereo distortion, 3rd harmonic
lnarrow IF'

-82d8

-6448

-60dB

-

-

Output Level

1.2V (var)

0.9V

1.2V (var)

2.3/1.7V

1.5V

Stereo switching level

1.250

3.60

3.0pV

0.80

0.55µV

Muting level

3.0-4.50pV 3.6µV

3.2-20pV

9pV

0.6pV

1d13 limiting point

0.9µV

1.3µV

0.65pV

0.55pV

0.45pV

Image rejection ratio

>115dB

82.548

>117413

>118dB

>119dB

r
î
ce

_

Capture Ratio

1.8dB .,„ 1.2dB

0.8d8

1.9dB

2.5dB

Selectivity, ad¡. channel (wide IF)

7dB

6dB

4d8

10dB

21dB

Selectivity, alt. channel (wide IF)

50dB

58dB

41dB

71dB

45d8

Selectivity, adj. channel (narrow IF)

25dB

12d8

15dB

-

-

Selectivity, alt. channel (narrow IF)

84d8

76dB

81dB

-

-

RFIM ( lower side)

75.6dB

70.7dB

72.6dB

69.0dB

74.608

RRM (upper side)

72.7dB

67.0d8

65.2dB

73.4(1B

70.0dB

AM rejection ratio

-65.5d13

-54.343

-61.6dB

>-60dB

-34.2dB

Reciprocal mixing dynamic range
(wide In

79dB

67d8

76dB

79dB

83dB

Reciprocal mixing dynamic range
(narrow IF)

81dB

74dB

78dB

-

-

19kHz pilot rejection

-66d8

-72dB

-74dB

-80dB

-74d8

Roc, cal, tone level ( ref peak deviation)

-5dB

-3di3

-5.5d8

-

-

Signal strength meter reading at 10mV, 89, 72,
53, 32, 18
1mV, 10011V, 1011V and 30dB IHF
figure repectively
(drill

90, 70, 48, 6 (maxi, 51
2 /5, 5, 5,
/
31
2 ,1
/
2 ,1/2 3, 1
/
1
25, 12
segments
(divisions
Idle
on display)
on scope)

5, 4, 2,
1, 0
(segments
on display)
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So late one night, Idrove up the motorway to chez Mission in
Huntingdon, where Ifound out that Iam not the only one in the
business who works all through the night.

NUGGE
ALVIN GOLD

I

SSION SYSTEM

THAPPENED som ethi ng lik e th i
s —

are you sitting

comfortably?.. . About two months ago (as Iwrite) Ihad avisit
from Farad Azima, Mission Electronics' senior engine driver,
who brought round apair of little speakers in the boot of his
Audi Quattro. By no means could these speakers be thought of as
hernia-inducing in construction — my 16- month old had hardly any
difficulty humping them around. Little and light seems about right.
'Make no allowances for their size. Pretend they cost £2,000,' said
Farad inviting me to pretend they cost £2,000 whilst making no
allowances for their size. So Idid. Before that, though, Farad
introduced me to the method of loudspeaker positioning which I
discussed at length two issues back. You'll recall ( if you don't, stay
behind afterwards) that I
was quite enthusiastic about this technique,
but rather less so about the speakers: the Mission 70s.
In fact, Iwas downright puzzled. To me, they sounded overenergetic and boxy. In addition they didn't seem to do anything
much at frequency extremes. They were superficially pleasant
enough — though not without some rough edges — but considering
the vast amount of very considerable talent around for under £ 100 a
pair, they really didn't measure up, subjectively speaking.
Granted there is nothing very puzzling about aspeaker that doesn't
do its job properly. It was only because Farad was so insistent about
the 70's virtues that Iagreed to defer final judgement, although Ionly
took about 10 seconds to form my initial impressions. Thus when I
came to write that month's column (April), Istated only that Icould
not get to grips with the Mission, and left the matter open.
Sustained listening, though, only confirmed my opinion, and there
followed aseries of telephone calls and discussions which centered
on the performance of the speakers, and touched, in passing, on my
aural competence. Finally, though, word came that maybe the
speaker wasn't quite up to the best possible standards at its actual
cost of £79 apair ( let alone being open to judgement without
reference to its modest asking price). So Farad arranged areturn visit
which in fact happened, just aweek ago as Iwrite.
This time, he brought more than just the model 70 speakers. He
came with acomplete record playing system consisting of a
turntable, acartridge, integrated amplifier and speakers, all for the
price of aCompact Disc player— £499. If you can hang on afew
moments, I'll tell you why this is incredibly cheap.
So, not to beat around the bush any longer, the system was linked
up, and to come straight to the point, this is what we found. I'll not
drag it out: any reservations Ihad about the 70as acompetent
loudspeaker — or any scepticism about the rest of the system — were
completely swept aside by some of the finest music making Ihave
heard from amoderately priced system that only costs as much as a
CD player. Surely this was too much of atransformation for a
speaker so plainly inadequate ( in my eyes) as the original 70?
Leaving aside for amoment the rest of the system, perhaps Ican
make my feelings clear if Isay that in my opinion the 70 is, by some
distance, the best and most musically satisfying loudspeaker that
Mission have ever made. And Isay that as aone-time fan ( and past
owner) of the 770, and after aquick listen to the currently highly
unsatisfactory performance of the 770S, its replacement.
Most of the system, as heard, existed at the time only in prototype
form, and after ahighly pleasurable couple of hours, away it went
into the boot of that equally desirable Quattro, which disappeared, at
speed, in acloud of dust. This was clearly an insufficient hearing for a
heavily researched tome like HFN/RR, but Imanaged to convince
Farad Ineeded the system for afew days of intensive mucking about.
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Before looking at the equipment in detail, let me tell you alittle
about my candlelit tour of the Mission factory — and acompany you
may not have heard of called Cambridge Acoustics. The main
Mission factory is housed in abrand-new purpose-built industrial
unit. Ihave to admit that Iwas quite surprised by the scale of the
operation, especially since Mission have been anything but active on
the UK market of late. Mission manufacture or assemble almost all
their range in Huntingdon, using astaff of about 50, and aparallel
operation in Canada (for the Canadian and US markets) duplicates
this activity with aslightly smaller staff level. More and more
in-house manufacturing is taking place, the current programme
being to produce loudspeaker drive-units rather than commission
designs to Mission specifications from outside suppliers, as at
present. Certain items are made by outside suppliers, and these
include the new arms, the 774 SM (
GB Products) and the 774LC
(Japan), along with the cartridges (Japan also).
Just across the road in another industrial unit which Idid not see is
Cambridge Acoustics. The low cost Mission turntable and amplifier
are made there, and that, rather than Mission, is the name they will
bear. The company was set up as aseparate entity to attract
investment grants, but it's still owned and run, as Iunderstand it, by
the same Mission board of directors with Farad at the helm. The
factory Idid see is well laid out and extremely clean. It includes full
production test facilities ( including aproduction test chamber for
speakers and afull anechoic room), and the R&D dept seems to be
spreading its tentacles all over the place, which, to my way of
thinking, is an extremely Good Thing.
The system, too, is very much aGood Thing ( how's that for a
clumsy link?). Let's look at the bits first, then the whole. The
Cambridge Acoustics turntable Ihave reviewed in prototype form ( as

`1 ,11.1A.C.1
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Photos of the
Cambridge Acoustics
turntable and arm
being as rare as hen's
teeth, these are the upmarket Mission
components, with the
70 speaker on the» right.

the Mission) in Practical Hi Fi in agroup of six £200 (
or thereabouts)
turntables, finding moderately encouraging results for an ' unsprung'
design. Since then, the deck has been improved in anumber of
details, and it is now an extremely worthy and good looking product
in the Rega mould. Springy Sorbothane feet with hard caps stand in
(howzat?) for afull suspension, but like the Rega it is not overly
susceptible to the slings and arrows of outrageous feedback, which
is asign of awell optimised design. The single piece chassis is
actually aconstrained layer clamped sandwich made of three sheets
of particle board, the middle layer being constructed as aform of
honeycomb, while the outer ones have been cut away for the arm
and other fittings, and to maintain the design weight distribution.
The deck is small and extremely neat, and built using the
ubiquitous belt-drive principle, with aseparate inner hub and outer
platter. Mission have found what they claim to be an extremely fine
(and expensive) Swiss-made synchronous motor which has such a
low cogging effect that it can be bolted more or less directly to the
chassis without, as far as Ican tell, any deleterious effects. The deck
is called the Cambridge Acoustics 775, and it costs £ 129. Designed
for use with the £500 system, it comes complete with the new,
inexpensive straight-tube arm, the M774LC (= Low Cost) at £ 199.
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This is going to be an extremely popular item, not least because it
can be withdrawn from the supplied base and slotted straight into a
Linn-type arm base, which is threatening to become an industry
standard. Also part of the package is anew moving-magnet cartridge
called the 773MM, which costs £20. The cartridge is of conventional
pattern with an interchangeable stylus assembly; the arm has afixed
headshell and good, solid bearings, and on aquick audition seems a
good match for the equivalently priced Linn LV-X — or better.
The amplifier is something else. The one Ihave here at the
moment is decidedly aprototype— the control knobs are missing and
anumber of other details unfinished. Merely altering the volume
entails dicing with death, as the control shaft is just millimetres away
from the source of many volts, the main smoothing caps! But you
won't see it this way. The market product will be anarrow, deep
package, reminiscent in many ways of the Nytech for styling ( and
none the worse for that), but with avertical front panel and apainted
finish on its sturdy metal case. Its neutral grey colour is aclose match
for the turntable, by the way, and the two items look extremely good
together, as well as taking up remarkably little space. It's difficult to
categorise the amp (which is called the Cambridge Acoustics 778). It
has no tone controls, filters or any of that rubbish, but you can record
from one source whilst listening to another. One version of the amp
has both m-m and m-cinputs, the latter incorporating variable
resistance loading, and both will be able to accept an outboard,
plug-in power supply to improve sound quality, and incidentally,
power output. My sample of the amplifier does take m-m and m-c
cartridges, but I've yet to see, or hear the plug-in power supply. The
latter should cost under £100, and is connected in parallel with the
internal power supply which, therefore, is still utilised. A neat, and, to
the best of my knowledge— Meridian 103? — Ed — unique, idea.
As an m-m only amp, the 778 costs £180, and with m-m and m-cit
costs £230. In both guises, it looks well underpriced. The thing is

made expensively, and includes afair sprinkling of specially made
components (complete with the Mission logo). According to Farad,
the design includes 1% metal film resistors, an almost complete
absence of electrolytic capacitors outside the power supply, and
double-sided military-spec pc boards. In fact, both pre- and poweramp boards come from the big 775 and 776 sculpted components,
but with asmaller power supply, and the preamp is mains instead of
battery operated. It's all good stuff, almost too good in the hardware
per £ stakes.
And so to the £79 Mission 70 loudspeakers. They measure about
35x21 x21 ems, and work well — inverted in latest production form —
on top of tall stands like the QED ones flat up to, and preferably
braced, against the wall behind. Their construction is unusual, even
idiosyncratic, taking the form of two open box sections inverted over
each other, the front being finished with afixed brown cloth cover
which extends deep along the sides. The 70 is atwo-way sealed ( IB)
design of fair-to-good efficiency in the form tested.
'In the form tested'. Idid mention in passing that Ihave now had
two bashes with the 70, and that there was an ever-so-slight
difference between them. It turns out that there is good reason for
this: the tweeter has been changed for an entirely different model,
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from adifferent manufacturer. The bass unit, too, is sourced
differently, and has adoped paper ( or was that fabric?) cone instead
of the carbon fibre composite structure used previously. Oh yes— the
crossover's different too. These minor points apart, the speaker is
exactly the same. The story behind these changes is long and
complex, but has to do with the fact that the earliest type of 70 was of
very low efficiency, though it apparently sounded OK. Later effects to
uprate the efficiency proved to have unfortunate side-effects, which
were only cured by the adoption of acomplete new set of hardware.
And this is what accounts for the difference between my own earlier
assessment of the 70, and that of HFN/RR's esteemed publisher, PM,
whose views Inow fully endorse. Supplies of the new type 70, which
is not labelled as such, should have been in the shops for about a
month as this issue goes on sale. [See also 'Subjective Sounds' p.271.
Ihave to say that Iam not entirely happy with the Spendor/BBC
idea of a 'controlled resonance' cabinet— one with thin, damped
walls with alow resonant frequency. This is how the 70 is made,
though, with damping arranged by having laminated chip side walls
—the baffle being Medite. It's achancey way of making speakers
work, and the low speaker mass itself is an unfortunate side effect.
But surely if such aspeaker design belongs anywhere, it is in the
world of cheapies, where the extra design care that is needed can be
traded against the inherent economy in material terms of the
technique. It works, anyway, as long as the greatest possible care is
taken setting them up.
Provided Mission are abre to bring the system as heard to full
production sounding no worse than the one Ihave been listening to,
then in my judgement they are on to awinner. They simply cannot
lose, and neither can their customers. In fact, Isimply cannot think of
abetter way of spending £500 on arealistic record playing system. In
the limited amount of time Ihad available, the individual
components of the system gave every indication of working with
other equipment extremely well. The amplifier, for example, has no
problem coping more than adequately with difficult speakers like
Linn Saras— it was even quite happy with Celestion SL6s. Similarly,
the turntable seems, on brief acquaintance, to be in the same general
ballpark as the Rega 3, and although musically it was no better
overall, I
did like its crisper presentation. There remained afew odds
and ends to sort out on the deck, such as static build-up on the disc
when playing. On the other hand, the change of mat from
Sorbothane to felt ( before it went on sale, by the way) has done
nothing but good, and the deck is already notably free from hum and
noise/rumble.
The really impressive thing, though, was the ability of the system
as awhole. It gives afeeling of crispness of definition allied to a
suggestion of authority that put me completely at ease after listening
previously to an extremely good £3,000 system. There was simply
nothing really wrong. The bottom octave was missing, but the
system covered its tracks well, with just asuggestion of lower
midband warmth — though not enough to be destructive. Otherwise,
it was sheer musical ability all the way. The system produced large
stable images in space, both on and off the normal listening axis, and
it was well up to producing afull range of tonal colour. Dynamics,
too, came over without being in any way stunted, and instrumental
separation was of the highest order.
But what I'm left with is far more important than these things,
individually important as they are. It's the fearsome passion of
Barbirolli's Mahler 6 ( EMI Electrola, buy it— aConifer import) that too
few systems capture without sounding brittle and/or over the top. It's
the quirky punch and subtle rhythmic integrity of Eric Clapton's
playing on John Martyn's 'Glorious Fool' album. And it's the sheer
believability of the music making on Duke Ellington's ' Unknown
Session' album ( Graham's have some copies left). The list goes on,
but the space doesn't, so I'll conclude by urging anyone in this price
area to give it alisteri. And Iwould like to point out that the logical
next step is abetter turntable, as Iproved beyond question using a
'sh . . . you know who' as the front end in place of the Mission. This
latter system is an equally good buy at its higher price, the preamp
being fully up to the job via its moving-coil input.
And that's it, except to say that the £499 system price is not in fact
the price of acomplete system. You'll need, in addition to the items
discussed so far, loudspeaker cable, loudspeaker stands, and
possibly aSound Organisation table— which is extremely effective
and gets my personal vote for Accessory of the Year. Mission market
their own cable, which works very well and costs about £ 1per metre
of twin conductors. Don't economise on the stands. The tall QED
stands work well, but nothing less will do. With the 70s more than
with any other speakers Ihave heard to date, the stands really should
be placed on screws threaded through the carpet into the floor
beneath. Unless the greatest care is taken to prevent the 70s moving
around under music drive, they lose much of their clarity and
definition.
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(1902 - 1983)
Walton's eightieth birthday celebrations last
year, and now his untimely death, have
precipitated anew assessment of the unique
position held by this great man in the British
musical life of this century. He was an
enigmatic figure, presenting to the world an
impression of wit and charm, calm and
urbanity— all the features that go to make up
an extremely civilised figure. Yet agood part
of his musical output belies this impression,
suggesting rather abeing of extremely
passionate, Romantic emotions, able to
encompass both the brash and gaudy, and
the subtly cryptic, without feeling them
incompatible. His aspirations were those of
many anortherner— to ' make good' in
London and to live in Southern Europe, away
from the cold and damp, where the light is
clear but diffused by reflection. Like Gracie
Fields he achieved both of these dreams, but
much more besides: his music now has an
international prestige equalled by few other
modern British composers and although he
spent the main part of the last thirty-five
years of his life outside of this country, he is
still thought of as aleading musical figure
within it.
A talented, but not altogether willing
choral student of his father, Walton early on
used his talents to escape the physical and
intellectual restrictions of Edwardian
Oldham, then still atown heavily dominated
by its industrial past. As achorister at Christ
Church Cathedral School in Oxford, he soon
lost his northern accent and as an
undergraduate at the university his ability,
wit and likeable personality proved an entrée
to fashionable, upper-class, intellectual
society, as exemplified by the Sitwells. They
and that society supported him for many
years after leaving Oxford; it was only when
he began to write music for films in the late
'30's that he became financially independent
of others. Emotionally he was still tied to that
circle, as is attested by his stream of liaisons
with wealthy and titled ladies during this
period: the First Symphony has as its
background the breakdown of one such
relationship and the inauguration of another.
Unlike some of the others of this group,
however, Walton had too much talent to be
discounted as asocialite poseur. The works
of the period, from Façade and Portsmouth
Pointto the Concertos for Viola, and Violin
illustrate the range of his talent and his
growing technical expertise.
The ' high life' was to change with atrip to
Buenos Aires. There he met and almost
immediately proposed to the sparkling lady
who had to become his wife. They soon
moved away from London and found a
derelict plot of land on the Italian island of
Ischia. Here they spent many years creating
their magnificent home and gardens, during
which time Walton's music became
substantially different.
The lack of popular success for the opera
Troilus and Cressida, composed at Ischia,
had agreat effect on Walton, and as a
consequence he began to pare away the
comparatively facile compositional
technique he had been forced to adopt for
the exigences of film music. Yet the more
profound and austere nature of such
subsequent works as the Cello Concerto and
Second Symphony has still to be fully
accepted by the general listening public—
recordings of his earlier works are still more
numerous than those of his later pieces, and
sales are greater— but some of his finest
music is to be found here.
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NOTES
Walton produced little new in the last ten
years of his life, devoting more time to
arranging some of his earlier works. Despite
this, his overall output is fairly extensive,
especially considering his slow and
painstaking speed of composition, and is of a
consistently high standard.
Knighted in 1952 and awarded an OM in
1968, Walton's chief honours have come
from the devotion of musicians willing to
play his music and audiences wishing to
hear it: the number of world- ranking
conductors who still want to conduct and
record his music bears witness to the regard
in which his work is held. With pieces like
Façade, the First Symphony, Belshazzar's
Feast, and the three string concertos,
Walton's lasting place in the standard
repertoire and the affection of the musicloving public is assured.
Doug Hammond

Cathy Barbarian ( 1928- 1983)
In March, the American singer Cathy
Berberian, renowned for her exciting and
innovative vocal virtuosity, especially in the
field of modern music, died at the tragically
early age of 54.
Her training in mime and opera at
Columbia and New York Universities, and
her study of Hindu and Spanish dance, stood
her in good stead for her early work as
soloist with an Armenian Dance Group. After
further vocal studies in Milan she made her
début in Naples in 1957. The following year
saw her début in Rome, at aJohn Cage
concert, in which she sang his Aria with
Fontana Mix. Her marriage to Berio from
1950 to 1966 marked one of the most
exciting musical partnerships of the century.
Inspired by her virtuosity, daring, and wit,
Berio wrote Circles, Sequenza 111, Visage
and Recital 1specially for her— her American
début at Tanglewood was with Circles in
1960. So widely admired was her talent that
Stravinsky, Henze, and Haubenstock-Ramati
also wrote works for her, but it was with
music such as Ives' songs and Berio's Folk
Songs that she established an enviable
reputation for extreme flexibility of idiom.
This was reflected in her peculiarly diverse
repertoire, which included seventeenthcentury opera, folksongs and salon pieces.
Her contribution to all these genres was
unique and therefore irreplaceable.
Barbara Jahn

-------Opera Rara, for many years purveyors of the
rarest birds in the musical firmament,
launches this month its most ambitious
project: along-term record of 100 Years of
Italian Opera, which aims to trace the
development of the medium from 1800 to
1900 and to represent the composers, major
and minor, who dominated European
theatres with music rarely, if ever heard, in
our century. In volumes to come, Donizetti
and Verdi will be featured. ' We will include a
piece from every Donizetti opera which
hasn't yet been recorded', threatens Patric
Schmid, Opera Rara's artistic director, but
the most fascinating aspect of the enterprise
will be the also-rans and runners-up who
never quite made it into the international
repertoire.
Take the first volume, for instance, which
covers the decade 1800 to 1810: Gemarosa
(d.1801) is there with his final opera seria,
Artemisia, and Paisiello, Mayr, Paër and
Zingarelli, ( the teacher of Bellini and
Mercadante) get alook- in too. But what of
Fioravanti, Portogallo, Luigi, not to be
confused with Giuseppe, Mosca, Righini and
Lavigna? Schmid explains: ' Mosca's Isposi
in cimento (
The Troubled Marriage) was
the first opera of the century. Actually it was
performed on New Year's Eve, 1799 but we
figured that by the time the performance,
with aballet and everything, had finished it
would be well past midnight. Righini's
Gerusalemme libe rata is afascinating piece
with the finest string writing of the
collection. There is amarvellous duet for
Della Jones and Eiddwen Harrhy from
Lavigna's Hoango— an italianisation of the
Chinese Wang- Ho! — and adelightful trio
from Fioravanti's Ivirtuosi ambulanti in
which Russell Smythe gives asinging lesson
to Sandra Dugdale and Marilyn Hill- Smith'.
Much of the material for the first volume
derives from Opera Rara's vast collection of
19th Century manuscripts, often of single
items from these operas, and Schmid says
that the project is partially ajustification for
'having all those things'. Other gems from
their collection include ' acharming comic
opera' by Pucita, La caccia di Enrico Quatro
(Henry IV's Hunt), Portogallo's La
Semiramide, written for the self-styled
'world's first singer' Angelica Catalani, whose
features grace the box cover, and aparody
piece by one Gnecco which rejoices in the
title La prima prova dell'opera Gli Orazi ei
Curiazi (
The First Rehearsal of
)
Opera Rara's admirable policy of using
young British singers in major Italian rôles is
extended here. In addition to the above
mentioned, the series will feature among
others, Yvonne Kenny, Keith Lewis, Diana
Montague, Robin Leggate and Roderick
Earle, excellent artists all who rarely get an
opportunity to record opera.
Each volume of ' 100 Years' will include
typically thorough Opera Rara
documentation. Jeremy Commons, aNew
Zealand university English lecturer and ' bel
canto' expert, has compiled and written the
extensive notes on each item with historical
information about the operas and
substantial biographies of all of the
composers. He looks forward with
enthusiasm for the next 90 years, tempered
with some trepidation about the volume of
work it will entail. Schmid feels that ' It will
get easier from now on', though, as Opera
Rara enters the period it has done so much
to bring to life on stage, in concert and lately
on disc.
Hugh Canning
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See the pure. white picture below?
Please empty adirty ashtray over it.
You'll have soiled it just as effectively as inferior
audio equipment soils the quality of the music it plays.
Now, please visit your nearest Luxman dealer.
Ask him to let you hear the latest range of
Luxman Hi Fi equipment.
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He won't be ab:e to.
That's because with Luxman you hear the music,
and not the equipment.
And that's because Luxman Hi Fi is so free of the
impurities that mar the performance of ordinary Hi Fi.
So if you're dedicated to pure music, you now
know who's dedicated to pure audio.

Pictured above: from the new Luxman ' Contemporary' Series, the RXI02 70 watts
per channel Receiver and matching KX 102 Cassette Deck featuring both Dolby and dbx noise reduction.
For full details of the Luxman range write to HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717
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MAXELL MX. The ultimate in cassette performance.
With Maxell Metal MX cassettes you can capture all the dynamic
excitement provided by high quality sound sources — high-speed masters,
direct cuts, or even live material. So great is the dynamic range of MX tape that
its performance approaches reel-to-reel.
Record on MX cassettes, and you can put higher levels of music in without
distorticen, and achieve more accurate response across the whole frequency
range. MX tape is particularly good, too, at handling high-level high frequency
transients— like claslung cymbals, for example— so that they don't get squashed.
This superb high frequency performance means that you get far better
definition, so that you can clearly pick out individual instruments when you
play back arecording.
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MAXELL XLII.
Outstanding low-noise reproduction in the Chrome position.
XLII is particularly useful when you want to record music which has
alot of high frequencies but is comparatively low in volume. Its exceptionally
low level of noise makes it well suited to the solo instruments for example, which
can be recorded free of irritating hiss. Performance in middle and low frequencies is excellent, too, thanks to the Epitaxial formulation of the tape.
MAXELL XLIS. Making the most of the Normal position.
If you listen to music with alot of dynamic bass and mid-range, and want
to capture its full punch without ending up with adull, muddy sound XLISis
the tape for you. Like the outstanding XLII and XLIIS, XLISuses the unique
Maxell Epitaxial particles, plus new binder and coating technology.
These developments result in awide dynamic range and low distortion,
and make this the finest tape available in its class. •
MAXELL XLI. A wider dynamic range.
An excellent tape for all music recording. It gives aclear, natural,
distortion-free sound, and has all the advantages of Epitaxial tapes.
MAXELL UD. Dynamic and clear performance.
If what you want to record has both high and low level passages, together
with dramatic crescendos that strain the limits of ordinary tapes, UD makes
an excellent choice. Maxell's unique PX Gamma Ferric Oxide particles produce
aperformance unrivalled by conventional Normal position tapes: clear, bright,
and noise free.
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MAXELL XLIIS.
Superb high-frequency performance in the Chrome position.
XLIISEpitaxial tape is particularly good at capturing all the dynamic
high-frequency vitality of brass instruments and electronic instruments in
contemporary music, and at achieving low-noise reproduction of low-level
music. Dynamic range is excellent and XLIIScassettes give you brilliant highfrequency recording, with all the nuances and tonal colour of each instrument
faithfully reproduced. Distortion is low, and print-through has been improved,
preventing echo and change of sound quality with extended storage.
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MAXELL UL. An economical, ultra low noise, general purpose tape.
Maxell UL tape is designed for general purpose recording jobs where
high quality, long life and extreme dependability are important.
Noise is very low, and high frequency response substantially better than
tapes of this class. A cost-effective choice, Maxell UL tape is manufactured to
exactly the same standards as top-of-the-line Maxell cassettes, ensuring faithful
reproduction, time after time.
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Elk the sound barrier.

Making superb quality recordings is easy when you
switch to Maxell cassettes.
Each one has an impeccably engineered cassette shell,
guaranteeing smooth, precise operations for years to come.
They're all specially designed to have awide bias
latitude, so they'll suit just about any equipment.
And between them, their different tape formulations
will give you the exact characteristics you need to make the
most out of your source material and your equipment.
In fact, there's only one problem: choosing the
right cassette.
On the left, you'll see one solution: aquick guide to
the Maxell range.
And if you write to us, or pop round to your nearest
audio dealer, you can pick up another: the new Maxell Audio
Cassette
tte Guide, which will tell
everything you need to
know to choose exactly what Break the sound barrier.
you want from the range.

'
flaxen

Maxell ( UK)Ltd., 1Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex 11M 3AF. Tel: 01-423 0688.
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THE MYSTIC

Adrian Orlowski looks at the career on record of Van
Morrison

I

T WOULD BE TEMPTING to begin alook
at the music of Van Morrison by listing
the man's achievements. Tempting,
because first it's usual to set out the thesis
before demonstrating it; and second ; it
would be easy to string together art impressive skein of superlatives with which few who
know the music would disagree. But having
had the temerity to venture outside the
music in search of the man, Icannot think of
a faster or surer way of getting off on the
wrong foot. With Van Morrison you don't
straightforwardly apply the normal criteria of
what makes atop pop music performer ie,
number of records sold, quantity of press
copy written about him, etc...
So, to begin at the beginning, Van Morrison was born in Belfast, 31st August 1945,
the birth certificate recording his name as,
George Ivan Morrison. His education 'in ,
music started at an early age: his mother

was a jazz/blues singer, his father a keen
collector of the music of both blacks and
whites in the southern US states. By
accounts the young Van Morrison loved this
music immensely, and would demand to
hear particular records before being hauled
off to bed in the way most kids have a
favourite bedtime story. When he was about
12, inspired by the music he heard at home,
he took up saxophone, guitar, and harmonica, and began playing in groups. And at
the age of 15, upon leaving school, he turned
professional musician.
For three years he eked out aliving touring
England and West Germany, playing clubs
and US Army bases, even cutting a single
with his group the Monarchs, and generally
getting experience under his belt. Late in ' 63
the impetus of meeting personally several of
the legendary bluesmen who were stopping
over in Belfast on their way to Europe at this

time ( see Barry Fox's article on live jazz
HFN/RR, January, for background), plus his
growing ambition to determine his own
musical course, led him to form his own
band. The outcome, Them, comprised Morrison with two ex- Monarchs and two other
musician friends. Their expertise with the
increasingly popular rhythm and blues
music got them the residency at the R&B
Club at Belfast's Maritime Hotel — much as
the Rolling stones did at around the same
time at the Marquee Club in London. The
music Them played was essentially blues
improvisations.
Word got about, very soon they had a
recording contract with Decca, and in late ' 64
their second single release catapulted Them
into national prominence. Their version of
the blues standard ' Baby Please Don't Go'
reached the top ten, having also been
chosen as the theme tune to the TV pop
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series Ready, Steady, Go. Several more hit
singles followed including such period rockers as ' Here Comes the Night', ' One More
Time', ' Mystic Eyes', and ' Gloria'. Two
albums, Them (
1965) and Them Again
(1966), appeared to consolidate this success,
and included several original Morrison
songs. But the success was brief, illusory —
and bitter. After the first album two members of the band had quit, and only contractual obligations prevented Van Morrison
from joining them.
Roy Carr, writing in New Musical Express,
described the group at the time: 'Them were
the archetypal morose British R'n'B club
band: an ill- matched bunch of imageless
transport-caff cowboys with clapped- out
equipment who achieved some degree of
immortality and notoriety in spite of their
sullen selves.' That suggests Them were so
thick they couldn't even appreciate the
career favours their record company was
doing them — the charity of that remark is
entirely misplaced. In fact the record company merely wanted raw material from
which its producers could shape asound and
and an image that would fit the market, or
rather, their perceptions of it a generation
adrift. And that is exactly what happened.
Them, largely, and Them Again, virtually
totally, comprise the backing work of session
musicians ( Jimmy Page, later of Led Zeppelin, among them). It is true these records
sold, but it's also true that outside the studio,
free to play the way they wanted to, Them
were undoubtedly apopular group. That was
demonstrated not least by their US tour of
1966, when they played three weeks on
Sunset Strip, Hollywood, headlining a bill
that included such notable rock acts as the
Doors and Captain Beefheart. But after that
tour Van Morrison disbanded Them, not
relishing further dealings with a business
that had palpably demonstrated it could be
as sinister and underhand with its artistes as
Hollywood itself in the days of the movie
moguls.
The landscape of rock is littered with many
accident cases, musicians who have either
quit as a result of such an experience
(perhaps with extreme prejudice) or taken
the easy way out, compromising their music
and, as ghostly parodies of their former
selves, continued to career blindly about for
years issuing music of little intrinsic worth,
and cynically amassing not inconsiderable
wealth for themselves and their masters.
Van Morrison decided he was not prepared
to do the latte'r, but neither did he quit.
Like some of his forebears had done in
response to troubles at home ( for Van,
besides the experience at the hands of the
music business, the grim mood in Belfast
that would shortly precipitate as civil war in
all but name), Van Morrison moved to the
US. It was a move of symbolic importance
that would singularly shape his future creative work. He had an invitation to record his
own songs, no-frills fashion, from Bert
Berns, aproducer ( and songwriter in his own
right) who had been involved in Them
sessions and who had just started his own
Bang/Shout label in New York.
The collaboration with Berns lasted
through 1967 until aheart attack prematurely
ended Berns' life in December. Van notched
up asuccessful single with ' Brown Eyed Girl'
and completed two albums, mainly collections of singles material, but continued to
find Bang's freer but still commercial
orientation not to his taste. For his own
edification he put together atrio comprising
himself on guitar, plus flute and double bass,
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and began playing the lively ( collegiate)
Cambridge/Boston area of the East Coast. He
also wrote and performed the songs that
would make up the Astral Weeks album.
Many musicians came along to see him at

'The landscape of rock is littered
with many accident cases.
this time, including Jimi Hendrix, but so did
Joe Smith, President of Warner Brothers,
who sorted out Van's stay in the US and for
whom he would record for the next ten
years.
Astral Weeks, released in 1968, uses that
instrumen:al backing, plus drums, percussion, harpsichord, and strings and brass.
Loosely arranged as a quasi- operatic sequence ( side 1is titled ' In the Beginning', side 2
'Afterwards'), one can just about trace the
progression of a life from before birth
('Astral Weeks'), through childhood (' Beside
You', ' Sweet Thing'), early adulthood ('The
Way Young Lovers Do'), and what seems to
be premature death ( or perdition) on
'Madame George' and ' Slim Slow Slider'. It
is both an actual journey of real emotions
experienced at different stages of life, and an
allegory about self-transformation derived
from his own recent experiences. But
whichever intellectual construct one wants
to impose on the album, musically it is an
involving and moving experience of stark,
almost painful, emotional directness, where
soaring joy and searing melancholy intermingle, where gain also implies loss, and
where the only real truth is the one that
comes from an entirely open heart.
Over simple chord changes, Morrison
intones in avocal style that borrows much of
the scat singing and ad lib phrasing style of
blues, lyrics whose poetry suggests they are
clearly heir to the tradition of Morrison's
countrymen Hopkins, Yeats, and Joyce.
From ' Astral Weeks' an example:
If I ventured in the slipstream between
the viaducts of your dreams,
Where immobile steel rims crack, and the
ditch in the back roads stop,
Could you find me, would you kiss-a my
eyes,
And lay me down in silence easy, to be
born again.
From the far side of the ocean if Iput the
wheels in motion,
And Istand with my arms behind me and
push another door,
Could you find me.
The whole of Astral Weeks breathes a
bitter-sweet romanticism, but it's far away
from standard sentimental stuff. The ' you'
and ' I' references become clear when the
stunning conjunction of opening images
makes way for the theme of the song:

There you go standing with the look of
avarice,
A- talking to Huddie Leadbelly a-showing
pictures on the wall,
A- whispering in the halls, and pointing a
finger at me...
And here Iam, standing in your sad arrest,
trying to do my very best,
Looking straight at you, and coming
through, darlin',
To be born again...
I'm nothing but a stranger in this world,
I got a home on high... way up in
heaven . .
Huddie ' Leadbelly' Leadbetter was a notable bluesman, whose example inspired
Morrison to take up the guitar. The author of
the song is Van Morrison's soul, addressing
itself to the man.
I've picked on this theme of Astral Weeks—
personal spiritual transformation — because
it is doubtful if Morrison's most up-to-date
work can be appreciated unless its importance is recognised; otherwise one must
circumscribe the man as ( merely) atalented
interpreter of blues/soul music. At any rate,
the critics had no problem appreciating
Astral Weeks, its effect being without exception devastating. The public, though, virtually without exception missed it, and it still
remains, despite Van Morrison's subsequent
espousal by them, a near- secret. But for Van
himself it did nothing to confirm that there
was an audience who would give him a
hearing.
His intention, then, with his next record,
Moondance, released in 1970, was simply to
produce a pleasing album of good songs. In
this he succeeded handsomely, and it got to
gathering the audience, slowly, that had
failed to latch onto Astral Weeks. Critics were
again impressed, rating it as highly as his
earlier album, though the two are as diff-

erent as a tulip and a rose, if aesthetically
indistinguishable. Moondance picks up the
heart-warming blues/soul of ' The Way
Young Lovers Do' off Astral Weeks and
develops it in a number of different styles
and subjects, infusing all with a sparkling
effervescent positivism. If ' And It Stoned
Me', the opening track ( about appreciating
natural phenomena — in this case rain) sets
the tone, ' Brand New Day' on side 2 is the
key, explaining how he came about his new
found optimism.
For all its sensuous and romantic preoccupations ( romantic in ageneral as well as a
specific sense), Moondance also includes a
reference to the ineffable. ' Into the Mystic'
has a lyric of such profound ambiguity that
one imagines the most practised exponent
of ' planned indecisiveness' as apoetic form,
Wallace Stevens, could be envious. Is it for
instance: We were borne before the wind/All
73
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so younger than the son/Ere the bonny boat
was won/As we sailed Into The Mystic? or
We were born before the wind/Also younger
than the sun/Ere the bonny boat was one/As
we sailed...? Whatever the case, the
diversity and inspiration of Moondance, its
style and its soul, and the simple rightness of
the arrangements with its delightful trills and
musical ornamentation, make it for many
listeners Van Morrison's most pleasureable
all-round album.
At this point in his career Van Morrison,
still hardly awell known rock figure, became
fashionable. His old R&B credentials, his
obscurity, and his two superb solo albums
that seemed to personify the disorientating
hippy cultural experience and its aftermath
of self awareness, made him the paradigm of
early ' 70s radical chic. Undoubtedly this turn
of affairs helped promote his music, and the
music was largely very good indeed, but it
brought in a lot of hype, mythology, and
blatant disinformation about Van Morrison.
Having shown he would not play the dog in
the manger for record companies, he found
himself growing progressively displeased
with the media, and he remains to date
cagey as far as the press is concerned, and
extremely reluctant to give interviews.
His next two albums were, not unexpectedly in the light of the growing Van
Morrison cult, also very well received. Morrison on the other hand has a relatively low
regard for them, disowning the first as a
commercial necessity that he lost artistic
control of, and describing the second in an
off- hand way as ' songs left over from
before'. Van Morrison: His Band and the
Street Choir (
1970) comprises for the most
part skilful, feisty blues workouts; Tupelo
Honey (
1971) is approaching a country and
western album in feel. There are some good
songs on both albums — ' Domino' and ' Blue
Money' from Street Choir were minor hits as
singles, and ' Moonshine Whiskey' — but
neither has the magic touch of Astral Weeks
or Moondance.
The real successor to those is 1972's Saint
Dominic's Preview, with Morrison showing
himself entirely confident, and even managing to find space to comment acerbically on
the media and the people generating the
myth. The reception referred to by the title
track he notes is attended by people —
no-one making no commitments to anybody
but themselves... everybody so determined not to feel anyone else's pain. Saint
Dominic's Preview is a dynamic, thrusting
album. It has all the panache of Moondance
but with a harder, more cutting edge. Morrison is in serious mood on this album, which
has little of the carefree spirit of earlier
works, though ' Gypsy' and ' Redwood Tree'
are exceptions as personal reminiscences.
As for his songs, and his singing, Morrison
achieves new heights with the long tracks
'Listen to the Lion' and ' Almost Independence Day'. The latter is a highly effective
piece of mood creation, with stream- ofconsciousness lyrics recalling Astral Weeks,
a simple but utterly effective synthesiser
part, and a chord sequence that starts in an
unsettled minor mode and breaks splendidly
into a major key when the celebration fireworks go off. ' Listen to the Lion' ranks both
as a milestone and asuperb example of Van
Morrison's artistic and vocal genius ( and an
excellent essay in rock music dynamics).
Essentially a voyage of self-discovery acted
out in the present, it has alove- lost Morrison
resolving ' Ishall search my soul for the lion
inside of me', and then finds him actually
unleashing the lion in avocal part that rends
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language in the effort to present it. Besides
featuring some of the best drumming ever to
appear on a rock record ' Listen to the Lion'
creates a powerful emotion akin to being
placed in a freezing inferno that is unique,
not just to rock, but perhaps to the entirety of
Western music ( any raises on one bet of
Scriabin?).
Hard Nose the Highway, recorded in his
own studio in California and released in
1973, is the first album on which Morrison
finally achieves full artistic control of his
music. It is perhaps, too, the record to go to
for a broad statement of beliefs from the
man, for people who scrutinise printed rock
lyrics for messages. The title track refers
simply to the need to make efforts to gain
personal satisfaction. Other themes include
'The Great Deception' and 'Wild Children' (
ie,
children of the post-war generation), and

'He remains . . . cagey as far as the
press is concerned and.
reluctant to give interviews'
criticisms of ' plastic revolutionaries' and
'so-called hippies'. But curiously, Van Morrison chose to make someone else's song the
main statement of the album. ' Bein' Green'
(Joe Raposo) is Kermit the Frog's song from
the children's TV series Sesame Street: It's
not that easy Bein' Green. .. people tend to
pass you over .... [
but] / am Green and it'll
do fine, it's beautiful, And Ithink it's what
want to be. No need to rack your brains over
that one!
Despite the album's concerns with hypocrisy and immorality, there are also some of
his sweeter, more personal songs, including
'Purple Heather' ( his arrangement of F.
McPeake's 'Wild Mountain Thyme'), and an
atmospheric sketch of ' Snow in San
Anselmo' ( when it snowed for the first time
in 30 years) which includes the Oakland
Symphony Chamber Chorus. Yet the whole
is an attractive album and hangs together in
a satisfying way, even if it doesn't carry the
emotional charge of some earlier albums,
and there is no doubt Morrison was fully
behind it from inception to realisation.
The end of Van Morrison's long wait for
artistic self-determination was matched by
renewed enthusiasm for performing — his
Caledonia Soul Orchestra, as it was called,
was probably his best backing band to date —
and it seemed appropriate finally to let
people hear him the way he would prefer to
be recorded were it at all possible, live in
concert. Thus the double It's Too Late to
Stop Now of 1974 came about, recorded at
concerts in Los Angeles, Santa Monica, and

the Rainbow, London. It contains ( some of)
the cream of Van Morrison songs, plus
numbers by Ray Charles, Sam Cooke, Willie
Dixon, Bobby Blue Bland, Sonny Boy
Williamson — all blues artists long admired
and respected by Morrison. By rock standards it is a very fine live album, an indication of the care put into it being the exclusion
of ' Moondance' because of one wrong note.
That speaks legions about Morrison the
artiste. He is a perfectionist by desire, but
also a musician who by nature looks foremost for spontaneity. He keeps rehearsals to
a minimum, and warming up for a concert
generally consists of sending out the band
for two or three numbers by itself.Typically,
on stage Morrison is quickly down to business, making no non-musical efforts at rapport with his audience, speaking little, and
even largely eschewing eye contact. Yet old
hands number his concerts among some of
the best, and about the only problem convincing audiences arises with poor PA system, that wreak havoc with his music
because so much of it is contained in
nuances of vocal and instrumental performance.
Too Late marks a high point in the media
adulation bestowed on Morrison; even the
Financial Times thought it fit to inform its
readers of his concerts. Yet so much was
based on hearsay repetition that at the time
he could walk through the middle of his own
press conference twice in the space of five
minutes without being recognised. In an
effort to stem the tide, he was obliged to
issue a72- page reference press book entitled
Reliable Sources — a remarkable deflating
press release when most rock press releases
are only concerned with seeing how far they
can inflate the balloon without anyone sticking a pin into it. While it cooled journalistic
ardour, his reputation nevertheless
remained high.
Towards the end of ' 73 Van Morrison
returned to his native Ireland for a holiday
and to visit friends. It was the first time he'd
been back in seven years, and its effect on
him was to inspire some eight songs in a
three-week period, these becoming 1975's
Veedon Fleece. It is areflective, introspective
Van Morrison, and in many ways harks back
to the simple directness of Astral Weeks. The
musical arrangements are unelaborate, even
if songs like ' Fair Play' and ' Country Fair' are
typical Morrison. It stands as his personal
dedication to Ireland.
Likewise his following album of 1977 In A
Period of Transition could be said to be his
dedication to his R&B roots. Again the
arrangements are simple and the music
breaks no new ground, being Morrison's
own recreation of the best late ' 50s blues by
masters such as Muddy Waters and B.B.
King, which it equals in authenticity. But
despite one or two neat touches, such as the
a capella gospel choir intro to ' Eternal
Kansas City', the mere complete thoroughness of the music gives the impression it is
marking time waiting for something to
catalyse the transition across the new rock
music epicentre that marked the incipient
arrival of the punk thrash. If that is so, it is
still in the offing as regards Wavelength
(1978). To give it due regard, Wavelength is a
stylish album, a descendent of Moondance
and Saint Dominic's Preview, and it wears
better with time than what is generally
received from critics. It too, however, fails to
spark, and many fans must have wondered
finally with 1979's Into the Music whether
Morrison was capable of harnessing the
tiger that burned
between ' 68
75
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NAD 2150Power Amp
NAD 1020PreAmp
NAD4020A Tuner
NAD4150Tuner
NAD 7120Receiver
NAD 7150Receiver
NAD6040ACassetteDeck
NAD6050CCassetteDeck
NAD 6150CCa ssette Deck

Marantz CD 73
£529.00
Software available from stock or
special order

Yamaha

£99.50

Additional Tonearn,

£549.00
£499.00

The ideal components to start off your
HiFi system.

£ 109.00
£ 199.00
£149.00
£77.00
£ 109.00
£ 169.00
£ 179.00
£308.00
£119.00
£159.00
£199.00

Marantz PM310 Amplifier
AR 8LS.Spea kers
Due CS 505 Turntable

£239.95

Nakamichi
The finest range of cassette decks in the world.
We offer awide selection of speakers from all the leading manufacturers
including ROGERS, AR, KEF, OMAR, DEAN, HARBETH, VVHARFEDALE,
CELESTION, JBL, BOSTON ACOUSTICS and MORDAUNT SHORT
Now on Demo Rogers Studio l's with The Rock turntable.

Nakamichi BX-2

The latest cassette deck from Nakamichi, the BX-2 is a2- head machine offering
simplified features, functions and operation while providing ' Nakamichi'
performance reproduction. The BX-2 also offers Dolby Band C, memory play
and rec mute.

£259.00

Nakamichi BX-1
Nakarnichi LX-3
Nakamichi LX- 5
Nakamichi 700ZXE

£209.00
£359.00
£579.00
£899.00

Mail Order
"

Nakarruchi DRAGON. £ 1099.00
Nakamichi 700ZXL

....£ 1199.00

Nakamichi 1000ZXL £ 1925.00

1000ZXL Gold Plated .. U899.00

Turntables
The Rock
£ 550.00
(On demo with Rogers Studio l's)
Ariston RD80
AristonRD11
Dual 505

£229.00
£359.00
£89.00
£99.95

Ariston RD40
We also stock afull range of Arms and
Cartridges.

STOP PRESS.

PINK TRIANGLE AND OAK TURNTABLES
ON DEMO FROM THIS MONTH.

All the items in this advertisement are available by mail order. Phone Jim Langley Mail Order department on 0923 26169. Same day despatch
subject to availability by Roadrunner. Carriage £ 5.25 per 25 Kilos.

68 High Street, Watford. Tel: 0923 26169
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TREVOR PINNOCK

TALKS TO HUGH CANNING

S

CORES, ANCIENT and modern, lie piled
high on the piano and floor of Trevor
Pinnock's living- room- cum- studio. His
'bedroom' is a specially constructed loft
overhead. It all gives off the atmosphere of
an 18th century existence, where living and
working are combined. Pinnock, harpsichordist/director of the decade- old English Concert, confesses frankly to his musical leanings, calling himself an ' early 18th century
musical being', and this is of course predominantly the field he has charted in his
regular appearances on the South Bank with
his band of ' original' instrumentalists, and
on his recordings for the Archiv label.
Since the heady pioneering days of the
early music movement, when Harnoncourt,
Leonhardt and Bruggen dominated the terrain, the borders of ' early' have been rolled
backwards into the musical ' prehistoric' days
of medieval monks ana troubadours and
forwards into the realms of the classicals and
romantics, with ' authentic' performances of
Beethoven concertos on Broadwoods.
Trevor Pinnock, however, remains rooted in
the first two quarters of the 18th century, the
High Baroque in musical terms.
In recent years he has been building up his
recorded repertoire with the major project of
enshrining on disc the major orchestral
works of Handel and Bach in time for the
1985 tercentenary celebrations of both composers. He is well under way, with the Bach
Harpsichord Concertos, the Orchestral
Suites, and most recently the Brandenburgs
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and Handel Op. 6 Concerti Grossi already
released, and over the next two years he will
fill the gaps. Archiv, he says, were particularly keen to replace this repertoire with performances on early instruments and he was
happy to oblige. Talking to him about the
relative merits of performance on conventional orchestral instruments, I was surprised at his openness of mind on the thorny
issue of authenticity.
'It has always been my aim that this
making of what people call " early music" on
old instruments should just be a natural part
of mainstream music- making. In a way, the
decision of what instrument one wants to
play is a private matter. One plays a period
instrument because one thinks it is the best
tool for the job, but this doesn't discount the
playing of modern instruments. It is perfectly
possible to perform all the music we play
sensitively and musically on modern instruments, but Ithink the specialist will find that
the old instrument is the most suited to the
purpose.'
When he formed The English Concert back
in 1973, Trevor Pinnock was aware that he
could play Handel and Bach on modern
instruments but felt that sometimes he was
compromising the instruments to suit the
music, or the music to suit the instruments.
'Initially, it was jolly hard work trying to
discover the secrets of the old instruments.
We had to redevelop our techniques in order
to draw the expression out of them. It
certainly didn't give itself just like that. On

the one hand we knew we mustn't play them
like modern instruments because one just
killed the sound. On the other hand, Ithink
we were over-cautious in avoiding what we
felt were modern devices of expression, to
get the purity of sound from them. Over the
years, of course, they have become our
natural means of expression — they've gone
beyond being " historical" instruments —
they are simply the natural tools of our
trade.'
He acknowledges that many of the earlier
performers on old instruments took time to
gain mastery over their instruments, but
now standards of playing are much higher,
even though the pool of musicians available
to other groups — the Academy of Ancient
Music and the English Baroque Soloists — as
well as The English Concert, remains limited.
Pinnock is convinced, nevertheless, that the
years of redevelopment and experimentation were worth the long-term rewards the
instruments have yielded. ' One can say that
the violin has been made to accept a much
greater tension than it had in the 18th
Century and now produces a bigger but less
subtle sound at alower level. No, Ishouldn't
have said a less subtle sound — that's quite
the wrong term — but it does not have the
same clarity and lightness. You only have to
listen to a good modern orchestra and a
good baroque orchestra playing afast movement. We find that the inner parts can be
heard much better with baroque instruments.'
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ALPINE CASSETTE DECKS
FOR PEAK PERFORMANCE
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Times chan e values don't

Denon ha considerable experience in Japan's acoustic
industry. The comp ywas established in 1910 when it was the first
Japanese company th sell gramophones and single sided disc records.
In 1958 it was the first company to sell aJapanese-made stereo
phonograph and in 1972 introduced the world's first professional
PCM tape recorder.
Denon products, ranging from professional recording
equipment to hi-fi components, reflect the highest levels of quality
and technology.
The Denon hi-fi range includes turntables, cartridge
amplifiers, tuners, receivers, cassette decks, reel-to-reel recorders,
loudspeakers and Compact Disc players. On the software side
Denon manufacture tapes, Compact Discs and PCM records.
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and ' 73.
In retrospect, Common One (
1980) can be
seen to mark, indistinctly, a turning point,
with Morrison gathering together a new
group and negotiating a change of record
label. An album which innovatively attempts
to put black gospel music in an English
pastoral setting, it is most notable for two
things: Van Morrison the accomplished gospel singer; and embarrassingly patchy lyrics.
The theme of the sprawling songs is peace of
mind— aparticularly poignant topic one feels
when the artist's creative inspiration is at a
low ebb. But despite one or two stand- out
songs, the general impression, though not a
particularly pretty one, is of seeking rather
than finding it.
Beautiful Vision (
1982) indicates that
inspiration has been found. Vibrance, melodic richness, fresh imagery, and a pareddown, more urgent sound show a refreshed
Van Morrison. Several songs, most notably
'Vanloose Stairway' rank with the best he
has written, although the self-possessed
cool of old is entirely gone, replaced with a
religious awe and fervour. Even ' Cleaning
Windows', an adolescent Belfast reminiscence which would formerly have been treated romantically, now exudes noble devotion. It had certain critics referring to 'those
vague bromides favoured by Bob Dylan' —
though that depends somewhat on the credence one might give to his acknowledged
source of inspiration and imagery, a pretentious ( though by no means entirely vacuous)
tract of esotericism by Alice Bailey entitled
Glamour: A World Problem. But on an
immediate level, Beautiful Vision can be
straightforwardly enjoyed for the music as
Van Morrison's best album for several years.
His follow-up of this year, Inarticulate
Speech of the Heart, besides seeing afurther
evolution of the Van Morrison sound, also
raises problems of appreciation, of which the
title, the cover, and its dedication to exScientologist L. Ron Hubbard are merely the

Listening to the brilliant sparkle of the
Allegro movements in The English Concert's
recent set of Handel's Op. 6Concerti Grossi,
(Archiv 2742 002, 3 discs), Iknow what he
means. Pinnock remains generous, however,
in his assessment of ' good modern chamber
orchestras'. He says he and his orchestra like
to approach baroque music through baroque
eyes but other approaches are both possible
and valid. ' When I say that, it's only a
half-truth because, thank goodness, we can't
help being 20th century people with the
knowledge of music- making that has gone
on since the baroque era. You know, it brings
in the whole question of " authenticity". Any
performance transcends time and the fact
that we play Bach on period instruments
doesn't make it any more authentic than if
we were playing on other sorts of instruments. You can't actually get the same
timbre from modern instruments but you
can achieve the same spirit, and Ithink there
have probably been more authentic performances on modern instruments than some on
old instruments.'
If this sounds like heresy from an ' early'
musician, then at least it demonstrates Pinnock's respect for absolute musical values
above the trappings of period colour. He has
no desire, as yet, to explore the early 19th
century repertoire and is happy for other
groups to survey that territory but he has
made inroads into the Classical age in his
live concerts. Alongside the Grand Handel/
Bach Plan — the complete Water Music and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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start. Morrison's continuing self- steeping in
metaphysics for this record has succeeded in
his reproducing here both the best and the
worst of such an interest ( mainly the latter).
Droning synthesiser harmonies, ' sing along'
anthems, incidental- music type
instrumentals, ( with Morrison on saxophone), trite lyrics, plus a ( was it intentional?) ' muzak mix' recording balance,
make for atranspersonal music that is totally
banal. Yet in places Morrison does manage
in his presumed objective of making the
transcendental human — rather than making
godly the lowest common interpersonal
denominator — and the result is magic. ' Rave
on, John Donne', for example, is simul-

taneously a remarkably audacious plea on
behalf of allowing metaphysical feeling
power us in the atomic and nuclear age, an
overview of its influence as an idea in history
since Donne's time, and a powerful lyrical
and musical expression of that feeling itself.
What Inarticulate Speech does show,
though, is that after 20 years of recording
Morrison is by no means creatively burnt
out. Over that period he has produced a
consistently high standard of music, a more
than average proportion of it of exceptional
quality for amusician in the rock field. And to
bring in the title of this piece, it is perhaps
the best documented authentic portrayal of a
modern journey in the mystic.

VAN MORRISON (id THEM) DISCOGRAPHY
(LP records only)
Them
Decca LK4700
Them Again
Decca LK4751
Blowin' Your Mind
Decca HAZ8346
The Best of Van Morrison Decca HAZ8346
Astral Weeks
Warner Brothers K46024
Moendance
Warner Brothers K46040
His Band and the Street Choir
Warner Brothers K46066
Tupelo Honey
Warner Brothers K46114
Saint Dominic's Preview
Warner Brothers K46172
Hard Nose the Highway
Warner Brothers K46242
Various other Van Morrison/Them records
may be available, cg, Them Featuring Van
Morrison, T.B. Sheets. These have been
released without his knowledge or approval.
*Available on Compact Disc.
Sound quality: Depending on matrix
number ( left- side digits of the numerical
code) the sound quality improves going back
to Astral Weeks, almost A*. The two latest
Mercury releases merit no better than C,
Inarticulate Speech is phasey and muddy,
and with severe compression of drums and
treble distortion; Beautiful Vision has severe

Op. 3 Concerti Grossi and the Bach Violin
Concerti with Simon Standage and Elizabeth
Wilcock are to follow shortly — Pinnock has
been concerned to record by-ways of the
repertoire as well as the highways.
'1 was very eager to do our record of
English music, " A Grand Concert of Musick"
(Archiv 2533 423) which included Boyce,
Stanley, the Arne Harpsichord Concerto,
Hellendaal, a Dutch musician working in
London, and Geminiani arrangements of
Corelli and Iparticularly wanted to record the
string symphonies of Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach ( Archiv 2533 449).
He has also made a disc of flute concerti,
with Stephen Preston, by the great Bach's
most admired son, CPE, and, at Archiv's
special request, he and The English Concert
taped a new version — the previous one was
on CRD — of Vivaldi's Four Seasons, which
proved one of the most successful period
baroque records in years and, significantly,
one of the first to find its way onto CD.
'The Vivaldi is one of our party- pieces and
all the credit for that must go to Simon
Standage who was atremendous inspiration
at the recording sessions. As musicians, we
tend to prefer performance to recording in
many ways, but that record was athoroughly enjoyable experience and is one of the
closest to our live performances. In the
recording studio it is very important to try to
recreate the atmosphere of live performance. Sometimes it works and sometimes
it doesn't but it's never as easy as when

It's Too Late to Stop Now
Warner Brothers K86007
Veedon Fleece Warner Brothers K56068
In A Period of Transition
Warner Brothers BS2987
Wavelength
Warner Brothers K56526
Into The Music,
Common One*
Mercury / Phonogram 6302 021
Beautiful Vision*
Mercury / Phonogram 6302 122
Inarticulate Speech of the Heart
Mercury / Phonogram MERL 16
wow at the end of side 2 ( may be limited to
particular stampers) and peculiar tonal
balance. However, a US cut of Beautiful
Vision showed a completely different low/
mid balance, rating B/A. Where sound
quality is paramount it may be worth
obtaining Japanese pressings, though the
author cannot provide information about
how these compare.
Thanks to: Kenny, and John; and to Ritchie
Yorke's biography Van Morrison: into the
music, published by Charisma Books, which
covers his early years up to Veedon Fleece.

there's a big audience in the hall.'
Pinnock is beginning to branch out into
larger-scale performances with chorus. Last
year, Polygram issued a recording of the
Handel Coronation Anthems with The English Concert supporting Simon Preston's
Westminster Choir; the orchestra also visited ' Fêtes Musicales en Touraine', where
Pinnock directed the Schola Cantorum of
Oxford in works by Monteverdi, -Schutz and
Bach. A further collaboration, on Handel's
'Dettingen' Anthem and Te Deum is on the
way and in October Pinnock will direct for
the BBC the first complete modern performance of Rameau's opera Acante et Céphise.
He continues his independent work as a
solo harpsichordist ( his recording of the
Handel Suites will be issued later this year
and he will later record the Bach Partitas)
and he recently completed a tour with
Anthony Pleeth, the EC's principal cellist,
Simon Standage and Elizabeth Wilcock.
Even though he enjoys the challenge of
playing with and directing modern chamber
orchestras, ultimately he remains committed
to his English Concert musicians.
'We are a really closely knit group, almost
afamily, so that we have learned acorporate
discipline to approach Baroque music in a
common spirit. To sit down and play a
harpsichord concerto with The English Concert is a luxury. Iam often inspired by the
orchestra, and aware that in solo and accompaniment we are all making an equal contribution.'
81
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111111IFTER
LIVING
DISC
for some
timeWITH
now, COMPACT
Ihave come
to the
conclusion that the efficiency of the
p ayer in dealing with error correction is of
major importance. We do not leave our CDs
out in the open, treating them with great
care, and yet after afew plays audible errors
do creep in, and one hears the odd glitch,
which makes one start abit. This occurred
quite frequently with the Sony CD player, but
only very rarely on the Philips, which says a
lot for the efficacy of the latter's correction
circuits. Investigating this further, however,
we discovered that the Sony's ' Anti-shock'
switch ( on the rear of the player) affects its
performance in this respect, and when
switched ' off' it allows the error connection
circuitry to perform very much more
successfully.
The latest batch of CDs are far more
promising than the first, and we are pleased
to be able to give several very good ratings,
but there are again some shockers! I
personally continue to be disappointed that
there are so many analogue recordings
being released: these perhaps could have
been set aside for the time being, to allow
more factory time for the production of
digitally recorded CDs. It is amatter of
concern that whilst ' digitally recorded' on
the label apparently refers to the CD being
made from adigital master, the words
'digitally mastered' can refer to an analogue
original. This may well be misunderstood by
many purchasers, and thus perhaps come
under the provisions of the Trade
Descriptions Act.
We have again included some imports
from Japan as these are so interesting, and
for the first time we can include EMI/Toshiba
issues, and two extremely important Denon
releases.

ARCHIV
J.S. Bach: Concertos for three and four
harpsichords, English Concert/Pinnock, etc
(400 041-2) These outstanding performances
are ruined, Iam afraid, by the audible effects
of gross over-miking, as can be seen in the
photograph on the back of the booklet. The
positioning of the harpsichord images is
surprisingly indistinct and much of the
sound is phasey. The photo shows the
presence of PZM mikes on the ground, which
might have contributed to some of the
confused perspectives. This could have been
aglorious issue if it had been more
appropriately balanced, but it is also worth
pointing out that 40 minutes' playing time
represents poor value for money on aCD,
leading to an overall rating of C.

CDS/SONY
Shostakovich: 5th Symphony,
NYPO/Bernstein ( 38DC 8) Over ayear ago I
compared the audiophile pressing of this
issue with the prerecorded cassette, finding
the sound generally very exciting, the
performance being magnificent. CD,
however, at its worst shows up some serious
recording problems that CBS will have to
attend to as amatter of great urgency.
This issue seems to be amixture of two
separate performances, one recording
having audible high pitched hum during all
quiet passages, and in between movements,
whilst the other, although having less hum,
unfortunately has more hiss, so the listener
can't win. The hum becomes almost
oppressive on some speaker systems
possessing good LF extension, whilst on
others it is just annoying. Listen particularly
to the transition from the end of the first
movement to the beginning of the second, in
which noise of orchestra and audience is
heard to jump in level on the edit point,
whereas it is faded down and up again on
the normal disc and cassette issues. 3
minutes 20 seconds after the beginning of
the slow movement Inearly jumped out of
my chair at adiabolical edit where the hiss
82

MONITOR
Angus McKenzie
with Ivor Humphreys
& John Atkinson

roars up in the most ridiculous manner. It is
quite stünning how obvious such faults
become on this Japanese CD: they are
audible on the analogue disc, but nowhere
near as obvious, proving the point that once
the problems have been laid bare by CD,
they are audible on LP, it becoming easy to
hear aproblem once you know it's there.
Despite some exciting sound, Icannot rate
this more than B/C.

DECCA
Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique,
NYPO/Mehta ( 400 046-2) On first hearing
this CD Ireally liked it, but by the second
movement Ibegan to wonder if Berlioz had
written aharp concerto, for the harp was
over- prominent in the mix. In the ' March to
the Scaffold' Decca's multi- mike technique
failed to bring in the low brass and
woodwind passages which are so terrifying
in Beecham's old recording, thus defeating
the object of multi-miking in the first place!
Nevertheless, rated B as there is much to
enjoy.

Mussorgsky: Pictures/Ravel: Tombeau,
Chicago SO/Solti (400 051-2) Although I
think it is fair to rate this disc A/B, it is rather
audibly multi-miked and some will not like it
because the positioning of some
instruments ( mainly brass and woodwind) is
alittle vague and phasey. The strings seem a
little wide, but their sound is somewhat
better than that from many older Decca
issues. Ivery much liked the sound on
climaxes, the bass drums being magnificent,
and the reverberation quite natural. A disc to
enjoy — and one to demonstrate— although
some of the woodwind in the fill up, Ravel's
Tombeau de Couperin, is alittle too far
forward. Only one access point other than
the start is provided, despite the
Mussorgsky's length and the Ravel's clearly
defined movements.
Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe, Complete Ballet,
Montreal SO/Dutoit (400 055-2) Not only is
this one of the best CDs that Ihave so far
heard, but it represents one of Decca's finest
ever balances. The A* analogue disc, which I
briefly mentioned ayear ago, was wrecked
by appalling surface noise, but the dynamic
range on the CD is very wide indeed,
background noise being minimal. The
orchestra is much more natural than usual
for Decca, with amuch broader smoother
string tone, and with far better balanced
woodwind and brass. The choir is just right,
in my opinion and the reverberation very
natural, the sound being uncoloured, misty
when the score demands it, and yet clear
where one needs clarity. Rated A, this is a
must, but note the ludicrous complete lack of
access points despite the 56 minutes'
playing time ( it regularly takes me 11/
2
minutes of fast forward to reach the beautiful
'Daybreak').
Rodrigo: Concierto de Aranjuez/Fantasia,
Montreal SO/Dutoit/Carlos Bonell ( 400
054-2) This is the sort of music that needs
some warm and well defined ambience,
which it has on this lovely recording. Both
the guitar and particularly the solo cello are a
little too far forward, and perhaps the strings
are alittle wide, but the overall sound is so
delightful that it is fair to give this well
multi-miked recording an A/B.
Rossini: 7Overtures, National PO/Chailly
(400 049-2) Recorded in the Kingsway Hall,
this CD is tremendous fun, the reverberation
being just right and the balance clear and
warm without soloist instruments being
brought too far forward (
eg, the excellent
cellos in William Tell). Furthermore, the
Piccadilly Line didn't annoy me this time! An
excellent disc for demonstration as well as
enjoyment, and rated A.

Dvorak: Symphony 9 (The New World),
VPO/Kondrashin (400 047-2) This is most
impressive in a ' Hi Fi' sort of way but, whilst
being exciting, is clearly overdone, the
dynamic range being almost too great. The
timps are generally hit too hard with ahard
stick and are too forward in the balance for
my taste. Although this disc was enjoyable,
the balancing faults become irksome beside
the magnificent Supraphon recording, which I
greatly prefer. However, Iwill show willing
by rating this Decca A/B as undoubtedly it
will be much used for demonstrations. Ido,
in fact, prefer the woodwind sound on this
issue, the flute not being so breathy, and the
playing more Westernised.

Schubert: Symphony No. 9, VPO/Solti (400
082-2) This is aCD which you will probably
want to play quite loud, and perhaps even
conduct in front of amirror— if you are a
budding conductor! The fourth movement is
certainly one to demonstrate CD, with the
Vienna Sofiensaal's warm acoustic being
naturally reproduced, whilst the exciting
orchestral performance comes over with no
apparent multi-miking problems,
instruments generally being in the right
place ( with the minor reservation of slight
woodwind phaseyness in the centre) and so
rated A.

Mozart: Piano Concertos In A/Bb
(K488/595), Philharmonia/Ashkenazy ( 400
087-2) Whilst Iprefer the sound on this CD to
that on both the Brendel and Serkin issues
reviewed in March, Iagain find the piano too
forward and alittle hard, although it did not
have the rather nasty close rattle on high
notes that was audible in the Brendel. Rated
B/A, Ienjoyed the magnificent performance
and the orchestral sound, but were the
strings just that little bit too edgy?

Sibelius: Symphony 4/Luonnotar/Finlandia,
Soderstrom/Philharmonia/Ashkenazy (400
056-2) For my money, the Decca CDs are, in
general, the best we have had so far. Imust
confess, for example to aconsiderable
admiration for the Kondrashin Dvorak 9
(although Isee Angus thinks otherwise!). I
think it is amarvellous performance, well
recorded, again given that crucial caveat
regarding the choice of replay level. Sibelius
4is awork Igreatly admire, and Iam
delighted, if surprised to see it on CD so early
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on. ( It is arguably the least accessible of his
symphonies.) Ashkenazy's is afine
performance ( although Iprefer the
VPO/Maazel of 1968) and the recording is
typical of Decca at the Kingsway Hall.
(Recording engineer here is Kenneth
Wilkinson - so much for retirement!) The
impression of depth is less convincing here
than one has come to expect, and the
wood-wind instruments tend to dominate
rather more than is plausible in the forte
passages. Generally, though, it is well done.
Of the 'fillers' Luonnotar is very good, with
the voice well integrated. Finlandia,
however, although appropriately powerful,
has aslightly steely edge to the upper strings
which Ifind tiring. Ducking the question,
rather, Iwill leave it to others to decide at
which door to lay that particular blame. My
verdict would be A/B generally, but aplain B
for Finlandia.
(Ivor Humphreys)
Richard Strauss: Don Juan/Till
Eulenspiegel/Tod und Verklarung, Detroit
SO/Dorati (400 085-2) Here is another
fabulous recording in the demonstration
class for budding home conductors!
Possibly the most exciting R. Strauss that I
have heard in years, Decca's engineers have
captured very well indeed the grandiose
acoustics of the United Artists Auditorium in
Detroit. Recorded digitally as early as June
1980, distortion is unbelievably low and the
response very wide indeed. Stereo
positioning is far better than usual, and my
only criticism is that the solo violin is rather
too far forward in adisc that deserves to be
rated A and which is very strongly
recommended. ( At 54 minutes' playing time,
it is very good value for money.)
Stravinsky: Le Sacre Du Printemps, Detroit
SO/Dorati (400 084-2) This is adisc that you
will love or hate, for the sound is very
multi-miked and unnatural, but
astonishingly exciting. What atest for
loudspeaker bass units ( careful that you
don't blow yours across the room!)
Unfortunately, the supposedly delicate
positioning of so many solo instruments,
including the opening bassoon for example,
is vague and phasey, so that the images
move around. This disc is still in the
demonstration class, though, as the sound is
very clean, and the acoustic of the hall very
well controlled ( UA Auditorium, again).
Rated A/B and recommended as atest disc
to strain your system to its limit ( but not one
to relax to!).

DENON
Beethoven: Symphony 5, Berlin
Staatskapelle/Suitner ( C37-7001) There is no
doubt in my mind that this wonderful .
recording is one of the most faithful
recreations of aconcert hall sound that I
have heard in along time. Stereo positioning
is amazingly clear, and reverberation
wonderfully controlled, although there is
quite alot of it. There are some stunning
sections, such as the solos for the double
basses in the third movement, which should
be heard by some engineers who say that
they don't like anatural sound! What is most
pleasing is that hiss levels are low despite
what Isuspect to be asensibly distant mike
technique, so this actually comes off better
than Bruckner's 4th Symphony ( CBS/Sony)
reviewed in March, which itself was
excellent. Iam enthralled with the Denon
sound which Irate A, although Imust
grumble about the ludicrously short playing
time of 36 1
/ minutes.
2
Dvorak, Symphony 9 ( New World), Czech
PO/Neumann ( C37-7002) Another
outstanding disc from Japanese Denon
which Irather prefer to the Decca issue. The
sound, from Supraphon, is fairly
reverberant, but as with the other Denon
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issue it has acoherence and accuracy of
stereo positioning which leads me to suspect
acoincident mike technique as providing the
basic sound. The tympani were much more
natural than on the Decca New World, and
everything seems in its place, instruments at
the back being very natural. Ienjoyed this
very much, and again rate it A.

DEUTSCHE CRAMMOPHON
Saint &tens: Symphony 3,
BPO/Karajan/Cochereau (400 063-2) This is
about the most disappointing recording of
this magnificent work that Ihave ever heard,
for one of the most exciting sounds, that of a
great cathedral organ, in this case Notre
Dame, Paris, reproduces with almost no LF
at all. In the glorious second movement the
organ should be throbbing away with deep
pedals as an almost continuous background
to quiet, sweet strings, but it hardly comes
through. At 17 min 47 secs hiss from the
organ blowers etc. comes way up to an
intolerable level, but the organ is still not
right, part of the problem being the choice of
what Ifeel to be unsuitable organ stops. In
the great final movement the organ should
make amassive grandiose sound at its
introduction, but what do we hear? - aloud
middle frequency jumble of bubble and
squeak! We also have to endure inept
multi-miking, leading to scrubbing cello
noises in the first movement, for example.
C/D, unfortunately.
Mozart: Eine Kleine Nachtmusik/Musical
Joke, Amadeus Quartet etc (400 065-2)
Despite being quite agood recording of both
works in their chamber versions, there is a
slight over- brightness at lower HF, and alack
of EHF that makes it alittle strident. What
concerns me more, though, is that the long
'Musical Joke', after being heard once or
twice, is not really apiece to relax with. If
only the coupling could have been one of
Mozart's late quartets, for example. An odd
coupling, rated B/A.

ErsIUTOSHIBA
Sibelius: Symphony 1/Karelia Suite,
BPO/Karajan ( CC38-3011) The sound
balance of both these titles, although better
than DG's average Karajan, is still rather
phasey at LF, whilst strings seem to be
slightly spikey. In fortissimi there is some
vagueness of positioning, due to
multi-miking. Far more serious, though, is a
buzzy hum audible throughout quiet
passages which is faded down and up in
between movements! Together with some
hiss in Karelia, this results in aB/C rating.
French & Italian operatic arias: Edita
Gruberova ( CC38-3014) One of the most
convincing sounds to show up the difference
between digital and analogue reproduction
is that of afemale operatic voice, and we
have in this disc one of the greatest of its
type, one which should enthral music lovers
and hi-fi buffs alike. The balance is excellent
throughout, and Gruberova's voice
reproduces effortlessly, showing in every
detail what an incredible technique she has.
If you need convincing, listen to the fabulous
endings of the Delibes Lakme ' Bell Song', or
'Una voce poco fa' from the Barber of
Seville. An outstanding A rated disc.
Overtures and Intermezzi,
BPO/Karajan/Mutter ( CC38-3012) Iwill have
to dispense with this one briefly by rating it
C, for it is over- bloated, over- reverberant,
coloured and phasey in climaxes, and
generally thick and spikey. A great
disappointment.

NIMBUS
Nimbus Natural Sound - asampler ( NIM
5001 1) Iam afraid that though some may

disagree, in my opinion this record is a
rag- bag of sounds varying from excellent to
dreadful. Despite some superb Renaissance
music from the Martyn Best Mediaeval
Ensemble for all too short atime, the
remainder of the disc includes: orchestral
Beethoven from The Hanover Band which
has aphasey, vague, over- reverberant
orchestral image at the rear, but aclear
well-defined front; the worst cello sound I
have heard on disc yet in asonata ( Nimbus
made an error here and failed to encode the
correct de-emphasis, iam told, resulting in
an exaggerated top end); an extremely

plummy piano tone; and aclammy bass
voice/piano recording, which has too much
studio acoustic of too short areverb time. A
Soler harpsichord work attacked me from all
directions with an extremely phasey and
unnatural sound, the image being grossly
over-wide, followed by asolo violin, which I
found to be impossible to place, the image
being around 8ft wide. The disc ends with a
useful 300Hz tone, ramped from avery low
level to - 40dB below MOL and down again,
which should serve lo check distortion at low
levels [ but see p.15 - Ed.] Unfortunately the
disc as awhole is rated C, although the
mediaeval music was definitely A. If this is
what UHJ matrix sounds like when
reproduced in stereo, then Iam afraid that
the effect on stereo image stability renders it
unacceptable to my ears.
Readers should note that this CD is not officially available.

OISEAU-LYRE
J.S. Bach: Violin concertos,
AAM/Hogwood/Schroder/Hirons ( 400
080-2) The LP original of this true digital
recording was highly commended in
HFN/RR's '
GM' column last year. Though it
was presumably multi-miked, the O- Lteam
seemed to have taken their customary care
as the LP sound was clean without being
aggressively bright, and apleasant bloom at
LF reinforcing the impression of depth to
complement Jaap Schroder's fiery
performances. Unfortunately the CD release
is not so convincing, as the drier- less
exaggerated? - bass end leaves the wirey
baroque string sound alittle unsupported,
with diminished apparent depth leading to a
more forward, more clinical balance. Some
traffic rumble is apparent and there is an
unfortunate edit after the cadenza in the E
major concerto 1st movement, but this is still
aCD to be recommended ( with acaution to
those with fizzy tweeters). A/B, then.
(John Atkinson)
Handel: Water & Fireworks Music,
AAM/Hogwood ( 400 059-2) Unlike the
previous title, this was mastered from an
original analogue tape ( afact clearly marked
on both box and disc) and does sound less
transparent, even alittle fuzzy at times.
Whether this is due to the analogue master,
or the recording technique, or the recording
venue acoustics, it would be foolhardy to
say, but the sound gets congested at
climaxes, instrumental tone colours
83
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And now . . . .
MUSIC IN THE HOME
presents

THE CD DISC
We were not around when Edison invented the phonograph or Berliner the
gramophone record as we know it. But some of us can just recall the
introduction of electrical recording and, by the time LP discs and Stereo
came along, our professional involvement was as total as our commitment to
both these vital innovations. Now the launching of the Compact Digital Disc
comes as another watershed in the history of recorded music for, thanks to
some fairly mind- boggling technology, music- lovers can acquire recordings
devoid of every sort of hateful background noise, with improved sound
quality, the virtual elimination of record wear and far more convenient
storage, while the future holds out enticing prospects of audio/visual
compact discs.
By a piece of fortuitous timing, the arrival of the CD disc coincides with the
'face-lift' we have just given to our studio, and we therefore invite you to
sample the fruits of the new technology in surroundings designed for relaxed
and comfortable listening and viewing, premises dedicated to all those who,
like us, care deeply about music.
Here you can settle back and listen to CD discs via a pair of QUAp ESL 63
speakers or compact models like the BBC- designed LS3/5A or our own
FIDELIO, with or without the addition of a sub- woofer, and marvel at the
way in which the recording process and sound reproduction have progressed
even in our lifetime. Whether you require advice on the choice of aparticular
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recording, an explanation of the principles underlying the latest technology,
or are in need of guidance concerning a major new stereo installation, you
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will, as ever, find our studio a veritable oasis of honesty and good sense,

Telephone 01-658 3450

thanks to our unequalled knowledge and experience in this field, our
overriding desire to serve all our clients to the very best of our capacity, and
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our determination to get our priorities in the right order.

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 (Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077

uncomfortably blending.
Perhaps some distortion crept in
somewhere in the transfer to digital as at low
levels, with only afew instruments playing,
the sound is cleaner, if still lacking clarity
(although key clatter from the oboes is
obtrusive). A disappointment, then, despite
the appealing sounds of the old instruments,
and BIC is about as optimistic arating as it is
possible to give.
(John Atkinson)
Handel: Messiah Highlights, AAM/Hogwood
(400 088-2) This selection from the
highly- praised Academy of Ancient Music
Messiah set, recorded in St. Jude's,
Hampstead, gives rise to doubts as to
whether the muddiness of the
Water/Fireworks disc was in fact due to the
master being analogue. This CD, too, has
been mastered from an analogue original,
yet sounds much cleaner at high modulation
levels, refreshingly free of distortion, and
having better image layering and depth. It is
still possible to quibble: solo voices,
sopranos in particular, are occasionally too
far forward; boy trebles have a ' phlegmy'
edge to their sound; and it is disturbing the
way the hall ambience ducks at the end of a
track. However, this is definitely one of the
better CDs, and I
would take issue with
Angus that too many analogue recordings
are appearing on Compact Dics— surely a
good recording remains agood recording,
whatever the medium? A rated.
(John Atkinson)

PHILIPS
Debussy: Nocturnes/Jeux,
Concertgebouw/HaltInk ( 400 023-2) The first
of Haitink's marvellous Debussy recordings
to appear in CD format, this was first issued
in 1979 on 9500 674— agenuine analogue
original. It has transferred well onto silver, if
alittle less convincingly than the remarkably
fine Davis/Concertgebouw Firebird (
also
from an analogue master). On CD it gives a
striking demonstration of how the new
medium can reveal subtleties previously
masked by the transfer to black vinyl and its
subsequent replay on however good an LP
player. The lack of vinyl noise permits a
much closer aural scrutiny of low level detail,
so that background noises such as chairs
creaking, bows being taken up, aflute player
taking an anticipatory breath, and Haitink's
rhythmic ventilation ( Ididn't know he did it
before) are all exposed. Creaks and bows are
fine and add to the realism, but who would
hear the flautist or conductor breathing from
30 feet back in the audience? These are quite
obviously effects of multi-miking and the
consequent mixdown onto two tracks of a
variety of viewpoints on the same
performance.
Good Concertgebouw recordings are very
palatable indeed and fine examples of the
art. CD will surely cause the Philips
engineers to take still more care to get the
best approximation to anatural balance
within the constraints imposed by today's
'time is money' attitudes. Listening this time
to the CD before the analogue Iworried
about the edge to the upper strings; digital
sheen, perhaps? Turning to the analogue, it
was still there and Iremembered then my
first worries about possible mistracking
problems when Ibought the LP three years
ago! Given afirst-class analogue player Ifeel
that there is little to choose here between the
two formats. The analogue smoothes out the
recording quirks, but the CD allows precisely
that hushed clarity which ' Nuages', ' Sirens'
and Jeux require. For that alone Iam
grateful. Oh, and the women do go flat on
both systems! B.
(Ivor Humphreys)
Ravel: Mother Goose/Saint-Saëns: Carnival,
Pittsburgh SO/Previn (400 016-2) The
Mother Goose Ballet is recorded here as
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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beautifully as Ihave ever heard it, with some
spacious ambience, and with the best Philips
clarity. Here is the silky string tone, the
superb positioning, and an openness
missing from many other CDs. The Saint
SaÔns coupling does not fare quite so well,
the pianos being slightly over-wide and
phasey, although the orchestral sound is
excellent. Rated overall at A, this CD is most
strongly recommended.
Rodrigo: Guitar Concertos, Los
Romeros/ASM/Marriner (400 024-2) These
amazing works for two and four guitars with
orchestra have unfortunately eluded me till
now. They are adelight in every way, and are
very well recorded, having quite awide
orchestral backing with good positioning,
some lovely warm string tone, and natural
ambience. Rated A, this one should be in
every guitar lover's CD collection.
Rimsky Korsakov: Scheherazade,
Concertgebouw/Kondrashin (400 021-2)
This is arecording which, in LP form,
recently appeared in ' OM', but once again
the CD version proves disappointing. A
typically multi-miked over-wide,
over- precise stereo image is allied to a
thinnish tonal balance, lending violins a
wirey edge which becomes fatiguing very
quickly. KEF's Raymond Cooke has referred
to some CDs as possessing adistortion
audibly reminiscent of rice being dropped on
taut brown paper and there is atrace of that
on this disc. There is some background hiss
—it was an analogue master, but you
wouldn't know that from the sleeve — and
though it is otherwise clean, with art
unexaggerated solo violin level, in sum it
pales into insignificance besides the 25
year- old Beecham LP, noisy and coloured
though that may be. AC, unfortunately.
(John Atkinson)
Tchaikovsky: Symphony 4, Pittsburgh
SO/Previn ( 400 090-2) A digitally mastered
recording, this is nothing like as hi-fi-ish or
bright as the Kondrashin Scheherazade.
Although multi-miked and therefore lacking
the coherent sense of depth or ' space'
revealed on Nimbus' idiosyncratic orchestral
Beethoven recording, it is free from ' digital
fizz', the strings sounding reassuringly like
strings. Although cymbals and bass drum
resound gloriously at climaxes and the
overall dynamic range is large, the
woodwind are occasionally brought up in
level alittle, but whether such compression
is agood or abad thing would seem to be
very much amatter of taste ( see Angus'
RCA Bolero review). Iwould have liked to
have given more than aA/B but the lack of a
real acoustic for me ultimately weighed
against it. Still agood CD, though, and that's
not something you can say too often!
(John Atkinson)
Sacred Songs, Jessye Norman,
RPO/Gibson/Ambrosian Singers (400 019-2)
Whilst giving this disc awelcome A rating,
for some excellent and natural balance in a
reverberant atmosphere, with very natural
organ sounds, as well as aclear orchestra,
the music on this disc is very much amatter
of personal taste. Jessye Norman's voice is
slightly too forward, though the choir in
Gounod's Sanctus is very well placed. Iloved
this disc, but you should hear it before
purchase.
Famous Waltzes, Vienna
Volksoper/Bauer-Theussl (400 013-2) This
rated A/B disc can be recommended if you
want aCD of clean and well recorded
waltzes, enjoyable perhaps for ashort while,
but not the type of sound to listen to
seriously for along time. A very typical
Viennese sound in afairly reverberant hall,
which Ifeel to be much better than many DG
balances.

Wagner: Overtures, Concertgebouw/de
Waart (400 089-2) Here is afine example of
some good, clean natural orchestral sound
which sounds better than many grossly
over-miked recordings. The strings have a
smoother, silkier sound than on many
European recorded discs, and one can note
some good stereo positioning, although the
fairly long reverberation slightly clouds over
the clarity at LF. An A disc which I
feel shows
Philips' techniques in avery good light.

RCA
Gershwin: An American in Paris, Cuban
Overture, Porgy & Bess medley, Dallas
SO/Mata ( RCD 14551)1 have heard it said by
engineers involved in digital recording that
the American Soundstream PCM recorder is
one of the best sounding digital machines
(and the Sony PCM1610, when badly set up,
one of the worst). As this recording was
made with the former but presumably
transferred to CD format with the latter, there
is probably no connection between the
appearance of the Soundstream logo on the
sleeve of this CD and its superb sound.
Having listened also to the two other
Dallas/Mata CDs, reviewed by Angus below,
both of which were recorded in the same hall
by the same team on the same recorder ( but
at different times, of course), this Gershwin
disc inexplicably seems to win on sound
quality, lacking the 'forced' quality of the
other two. Instrumental and tonal balances
are natural, with what would appear to be
uncompressed dynamics, and although the
image is alittle phasey, there is at least some
delicacy of depth information. The solo
trumpet in Paris and at the beginning of
Robert Russell Bennett's Porgy medley
sounds almost real enough to touch — if it
wasn't for the rest of the orchestra in front
of it.
The faders are pulled down abit hastily at
the end of some pieces, but this is otherwise
asuperb CD, and Iwould be very tempted to
give it arecording star. Conservatism, tinged
with scepticism, leads to astraight A, though
—which is not to say that it isn't the best
orchestral Compact Disc I've yet heard.
(John Atkinson)
Ravel: Bolero, Rapsodie Espagnole,
Alborada del Gracioso, Dallas SO/Mata ( RCD
14438) I
found this CD to be rather on the
brittle side during fortissimi, but what
worried me more was that in order to play
the opening at alevel which was audible, I
practically blew myself out of my chair at the
end of Bolero! For what must be the first
time, I
find myself grumbling about
excessive dynamic range for domestic
playback. Compare the volume of the loud
pushy solo alto saxophone with the
instruments before it and you will see what
happens when some instruments are spotlit
and others not with what sounds to me like a
multi- mike set-up. The Rapsodie fares better,
though, and there is much to enjoy. An
overall rating of B/C would seem fair, but
note the very short playing time of just 37
minutes!
Tchaikovsky: Capriccio Italien/
Mussorgsky/Dukas/Enesco, Dallas SO/Mata
(RCD 14439) As with the previous two RCA
discs, this was recorded in the Cliff Temple
Baptist Church, Dallas, Texas. In quiet
passages you can just hear the odd aircraft
or car passing, but this is not too disturbing.
Quite alarge mixture of microphones would
seem to have been used: whilst the chapel
clearly has awarm ambience, the sound is
rather phasey and some of the positioning
very indistinct. At best, though, in astrange
way Iliked it, although the strings were
rather weak and tympani rolled around
everywhere. Ipreferred the sound slightly to
the Ravel disc and despite my criticisms
would rate it B.
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HIS MONTH'S QUALITY MONITOR
contains the usual farrago of widely
disparate recordings, there being
virtually no common factor shared by them
except either that one or other of our record
review team thought them sufficiently
outstanding to add astar to his technical
rating, or that one of the editorial team
harboured asuspicion that ared-letter
record had been overlooked.
To start off, two very different piano
recordings. Glenn Gould's last recording
before his untimely death last year was,
ironically, adigital ( Sony system) remake of
the piece with which he had started his
recording career in 1955, the Bach Goldberg
Variations (
CBS D37779). Gould's attitude
that records are amore highly evolved form
of music- making than traditional live
performance runs counter to the current
widely- held feeling that the record should be
but anatural, and complementary,
document of the live event, and to some
extent renders criticism irrelevant. The critic
can't deduct ' brownie points' for lack of
realism because the producer hasn't even
tried to record in amanner preserving what
that particular listener would think
important. SD's qualified star in February is
more subjective arating than usual, then,
because the piano sound on this disc must
have been exactly what Gould chose to
reinforce his vision of how the work should
be interpreted.
Close, frighteningly clear ( though marred
by ahighish level of hiss) and lacking a
sense of an acoustic surrounding the piano,
the tonal balance nevertheless loses some of
the ' majesty' of the instrument. This lack of
tonal and dynamic ' realism' doesn't
particularly intrude ( which is more than can
be said for the usual obbligato Gould
baritone). Rating neither confirmed nor
disagreed with, and the reader is
recommended to seek out acopy of Geoffrey
Payzant's excellent book Glenn Gould:
Music & Mind (
Van Nostrand Reinhold
Co.Ltd — ISBN 0-442-29802-1) for an
extended discussion on the pianist's position
on records replacing, rather than
supplementing, concert hall performance.
The second piano record this quarter is of
the Chopin Opp.10 & 25 Etudes performed
by 1981 Leeds Competition winner Ian
Hobson ( CFP 4392), which was starred by AK
in March. Producer Martin Compton
(responsible for anumber of excellent
sounding releases on Saga and other labels)
and the engineer, the intriguingly named Mr.
Bear, have used what sounds like asimple
mic technique at asensible distance in order
to go for arealistic piano/hall sound, in direct
contrast to the Goldberg. Although the result
is slightly bass- light and lacking in dynamic
range, particularly at the end of sides, they
would seem certainly to have succeeded, the
piano image occupying around two-thirds of
the stage width and surrounded by relatively
coherent hall ambience. Star confirmed.
In February TA gave the coveted A* rating
to arecording of the Henry Willis III organ in
Liverpool Cathedral, played by Ian Tracey,
commenting on producer Michael
Woodward's careful balance between clarity
of line and reverberation which results in ' a
very atmospheric recording with as much
dynamic range as the medium will
stand ...'. This cannot be disputed and
indeed, the recording rises admirably to the
challenge of Ian Tracey's varied programme,
which appears to explore thoroughly the
organ's remarkable range of ( 147) speaking
stops. The informative sleeve notes tell of
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the use of ' single point stereo mic in the
interest of obtaining sound as heard from
the Cathedral floor by alistener standing
towards the east end of the central space'. A
true spatial image— especially the sense of
height, curiously— has been captured here,
and the distancing of the mic makes
optimum use of the building's natural
resonance. Some of the louder passages
create that wonderful ' ringing' impression
faithful to the live experience and afull five
seconds of echo can be heard after several of
the final chords. In the quieter moments an
adequate feeling of intimacy is achieved
whilst preserving the vital spatial
characteristic. Minor details aside, this is a
fine recording and its star rating is
confirmed.
The enterprising Harmonia Mundi
recording of Antonio Cesti's splendidly
contrived opera Orontea (Queen of Egypt —
HM 1100/2) just missed astar rating from RB
in March, who felt the ' double' continuo
grouping, left and right, added an
unnecessary degree of aural confusion. He •
also found the image rather shallow ( there is
little variety of location on stage), the
instruments alittle too close, and the
acoustic alittle less warm than we are used
to hearing from HM. We would agree with all
of this, except for the last mentioned: there
is adequate background hall ambience, but it
is at odds with the image, which probably
seems unduly close because of this. The
problem centres on the balance between
three fundamental requirements: the vocal
lines and their spatial disposition, the
instrumental/continuo group, and the
acoustic of the hall itself. The instrumental
Sinfonia which opens the work — all the
instrumental interludes in fact — are quite
magnificently portrayed; close, yes, but it's
easily in the star class. It is the vocal balance
which disturbs. It also seems curiously, if
mildly, distorted at times. An overall A rating
seems entirely appropriate, therefore, and is
confirmed.
RB again, and adouble- starred recital of
French harpsichord music from Kenneth
Gilbert ( DG Archiv 2534 009), also in March.
This is indeed aremarkably fine recording,
one of the very best harpsichord sounds we
have heard off disc. DG have cut at afairly
high level, which means acorrespondingly
low replay setting is required for acorrectly
focused image. ( Too loud and it bloats, too
quiet and the weight disappears.) This tends
to produce an even sharper, more detailed,

image than usual, since the vinyl ' noise floor'
is proportionately less apparent. There's not
much to add really. The instrument is set in a
generous acoustic and is fairly, but not too,
closely miked. The image is therefore on the
wide side of broad but still quite excellent.
Star quality without question.
Also cut at ahigh mean level is the second
release in Syrinx' catalogue— the Schubert
String Quintet complemented by the
G- minor violin sonata and Impromptu Op.90
from Leonard Friedman and members of the
Scottish Baroque Ensemble, with Alan
Schiller piano ( Syrinx 002). Knowing Scott
Strachan's propensity for using simple mic
techniques, and having heard the generally
successful results on the first Syrinx release
(the Bach record), we were surprised to see
PB's moderate C rating in his April review; a
QM second hearing therefore seemed
appropriate. The decision to use three sides
stems from Scott's well-argued prejudice
against varigroove automatic spacing ( see
Interview Nov. ' 82). Clearly the work would
ordinarily fit onto two sides, but the Syrinx
approach is to use one of just three groove
spacings according to the general dynamic
climate of aparticular passage. Hence the
Sonata and Impromptu '
fillers' on side four.
In some ways the recording suffers from
its natural unobtrusiveness— no glamorous
'integration' of an impressive acoustic here,
no artificial ' definition' added to the
instrumental sound. ( Hence, possibly, PB's
'opaque textures, and patches of poorly
focused sound'.) The imaging is true and
inadequacies centre more on the
appropriateness of the chosen hall. Perhaps
some experimentation with the microphone
position ( its height say) would have found a
sweet spot and yielded amore consistently
open sound. Too often it seems somewhat
veiled. The Soundfield mic was used,
switched into classic Blumlein crossed
figure-of- eight format. Our reservations
centre less on the Quintet, though, rather on
the violin and piano recordings. Here the
piano is surely too vague, lost in the swimmy
acoustic. It may be agood hall damped with
an audience, but without that it is far too
capacious. One can hear the treble being
thrown to the right ( by the piano lid?), while
the bass remains more central. Accurate
maybe, but far from ideal. PB mentioned a
harsh cut-off at the end of the Quartet's
scherzo; poor indeed and so abrupt that we
can only assume it had to be done in order to
eliminate some extraneous noise. A pity,
though, and apity too, that the sound of
Leonard Friedman touching his strings
between the first and second movements of
the sonata was not erased. Our pressings are
flawless, so we can only assume PB's did not
travel too well. An overall A/B rating would
be fair we feel.
Continuing our new policy of considering
near misses as well as star- rated recordings
in QM, we've been listening again to the
splendid Chandos recording of William
Alwyn's two string quartets ( ABRD 1063),
which was given an A rating by DH in
February. Doug found that the close miking
forced agap in the centre of the sound- stage,
an impression we confirm. We agree too that
despite this and ' some unclear placing' the
recording is generally excellent and
appropriate to the music. It was made using
Chandos' Complete PCM' system — Schoeps
and Neumann mics plus the Sony PCM1610
recorder. We find that the miking/room
combination produces asomewhat
cupped- hands coloration which is initially a
little disconcerting, but which rapidly fades
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against the more positive attributes of detail
and consistency of image; both of which
remain rock-steady regardless of level. Our
only significant quibble is the way in which
the faders were pulled back at the end of
movements, spoiling the all-important
post- music ambience. These are very good
recordings of very fine quartets; and it's all
British! Straight A confirmed.
Although PT gave astraight A in February
to acollection of Purcell songs and dialogues
from Emma Kirkby, David Thomas and
Anthony Rooley ( Hyperion A66056), he did
challenge the QM team to be more
generous. He had doubts over the balance
between lute and voices, but having heard
the same forces perform Dowland live at the
Wigmore Hall, we think that it seems realistic
enough. We would have upgraded the rating
except for the presence on the LP of a
low-level background hiss. At first this was
thought to be due to the tape machine used—
except that engineer Tony Faulkner
presumably used adigital recorder, although
the sleeve doesn't say digital —orto
excessively noisy microphones. However, it
seems somehow to be signal- related ( it
increases in level with the bass entry after
the entry of the lute at the beginning of side
1, for example) and also persists on the
run-out grooves. Could it be an artefact,
therefore, of the ultrasonic bias used in the
Direct Metal Mastering process? We
wouldn't know, but it had us alittle worried
as an early DMM sampler from Telefunken
had similar noise pumping.
Released by way of atribute to the artistry
of the late Sir Clifford Curzon, Decca's
SXL7007 contains hauntingly beautiful
performances of Mozart's piano concertos
20 and 27. The recordings have not been
released before because of Curzon's hyper
self-critical reservations about his playing.
But as KD remarked in his February review,
few performances have conveyed so
successfully the essence of Mozart's quite
magical writing in these works, so it is
marvellous to have access to them now by
way of amemorial. The recordings, balanced
identically, were made by Kenneth Wilkinson
and are classics of the early Decca Maltings
series. KD was uncertain about the
technology involved from the notes supplied
with his test pressings, but they were, of
course, conventional reel-to-reel analogue
recordings.
A beautifully warm acoustic is conveyed,
with asensitive and coherent orchestral
canvas into which the piano is superbly
integrated. Indeed, our only real qualm
about the sound is that because the
piano/orchestra balance is so unforced, the
piano itself seems less sharply drawn than
we have become accustomed to hearing on
record. Nothing is lost here, though; rather it
is all gain. Not quite as crystal-clear overall,
perhaps, as some recordings made at this
marvellous venue, so the A rating is
confirmed. As much atestament to Britten's
artistry as Curzon's, this is indeed a ' record
of the year'.
Liszt's two piano concertos performed by
Misha Dichter with the Pittsburg SO/Previn
(Philips 6514 200) received aqualified star
rating from ES in March, who noted 'the
warmth and bloom of the sonorities— the
absence of upper frequency terseness, the
truthful balancing'. This recording thus adds
to Philips' growing list of digital successes,
despite amixed 1/2 performance rating, and
well deserves praise for its warmth of tone
which has not been achieved at the expense
of clarity and sparkle. Especially pleasing are
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the instrumental solos where the dialogue
with the piano is intimate and nicely
balanced— note the beautiful ' cello solo in
no. 2 — but the solo image is perhaps alittle
close in some of the more grandiose
passages. The orchestra, nonetheless,
sounds excellent with crisp percussion, full
brass and amellow, translucent string
section, all finely balanced, and worthy of
this rating.
ES' glowing enthusiasm for the singing of
Lucia Popp in Strauss' Four Last Songs, in
Feb ( ASD 4182 c/w Death and
Transfiguration— LPO/Tennstedt), was
supported on the one hand by the recording
quality afforded to that work, and tempered
on the other by that accorded to the tone
poem on side two. Hence the Songs earned
an A rating while D&Tgained asplit B/A. The
vocal work is very well presented with, for
once, the voice itself beautifully integrated
with the orchestral canvas. Overall, the
sound seems alittle veiled, lacking in the
openness which would have earned it astar.
Death and Transfiguration, though more
spacious, seems to crowd in the loud
passages and is less well defined than one
could wish. Perhaps this is caused by some
multiple phase anomaly produced by the
plethora of mics used in the ample hall
acoustic. Certainly the image produced
seems slightly at odds with the feel of the
hall. In our view A and astraight B,
respectively, would reflect these
reservations.
Why shouldn't the reissue of avintage
1968 recording earn astar recommendation
in 1983? Certainly the technology applied to
making records has come on apace in the
intervening years, with ever quieter circuitry,
flatter ( sometimes!) mic responses and
sophisticated new processing facilities.
Digital techniques, too, have brought
notable improvements in all manner of
measured parameters, whatever the
inherent limitations that we have reiterated
endlessly. But agood old'un can still show
us how little things have really moved on
where it really matters: conveying to the
listener at home the sense of areal
performance. Given an A/A* rating by CB in
March, the Janet Baker/Barbirolli recordings
of three Mahler song cycles (
Ruckert,
Kindertotenlieder & Wayfarer) are splendid
reminders of how open and airy some of the
'60s EMI recordings were ( ASD 4409). The
voice is always in true perspective with the
orchestra — clear, always detailed, yet never
too dominant. Tape hiss betrays the age,
yes, but little else would suffer in
comparison with the efforts of today
(Strauss' Four Last Songs mentioned above,
for example, fine though that is). Both at the
height of their powers as Mahler
interpreters, Baker and Barbirolli are heard
here in aunique collaboration. Rating
confirmed; afine issue. Get it while you can!
Elsewhere in this issue the Philips
Concertgebouw/Kondrashin Compact Disc
of Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade is
reviewed. To be honest, though, the CD
sound quality is not as satisfying overall as
that of the digitally- mastered LP ( Philips
6514 231), with the VP0 under Previn,
starred by ES in February. We wouldn't go as
far as to say that ' the sound picture is as
truthful and realistic in terms of depth and
spread as one could wish' as it still lacks that
ultimate sense of acoustic space found on
the best coincident-miked recordings, its
multi-mic technique ' bowdlerising' the
acoustic somewhat. Nevertheless, it is an
excellent recording, not quite in the class of

the best parts of the next two box sets, but
having awide dynamic range, natural tone
colours, and gloriously resounding brass
and gong at the Finale. A qualified star is
perhaps amore accurate rating, but the
appalling surfaces of the QM copy were an
intense disappointment.
In March, EMI gathered together agood
selection of their best 1970s Academy of St.
Martin's ' pops' albums in a4- record box
(SLS 5267) to which DH gave aportmanteau
A*/A/B rating. It includes the superb 1977
Eine kleine Nachtmusik/Toy Symphony LP
and the excellent, if alittle congested at
times, digital Siegfried Idyll recording, both
LPs featured in this column before, as well as
earlier Mozart, Pachelbel, Bach, Handel etc
'standards' — all the tunes you know
backwards but can't remember where
they're from. The surfaces on our sample of
this EMI Electrola sourced set were excellent,
certainly acut above those of the original
Hayes- pressed releases and the equal of a
treasured Japanese pressing of the
Nachtmusik disc. A collection to be heartily
recommended and certainly worth alot
more than the price of just two CDs.
Philips' Concertgebouw/Haitink Ravel
recordings set aconsistently high standard
for recorded orchestral sound in the ' 70s and
the three individual LPs were repackaged as
aboxed set ( 6725 016) in January. They were
given an overall A*/A rating by AK and the
unexaggerated clarity and impressive
dynamics of, for example, La Valse— vintage
Philips sound from producer Volker Straus—
would put aCD to shame. The wealth of
detail in Ravel's dense but delicate scoring
certainly doesn't seem to have been
obscured by the use of analogue recorders.
As AK said, ' If you have previously missed
these rewarding discs, there is no excuse
now'. We couldn't agree more.
With the audio world splitting into proand anti-digital camps, the awarding of
quality ratings to digital recordings would
seem to come close to being apolitical act,
the judgement depending upon which side
of the fence one is sitting. One of our happily
anonymous second opinionators is deeply
suspicious of digital matters, and therefore
emotionally inclined to slash any A*
pretentions back to C without compunction.
Actually listening to Abbado's Aida (
DG 2741
014 — starred in February) raised initial
questions in his mind over dynamic range
and string tone, but these were followed by
some grudging admiration of aproperly
balanced, integrated and well- crafted
recording. Reference to BS' original review
shows that he went through similar
reactions to the sort of digital recording
which will help acceptance of the new
technology. Star rating is therefore
(grudgingly) confirmed for pro- digits and
fence- sitters; and ' antis' had better give it a
miss, though they might be missing more
than they expect.
Baroque Brass on Academy ( ASV ACM
2042), produced by John Boyden, sounds a
surefire A* combination, endorsed by SD in
March, and re- affirmed readily by QM in
June. The only reservation concerning a
splendid recording is that the acoustic is a
trifle on the ' dry' side, so this Academy
release suffers alittle in comparison with
another similar recording from the same
label. Where the Gabrieli Baroque is precise,
Richard Harvey's Brass at La Sauve Majeure
(ASV ALH 926) is rich, resonant and majestic,
as befits alarger scale ensemble in church
setting. Awarding A* in May, BJ began by
saying 'This is one of the most satisfying
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records Ihave heard in along time', a
sentiment with which we heartily agree.
THE ALOI RECORDS RECORD
'Musicians don't make good records- record
companies do' reads the provocative blurb
on the sleeve of the first release from Linn
Products' ALOI Records division, Reaching
for the sky from Dutch group Renee. As a
musician once involved in the record
industry, Iwould be tempted to rewrite that
glib phrase to read ' musicians do make good
records, it's just that everyone else involved
works hard to prevent any of that quality
appearing on the finished LP!'. Be that as it
may, many people feel that it would have
been well worthwhile even afraction of the
millions spent on the development of CD to
be put towards much needed improvements
to LP production.
Putting some of their LP12 profits where
their corporate mouth is, Linn decided some
two years ago to do something about that
sorry situation. They appointed ex- Practical
Hi Fi journalist and record producer Carl
Anthony to head up ateam with adeclared
aim of producing records of aquality to
match their hardware, investigating ways of
improving every stage, from disc cutter to
metalwork to stampers. Apart from finding
companies like Ortofon very willing to
discuss such topics as cutter- head design,
sadly it seemed that some improvements to
LP sound quality could be effected just by
making sure that some processes, plating,
for example, were carried out with the care
that should have been thought mandatory.
(One reason that has been put forward for
the consistency of Japanese pressing
quality, for instance, is that it just doesn't

Julian Bream: Granados and Albeniz ( RCD
14378) One of the best without question.
This is arecital brimming over with the kind
of music- making which has persuaded
composers from Britten to Henze to write for
Julian Bream. It is recorded at ahigh level,
so that acorresponding adjustment of replay
level is necessary. This is arguably the most
crucial consideration to be resolved before
pronouncing judgement on any recording,
analogue or, more pertinently, CD. ( In my
experience so far CD requires asignificantly
lower mean level than we have become
accustomed to using analogue sources.) The
virtually complete absence of processing
noise ( from whatever source) again permits
adegree of involvement with the
performance rarely available before. The
recording itself poses several questions,
though, not the least of which concerns just
how close we ought to be to the guitar.
Bream's usually all- too- audible finger noises
are strikingly apparent here ( though with
such clarity that they are easier, somehow,
to hear through than before), and his
breathing is very obvious. The wisdom of
choosing avenue with such an ample
acoustic is debatable, and this, combined
with the close miking lends aslightly
improbable feel to the overall sound. On LP
this most certainly belongs in the star
category, but CD is so revealing of method
that aplain A is preferred. ( This being,
nevertheless, our highest rating for CD at
present.) One could wish that RCA had given
us access points ( track locations) to the
second and third movements of Albeniz'
Suite Espanola and, more importantly,
Granados' Tonadilla and Danza Espanola
No. 4.
(Ivor Humphreys)

CONCLUSIONS
A number of pop and light music issues were
auditioned, most of which seem to be out of

occur to the Japanese notto do ajob
properly.)
So, with acutting lathe modified with the
commonsense approach to audio
engineering discussed by Martin Colloms in
the April HFN/RR, carefully nursed
metalwork, and pressing by Nimbus,
certainly by repute the leading UK company,
what does ALOI's first offering sound like?
Ihave to admit that, musically, Renee
leave much to be desired. Second-rate songs
by second or third division talent do not a
hot album make. However, that certainly
doesn't seem to stop the major companies
from releasing large numbers of even less
musically inspired albums, so Iwill ignore
the music, assume that this is avery superior
technical demo disc, and concentrate on the
sound quality.
In detail, the sound was superb. Low
frequencies were extended, with a
refreshing lack of upper- bass ( 80-200Hz)
boom which so often confuses definition
when coupled with alimited bass
bandwidth, while HF was clean, free from
fizzy distortions, and well integrated with the
midrange. For instance, the
deliberately- induced coloration - engineers
call it equalisation, of course - on the female
singer's voice is well- localised with the
fundamental voice sound ie, the upper
frequencies don't ' splash'. Stereo imagery
has adelicacy of definition and detail, both in
width and depth, that is significantly better
than that of the CNR original, which sounds
more plummy and less extended in the bass,
more ' spitty' at HF, and confused and lacking
in midrange information.
To some extent, the ALOI cut has the
seamless top and midrange integration

found on the better Mobile Fidelity discs, but
without that label's propensity for athick
poorly defined bass end and occasionally
oppressive EHF. Taking it as awhole rather
than acollection of specifications, however,
presented problems as some listeners
definitely preferred the inadequate original,
even though they were hard put to explain
why.
Let me elaborate: when Iwas involved in
professional rock recording, the sound
quality of the final two-track master-tape was
always abit of adisappointment in that •
although it was undoubtedly fine
technically, it didn't sound like arecord.
Fortunately, the test pressings did always
have that familiar vinyl sound at which we
had been aiming when we did the mix, and
everything was hunky dory. ( Except that the
LPs Imade never managed to sell in enough
numbers to justify the expense of making
them in the first place - which is why Inow
edit ahi-fi magazine.) The ALOI, taken detail
by detail, sounds more like atape, and Carl
and Linn are to be congratulated on that. In
sum, though, it sounds less like the LP
people expect to hear, and unfortunately
shares master- tape's propensity for
revealing more of the musical inadequacies
of the performers, inadequacies which are
nicely smoothed over or integrated, or at
least obscured, by the familiar groove
rubbish on the average LP pressing.
However, if ALOI get their hands on some
first-rate musical material, Ry Cooder, say, or
some of the Compass Point Robert Palmer or
Grace Jones recordings, then Ishudder to
think of the results)
John Atkinson

place on CD, being either from very old and
bad master tapes, which have their quality
revealed even more clearly on CD, or from
LP originals which can only be described as
nonentities, which in CD clothing show bad
background hiss or other problems. If you
want nostalgia, then Bert Kaempfert's
Spanish Eyes (
Polydor 800 107-2) ( which
includes the dreaded ' Swinging Safari' that
we all loved to hate around 15 years ago at
audio exhibitions) sounds quite reasonable,
and even cleaner than Iremember it of old,
although some of the tracks seem to have
excessive bass. In contrast the worst CD we
came across was the classic Blues Breakers

album from John Mayall and Eric Clapton
(Decca 800 086-2). This features some of the
worst distortion Ihave heard for some years
on the master tape, together with
unbelievable master tape to replay head
azimuth and stereo tracking problems. Iam
not mistaking Jnintentional distortion for
intentionally added clipping etc or vice
versa, this Compact Disc being the first to
earn an H (
for Historical) rating.
There have been some good CDs in this
batch; there is now easily enough material
for almost anyone to justify purchasing aCD
player. Dare Isuggest that the anti- digital
brigade must be gasping for breath? A. McK

CD - THE RECOMMENDED DISCS
Classical
CBS/Sony: Bruckner Symphony 4,
BRSO/Kubelik- 38DC6 - A/B
Decca: Dvorak Symphony 9,
VPO/Kondrashin - 400 047-2 - A/B; Ravel
Daphnis et Chloe, Montreal SO/Dutoit - 400
055-2 -A; R. Strauss Don Juan etc, Detroit
SO/Dorati - 400 085-2 - A
Denon: Beethoven Symphony 5, Berlin
StK/Suitner - C37-7001- A; Dvorak
Symphony 9, Czech PO/Neumann C37-7002 - A
Nimbus: Nimbus Natural Sound, Various NIM 5001-1 - A/C
Oiseau Lyre: Handel Messiah highlights AAM/Hogwood - 400 086-2 - A
With the relatively small number of
Compact Discs receiving high praise,
HFN/RR will be publishing every month alist
of those which in our critics' opinion can be
safely recommended. It will be updated

Philips: Rodrigo guitar concertos,
ASM/Marriner - 400 024-2- A
RCA: Gershwin American in Paris etc, Dallas
SO/Mata - RCD 14551-A; Julian Bream:
Granados & Albeniz- RCD 14378- A
Toshiba- EMI: Edita Gruberova: Operatic
arias - CC38-3014 - A
Rock
CBS- Sony: Friday Night in San Francisco 35DP9
Mercury: Dire Straits Making Movies- 800
050-2; Dire Straits Love over gold- 800
088-2; Steve Miller Band Abracadabra- 800
090-2
Polydor: Abba The Visitor- 800 011-2
regularly, of course, as we receive the discs
for review and includes both classical and
rock discs ( though the latter haven't been
given ratings) - Ed.
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RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise
ourcritics' findings, but should be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken
as aguide only.
Recording
A
B
C
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may beworthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the ' very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar
is added to the letter or figure as appropriate:
eg, 8:1*,A*:2 or ( exceptionally)A*:1*.
©HiFi News& Record Revievv.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

INFORMATION
us.
Any record reviewed in this magazine maybe
assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number isaccompanied by: l(lmonophonic)
orZl(stereo transcription). C) against an item
in the index above indicates aUK reissue.
dmm = direct metal mastering
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to referto
recorded quality, but do not take account of
individual pressing faults encountered with
our test semples. Readers may assume that a
certain proportion of such variable faultswill
occur among commercial pressings.
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TARTINI
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TCHAIKOVSKY
Romeo & Juliet/Francesca ( Barenboim)
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Serenade for Strings/Nutcracker

98

(Marriner)
17 songs ( Fischer-Dieskau)
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TELEMANN
Concertos, etc ( Petri/Bennett/
Thunemann)
Five oboe concertos ( Holliger/Brown)

95

VIEUXTEMPS
Violin concerto 5 ( Lin/Marriner)

99
99

VIVALDI
Four Seasons (Toso/Scimone)
Pisendal sonatas ( Boston Mus. Trio)

99

WAGNER
Operatic excerpts ( Caballé/Mehta)

98

8

COLLECTIONS

OF THE MONTH
Beethoven violin sonatas: ' perfect articulation'
'Stylish accounts' of modern organ music
Brahms' clarinet quintet — ' alovely reissue'
Bishop-Kovacevich's sparkling Brahms
Buxtehude in Hurford's brilliant performance
Charpentier's Actéon: great poise
Clementi that one ' should hear'
Sigismondo d'India: breathtaking madrigals
Haydn's ' Seven Last Words'
Illuminating Mahler 4from Tennstedt
Szymanowski: arecord 'full of magic'
Marriner's Nutcracker: ' smart as new paint'
Vivaldi's Seasons: an outstanding version
Alan Hacker's conducted clarinet tour

SZYMANOWSKI
Music for violin & piano
(Hoelscher/Beroff)

98

99

(SOderstrOm)

93
93

SULLIVAN
Solos & duets ( Masterson/Tear/Alwyn)

91
91
92
92
93
93
94
94
95
96
98
98
99
100

RETAIL PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices
now available on records, most of the major
companies have abolished aretail price
structure. We will continue to quote retail
priceswhere supplied to

RECORD PRICES (
EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG;
CBS; RCA; ASV; Import Music) .
This chart is provided as an approximate
index to prices readers may-ordinarily expect
tofind in retail shops (very rough guide: ' Full'
£5.50, ' Mid' £4.00, ' Low' £2.50). Where prices
are given with reviews, tnese are manu facturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary
List prices.

CBS 'GREAT PERFORMANCES'
(5 composers) C)

100

CLARINET COLLECTION ( Alan Hacker)

100

CONTEMPORARY FINNISH GUITAR
(4 composers)

100 . COURTLY TRUMPET ENSEMBLE
(5 composers)
100

CREOLE BELLES (
Mississippi music)

100

ENGUSH & SCOTTISH LUTE MUSIC
(Lindberg)

101

ENGUSH VIRGINAL MUSIC
(8 composers, Kite)

101

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI (
gala concert)

101

ROMANTIC GUITAR (
Holecek)

101

STRING MASTERPIECES
(5 composers)

101

THE WIDER VIEW (
music from
4 cultures)

RACIIMANINOV MOR
In Edward Seckerson's feature on
Rachmaninov symphonic works in
April there were some errors
regarding the 'cut' versions of the
Second Symphony. In fact, both the
Kletzki and Loughran versions are
complete. Additionally, it is of
course Yuri and not Emil
Temirkanov who conducts the RPO
recording on HMV. Our gremlins
tender their apologies.
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J.S. BACH: Concerto in d for Harpsichord and
Strings, BWV 1052 Cl Concerto in g for Harpsichord and Strings, BWV 1058
Abdrei Gavrilov (pno)/Moscow CO/Yuri
Nikolayevsky
EMI ASD 4312
Airing one's prejudices in public ought to be
restricted in HFN/RR to readers"Views', but
the music of Bach performed on a full-size
concert grand piano brings one of my own
rushing up from the normally sublimated
depths. Iaccept that Bach on any instrument
may be better for some than no Bach at all,
and that it is obvious that Andrei Gavrilov
sees baroque music as a happy pianistic
hunting- ground ( earlier this year EMI released his performance — on piano — of the
Handel Harpsichord Suites, SLS 5255, with
Sviatoslav Richter), but there can be little
aesthetic or historical reason for having to
listen to Bach in such an unstylistic and
unattractive scoring when so many tempting
alternatives are readily available. The
accompaniment of the Moscow Chamber
Orchestra uses a string technique far more
suited to music of at least acentury later, and
the rhythmic tautness of modern baroque
playing is singularly missed. The slow movement of the G- minor Concerto is amazingly
distinctive for its super- shimmering strings
and veiled pearldrops of piano melody —
dropped with a fair amount of rubato. The
recording favours the soloist virtually
throughout, and as the piano plays with the
ripieno as well as in asolo role, it means that
the keyboard tone leaves the lasting impression. All the strings are thin and pushed
back, the inner parts ( and very often the
bass) being totally obscured, with first
violins, too, struggling to keep their line
above the surroundings. IC:3/41
Roger Bowen
J.S. BACH: Goldberg Variations, BWV 988 ( including the composer's revisions) El 14 Canons on the
Goldberg Bass, BWV 1087*
Alan Curtis (hpd)/"Arthur Haas (hpd)
EMI 1C 151-30 710/11 (
2 recs) ( Conifer)
The 14 Canons were newly discovered in
1975, together with a copy of Bach's Goldberg Variations including autograph manuscript revisions. The Canons involve no
specified instruments, and are partly puzzlecanons — here solved by the eminent
specialist Professor Christoph Wolff. This
performance is the first to include the autograph corrections ( published in the New
Bach Edition a few years ago) and the
second of the Canons, which fit two harpsichords well.
Alan Curtis has chosen to play an historic
instrument from Hamburg by Christian Zell
(1728). This famous harpsichord is somewhat lacking in bloom, especially considering its large size, and Iwonder how well it
has been maintained and restored; in comparison, Arthur Haas's Skowroneck sounds
better, which even excellent modern instruments usually fail to do. The actual recording, however, is good and clear. Alan Curtis
plays the variations somewhat waywardly
with regard to rhythm; he has some of his
teacher Leonhardt's sense of effect and
rhetoric, but less of his discipline and the
resulting power of expression. This is
obviously partly a matter of taste, like registration, and the record has already won
two European awards; but Ireturn happily to
Gustav Leonhardt's earlier ( Telefunken) recording as my favourite reading. The little
canons are well performed, although somewhat tersely. I still feel dissatisfied with
Wolff's solutions of 10a and 10b, and I
should have preferred more of No. 12,
possibly with a cumulative start. [
A:11
Stephen Daw
J.S. BACH: The Complete Cantatas vol. 31
'Meinen Jesum lass ¡ ch nicht' BWV 124 D '
Mit
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Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin' BWV 125 D '
Erhalt
uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort' BWV 126 O ' Herr Jesu
Christ, wahr Mensch und Gott' BWV 127
Boy soloists/Essvvood/Equiluz/Thomaschke/
Egmond/Tólzer Knabenchor/Collegium Vocale/
Concentus musicus Wien/Leonhardt Consort/Harnoncourt/Leonhardt
Telefunken 6.35602 dmm ( 2 recs)
Although all these cantatas are individually
available in the German catalogue, none of
them is otherwise to be had in the British
lists, so Vol. 31 of the monumental Telefunken series will be warmly welcomed both for
filling notable gaps, and more especially for
fine performances of sterling works. All are
chorale cantatas from Bach's second Leipzig
cycle ( they were first performed in January
and February 1725). It is the odd- numbered
works which are the larger, more elaborate,
but all four have a wealth of melodic,
instrumental and structural invention to
highlight features of the text; often it is in the
recitatives ( e.g. 127/4, or 125/3 and 126/3)
that Bach's genius shines through with particular penetration.
The performances are of a high order.
Harnoncourt and his Viennese and Tifilz
forces perform the first three, Leonhardt and
his Consort with the Hanover Boys' Choir
and Collegium Vocale perform No. 127. The
boy soloists are assured and expressive,
Paul Esswood is superb in the big aria from
No. 125 in particular, Kurt Equiluz is as usual
a tower of strength ( or would ' a safe stronghold' be more appropriate in this context?),
and the two basses are fine. Both conductors
handle the works with freshness and interpretative insight; rhythms are nicely pointed,
textures clear, and the constantly varying
timbres are unobtrusively realized. In No.
124 Ithought the balance tended to favour
voices above instruments, but this was more
a matter of adjustment than of complaint.
The silent surfaces and exemplary insert
material ( scores, texts and notes) add to
one's pleasure and gratitude. IA:11
Peter Branscombe

J.S. BACH: The Complete Cantatas vol. 34
'Erforsche mich, Gott, und erfahre mein Herz' BI/VV
136 D '
Lobe den Herren, den müchtigen Kiinig der
Ehren' BWV 137 D '
Warum betrübst du dich, mein
Herz' BWV 138 D 'Wohl dem, der sich auf semen
Gott' BWV 139
Boy soloists/Esswood/Equiluz/Heldwein/Hartinger/
Holl/Teilzer Knabenchor/Concentus musicus Wien/
Harnoncourt
Telefunken 6.35608 dmm ( 2 recs)
Here is another splendid volume in this most
easily justified of complete recording ventures. The four works date from between
1723 and 1725, the odd- numbered ones
probably being the better-known. No. 136
begins with a leisurely fugue, in which the
sonorities of clarino horn, oboe and oboe
d'amore emphasize yet again the variety and
originality of Bach's scoring. No. 137 has no
recitatives at all and a marked insistence on
its chorale tune ( which is, not surprisingly,
'Praise to the Lord'); it also has consecutive
arias for alto ( with solo violin), treble ( with
two oboes) and tenor ( with trumpet singing
out the chorale above a mobile continuo
line); the closing chorale has threefold trumpet. In No. 138, recitative is built into the two
choruses as well as separating the numbers;
the closing chorale is elaborately set. In No.
139 the most fascinating item is a bass aria
with oboe d'amore and violin obbligati and
no fewer than ten changes of tempo and/or
time signature.
The performances and recording are right
up to standard, with notable contributions
from all soloists, and the usual lively response from choir and orchestra to Nikolaus
Harnoncourt's buoyant direction. If balance
favours voices over instruments, the decision can be justified; recorded quality is very

high and the surfaces are delightfully quiet.
(A:11
Peter Branscombe

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7 in A
LSO/Davis
Philips 6527 141
Reissue from 1977
Of 47 different recordings of Op.92 Ihave
retained ( I) the Davis remake is not one to
yvhich Ifrequently return. Ilike the way he
reconciles a Klempererlike gravity with the
propulsive dance elements, but Irather feel
that the music comes too easily to the
orchestra — although Ihad forgotten how
beautifully they play the Allegretto. And the
finale, powerful in parts, is very far from
being electrifying. Under Monteux, the LSO
of an earlier vintage generated more feeling,
and the finale was phrased in long arcing
paragraphs, whereas here it seems cut into
segments. Davis' 1962 RPO Seventh is still
listed on ' Concert Classics', but this later
version includes all repeats. So does
Loughran's, more imposing on ASV; Monteux cut most repeats, but his first/second
violins are divided across the stage. IA/B:21
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet No. 10 in Eb. Op. 74
'Harp' D No. 11 in f, Op. 95
Lindsay Quartet
ASV ACA 1012
Reissue from 1979
As with the Lindsay's Op. 130/133 coupling,
you feel that the players get to grips with
Beethoven's scores in an uncompromising
way. Iadmire the way in which the slow
movements are differentiated: the Op.95
Allegretto with its grieving undercurrents
and stoic forbearance, the Harp Adagio more
inwardly sung. The trio sections in Op.74
(roughly bowed by the Italians) surge forward with that leaping energy one seeks —.
hopefully — in performances of the Ninth
Symphony's scherzo. Again, an uncompromising fearless approach.
The snag with this full- priced reissue is the
sound quality: it is excessively reverberant,
and lacks the range of the ( still preferable)
Quartetto Italiano Philips coupling. You get a
falsified scale, something akin to a small
string ensemble, and lack of clarity. The
Enigma metalwork is re- used, but my copy
was less than flawlessly pressed. LB/C:11
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 1-32 D 32 Variations
in c ID 6 Variations in F, Op. 34 ID '
Eroica'
Variations, Op. 35
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 6768 351 (
14 recs)
Reissues from 1962-68
It was a jolt to hear, on Radio 4's ' Kaleidoscope', Arrau's Beethoven described as a
cul-de-sac in interpretation. Which pianist's
style apart from Schnabel's is not a kind of
'dead end', an inimitable expression of self
as well as of Beethoven's music? We know
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BEETHOVEN: Violin Sonatas — Op.24 (' Spring')
Op. 30 No.2
Ralph Holmes (vIn)/Richard Burnett (f-pno)
Saydisc 'Amon Ra' SAR 9 (£ 5.50) ( Lugton's/H.R.
Taylor/Gamut)
Ralph Holmes is an artist whom Ihave long
admired for the Alpine purity of his tone and
for the economy of his playing. On this
occasion he uses a1736 Stradivarius, apiece
of such beauty that Ican only beg you to
hear it. The partnering instrument is a Graf
fortepiano of about 1820, of which Ralph
Holmes says that ' from the moment that the
Stradivarius and the Graf were heard
together the choice became inevitable'.
Thus armed, the two performers confront
two very different sonatas. How often they
have played together Ido not know, but it
might have been a lifetime, so perfectly do
they combine. ' Spring' may not have been
Beethoven's title, but it is an apt one, and
this version presents it so; the C- minor work
is altogether more strenuous and serious,
and, to my mind, more satisfying — at least
when it is performed as it is here. The
qualities of lucidity and perfect articulation
displayed here linger in the memory.
That what the players offer is so readily
appreciated is in no small part due to the
engineering, which can only add to the
already high reputation of Get Lucena and
David Wilkins. Balance is always a problem,
particularly when, as here, the keyboard
lacks the power and resonance of the modern instrument. Idid feel that in the ' Spring'
the violin is sometimes too dominant, but
this is an arguable point. My Nimbus pressing had not asingle extraneous click or bang,
but overall surface noise could have been
lower. A truly great recording. [
A/A*:1*]
Peter Turner

BERKELEY: Fantasia, Op.92 D Andantino, Op.21
No. 2b D Three Pieces, Op. 72 No.1/DICKINSON:
Paraphrase ID Study in pianissimo D Meditation
on 'Murder in the Cathedral' 17 Toccata
Jennifer Bate (org)
Hyperion A66061 digital dmm
Side 1 is devoted to Lennox Berkeley, who
celebrates his 80th birthday in May, and Side
2 to Peter Dickinson, all these works having
been written between 1955 and 1968. Andantino is the earliest, published in 1955 as a
cello/piano arrangement based on a melody
from Berkeley's Festival Anthem from ten
years earlier, here transcribed for organ by
I-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Miss Bate with the composer's approval.
This music is played on a Harrison instrument in St. James's Church, Muswell Hill,
which is somewhat romantic in style but
gives agood account of these pieces. Jennifer Bate is well-known for her advocacy of
20th. century music, and her splendidly
stylish accounts of these examples make
excellent listening, and a valuable addition
to the repertoire.
The disc is direct- metal mastered by Teldec, and has an open sound with good
balance and splendid bass extension. There
is a very slight background, possibly wind
noise, which will not worry any but the most
fanatical, and the issue certainly earns recommendation. [
A:11
Trevor Attewell

BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
Chicago SO/Solti U LSO/Previn
Decca JB 135
CFP 4401
Reissues from 1973/1979
Two reissues of remarkably contrasted performances: Solti onto Decca's Jubilee label
and Previn from HMV to CFP. For some
unaccountable reason we never reviewed
the Solti, but I did once remark on its
'uninspired brilliance' — a phrase that still
seems appropriate after a further hearing.
Actually, ' hearing' is exactly the word, because Solti's approach to Berlioz tends to
lack that sort of insight into the composer's
rhythmic and melodic subtleties which can
cause one to listen rather than just sit back to
be impressed. Previn, on the other hand,
while amite lacking in fire and frenzy, shows
real sensitivity to the work's quieter passages — with a contemplative, dreamy
approach which Ifind congenial. It's a slowmoving, undramatic performance in comparison with Solti's somewhat assertive one,
although the latter so emphasises every
modest fortissimo in the first movement that
overall dynamics are distorted and Ifelt a
need to compensate by raising the volume
level significantly for the last two movements.
This could be an aspect of recording, but
Decca's Chicago sound is otherwise impressive and remains clean through the
most massive of climaxes. However, its
perspectives sometimes seem artificial,
whereas the excellent EMI production never
gets spatially out of gear and would deserve
a full star were it not for some slightly
overbright string-tone. But if doubts about
the performances cast too long a shadow
here, other recommended mid- price reissues are: Beecham/FNRO ( SXLP 30295) and
Karajan/BP0 ( DG 2535 256). Solti [
A:2], Previn [ tk*/A: 1/2]
John Crabbe

recut here for Sequenza packaging, and
make avery impressive impact. The sound is
now generally very good ( but atrifle gruff at
times in King Lear), while the performances
have that uncannily convincing rhythmic
pulse that characterises Sir Colin Davis at his
Berliozian best. Ihave preferences for this or
that overture in other collections and would
still be sorely tempted by Previn or Gibson
for a comparable overall package; but no
single disc normally accommodates more
than five of the eight, and if you already
possess Beatrice & Benedict or Benvenuto
Cellini (
which come only with the complete
operas in Philips' Berlioz cycle), this is clearly
the group to go for. [
A/B:1/1*]
John Crabbe

BERLIOZ: Lelia ( or ' The Return to Life') D Tristia
(Religious Meditation/Death of Ophelia/Funeral
March for the Death of Hamlet)
Carreras/Allen/Alldis Ch/LSO/Davis
Philips 9500 944
Conceived as a sequel to the Fantastic
Symphony, Le/jo features a narrator who
harangues his audience in the liveliest tradition of campaigning Romanticism, at the
same time providing adramatic rationale for
an otherwise rather curious collection of
musical items. There are also stage directions about aconcealed orchestra, etc, which
the one previous recording ( Boulez/CBS)
attempted to satisfy. Despite its oddity Le/jo
offers much of beauty and interest, so a
version under Colin Davis seemed promising; but in the event it is presented simply as
a string of unrelated short pieces, with no
narrator. The sleeve note claims that this is a
'valid historical exercise' because all six
items pre- dated Berlioz's Lelio package.
Well, that may be so, but is the outcome a
worthwhile artistic exercise?
There is some fine singing and playing
here ( marred slightly by pressure on Carreras' voice in the first Le/jo song), but also a
somewhat staid, item- by- item effect, lacking
the overall propagandist mood which Berlioz
did after all decide to impose. Ironically, one
passage in the excluded spoken text inveighs against ' those who dare to lay their
desecrating hands upon our masterpieces'.
Of course, Lelio is no masterpiece, but at
least some of the linking commentary should
in my view be included if the title is to be
used. A big disappointment, this, although
the Tristia pieces are welcome, two being
newly recorded and the splendidly desolate
Hamlet march reissued from 1969. Sound is
clean and clear, but the performers are set in
a rather small, dead sounding studio. [
A/B:2/
4]
John Crabbe

BRAHMS: 21 Hungarian Dances
VPO/Abbado
DG 2560 100 digital

BERLIOZ: Overtures — King Lear [
II Les Francs
Juges O Roman Carnival III Waverley 17 The Corsair
LSO/Davis
Philips 6527 179
Reissue from 1966
This collection ( originally SAL 3573) has had
a long and honourable life in the Philips
catalogue, and has remained immune from
raids for 'filler' purposes except for Roman
Carnival, which re-emerged in 1975 on a
Weber coupling. The overtures have been

Retailing at around £2.99 this is a trailer, in
illustrative sleeve, to DG's eight-volume
Brahms Edition: drawing on existing tapes
from as far back as the mid- 1960s, but
substantially comprising new digital recordings (
eg. chamber music and vocal). These
Hungarian Dances— only three were orchestrated by Brahms — reappear with the Symphonies, etc ( 1978 Karajan). The famous
G- minor immediately highlights two aspects
of this Sofiensaal production: Abbado drives
the orchestra along yet seems to have little
sense of fun — No.1 has become an LSO/
Celibidache party- piece, and you miss the
nudging humour. Secondly, the recording
'homogenises' the orchestral sound and any
ambience; the triangle is barely audible
here, yet as Reiner's 1960 VPO/Sofiensaal
alternative shows, prominence can spice the
dish. Where directly comparable, that Decca
selection ( SPA 377) conveys aless impersonal characterisation, and makes you question
91
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from Horowitz's book Conversations with
Arrau that the pianist approaches the sonatas in aquasi- programmatic way: something
one had always felt to some degree. But that
does not invalidate the immense feeling of
authority and sureness that his readings
project.
Arrau's Philips cycle was built up in a
series of sessions generally in the spring and
autumn months from 1962-66, with the late
works ( except Hammerklavier) and Apassionata tackled in a concentrated period
Sept- Nov ' 65. I reviewed the set in 1973,
noting several star-worthy recordings ( in
technical rating), but here all sides have been
recut to give a numerical order of works
(unlike the awkwardly arranged Brendel cycle on Philips), with side- breaks in only three
sonatas apart from Op.106, which no longer
turns in the slow movement. Now a degree
brighter, the quality is still good, but occasional patches of distortion made me wonder if the massive production demands of
the 'Arrau Edition' had compromised pressing control standards. Perhaps Iwas just
unlucky ... Certainly this is an inexhaustible
documentation of the ' New Testament' of
the pianoforte literature, agramophone classic. [
A/B: 1/11
Christopher Breunig

gaol

once more ' progress' in the recording world.
Iwould have liked to hear James Levine as
conductor, although Abbado's achievement
is mostly enjoyable; No.21 ( orch. Dvorak)
certainly brings his complete set to abrilliant
conclusion. The disc is fully banded. [
A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1 in d, Op.15
Artur Rubinstein (pno)/Israel PO/Mehta
Decca JB137
Reissue from

1976

When his sight was failing Artur Rubinstein
made this last recording - his only Decca LP
- of awork he fell in love with at twelve. The
continuing RCA listing of previous versions
under Reiner and Leinsdorf allows us to
check his assertion that the Tel Aviv recording was his most intense. Some may not
accept the slips, which passed unedited.
Looking back at my Oct ' 76 review Isee I
found ' a greater stoicism, a dry detachment
of notes', giving stark definition and taking
the place of urbane virtuosity. The pace had
necessarily slowed, yet to greater effect.
Rubinstein had presumably insisted on the
forward balance - piano alone sounds as
though miked for a solo recital, with the
orchestra then distantly placed. The Polygram remastering, too, takes away some of
the weight of the SXL original. And a dull
study of rocks and firs relegates the old
cover- photo ( conductor and pianist grasp
hands in warm accord) to the back of the
'Jubilee' sleeve. [
A/B:1/1*)
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet in b, Op.115/DVORAK:
Bagatelles, Op.47
Berlin Philharmonic Octet
Philips 6570 918
Reissue

from

1972
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BRAHMS: The Complete Organ Music
Nicholas Danby (org)
CRD CRDD 1104 digital
It is some time since Brahms' all-too-few
organ works were available on one disc.
There are only 15: three preludes and fugues
lone chorale- based) and a single fugue, all
dating from his twenties, and the eleven
chorale preludes ( 0p.122), the last of which
was his final composition. Though clearly
Bach- influenced they are by no means derivative, the chorale preludes in particular
being elegant and emotive miniatures. They
are played on the Farm Street church organ,
for which a specification is given. Though
variously rebuilt it still contains seven original ranks by the Belgian Anneesens.
Interpretively these works are well pre-
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The declamatory sections of the first and
third Op.118 pieces are attacked with steely
energy: a fine complement to Kempff's
improvisatory and intimate readings, restored to the DG catalogue recently ( part of
the Brahms Edition). The opening section of
the B- minor Rhapsody is thrusting, dramatically contrasted with the pianissimi - almost
excessively so, were it not for BishopKovacevich's unquestionable integrity as an
interpreter. But this record brings - besides a
sparkling and seductively lilting account for
the sixteen Walzer - passages of delicate,
reflective playing, beautifully captured in a
digital recording of striking presence. The
image is wide, but the sounds radiate from a
centre of precise, unshifting focus. ( The two
Rhapsodies are not linked: the first should
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BRAHMS: Waltzes, Op.39 I: 2Rhapsodies, Op.79
6 Klavierstücke, Op.118
Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich (pno)
Philips 6514 229 digital
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Not the least attraction of this disc is the
inclusion of Dvorak's five pieces for strings
and harmonium, charming ideas not more
than gently wistful, an admirable foil to the
complexities of the Clarinet Quintet. ( The
coupling was excised from the Philips box of
Brahms' chamber music). No.4, a canon,
gives a clear disposition of the players, with
the growling keyboard instrument set back
between the two violins and cello. Members
of the Berlin Philharmonic give arguably the
most satisfying Op.115 on disc - though in
deference to a clarinettist/audio-engineer
friend who says SW1r can only approximate
the impassioned interjections in the Adagio,
Imust mention this reservation. The string
playing is sweet but not cloying, and tempi
gravely expressive where apt. A lovely reissue, impeccably pressed in Holland. [
A:11
Christopher Breunig
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'Our Hunting Fathers' she is able to compensate with good attack and an interesting
variety of tonal qualities. The lack of variation in her vibrato also smudges much of the
musical detail.
The recording does not help, for despite
good stereo definition and a fair dynamic
range one is always aware of the recording:
afine veil exists between the sound source
and the listener, limiting the n'th degree of
clarity. The special acoustical characteristics
of the Brangwyn Hall in Swansea are not
captured in either anatural or satisfying way,
and for both works there are already better
alternatives in the catalogue. [
6:213]
Doug Hammond

BRITTEN: Variations on aTheme of Frank Bridge,
Op.10 D Matinées Musicales, Op.24 D Soirées
Musicales, Op.9
ECO/Gibson
EMI ASD 4388
Frank Bridge's own writing for string orchestra is both masterly and full of character. The
young Britten soon acquired much of that
expertise, yet developed his own very individual voice in works of this genre; his
Bridge Variations not only use amusical idea
from his teacher but also mimic many of
Bridge's own characteristic traits of scoring.
Sir Alexander Gibson's performance of the
work brings out this feature and clearly
relates the work to its historic context. The
strings of the English Chamber Orchestra are
not at their best here— uniform tuning within
sections and precise ensemble are not always present — but they do convey the
work's youthful high spirits and the ambiguity of Britten's love for the models he so
irreverently lampoons.
Churches only occasionally afford the very
best recording venues for orchestral and
chamber works, and in this instance St.
Peter's Church at Morden in Surrey provides
just a little more resonance than is ideal,
although the engineers do in general manage to maintain clarity and good stereo
imaging. All Saints' Church at Tooting
Graveney in London is the setting for the
other two works on this disc, and although
the requirements of these pieces are different the acoustic still turns out to be too
resonant and over- indulgent. However,
dynamic range and percussive impact are
excellent, and with the full orchestra used in
these two works the sound becomes more
clearly focused. The performances are both
good, though not equal to the finest to be
found elsewhere in the catalopue, and provide a convenient and pleasing coupling.
[A/B:1/2]
Doug Hammond

BRITTEN: Our Hunting Fathers, Op.8 D Folksongs
(arr. Britten) — Little Sir William/0 Waly, Waly/
Come you not from Newcastle?/The Ploughboy/
The Bonny Earl o'Moray/Oliver Cromwell
Elisabeth Siiderstróm (sop)/WNO Orch/Armstrong
EMI ASD 4397
Ifind this record a little surprising, coming
from the EMI stable. Firstly, it does not offer
good value for money: just over 26 minutes
on Side 1is okay, but less than half that on
Side 2 seems stingy.
This would be of no consideration if the
performances offered were very special, but
Elisabeth Siiderstnim, fine and much respected artist that she is, seems unable to do
more than skim over the surface of these
works. Hearing Peter Pears sing the folksongs in their version for voice and piano, or
Gerald English in his recent recordings of
them in the format presented here, the
listener is constantly aware that both the
words and music of these seemingly simple
songs have been imbued with multiple
levels of meaning by Britten's remarkable
settings. Sóclerstrám is pale and naïve by
comparison. Her indistinct diction does not
convey the subtleties of the text, although in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ance rather than to Szell or the much slower
Haitink recording of 1981. This is not to
suggest that Tennstedt sounds hurried,
though Idid miss that weighty, numinous
quality that one finds in the greatest readings. He is flexible in pulse, and in lightlyscored passages there is an ardent, springy
rhythmic brio. The LPO plays with warmth
and conviction, yet chording is not always
quite precise. The recording is of generally
fine quality, though on my review pressings
the music did not emerge from, and die
away into, perfect silence. The bass line is
unusually strong; in fully- scored fff passages
definition tends to be opaque, though there
is no sense of impending distortion, and
there is no pre- echo. Overall a shade disappointing. [
13:2]
Peter Branscombe

BUXTEHUDE: Organ Music Vol.1
Peter Hurford (org)
Argo ZRDL 1004

BRUCKNER: Symphony No.5 in Bb CI Te Deum
Ameling/Reynolds/Hoffman/Hoekman/Netherlands
RCh/Concertgebouty/Haitink
Philips 6725 021 (
2 recs)
Reissues from 1967, 1972
Confusingly, new digital recordings of
Haitink's Bruckner are appearing from Philips at the same time as reissues of his older
series. The present discs offer the Te Deum,
which originally partnered Symphony No.7
in September 1967, and the performance of
Symphony No.5 which required four sides
when it appeared in June 1972. The Te Deum
receives an ardent, inspired reading from
everybody involved; if the sound is slightly
constricted now in the great climaxes, this is
still the version to prize above all others.
Symphony No.5 receives a performance of
increasing mastery — the first movement a
shade hurried, but thereafter a poised,
radiant account of the Adagio, a brilliantly
controlled scherzo and trio, and areading of
the wonderful finale which has not been
bettered: firm, yet alive to nuance, with
superbly controlled integration of the disparate elements. Movements two and three are
contained on Side Two ( nearly 31 minutes);
my finished pressings reveal some hiss and
untypical surface noise, but the sound quality and depth are impressive. [
B:1/1*1
Peter Branscombe

BRUCKNER: Symphony No.8 in c ( Nowak Edition)
LPO/Tennstedt
EMI SLS 5290 (
2 recs)
In March Ireviewed aperformance of Bruckner's Fourth from Klaus Tennstedt and the
Berlin Philharmonic which was the slowest I
had come across. Now Tennstedt presents
the Eighth with the LPO, this time using the
Nowak score ( the Fourth used Haas, modified). There are no slow tempi here — indeed,
the opening Allegro moderato is on the fast
side, only Jochum, Horenstein and Haitink
(1969) taking it more briskly. It is a similar
story with scherzo and finale, and even in the
mighty Adagio, where Ihad expected Tennstedt to linger, he is close to Furtwângler
(VPO, 1944) and the earlier Haitink perform-

The title might lead one to suppose ( and
certainly wish!) that a complete Buxtehude
was on the horizon, but this is not so. Peter
Hurford is recording a series involving a
number of Baroque composers, of which
one more disc will be devoted to Buxtehude.
This volume is in the form of a recital, with
six ' free' works and nine chorale preludes,
and is played on the Casavant of Our Lady of
Sorrows, Toronto. It is given a brilliant,
sparkling performance, full of the joy of life
and of fine music — robust, yet finely delineated, and it has that rare gift of improving
with repetition.
The recording is clean and spacious, with a
nicely chosen balance and good pedal extension, giving abelievably realistic impression
of a very fine-sounding instrument. Peter
Williams again provides all-too- brief notes,
including the BuxVW numbers which do
save confusion when looking for specific
items. Strongly recommended. [
A*:1*]
Trevor Attewell

CHARPENTIER: Actéon
Ensemble 'Les Arts Florissants'/dir. William
Christie
Harmonia Mundi HM 1095
The tale of the hunter Actéon, who, having
inadvertantly seen Diana bathing, was transformed into astag and promptly eaten by his
own hounds, is a singularly potent myth of
power and chance ( or mis chance), and one
which Charpentier turns into a perfect little
six-scene tragedie en musique. It achieves its
overall impact not from sensational effects,
but through a poignant blend of joyous
choruses ( where we, the audience, are only
too aware of the tragedy), delicate solos and
lovely instrumental interludes. ' Les Arts Florissants' are as superb as always in music of
this type, and Dominique Visse as Actéon
and Agnes Mellon as Diana weave some
magical moments with the exquisitely sensitive accompaniment.
What can Isingle out: Actéon's extended
dialogue before seeing Diana's all-too tempting charms; his recitative of dismay as he
sees himself transformed into a stag; the
following reflective instrumental plainte,
which grabs at the emotions; or the painfully
ebullient chorus of hunters rejoicing in the
kill? Icommend it to your ears. Harmonia
Mundi have given the whole recording great
poise and a beautifully warm ' bloom'. They
manage, though, not to mask details and to
balance soloists, chorus and instruments
most successfully. There is some effective
staging too, where characters leave the
'stage' very convincingly, although aslightly
over- large bass response and a little too
sharp a stereo division may detract somewhat from my split sonic rating. [
A*/A:1*]
Roger Bowen
93
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sented, though Ifound some tempos atrifle
fast ( and variable), and the registration
perhaps a little lacking in terms of tonal
variety and dynamic expression. The recording is fairly close and of lower than average
level. Occasional very deep rumble ( tube
trains?) is audible on appropriate systems,
but will be no problem in most cases. Some
slight background noise can be heard at
realistic playback levels — nothing serious,
though. Despite these minor reservations
this is aneeded and welcome addition to the
repertoire. [
13:2)
Trevor Attewell

CLEMENTI: Sonata in g/Twelve Monferrinas Op.49
Richard Burnett (pno)
Saydisc 'Amon Ra' SAR 8 (£ 5.50) ( Lugton's/H.R.
Taylor/Gamut)
Clementi was not only acelebrated composer during his lifetime, he was also a manufacturer of pianos — described on his tomb in
Westminster Abbey as 'the father of the
pianoforte'. His pianos, as Richard Burnett
says in his sleeve- note, ' provide unique
documentary evidence regarding the interpretation of Clementi's piano music'. The
instrument used here is agrand dated 1822,
in virtually original form, with leathercovered hammers and the original strings.
Mr. Burnett has chosen two contrasting
works: the sonata is entitled '
Didone abbandonata', and is based upon the classical
story of the desertion of Dido, her moods of
despair and anger; the Monferrinas are
dances — twelve short pieces of varied
character but inevitable lightness. Thus a
wide range of emotion is explored, with
every resource of the instrument being called upon. Burnett's love and admiration for
this glorious piece are apparent in every
note, and his performances are worthy of it:
he would desire no more. Every lover of the
piano should hear this issue.
Another reason for having this record is
the quality of the sound, which is superb.
The instrument inevitably lacks the power of
amodern grand, and in particular has not the
bass radiance provided by the bodyresonance of later construction; but it has a
marvellously integrated sound, and every
shade of it, it seems as one listens, is
conveyed by the recording. Set in the
appropriate acoustic of a beautiful room at
Finchcocks Museum, the sound is natural,
balanced and full, with fine presence. [
A*:1]
Peter Turner

DEBUSSY: Preludes Books 1/2 El Images Books
1/2 CI Estampes
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 6768 357 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1980-81
Wandering somewhat intoxicated in Andrew
Keener's territory, Iwonder what Ishould
say — apart from referring you to his detailed
assessments of 11/80, 6/81, 11/81. Iam only
surprised that the two records of Preludes
were not starred (technically), as they strike
me as supreme analogue pianoforte recordings. For the ' Arrau Edition' some recutting
has taken place, but the tracking demands of
these transfers remain quite considerable.
The image is close and wide; Arrau's breathing is located to the left and somewhat
distanced, and this must be accepted as an
integral feature of the performances, invariably signalling moments of emotional stress.
Arrau says he never hits a keyboard, and to
meet Debussy's demands in the Submerged
Cathedral in some other way clearly challenges the aesthetic sensibilities.
The danger of getting abox like this is that
a collector may rest content, but other
recordings will reveal not only Arrau's limitations but his greatness as a Debussy interpreter. Ifind his turbulent Poissons d'Or,
after Rubinstein, more suggestive of
swordfish, yet the next band Pagodes is
curiously touching, disarming. The third disc
is balanced with more depth, and greater
distance from the instrument. Arrau is
perhaps too ' specific' in parts of Book 1, and
with the sad deletion of Dino Ciani's Preludes one must recommend the Hungarian
Livia Rev for an alternative perspective. I
admire Arrau's overt reference to Iberia in
the Serenade interrompue, but find Minstrels over- deliberate. Only Ciani seemed to
have grasped the gossamer magic of this
allusion. So: impressive, important statements, but not the only way. [
A*/A:11
Christopher Breunig

D'INDIA: Eighth Book of Madrigals ( 1624)
Consort of Musicke: Emma Kirkby, Evelyn Tubbs
(sop)/Mary Nichols (alto)/Joseph Cornwell, Andrew
King (ten)/Richard Wistreich (bass)/Anthony Rooley
(Ite)/Anthony Rooley
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 707 digital
Sigismondo d'India ( c1582- c1629) wrote this
book of madrigals for the celebrated Concerto of the d'Este court at Modena: acollection
of performers whose virtuosity was such
that d'India could describe them as 'the best
who today may be heard in Europe'. The
style of the work is clearly dictated by that
consideration, for these are indeed virtuoso
pieces. But they are so much more! D'India
produces the most ravishing sonorities,
which are never sacrificed to mere vocal
display and which make this issue one of
unalloyed bliss. One does not need to be a
specialist in 17th century polyphony, or even
ever to have heard any of it, to be caught up
in music of breath- holding beauty.
Iam not in a position to echo d'India's
claim about the Modena ensemble on behalf
of the Consort of Musicke, but Ihave not the
slightest doubt that the divine Emma Kirkby
and her associates here would give them a
run for their money. These performances are
exquisite: pitch, ensemble and virtuosity
may be taken for granted; musical depth and
understanding are more than that, and are
what we are given, to the extent that it would
be sheer folly to ignore this issue. Drag your
attention from the music, and you will find a
'fine recording, and realise that the engineers
have their part in the achievement; but Iam
sure they would be happy to know that it is
the music they have recorded which so
exalts the spirit. ( A:1*)
Peter Turner

DURUFLE: Suite, Op.5 U Prelude Adagio et Choral
varié
Torald Torén (org)
Proprius PROP 7854
DURUFLÉ: Prélude et fugue sur le nom d'Alain,
Op.7 17 Scherzo, Op.2/DUPRÉ: Symphonie Passion, Op.23
Torald Torén (org)
Proprius PROP 7855
Duruflé wrote only four organ works, Dupré
being far more prolific, but neither is represented very extensively in the current catalogue, and two of these works are unavailable elsewhere. Torén specialises in French
music, and studied under Duruflé among
others. He plays the 1975/7 Grólund organ in
the Hedvig Eleonora Church, Stockholm, of
which he is organist. It is a spacious,
thoughtful and finely articulated reading in
which the music flowers gracefully, making
very rewarding listening. The organ is a
blend of German' and French, with some
romantic voicing, and does not entirely
avoid the pitfalls of eclecticism, but it is
certainly worth hearing, and suits the programme very well.
Both discs are excellently recorded, with a
lovely, warm ambience and good clarity. The
background is quiet, and the dynamic range
good — the pedal power is unusually high for
an analogue disc, and alittle bass cut may be
needed with smaller speakers. An insert
sheet includes a photo and specification of
the instrument. These additions to the repertoire are welcome, and recommended. [A:1]
Trevor Attewell

HANDEL: Water Music
ECO/Leppard
Philips 9502 096
Reissue from 1970
It is astonishing to realize that this delightful
recording has been around for well over a

decade, so fresh and immediate is the
sound, so sparkling are the textures, in this
reissue. Leppard nicely contrasts and combines weight and lightness in his approach;
there is no unseemly haste, yet also no
egregious lingering over detail. The ECO is in
excellent form, with particularly outstanding
contributions from oboes and horns —
though that said, the strings are resilient, the
bassoons chatter nimbly, and flute and trumpets making telling contributions when
Handel chooses to turn to them. Here is a
very attractive, readily recommendable addition to the ' Living Baroque' series. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe

HANDEL: Fireworks Music II Oboe Concertos Nos.
1, 2 and 3
Lothar Koch (obo)/Stuttgart CO/Münchinger
Decca SXDL 7549 digital
There is a nice, natural contrast between the
thoroughly extravert Music for the Royal
Fireworks, and the intimate grace of the
three oboe concertos on the reverse side.
These are particularly welcome, not least
because the other available versions of the
three ( by Lord and Goossens) are now
distinctly elderly. Lothar Koch is a neat,
small-toned soloist; he responds finely to
the modest challenge, producing a pure ( if
not entirely flawless) line, relishing the noble
and familiar melody of the third movement
of the second concerto. Münchinger secures
deft and quietly stylish performances, and
the discreetly recessed recording is neatly
balanced. The Fireworks Music is less readily
commended, partly because of some rather
heavy rhythms, and partly because the brass
takes on an edgy quality in loud passages.
[A/B:1/21
Peter Branscombe

HANDEL: Violin Sonatas
ASM Chamber Ensemble
Philips 6769 022 (
2 recs)
There can be no better introduction to this
pleasing issue than the first sentence of
Anthony Hicks' authoritative sleevenote:
'This recording [ one of a series devoted to
Handel's instrumental chamber music]
brings together most of the solo violin music
generally attributed to Handel.' The works in
question are seven sonatas from the Op.1 set
(Nos. 3, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15), plus the
A- major Fantasia (
only recently published)
and two sonatas in D- minor ( one of them, in
seven movements, being a transposition of
the B- minor Op.1 flute sonata, the other, in
the normal four movements, being a transposition of the E- minor sonata from the
same set). Contemporary substitutions and
re- numberings complicate the question of
identity. Authenticity too is a matter for
debate: four of the sonatas, or at the very
least a number of movements from them,
are doubtful.
But cnough of musicological niceties:
there is a wide range of pieces here, probably covering most of Handel's active life.
There is abundant contrast within individual
works, as well as between works; occasional
less impressive movements may be early
Handel if they are not by other composers.
The performances are stylish and assured,
with melodies relished and rhythms firm,
springy. The recording is resonant, with the
violin ( lona Brown) to the fore. Harpsichord
(Nicholas Kraemer) is at times rather too
much in the background, cello ( Denis Vigay)
is acoustically favoured in movements
where the writing seems to require it. There
is neat embellishment of the melodic line in
repeats. Philips provide their usual silent
surfaces. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe

quite as important an element in Vieuxtemps' conception, Mr Lin impresses with
his clean attack, vitality and maintenance of
tone. These qualities are also evident in the
Haydn work ( for which the accompaniment
is confined to strings and keyboard continuo). Here the warmth of approach is no
less winning, though arguably less appropriate. With his account of the heart-warming
serenade of the Adagio, though, any lingering resistance ( even to the overblown first
movement cadenza) was vanquished. The
recording is of high quality, with natural,
clear focus and pleasing breadth; only the
surfaces left something to be desired. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe

Emma Kirkby, featured in Hand& on this page and in d'India
madrigals opposite.
HANDEL: 'The Triumph of Time and Truth'
Gillian Fisher (sop)/Emma Kirkby (sop)/Charles
Brett (c-ten)/lan Partridge (ten)/Stephen Varcoe
(bass)/London Handel Ch & 0/Darlow
Hyperion A 66071/2 (
2 recs)
The Triumph of Time and Truth has not had
a good press, and the listener to these
attractive and well-filled records may well
wonder why. True, the text ( by MoreII, from
Oldmixon's translation of the original Italian
libretto of the 1707 II trionfo del tempo e del
disinganno) is clumsy and trite, the score an
amalgam; yet so lovely is most of the music,
so lively and affecting the performance, that
unalloyed delight will attend the unprejudiced listener. The 1707 work was Handel's
first oratorio; he revised it in 1737 as II
trionfo del tempo edella verità; then in 1757
the English version ( revived in 1758 with
some new arias) became his very last oratorio. The succession of arias, recitatives and
choruses lacks organic growth, true; but the
musical variety and the melodic inspiration
are of a very high order.
This performance, the first recording by
Denys Darlow's London Handel forces, grew
out of their inaugural presentation of the
work in the 1981 London Handel Festival.
The idiom is happily caught by the orchestra
(which uses baroque instruments), the freshvoiced chorus ( here deprived of two of its
more dispensable numbers), and especially
by a lively, stylish and pure-voiced group of
soloists. Embellishments vary from the sober to the bold and complex. There is
nothing hasty or ill-considered here; Mr
Darlow's initiative and his skilful attention as
much to detail as to broad outlines makes an
unexpectedly forceful and eloquent contribution to the cult of Handel. The recording
is skilfully managed, spacious and clean.
[A:1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Violin Concerto No.1 in C/VIEUXTEMPS:
Violin Concerto No.5 in a
ChoLiang Lin/Minnesota Orch/Marriner
CBS D 37796 digital
A warm welcome for Cho Liang Lin's debut
recording. This brilliant young player, born
in Taiwan in 1960 and trained in America,
has already acquired an enviable range of
experience and thoroughly deserved reputation. With the help of expert and sympathetic
support from Neville Marriner and the Minnesota Orchestra he gives vibrantly alive and
extremely musical accounts of Haydn's First
and Vieuxtemps's Fifth violin concertos —
works similar in length but in little else. The
Vieuxtemps is to be played without a break,
and Mr Lin conveys beautifully the ebb and
flow within the traditional fast- slow-fast
form, and also within the strikingly wideranging Allegro moderato first movement.
From his first entry, sweet-toned and tender,
we are sure of his lyrical qualities; in the
dazzling and extravert music which forms
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HAYDN: String Quartets Op.51, 'The Seven Last
Words from the Cross'
Gidon Kremer (vIn)/Kathrin Rabus (vIn)/Gerard
Caussé (vIa)/Ko Iwasaki (vc1)
Philips 6514 153 digital
Once I had recovered from the tasteless
indiscretion of those responsible for highlighting the name of Gidon Kremer on the
sleeve, Ihad nothing but pleasure from this
beautiful recording ( which reached me on
Maundy Thursday). It was certainly not
merely seasonal appropriateness that led me
to respond so positively to these finely
judged, beautifully played meditations. The
richness of tone, expressive range, sobriety
and dynamic control are outstanding, the
unanimity of an order to suggest aseasoned
string quartet rather than what seems to be
an ad hoc group. At a time when there are
recordings of the orchestral and choral versions of the work, but no other single- disc
issue of the string quartet arrangement, this
new Philips disc is particularly welcome. The
balance and sense of atmosphere are outstandingly successful, the surfaces in Philips'
finest tradition; further, there is no loss of
quality even on the second side, which plays
for over 35 minutes. [
A*:11
Peter Branscombe

JANACEK: Sonata I.X ( 1905) oOn An Overgrown
Path E. In The Mist
Ivan Moravec (pno)
Nonesuch 79041 digital ( Conifer)
Ivan Moravec has produced several distinguished records for Supraphon, but Ihave not
previously associated him with Janacek. On
this evidence he turns out to be a most
sympathetic interpreter of this highly individual composer, with atendency to emphasise Janacek's romantic associations rather
than his personal idiosyncracies. Thus the
unfinished Sonata emerges as a deeply
moving, if rather more than usually Germanic testament to the slain Czech worker
whose death prompted it. Only three of the
ten pieces which make up Book 1of On An
Overgrown Path are included: No.7 ' Good
Night', No.9 ' In Tears', and No.2 'A Blownaway Leaf'. There is similarity of mood in
these three pieces with the four pieces
dating from 1912, which make up In The
Mist. Moravec treats all these most tenderly
and with the utmost expressiveness, and his
playing has more obvious warmth than that
of some of his rivals, Palenicek or Kvapil for
instance. He is helped by the warm acoustic
of the recording and the realistic quality of
Nonesuch's digital sound. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

JANEQUIN: Le Chant des Oyseaulx
Ensemble Clement Janequin
Harmonia Mundi HM 1099
The title of this recital takes its name from
one of Janequin's most famous chansons,
and whilst chansons concerning birds, some
including actual imitations of birdsong, do

figure large on this record (
Le chant du
rossignol, Le chant de l'alouette, Quelqu'un
me disoit l'aultre jour), we are also given
chansons on the conventional medieval
themes of unrequited love (
Quant contremont, O doulx regard, 0 mal d'aymer),
religious contrition (
Hellas mon Dieu), and
nature — the seasons in A ce joly moys de
may, and flora in Herbes et fleurs. The
medieval mind had a particularly fine appreciation of irony ( particularly about affairs of
the heart — let alone other parts of the
anatomy!) and there are a selection of
scurrilous chansons concerning the usual
carnal pursuits, disappointments and surfeits.
The Ensemble Clement Janequin throw
themselves into these more risqué chansons
with considerable gusto ( although their imitation of the bird trills, etc, do not have the
panache of say The King's Singers) and this
contrasts well with their sensitive renderings
of the more reflective settings. A discreet
lute accompaniment is used for some numbers and there are also two lute solos. The
four singers are set very close and there is
Harmonia Mundi's usual fine tonal balance,
but Ifound that the heavy resonance and the
close setting made for uncomfortable listening after about half a side. [
13:1/2]
Roger Bowen

KODALY: Hary Janos Suite D Dances of Galanta
Peacock Variations
Philharmonia Hungarica/Dorati
Decca JB 138
Reissue from 1974
All these performances, drawn originally
from Dorati's complete set of Kodaly's
orchestral works, have been issued already
though differently assembled. They are
among the composer's most popular pieces
and are arguably among his best, and competition is very strong. For one thing there is
Decca's own Kertesz recording, perhaps the
most scintillating of all the versions of Hary
Janos, and an eminently serviceable one by
Susskind on CFP. This, however, is the only
recording to combine all three pieces, and
Dorati's readings have unquestionable
vigour and authenticity. The Philharmonia
Hungarica is not quite the equal of the LSO,
and some of Dorati's subtleties are not quite
as well realised as Kertesz's. Nevertheless,
the end results will satisfy all but the most
fastidious, and the more modern sound
enhances the record's many attractions. IA:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MACHAUT: The Lay of the Fountain/Lay of Consolation
Medieval Ens of London: Roger Covey-Crump/Paul
Elliott/Andrew King (ten)/Robert Cooper (fiddle,
rebec)/Peter Davies (psalt, hrp)/Timothy Davies
(gittem, Ite)/Peter & Timothy Davies
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 705 digital
This issue, to be frank, is somewhat specialist. What it does do for the general musiclover is to enlarge experience and add to
one's sense of the very lofty musical culture
of the fourteenth century. Guillaume de
Machaut was avery famous composer in his
day, and an influential one. These lays are
canonical in structure: the first unaccompanied, with a Marian theme of deep devotion,
each alternate stanza being sung in canon to
contrast with the single voice of the others.
.There is much musical mastery to follow and
enjoy. The second lay, concerned with courtly secular love, is presented with an instrumental part which changes with each
stanza — the changes being made with great
dexterity and appropriateness. Clearly the
medieval courts of princes and bishops
employed musicians of a very high virtuosity, and the audiences, if they could appreciate music like this, possessed considerable
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knowledge: the Middle Ages were no cultural desert.
The performers here would surely have
delighted Machaut and his patrons, and they
can transport us back through the years to a
very different world. In this they are aided by
a far more than competent recording. Idid
occasionally feel that the instruments were a
shade recessed; but only occasionally. For
the rest, the balance is excellent, and the
sound typical of the Florilegium series which
has made available to us such treasures. To
neglect this issue would be to defraud
oneself. [
A:1]
Peter Turner

MAHLER: Symphony No. 4 in G
Lucia Popp (sop)/LPO/Tennstedt
HMV ASO 4344 digital
Another addition to an embarrassingly long
list of strong recommendations. Complemented by the range and presence of
John Willan's recording, Tennstedt's Fourth
has the bright, sharp- edged qualities of a
primitive painting. Aptly described elsewhere as naïve, Tennstedt's observance of
the many tempo change markings is initially
disconcerting ( is the writing so disruptive?),
but later on it seems cohesively structured,
indeed illuminating. I liked the way the
second movement reflected both Mahler's
quasi- pastoral vein and his rushing scherzo
imagery. The slow movement is beautifully
done; the finale again brings strikingly frank
contrasts between the rapt and frenzied.
Lucia Popp, perhaps not ideally cast (
pace
E.S.!), settles into the movement and is
increasingly affecting. A lot of instrumental
detail emerges from this sharp, well balanced production. EA:11
Christopher Breunig

MAHLER: Symphony No.9
Chicago SO/Solti
Decca D274D 2 digital ( 2 recs)
Decca sound quality, from productions at
Kingsway Hall, then Medinah Temple, etc.,
must have played a considerable part in
widening the appeal of Mahler symphonies.
Solti is now re-recording some of these
works with his Chicago orchestra, and the
change in approach since his 1967 LSO
Ninth, reflected in the timings, is fairly
predictable: broader in movements 0) ( ii)
(iv), tauter in the Rondo burleske. The
Orchestra Hall digital recording is rather dry,
with good depth resolution, and few of the
extremities of zooming- in that you hear on
the old set. The outer movemerts are spanned with impressive purposefulness; the
inner ones are less ' eventful'. For all the
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careful pointing, the Lândler movement is
rather faceless, and Chicago efficiency takes
the place of London warmth and character in
(iii). The visionary interlude passes by and
you hardly register it ( unlike the LSO version,
admittedly sketchier in what Deryck Cooke
described as 'the fiendish helter-skelter of
disjointed counterpoint'). As the analogue
version was in some ways more pleasurable
than this digital replacement, Ihope it will
reappear. [A:11
Christopher Breunig

MOZART: Piano Concerto No.21 in C, K467 [
I
Sinfonia Concertante in Eb, K364
Staffan Scheja (pno)/Bemt Lyse!! (vIn)/Nils-Erik
Spart (vIa)/Stockholm Sinfonietta/VVedin
BIS LP 205 dmm (£5.65) ( TOO
These are good, serviceable performances of
works with so many alternative versions that
one must question whether another is really
necessary. If that sounds ungenerous to
these distinguished Swedish musicians, it is
not intended to be, for as performances go
these have as much validity as most, and
there is no reason why those concerned
should not wish to test themselves against
the best of international competition. That
this might have best been done in Sweden
may not be entirely relevant, but in a market
already saturated with international performances their chances of success are
minimised.
That said, Scheja is an excellent pianist
now resident in America, and the two string
players, both associated with distinguished
Swedish orchestras, have proven their abilities in several recordings. Their account of
the Sinfonia Concertante, nicely scaled and
with the pair of them neatly integrated into
the texture of the music, is the more satisfying of the two performances. By contrast,
Scheja's reading of the popular C- major
piano concerto is superficially pleasing, but
fails to dig very deeply beneath the surface
of the music. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Concerto No.23 in A, K488 CI Piano
Concerto No.24 in c, K491
Ian Hobson (pno)/ECO/Gibson
CFP 4404 digital
Ian Hobson, winner of the 1981 Leeds Piano
Competition, is an experienced concert pianist and competitor; but for anyone to make
his concerto recording debut with Mozart
betokens an artist of supreme selfconfidence, for their subleties have proved
sufficient to defeat the aspirations of some of
the most gifted keyboard players. This is
particularly true of the two works chosen
here, and let it be said that the A- major
comes off brilliantly. Helped by excellent
digital sound and the most sympathetic
support from Sir Alexander Gibson and the
ECO, the pianist creates an atmosphere that
is at once beguilingly lyrical yet full of tensile
strength. The C- minor, however, is not quite
so successful. It may be too strong to talk of
'tragic' in the context of this concerto, but
there is a quality of what may be described
as ' classical fortitude' that informs the first
movement and carries over into the other
two. This characteristic Ifind too dilute here,
and the overall effect rather bland, so that
the stature of the concerto is slightly diminished. Nevertheless, this is an impressive
and courageous debut that deserves to succeed.
A comment on the sleeve is not out of
place, since it was commissioned specially
for the record by Harveys from David Inshaw. This pseudo- naïve picture of a busty
nude hanging out of an attic window may or
may not be a gratifying work of art, but I
would seriously question its relevance to
anything on the record. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: The Piano Trios
Lili Kraus (pno)/Willi Boskovvski (vIn)/Nikolaus Hubner (v/c)
EMI 2C 151-73052-4 ®( 3 recs)
It seems inconceivable that this set should
have been around for almost 30 years yet is
apparently only now making its first appearance on British lists. Considering the artists
involved this is quite extraordinary, for any
admirer of good Mozart playing holds in his
heart a special affection for Lili Kraus, and
even the younger generation of listeners
have come to appreciate Willi Boskovsky's
special qualities as a Mozart interpreter.
Nikolaus Hubner is not as well known, but
with the other two he made up a Viennese
trio of extraordinary distinction and style.
Another factor makes this set unique: it is
the only one that is literally complete. For
reasons difficult to define, all rival sets omit
the D- minor Trio K442, presumably because
it is a fragmentary work. Dating from 1783,
the three incomplete movements were prepared for publication by the Abbe Stadler for
André, and he made avery good job of them.
As performed here the work stands firmly in
the company of the more familiar trios and is
a welcome addition to the catalogues.
Considering the age of the recordings
(made in 1954 in mono) the sound is excellent: clear, well defined and immediate.
Surprisingly too, what might now be regarded as stylistic infelicities — a touch of
portamento, a slight prolongation of a
phrase — add up to performances of personality and individuality, and if anything contribute to rather than detract from the
appeal. Those who relish individuality less
may deduct the performance star. [
B:11
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Requiem
Rachel Yakar/Ortrun Wenkel/Kurt Equiluz/Robert
HolWienna State Op Ch/Concentus Musicus/Harnoncourt
Telefunken 6.42756AZ dmm
Listening to Harnoncourt's Requiem immediately after his Jupiter, one seems to be
listening to two different conductors. Using
Beyer's edition and an orchestra of appropriate colour if of larger proportions than Count
Walsegg is likely to have commanded, he
produces a version of this elusive masterpiece that can stand comparison with the
best of the rival versions. A good quartet of
soloists, with the veteran Kurt Equiluz in
specially good voice, establishes the vocal
claims of the performance, though one wonders perhaps why he did not go the whole
hog and use a purely male choir, with boys'
voices replacing the women to keep in
period.
The size of the orchestra does not help the
always precarious balance between the
voices and Mozart-Süssmayr's sometimes
questionable and always fugitive orchestral
sound; and there are conductors who have
injected a greater sense of drama into the
music — the Confutatis for instance — than
Harnoncourt contrives to do. Barenboim is
one, also using the Beyer edition and with an
excellent orchestra and soloists. Of the conventional versions, Davis' and Frühbeck de
Burgos' reissued recordings also have much
to recommend them, including generally
more dynamic direction, though it might be
argued that Harnoncourt's is stylistically
more in keeping with the nature of the work.
[A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Opera Arias
Kir! Te Kanavva/LSO/Davis
Philips 6514 319 digital
A predictably fine recital, given the artists,
and made more interesting by the avoidance
of some of the staples that turn up time and
again in recitals of Mozart's operatic arias.
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Nothing, for instance, from Figaro or Don
Giovanni, or Constanze's big show- piece
from Il Seraglio. Instead we are offered arias
from La finta giardiniera (
Ah dal pianto),
Lucio Silla (
Pupille amate), La Clemenza di
Tito (
S'altro che lagrime), ldomeneo (
Se il
padre perdei), and four more familiar
favourites from Zaide, Cosi, II Re Pastore and
'Ach, ich fühl's' from Die Zauberflóte— which
is particularly beautifully sung. The violin
obbligato in L'amero is presumably the
leader of the LSO, but it was unkind to omit
his name from the credits, especially since
he plays so sweetly. As is to be expected, Sir
Colin Davis provides sensitive and searching
support, and Dame Kin iis in superb voice,
though she uncharacteristically scoops one
or two phrases in the cavatina from La finta
giardiniera. The sound is admirably balanced between singer and orchestra, and is
warm and realistic. [
A:1/11
Kenneth Dommett

piing of Symphonies 3 and 5 from these
same industrious performers. Now, with no
Beecham version in rivalry, and indeed with
no other coupling of these two works, the
choice is delightfully straightforward: these
are sparkling accounts, beautifully played
and with exquisite balance and very clean
sound. Schubert's juvenilia respond enthusiastically to such treatment; the allegros
crisp yet controlled so that details tell, the
slow movements flowing naturally, unhurriedly. There is much lovely wind detail,
neither unnaturally prominent nor ever
allowed to disappear behind the strings in
the bad old Viennese way. Schubert could
not have imagined such brilliant performances, yet there is no suspicion of the hard,
streamlined brilliance that many a modern
orchestra is inclined to bring to bear on
unpretentious early Romantic symphonic
music. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

NIELSEN: Complete String Quartets ( Nos. 1-4)
Kontra Quartet
RCA RL 40252 (
2 recs) ( Conifer)

SCHUBERT: Piano Quintet in A, D 667 'The Trout'
Ingrid Haebler (pno)/Arthur Grumiaux (On)/
Georges Janzer (vIa)/Eva Czako ( ye/Jacques
Cazauran (d-bs)
Philips 6570 924
Reissue from 1967

That aconfirmed Nielsenian such as Ishould
be coming to these works for the very first
time serves only as a reminder of the
appalling neglect that this most individual
and accessible of composers still suffers.
True, the symphonies have enjoyed a small
upsurge in popularity over the last few years,
but the long-awaited revival seems no closer
and there remain certain areas of his output
which might almost not exist, so rarely do
they see the light of day.
All credit, then, to RCA ( and Conifer) for
resurrecting one such area and making
possible this particular voyage of discovery —
a voyage which begins in Nielsen's preconservatoire days, when he played the
fiddle, and takes us right through, some 18
years later, to the period which saw the
advent of important works like the Second
Symphony and his operas Saul & David and
Masquerade. It is a varied and absorbing
journey, with fresh insights into form and
tonality uncovered at every turn. But wherever Nielsen's stylistic explorations take him,
there's no mistaking the distinctive voice
behind every bar: the bracing life- assertive
vigour, the good humour, the Haydnesque
charm and ingenuity of those little deviations from traditional form just where you
least expect them, and last but not least, the
long, boldly- modulated themes, noblest of
all Nielsen's musical traits. Marvellous examples grace the slow movements of both
the first and third quartets.
For the excellent Danish Kontra quartet
I've nothing but praise, but it would be
remiss of me not to mention that the hollowish ring of the recording does little to flatter
their tonal attributes, either collectively or
individually. Let me not quibble, though.
With a catalogue bare of alternatives and
little prospect of live performances in the
offing, Iurge you to put aside this relatively minor reservation and investigate. [
B/C:11
Edward Seckerson

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 2 in Bb D Symphony
No. 6 in C
ASM/Marriner
Philips 6514 208 digital
Only three months ago Igreeted .
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This fine performance fully deserves its
return to the catalogue, which it has graced
for fifteen years. It is a sensitive, natural
performance, nicely balanced and with
clean, unaffected recording; the bass line is
sonorous, but never over- resonant. The relaxed playing of all five artists has that
unfussy quality which goes straight to the
heart. More brilliant and extravert readings
may be had, but for tender and suitably
unassertive appreciation of Schubert's
achievement in this beautiful work, the present version is hard to beat. It can be
confidently recommended to provide continual pleasure and satisfaction. [
A/B:1]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas — No. 9in B, D 575 CI
No. 11 in f, D625 Cl No. 13 in A, D664 CI No. 14 in a,
D 784 El Moments musicaux No. 1in C, No. 3in f,
No. 6in Ab, D780 D Impromptus No. 2in Eb. No. 4
in Ab, D 899
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)
EMI SIS 5289 (
2 recs)
The years 1817-23 from which these four
sonatas date were a period of remarkable
progress and many afalse start for Schubert.
The B- major Sonata is the last of no fewer
than five completed and two fragmentary
sonatas of 1817; between it and the A- minor
Sonata of February 1823 there are a further
four uncompleted solo piano works as well
as the middle two of those here recorded.
Richter recorded the A- major Sonata as long
ago as 1963 ( still available from EMI on
Concert Classics, coupled with the ' Wanderer' Fantasy); it and the A- minor work are
widely recorded. The earlier two, however,
both in four movements, are much less
popular on record. In the case of the F- minor
work, the fragmentary state of the first
movement poses problems; Richter simply
ceases to play where Schubert's manuscript
peters out, moving on to the scherzo, the
Adagio D 505, and the finale — affecting, if
hardly effective ( completions of the first
movement do exist).
Richter's playing is wonderfully satisfying,
both tender and fiery, lyrical and strong.
Very generous measure he gives us, too,
with the fill- ups making each of the four
sides well over the half-hour in length. No
details are given of the provenance of these
performances, which come as an EMI/Melodiya co- production, engineered by a
Japanese team. Recorded live, the playing is
accompanied by coughs and other audience
noises, and by well-deserved applause at the
end of works. The piano is clearly, closely

recorded, with warm, natural- sounding tone
apart from some shrillness; my copy of Side
4 was distinctly noisy. 113:1]
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: Moments Musicaux, D 780 12 Sonata
No. 17 in D. D 850
Clifford Curzon (pno)
Decca JB 145
Reissues from 1964, 1972
This recording reminds us of what we have
lost in Sir Clifford Curzon. His account of the
D- major Sonata was first issued in 1964
(coupled with two of the Impromptus D 899);
the six Moments Musicaux were first issued
in 1972, coupled with Beethoven's Fifteen
Variations. The new combination makes excellent sense; even the side-break after the
first movement of the Sonata is no hardship.
Curzon's playing is wonderfully sensitive,
evocative, with a rhythmic lilt that few can
equal. The last of the Moments Musicaux is
taken very deliberately, yet impetus is so
finely sustained that the decision is justified.
The last movement of the Sonata too is
slower than usual, yet meticulously limpid,
full of life. Beautifully poetic playing, with
delicate flexibility and engaging sparkle. The
recording wears its years lightly, apart from
some hiss, and the piano tone is faithfully
captured. [
A/B:11
Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: Sacred Choral Works vol. 2
Various soloists/Bavarian Rad Ch & SO/Savvallisch
EMI SLS 5278 (
3 recs)
In February the first volume of Schubert's
sacred choral works earned grateful and
appreciative comments; Vol. 2 has not kept
us waiting long, and Itrust the third and final
volume will soon follow. The works this time
are ( in the order on disc): Mass in Eb, D950;
Mass in C, D 452; Mass in G, D 167;
Magnificat in D, D 486; 'Auguste jam coelestium' in G, D 488; 'Tantum ergo' in C, D 460;
ditto, D 461, Gradual in C, D 184; Kyrie in F,
D 66; ' Salve regina' in Bb, D 106; Offertory
'Tres sunt' in a, D 181; and ' Tantum ergo' in
C, D 739. As the Deutsch numbers suggest,
these are mainly early works, or works from
his middle years ( that is, his mid to late
teens!) They vary widely in quality, but not
here in the direct, spontaneous, yet also
finely expressive, performances. As with the
previous volume, the soloists are artists of
the highest rank: Donath, Popp, Rüggeberg,
Fassbaender and Falk; Araiza, Schreier, Dallapozza and Gassner; Fischer-Dieskau, Lika
and the organist, Elmar Schloter.
There is food for much thought here — why
did Schubert reject this or that movement
and later replace it? Why abandon a particular composition? How could he apparently
have retrogressed from a youthful inspired
solution to aproblem towards amore ' ordinary' response? It is a measure of our gratitude to Wolfgang Sawallisch, his performers, and to EMI that we can ask these
questions which have hardly been asked
before, and feel that with pleasurable repeated listenings we may tentatively move
towards answers. Doubters should listen to
the Kyrie written early in Schubert's seventeenth year as well as to the great E-flat Mass
of his last year. They will find faithful,
natural- sounding recorded quality too, with
ideal spaciousness and presence. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

STANFORD: Songs from The Elfin Pedlar
James Griffett (ten)/Clifford Benson (pno)
Hyperion A66058 dmm
We tend to think of Stanford primarily as a
composer of church music. In fact he was
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prolific in other kinds of music, and, as
Professor of Composition at the RCM, a
considerable influence. A recording of his
Clarinet Concerto which Ireviewed in 1980
reveals Stanford as a superb melodist and
subtle harmoniser, and has often found its
way back on to my planer. So also here:
though seemingly simple, these songs are
very beautifully constructed, and their neglect seems unpardonable. Certainly the two
artists involved here should encourage some
interest. In concert- hall practice one would
not usually perform both books of Elfin
songs in one programme; but even when
this is done the ' celtic' element is sufficiently
varied to sustain interest, and James Griffett
is a subtle interpreter with a superbly controlled range of strength and colour. The
accompaniment, too, is both sympathetic
and delightful.
Imay have been fortunate in the directmetal- mastered issues Ihave received, for I
liked them all. This one has an admirably
'black' silence behind it, and certainly gives
the impression of absence of sounddegrading steps between it and its original
tape; but we are not told whether that was
digital or dear old analogue. This recording
is exceptionally well-focused and natural.
There is no text provided ( with mine at any
rate), but such is the diction of Mr. Griffett
that Idid not miss one word. A very enjoyable issue. (
A:11
Peter Turner

SULLIVAN: Solos and duets from 'The Gondoliers',
'Iolanthe', 'The Mikado', ' Patience', ' H.M.S. Pinafore', 'The Pirates of Penzance', ' Ruddigore' and
'The Yeoman of the Guard'. 17 items.
Valerie Masterson (sop)/Robert Tear (ten)/Bournemouth Sinfonietta/Alwyn.
HMV ASO 4352 digital
The solos and duets here are sung by two
well-known operatic artists, so one would
expect them to present no technical problems to the singers concerned. However,
while Valerie Masterson sings stylishly and
in the correct tradition, the same cannot be
said of Robert Tear. His 'Take a pair of
sparkling eyes' is a case in point. It is sung
without any of the charm and lilt which one
would expect from an artist with Mr Tear's
experience, and the same is true for 'The
Magnet and the Churn' which is sung too
quickly, with curiously clipped phrases, and
as a consequence lacks the grace and
romantic atmosphere which the music demands, while the tasteless high note at the
end is quite out of character. Miss Masterson, on the other hand, seems entirely at
home in this music and all her solos are
delightfully given.
Many of these numbers were written with
chorus parts, and it is surely not too much to
expect in these digital recordings that a
chorus should have been used. Its absence
makes nonsense of asong like ' A Wandering
Minstrel' and is sadly missed in many other
instances. The recording is clean, with anice
open sound in the orchestra and with excellent definition. The voices suggest a rather
different acoustic, with too much reverberation for my taste. Altogether this is a very
mixed bag, and apart from Miss Masterson's
solos Icannot recommend it. [
A/B:1/3]
John Freestone

SZYMANOWSKI: Mythes, Op.30 CI Romance,
Op.23 E Three Caprices Op.40 D Notturno e
Tarantella, Op.28
Ulf Hoelscher (vIn), Michel Beroff (pno)
EMI 1C 067-46 599 digital
This is a delightful record, full of magic. It
contains all Szymanowski's original music
for violin and piano with the exceptions of
the early D- minor sonata and the late Lullaby
Op.52, and it is all beautifully played with
that combination of opulent colour and
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linear strength which is the secret of Szymanowski's style. Hitherto the DanczowskaZimerman duo on DG has provided a useful
paradigm by which performances may be
measured, but this improves on that, not
merely in quality of playing and the degree
of rapport that exists between the partners,
but in the breadth of their programme.
Both the Romance of 1910, a piece of
Straussian Romanticism, and the three Paganini Caprices are new to record. These last
date from Szymanowski's unhappy exile in
Elisavetgrad in the last months of the Great
War, and are reworkings of the Caprices Nos.
20, 21 and, inevitably, 24. To discover yet
another series of varjations on this most
fecund of themes will delight the curious
and, because they indicate something of the
changes taking place in Szymanowski's
music as it entered its final phase, will be of
interest to students of the composer. Both
violinist and pianist seem to have totally
absorbed Szymanowski's various styles and
are rewarded with a recording of commendable naturalness, clarity and brilliance.
[A*:11
Kenneth Dommett

TARTINI: Concerto for violin, strings and continuo
in e ( D. 56) LI Concerto for violin, strings and
continuo in G ( 83) LIAndante in efor violin, strings
and continuo (83a)
Salvatore Accardo (vIn)/ECO
Philips 9502 089 digital
Accardo is at his ( excellent) best in the slow
movements, including both of those for the
G- major Concerto. In the faster movements
he plays with excitement, but at times things
get a little too exciting, and the results are
imprecisions which the virtuoso Tartini
would never have countenanced. The recording is clear, but a little narrow and
backward in effect, as though the orchestra
and soloist were placed distantly in a curtained tunnel- like room; however, the lively
playing of the ECO — here under the soloist's
direction — compensates somewhat for this.
The cover- notes, by Michael Talbot, are
interesting and informative, and we are left
wondering if it is only the challenge that
these concertos present which has resulted
in their comparative neglect on records.
[13:1*/2]
Stephen Daw

TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo & Juliet ( 1880) E Francesca da Rimini
Chicago SO/Barenboim
DG 2532 069 digital
A disappointing coupling. The feud in
Romeo & Juliet is pedantically paced, and
the passionate outpourings before the depiction of Francesca sound unduly laborious
and repetitive. This Lisztian fantasy needs
electrifying inner commitment to avoid
emptiness, building resentment in the listener. Even Giulini's ( the best of current 33rpm
options) is not as persuasive as the deleted
Leningrad PO/Rozhdestvensky reading.
There the imagination was carried over to
the safer seas of Tchaikovsky's central lyrical
scoring. As in the Chicago SO 1812coupling,
DG's digital recording boasts massive
weight, but instrumental sections are pulled
forward. No replacement for Bernstein's

fiery readings ( recorded live, on the same
label) with the tonally inferior Israel Philharmonic. Bernstein's older NY Romeo is worth
trying, too, at mid price, but only an exceptional pickup will make anything of CBS's
recording. LA/B:3)
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings E Nutcracker
Suite
ASM/Marriner
Philips 6514 265 digital
Seven years after publishing one of the
Academy's most attractive performances,
Argo recoupled the Tchaikovsky Serenade
with Dvorak's ( ZRG 848). There are sufficient
interpretative changes to give anyone an
excuse to get this Philips remake as well. The
Valse is now marginally quicker, straighter,
and the opening of the Elegie more powerful
in address, less intimate in manner. But the
digital sound does lack the coherence of the
1969 Argo production: the violins occupy a
separate pocket, as it were, and the lower
strings have not the weight and presence of
the earlier version.
Marriner's Nutcracker is as smart as new
paint — anyone nostalgic for the Beecham
touch should hear it. Iparticularly revel in the
Arab Dance, a mini-Scheherazade here, with
a hook- nosed Sultan glowering lustfully. A
brilliant Suite, but Ifelt the conductor was
perhaps a shade cynical about Valse des
Fleurs. However, in precision Lanchberry is
easily surpassed. The only criticism must be
levelled at the digital recording, where instrumental timbres are accurately rendered
but multi-miking blurs the image. The EMI/
Philharmonia complete ballet was better in
that respect, but Philips' own excerpts from
the Concertgebouw/Dorati analogue production are more satisfying than either. Still, the
new ASM recording does impress in its way.
This should prove a best-seller! [
A:11
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: 17 Songs
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/Aribert Reimann
(pno)
Philips 6514 116
In 1979 DG released a prestigious but shortlived recording of Aribert Reimann's Lear;
the inspiration for the opera had been Fischer-Dieskau. On this finely engineered disc,
a co- production with Radio Free Berlin, the
renewed collaboration is a recital which
includes ' Don Juan's Serenade' ( but excludes ' None but the lonely heart'). The
subjects range from drunkenness to heroism, from sexual passion, through hope, to
desolation, but what John Warrack describes
as ' a drawing room pathos' distances the
listener. Texts are given in English/French/
German, but Philips' failure to provide a
Russian transliteration Ifind a bar to real
appreciation. Better, perhaps, to set aside
the.translations and just listen to FischerDieskau's clean line and coolly intelligent
artistry. Iparticularly enjoyed the Lermontov
setting ' L'amour d'un defunt'. EA:1)
Christopher Breunig

TELEMANN: Suite in a III Concerto for recorder,
bassoon and strings in FEl Concerto for recorder,
transverse flute and strings in e
Michala Petri (rec)/William Bennett (N)/Klaus
Thunemann (bsn)/ASM/Iona Brown
Philips 6514 165 digital
Iremain unconvinced by Michala Petri, highly talented though Iknow her to be. She
plays all three of these works with apparent
ease, with a clear and pleasant sound, and
without ever taking any risks interpretatively; any risks, that is, apart from that of
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TELEMANN: The five Oboe Concertos ( in e, d, c, f &
D)
Heinz Ho/tiger (ob)/ASM/Iona Brown
Philips 6514 232 digital
Telemann's concertos for solo oboe are
richly expressive and full of contrasts ( partly
because of the predominating minor keys, I
suspect), so that the combination of such an
established soloist with such a renowned
ensemble was a very good idea. However, I
found the result a little disappointing. First,
the sound: often, digital records sound overlively and aggressive, but this one goes to
the opposite extreme, and is rather too
uncommitted in effect. The harpsichord is
very clearly audible, bass and treble are not
starved, the spread is natural, but there is
something wrong: possibly editorial overcompensation for over- recording.
Heinz Holliger plays beautifully for some
of the time ( especially in the Adagio in b
from the D- major Concerto); but he is in one
of his less convincing moods, with patches
of uncharacteristically untidy and lifeless
playing in each concerto. The Academy is
not on bad form, but it is not helped by the
lacklustre recording. A little disappointing —
except the music, which should be recorded
again, soon. [
C:2]
Stephen Daw

VIVALDI: The Four Seasons ( Violin Concertos RV
269, 315, 293 & 297
Piero Toso (WIWI Solisti Veneti/Claudio Scimone
Erato NUM 75054 digital ( also on Compact Disc
ECD 88003) ( Conifer)
This new recording is extremely fine. The
performers play the music with great dignity
and swagger, but also with appealing lyricism and poetry, as though it belonged to
them — as indeed in asense it does. Toso is a
highly deft and expressive soloist, and his
contribution ranks well above those of many
a more famous player. Everything is carefully managed to achieve maximum results,
and the orchestra has been extremely well
trained.
The recording struck me instantly as the
most successful digital production that I
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have yet heard, and the impression stayed.
The sound is sweet and creamy, yet alive
and immediate; the balance and the spacing
strike me as ideal; distancing is natural
within appropriate acoustical conditions:
altogether delightful. Erato, Scimone and all
concerned are to be congratulated on an
outstanding recording. [
A*:11
Stephen Daw

VIVALDI: Four Pisendel Sonatas ( in C, A, G & c)
The Boston Museum Trio
Harmonia Mundi HMB 1088
The three musicians, Daniel Stepner ( baroque violin), Laura Jeppeson (' gamba) and
John Gibbons ( harpsichord) are well established in their homeland and in Western
Europe, but this was my first encounter with
them. Very pleasant it is, too. Stepner is a
very persuasive and lyrical soloist, and in
these Dresden sonatas — which are by no
means easy to play — he proves modestly
authoritative, and his accompanists both
play with great sensitivity. The recording is
slightly backward, but tonally clear and
well-proportioned, not in any way bad. The
documentation struck me as a little
rudimentary. This is a record which Ishall
treasure, because it shows the opposite side
of Vivaldi from that typified by the virtuosoconcertos (
Seasons etc), and it shows it
particularly well. [
13:11
Stephen Daw

WAGNER: Tristan und IsoIde D Getterdemmerung
El Der Fliegende HoMender El Tannheuser — excerpts
Montserrat Caballé (sop)/NYPO/Mehta
CBS D37294 digital
There is a case for presenting artists to the
record- buying public in roles which they
would not take in the opera house. Sadly,
this record offers no convincing evidence to
support that case. ( An interesting parallel
can be drawn between this release and Joan
Sutherland's 1980 Wagner recital for Decca,
which also fails.)
Vocal beauty and superb enunciation are
simply not enough to carry off the role of a
Wagnerian heroine. Brunnhilde and IsoIde
each suffer a ' rounding off' through Cabal les projection of feminine vulnerability,
though both Senta and Elisabeth are better
served. There is plenty of flawless singing,
but the slow tempi produce some odd
effects: the note- by- note singing of the
words ' Wonne' and ' mild' in the phrase
'Wonne klagende, alles sagend, mild versiihend aus ihm ttinend' from Iso'de's
Liebestod, for example, which are usually
taken as a seamless run. Cabellé's deep
vibrato can also distract.
The NYPO seems only to shine in the
colourful writing of Dutchman; elsewhere,
as in the Tristan Act 3 Prelude, proceedings
are langourous. Recorded sound quality is
only fair; there is a veiled quality to voice
and strings and one or two abrupt level
changes, while the ' ducking' at the word
'Heller' ( schallend, mich umwallend) in the
Liebestod is most unwelcome in a digital
production. [
B/C:2/3]
David Prekel

WAGNER: Geterdiimmerung — highlights
Rita Hunter (sop)/Alberto Remedios (ten)/LP0/
Mackerras
CFP 4403
Reissue from 1972
Originally recorded as part of aW.D. & H.O.
Wills sponsorship deal, this record now
makes a surprise reappearance on the same
label under John Player sponsorship. My
only regret in listening to this record is that
Hunter and Remedios never recorded an

original- language version of the complete
opera at the height of their collaboration.
Their English- language version ( ENO/
Goodall) doesn't shape up in terms of sheer
electricity' even beside this incomplete recording.
Mackerras drives and pushes the score but
judges every climax to perfection. The LPO
are in magnificent form, with accurate, incisive playing; the brass section excels in
tone-colour and power. The quality most
notable in singing, playing and conducting is
the simple unaffected honesty of the performance. The recording too presents a
picture with clear concert platform perspectives. The stature of this performance seems
to have grown rather than diminished over
years, Hunter's unstrained high- note purity
in particular rekindling my first enthusiasms.
[A/B:1/11
David Prekel

CBS GREAT PERFORMANCES
STRAUSS: Also sprach Zarathustra
Philadelphia/Ormandy
CBS 60136
Reissue from 1964
SAINT-SAENS: Symphony No 3 in c
Raver (org)/NYPO/Bernstein
CBS 60137
Reissue from 1978
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in aOp.54 I: Quintet
in Eb Op. 44*
Serkin (pno)/Philadelphia/Ormandy/Budapest
String Quartet*
CBS 60138
Reissues from 1965/7
COPLAND: Appalachian Spring suite El Fanfare for
the Common Man III El Salon Mexico 171 Danzon
Cubano
NYPO/Bernstein
CBS 60139
Reissues from 1962/3/7
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No2 in Bb
Serkin (pno)/Cleveland Orch/Szell
CBS 60140
Reissue from 1967
Post 2001 recordings of Zarathustra have
invested so much in the ' Sunrise' as to
divorce it from the body of the piece. Ormandy, of course unaware in 1964 that this great
theme was to enter into the collective consciousness by the cinematic back door, keeps
the opening in perspective, with nobility and
power but thankfully no exaggerated ' widescreen' gestures. The sound throughout is a
little dated, with brass both boxy and shrill.
In compensation there are passages of
beautiful playing, notably the strings in
'Dweller of the Back-World'. Ormandy executes a superb transition from the ' Dance
Song' into 'The Night Wanderer's Song', but
the midnight bell rings from a muffled
distance and is barely audible behind the
orchestra. Competitive, though not the outstanding bargain Zarathustra. [ 13:1]
Bernstein pushes the pace in every movement of the Saint-Saëns Organ Symphony,
the orchestra being so hard-driven that at
times it seems about to ' trip over'. Yet oddly
enough this unremitting pace lacks the
excitement generated by faster but fleeterof-foot conducting by Paul Parry ( Mercury
reissue). The recorded sound is compartmentalised, with the violas and cellos sounding very nasally coloured at times. The
plus- point of this issue is the surprising
clarity of the organ pedal point writing,
which so often gets lost in orchestral murk.
[B/C:2]
Inever suspected Rudolf Serkin of Gouldlike ' hum alongs', but in both the Schumann
Concerto and Quintet there is a constant
vocalisation caught by the close piano mikes
which can be very distracting. The Concerto
is played with unseemly hurry; the allegro
affetuoso being more agitato — exaggerated
rather than expressive. The performance is
showy, unhelped by limited dynamic range
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playing her lines too ordinarily. Young performers of high skill do not necessarily
always do this. Longer- established ones, like
the admirable Klaus Thunemann, may
however be expected to add more point and
response, and so he does in the F- major
concerto; but William Bennett, playing with
Petri in close duet in the E- minor work,
seems to be longing for her to mirror him as
he does her, trying to find personality within
the lines that call for more attentive shaping
and flexibility. The response is quite remarkably cool, especially in a woodwind player.
The solo Suite is given the least satisfactory performance here, although it is played
on its right instrument ( the recorder, not the
transverse flute). In vain does the cover- note
mention contrasts of national style ( the
essence of Telemann). The Concertos have
more character, and a busy sense of life, but
they still seem to me both to be undercharacterised. The recording is satisfactory,
and balances have been well and naturally
preserved, but there is a rather impassive
quality even here. Telemann deserves better
than this. [
B:2]
Stephen Daw

and a sound which all too quickly becomes
strident. Similarly, the high-energy approach
taken to the Op.44 Quintet, which leaves the
listener breathless but with the feeling of
having come no distance, is made worse by
the dated sound. The biggest distraction
must be the wow from the master tape,
which doesn't grace some all-too- hard
bowed playing from the Budapest Quartet. IB
(Concerto) C/D ( Quintet) :
2]

These Copland recordings by Bernstein
and the NYPO were made up to five years
apart, but they bring to each piece the same
tightly reined power. This is electrifying in El
Salon Mexico and Fanfare, but fails when
faced with the simple humility of Appalachian Spring. There is good LF power and
detail from percussion and basses in Mexico,
but while the sound can be fairly spacious it
is also shrill. 113:1:1*1
The Serkin/Szell Brahms 2nd Piano Concerto enters a field which is already topheavy with mid and bargain price classic
reissues. As a concert performance Serkin's
pent energy would have been rivetting, but
on disc the ' spiky' playing becomes unremitting. Serkin also displays a peculiar lag and
lead' effect, syncopation almost, between
left and right hands, particularly in the
opening of the Concerto. In the Andante the
piano is more exposed and its nasal tone as
conveyed by the recording becomes particularly unwelcome. [ B/C:2]
David Priikel

CLARINET COLLECTION
Alan Hacker (clt)/Richard Burnett (keybds)
Saydisc 'Amon Ra' SAR 10 (£5.50) ( Lugton's/H.R.
Taylor/Gamut)
Not long ago Ihad the pleasure of attending
a recital given by Alan Hacker and his pianist
wife. I came away with two particular
memories: Hacker's tone, and the immense
power he can produce from a seemingly
feeble instrument. Here he uses an historical
perspective of clarinets, from a simple elder
pipe he made himself, to what he describes
as ' a remarkable off-the-peg modern C clarinet by Noblet, aFrench firm that has been in
the business since 1750'. It is an historical
journey of fascinating interest, accompanied, in most cases ( there is one doubletracked item and two solos) by Richard
Burnett on an equally abssorbing collection
of keyboards from the Finchcocks Collection:
spinet, chamber organ, harpsichord, forteiano. The result is spellbinding — not only
because of the inherent interest of evolution
before one's very ears, but because it is all so
very well done. The music is all easy on the
ear and one can revel in some forty minutes
of high enjoyment.
And again: the recording is excellent —
each different instrument captured with the
level adjusted in accordance with the level of
the original. Thus when Alan Hacker gets
fully going, my memory of his power and
command was vividly recalled. The Nimbus

pressing is, as usual, remarkable for its
freedom from crackle and pop; but there is a
degree of constant surface- noise. This is
trivial, and may even lessen with playing.
Join in the ball. [
A:1*1
Peter Turner

CONTEMPORARY FINNISH GUITAR
Jukka Sayijoki (gtr)
BIS LP-207 dmm (£5.65) (TOL)
This young performer — pupil of, amongst
others, John Duarte — teaches at the Sibelius
Academy; his technique is formidable, his
musicianship unquestionable. The first part
of his recital here is devoted to what he calls
'traditional' music by Nordgren and Rautavaara; on the second side we have two
avant-garde works by Bergman and
Heininen, from which, I confess, I have
derived little musical enjoyment. Each contains devices new to the guitar ( involving,
amongst other things, the use of spoons)
and are of such hair-raising difficulty that
one listens open-mouthed: I have never
heard such sounds from aguitar before. This
facet alone makes this remarkable recital
mandatory for all concerned with the instrument. Mozart's description of the ' miniature
orchestra' takes on new meaning.
Though von Bahr reverts to his four- mike
set-up for this recording, the over-wide effect
is not apparent ( so it can be done!). Savijoki
uses an English guitar, and we are back to
the traditional sound which Igreatly prefer.
There is some tendency to the larger-thanlife effect and the level remains high, but the
DMM does seem to remove several veils
from the sound, which is very good. Icannot
compare this issue with any other Iknow; it
has to be heard, and Iurge you to do so. I
shall certainly return to it from time to time
for its amazing virtuosity, and eagerly await
further offerings from this hugely talented
man. [
A:11
Peter Turner

has not substantially improved the overall
sound or pressing quality. [
A:1*/2]
Barbara Jahn

CREOLE BELLES: Music on the Mississippi from
Stephen Foster to Scott Joplin
The Chesapeake Minstrels
Hyperion A 66069
This is a tastefully arranged concert of
mid- 19th century American ' coon' show and
salon music, performed in a more-or- less
contemporary fashion, and on contemporary
instruments. It may seem odd to be considering ' authentic' performances of such
music, but this is just the sort of stuff that
suffers at the hands of arrangers anxious to
impress audiences with their own dexterity.
George and Rose Weigand, who direct the
Chesapeake Minstrels and who have made
these arrangements, have largely succeeded
in presenting this unpretentious music in the
best possible light; but even they have not
managed to rid Stephen Foster's ' buck and
wing' Some Folks of an oppressively ' operatic' soprano. In fact, neither of the two
singers is ideal, for the tenor James Griffett
does not always enunciate clearly enough
for his words to make their point. The
instrumental numbers, which include Gottschalk's Pasquinade and Creole Medley
(were conga drums really appropriate?), a
jaunty arrangement of Moret's Hiawatha Rag
(1901), adelicate one of Joplin's Bethina and
Maple Leaf, and aboisterous Robert E Lee as
finale, are very much on the plus side. The
recording is spacious but might with advantage have been given ashorter focus, bringing it slightly closer and making its impact
that much greater. A novel and enjoyable
compilation which, it is hoped, will encourage a successor. [
All
Kenneth Dommett

ENGLISH LUTE MUSIC
Jakob Lindberg (Ite)
BIS LP-211 dmm (£5.65) (TOL)
COURTLY TRUMPET ENSEMBLE
ANON: Sonatas No.51, 52 & 54 of the Charamela
Real/BIBER: Sonata Sancti Polycarpi à9/DIABELLI:
Four Processional Fanfares/KELLER: Six Processional Fanfares/SPEER: Sonatas No.1 & 28 CI
Sonata à 4 D Sonata for 4 trombones
Bengt Eklund's Baroque Ens/Tarr
BIS LP-217 dmm (£5.65) (TOL)
This record will be of great interest to
specialists in Baroque brass music, but cannot be classed as exciting listening for the
majority. This is due more to the nature and
selection of the pieces ( some of which have
never been recorded before) than to any
fault of the performers. The limited chordal
range in most of the works is tiring, but the
sonatas from the Lisbon Charamela real are
scored for natural trumpets in Eb and Bb,
which enrich the harmonic palette alittle and
widen the possibilities for modulation. The
24 natural trumpets, which are split into four
choirs for Sonata No.54, are played with
virtuosity, but the effect is still alittle dull on
occasions. Great dynamic range can be
expected, but opportunities for even slight
contrast in these predominantly antiphonal
pieces are often missed. The use of organ in
many is sensitive and discreet, often helping
to bridge the tonal gap between trumpets
and sackbutts and filling out the harmonies.
The Keller Fanfares ( 1834) provide some
light relief by their more whimsical nature
and the hint of folksong that pervades them.
A distanced setting has been selected for
these recordings. Stereo placing is exact,
with good left-to- right and front-to- back
spread, and the reverberant acoustic is an
asset in promoting an atmosphere of courtly
splendour. However, direct metal mastering

SCOTTISH LUTE MUSIC
Jakob Lindberg (Ite/Baroque lte)
BIS LP-201 dmm (£5.65) ( TOL)
These are two beautiful recitals by a masterlutenist who is perhaps best known in this
country for his appearances with such ensembles as the Academy of Ancient Music
and the Consort of Musicke. The English
recital includes Holborne, Philips, Dowland,
Cutting, Bachelar and Anon: a varied programme full of delights. The Scottish record
has many more, shorter pieces, often drawn
from such sources as the Jane Pickering Lute
Book, the Lady Margaret Wemyss Book and
the Balcarres Lute Book, the ' Scottish' character of the music being frequently obvious.
The performances are consistently delightful, offering a wide range of mood and
rhythm and a superb grasp of the technique
of this difficult instrument. Isometimes felt
that awider range of tone- colour would have
been possible, but this feeling may have
something to do with the recording.
For these sessions Robert von Bahr departs from his former simple arrangement of
(relatively) inexpensive equipment in favour
of aStuder, a mixer, and no fewer than four
microphones. The records contain a healthwarning: 'The listener is kindly requested to
decrease the gain on the amplifier when
listening to the lute. If not, all the nuances
disappear and the resulting timbre is most
incorrect'. Ican only ask, respectfully, why,
then, record in such a manner? Iobeyed the
warning, but even so the English lute is as
wide as a small piano, and greatly largerthan- life. For some reason only two microphones were used for the baroque lute,
which sounds better, with a more central

image. Nothing, however, can detract from
the excellence of the playing. [
6:1]
Peter Turner

ENGLISH VIRGINAL MUSIC OF THE 17TH CENTURY
Works by Philips/Byrd/Peerson/Gibbons/Tomkins/Strengthfield/Blow/Purcell
Christopher Kite (virg)
Hyperion A 66067
As one would have expected from such a
scholarly player as Christopher Kite, all of his
performances of these English keyboard
pieces are impeccably well prepared, tastefully ornamented and uncontentiously
phrased and articulated. The main interest —
apart from the high quality of the execution —
in recitals such as this lies in the programme
selection and instrument: afew of the more
well-known numbers from the Fitzvvilliam
Virginal Book, some virginal books of Anne
Cromwell and Elizabeth Rogers, the Fourth
Suite of Blow and Purcell, and some short
miscellaneous pieces by Purcell, including
the Round O. The Museum of London's
James White virginal of 1656 is used
throughout, and whilst its fine voicing is well
worth hearing through a number of different
pieces, it may well prove alimiting factor for
some. It certainly contrasts with Christopher
Hogwood's practice in his slightly more
stylistically varied recital ( review next
month), where he performs on eleven different instruments ( including the V & A's
Thomas White 1642 virginal).
The Bishopsgate Institute proved to be a
sensitive location for the session and we are
virtually at Christopher Kite's elbow. A really
crisp, sharp edge to the sound makes sure
that we benefit from every nuance of the
mean-tone tuning and change of stop. [
A:1]
Roger Bowen

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI — Gala Concert at the Royal
Albert Hall: Arias by Cilea/Donizetti/Puccini/Verdi,
etc
Luciano Pavarotti (ten)/RPO/Adier
Decca SXDL 7582 digital
It is impossible to apply ordinary critical
standards to a recording of such an occasion. One had hoped that the bad old days,
when a singer was received with the sort of
hysterical adulation normally reserved for
star players in afootball match, had passed.

tion. The applause is of the type usually
associated with the ' pop' world, as for
example where the first notes of ' Nessun
dorma' are drowned by clapping as the
audience realize that their idol is launching
into one of their favourite arias! All too
frequently the orchestral postludes are
obliterated by the audience, who pay little
respect to the music. Approximately one
third of the record is devoted to items by the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, who give
splendid accounts of Verdi's Overture to Un
Giorno di Regno and the ' Royal Hunt and
Storm' from Berlioz's Les Troyens.
The recording is first rate, with the type of
acoustic one would associate with the vast
spaces of the Royal Albert Hall. The voice is
well caught with a very open sound, but
without undue reverberance, showing the
tenor's resonant upper range and his immaculate diction, while the orchestral sound
is well dispersed with a good stereo image
and awide dynamic range. If you were at the
concert in April last year, this will provide an
excellent souvenir of the occasion. [
A:2]
John Freestone

ROMANTIC GUITAR
Josef Holecek (gtr)
BIS LP-203 (£5.65) ( TOL)
Josef Holecek was born in Prague, but
moved to Sweden in 1967, where he is now
Professor at Gothenberg University. The
word ' romantic' requires some interpretation, since all the music recorded here is by
living composers, and mostly by the performer himself. There is therefore no implication of the so-called Romantic Period; but all
the music here — or most of it — is of an
introspective, meditative character: quiet,
suited to the evening hours. Holecek describes himself thus: ' Iam not a composer,
just awriting guitarist'. Work that one out for
yourself! Whatever it may mean, without
profundities, the music is agreeable and
useful as studies for Holecek's pupils.
Von Bahr again uses his four Neumann
microphones; but on this occasion the vast
width is absent, though the level is once
more high, with the same larger-than- life
sound. This latter point is probably emphasised through the use of aJapanese guitar; I
have yet to hear one Icould really take to.
This one has a resonant, bassy, rich sound,
with asomewhat hollow mid- range; and, as
presented here, often sounds very unlike a
guitar. This is a pity, as otherwise the
recording is a very good one, with fine
presence and detail. Holecek's playing is
expressive, introverted and compelling. All
collectors of guitar recordings should include this one: it is different and contains
much to admire. [
13:1]
Peter Turner

STRING MASTERPIECES
Works by Albinoni/Bach/Handel/Pachelbel/Purcell
Scottish CO/Laredo
Contour Classics CC7597digital (£2.25)

Nevertheless, Pavarotti was in good voice
and obviously enjoyed the proceedings as
much as did the audience. He sings nine
items, all delivered in bright ringing tones,
with little attempt to involve himself deeply
with the characters represented — although
he sings with considerable dramatic convicHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Scottish Chamber Orchestra brings us,
with this selection of popular Baroque
pieces, avery agreeable anthology of stringdominated works in straightforward,
Romantic performances. The Romantic
approach is entirely appropriate for the
opening item on the disc, the Albinoni/
Giazotto Adagio (
a pity about the slightly
out-of-tune organ here), but less so for the
other items. The Arrival of the Queen of
Sheba receives a spirited and dexterous
reading, despite some unsteadiness of tempo, but the Purcell Chacony does not gel
stylistically and seems more limp than the
other performances.
The original digital recording was made by
Tony Faulkner and the progenitorial tapes
were of splendid, demonstration quality.
With the transfer to black disc the sound has
inevitably become warmer, with an associ-

ated loss of clarity. The Albinoni produces
the greatest number of problems, with a
touch of harshness at ff, but the resultant
sound for all items is never less than good
and in most cases is still very acceptable.
From some other small faults on the test disc
it would seem that greater accuracy at the
pressing stage might substantially improve
the general issue. Certainly, for the asking
price this record offers very good value.
EA/B:1/21
Doug Hammond

THE WIDER VIEW
Music from Burundi, Iran, Egypt and Hungary
Diverse performers
Ocora 558 511/514/525/540/610
Not the least of the many rewards attainable
by the gramophile is access to music outside
the established taste. Radio France offers an
extraordinary collection of recordings from,
as it puts it, every continent. These are
issued under the Ocora label and Ihave been
sent five — which is only asmall sample of a
very much larger repertory, all available
through Harmonia Mundi.
There has been quite a vogue for Indian
music here for some time, as well as for the
gamelan orchestras, so it is by no means
impossible to develop ataste for what seems
at first alien music. Starting this brief summary — who is qualified to review such
music? — as far away as the sample allows, a
collection from Burundi recorded in 1967
(Ocora 558 511) demonstrates, as do all the
records, a wide variety of instruments and
voices, with music for various occasions.
The collection ends with two items which I
found arrestingly fine: a solo on a wooden
zither, having eight strings all looped from
the same length of tendon. A piece of
imaginative and loving music is splendidly
played. The second is a work for no fewer
than 25 drummers, with dancers. The rhythmic subtlety and variety shame every Western drummer Ihave ever heard. Pre- echo
spoils some of the tracks, but the overall
sound stands up well. 18:1/1*)
From Iran we are given two 1979 volumes
(I have only the first, 558 540) of more
esoteric music, performed solo on two different but related instruments, both of the lute
family: the tar and the setar ( the latter
showing some similarity to the Indian sitar).
The artist is Dariush Talai, according to an
ancient tradition a withdrawn, amateur performer. He is a virtuoso of distinction, and
there is much here to delight the Western
ear. [
A:1]
Two volumes of music for all occasions
from Egypt by Les Musiciens du Nil ( 1979)
contain many instruments and styles ( 558
514/525). Notable amongst these is an ensemble of pipers, having a somewhat recorder-to- oboe sound, by no means always
perfectly tuned or pleasant. The verve and
enthusiasm is, however, irresistible, and the
performers have atechnique — not unknown
in the West — of taking in breath while still
blowing, so that they can accomplish
phrases of seemingly impossible length ( Vol.
2, Side 1). [ A/B:1]
Nearer home, a 1982 collection from Hungary (
558 610) has added to my conviction
that Brahms and his contemporaries did not
get their gipsy music from very good
sources, and that its character is diluted by
the use of modern instruments. This is by no
means all gipsy music, and the variety of
instruments is wide — flutes, vielles, zither,
bagpipes, etc. It all sounds much more like
the music which Bartok collected with such
passion, and has far more vitality than
imitations of recent years. [
A:11
All the records are provided with notes in
French and English, usually with translations
where required. This is an admirable venture
which Ishould love to explore further.
Peter Turner
101
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UITARISTS, as has often been said on
this page, nowadays share an
incredible skill and inventiveness.
Barney Kessel, Herb Ellis, Britain's Martin
Taylor and, praised only last month, Joe
Cohn — all these take the jazz guitar into new
fast-fingered complexities. Yet there is a
certain sameness about jazz- based styles, so
it is apleasure to welcome as record of the
month Carlos Barbosa-Lima Plays the Music
of Antonio Carlos Jobim and George
Gershwin (
Concord Concerto CC2005, from
Import Music Service). The skill is amazing —
one cannot argue with Jobim's sleeve
comment that here is abrujo of the acoustic
guitar, capable of running four lines of the
music with two hands' fingering. Which, I
wonder, takes the most strain? But apart
from the technique, here is adifferent style.
Jobim wrote many more ambitious works
than Desafinado (
which is here too, in clever
off-key treatment), and the soloist
embellishes them with imagination. But for
me, aGershwin addict, the second side is of
course the attraction. Not just the familiar
songs— Summertime, 'S Wonderful, The
Man ILove— but also subtle versions of
Gershwin's two 1926 Piano Preludes and
Merry Andrew, plus the witty Promenade,
which originated as walking-the- dog music
in ' Shall We Dance?' and is all too short. A
superb record, enjoyable at almost any level
of musical taste. One's only doubt about its
success is that the soloist's name is such a
mouthful — whereas Ry Cooder, for example,
is aname just made for fan fame. Consider
Segovia, the name also of aSpanish city;
could this young star settle for another
place- name and call himself just Lima?
[AA-1*i
The guitar, debased and amplified as a
pounding rhythm instrument, dominates the
ten- record compilation from Readers'
Digest, The Swinging Sixties (
RDS 9975/84,
available from 7/10 Old Bailey, London EC99
1AB, at £29.95). This blockbuster of a
memorial to adegenerative decade suffers
from those copyright problems which result
in asurvey that includes no Beatles, no
Presley, no Cliff Richard, no Sinatra — to
name the biggest sellers of all in the Sixties.
For that matter, there is nothing from groups
like The Who, influential far beyond their
sales success. But, trying to forget the
absentees, what is left is on the whole
depressing — the more so as nearly one-third
of the 160 tracks were top of the charts in
their day. There is plenty here to appeal to
nostalgia, nine- day wonders like Winchester
Cathedral, Lily the Pink or the Loco-motion —
or items like that barbaric version of Blue
Moon by the Marcels ( Bom-bomba-bomdanga-dang-dang). And it is just possible to
recognise the influence of the Beatles even
in their absence. Iwas wrong to imply in the
April issue that Lennon and McCartney were
self-sufficient and did not need anyone else
to sing their best songs. There are five of
theirs in this set, sung by others, and three of
them topped the charts. Even if Bad to Me
(Billy J. Kramer, 1963) and World Without
Love (
Peter and Gordon, 1964) were not true
Beatles songs, they are melodious and
original — remember the ' birds in the trees'
middle of Bad to Me?They still sound good
now. But, for my ears, the rot began to set in
from 1964, when ameaningless concoction
with no better lyric than ' 5-4-3-2-1' could
reach number five in the charts. Then came
the Rolling Stones. Deprived of the Beatles,
the Readers' Digest compilers presumably
saw the Stones as the next best choice, with
eight chart-toppers in the Sixties. Six of
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Denis Argent
those are here, plus their early number three,
Not Fade Away, and the controversial Let's
Spend the Night Togetherwhich reached
fifth place despite ( or because of) aBBC ban.
Mick Jagger is in print as having told an
interviewer that ' Music is one of the things
that changes society'. If his own music is
meant, this could have come true; took
around you. The lavish box set cornes with a
freakishly illustrated sleeve- sized book, a
year to apage, by Stephen Barnard.
Understandably, his survey is not very
critical of most records in the set. He is kind
to the Stones but scathing about hits for the
'bubblegum market' ( aged 8-13) which
dominated 1968. There are many forgettable
records in this selection like the one whose
epitaph runs: '... found himself trapped by a
formula of his own making. The hits dried up
completely after 1961 and he eventually left
the pop scene altogether'. But there are real
singers represented here as well as the
transients— Cleo Laine, Frankie Vaughan,
Petula Clark, bigger stars now than then.
There are also many musically interesting
items in the survey, whose 1969 tracks
include precursors of the 1970s, synthetic
electronic pop such as Call Me Number One,
anumber two hit, in which the Tremeloes
broke away from the style that had been
their breadwinner ever since 1963. Fewer
than half of these tracks, most of which
originated as 45s, are in stereo, so no sound
rating, and it is impossible to categorise 160
tracks in terms of performance.
Before we plunge again into the past,
another salute to Scott Hamilton, whose
Close- Up (
Concord CJ 197, from IMS)
continues the impressive development
noted last year in reviews of three Rosemary
Clooney records and of the North Sea Jazz
Festival in which he held his own against Al
Cohn. Here he leads aquintet in which John
Bunch is an outstanding pianist; the tunes
range from ablues to boppish modernity.
For sheer smooth and fluent swing phrasing,
listen to their treatment of an unfamiliar Cole
Porter tune, All of You (
from Silk Stockings,
the musical taken from the Garbo film
Ninotchka). The Latin-American treatment of
IRemember You is Getz- styled, and others of
young Mr Hamilton's solos remind me of

Georgie Auld, swinging tenor sax of the
Benny Goodman sextet, when he was about
Hamilton's age. So if your tastes run to a
fluent melodious 1940s style that copies
neither Hawkins nor Lester Young, hear it
with all the benefits of modern studio sound
on this 1982 recording. [
A:11
Back to the primitive era of jazz for three
records of great historic interest. Not for
those who enjoy only super sound from their
equipment, but full of surprises for those
who like to trace the influences that formed
later and more easily acceptable styles of
jazz. Bennie Moten's Kansas City Orchestra,
1923-5 (
Retrieval FJ 120) is of course the
distant ancestor of Count Basie; he joined
Moten on piano in 1929. The interest in these
early recordings is in the realisation that we
are probably hearing the invention of
phrases that became clichés years later— as
in Moten's composition Things Seem So
Blue To Me, or 18th Street Strut (
1925) which
also has ahint of King Oliver's classic
Dippermouth Blues in its trumpet solo. There
is afine Moten piano solo on Kater Street
Rag, and another delight is the single-string
banjo work of Sam Tall on Elephant's
Wobble— reminds me of one of my earliest
purchases, the 'Washboard Rhythm Kings'
on HMV B6362 in 1933!
Just ayear or so on from Moten were the
New York groups led by cornetist Red
Nichols which recorded as The Tennessee
Tooters and The Hottentots (
Retrieval DFJ
117, double album). Retrieval Records, from
48 Eversley Avenue, Barnehurst, Kent DA7
6RB, have done aloving job on these historic
discs, which show how surprisingly
sophisticated the soloists and the
arrangements could be in what has,
justifiably or not, been labelled 'the Jazz Age'
(Scott Fitgerald wrote The Great Gatsby in
1925). This was, one must remember, very
much aminority music in the USA— after all,
the dance band hits then were things like
Yes, We Have No Bananas. Incidentally, The
Charleston, that inevitable standby for TV
producers who want to epitomise the 1920s,
is played here with its seldom- heard verse.
Red Nichols, at his best Bix-like in his
phrasing ( though not in his tone), went on to
lead the Five Pennies and nurture such
young talents as Jimmy Dorsey, Goodman
and Glenn Miller. Nichols' solo in Milenburg
Joys is aclassic; there is also asurprisingly
modern piano solo from Frank Signorelli in
IHad aSvveet Mama ( 1925), but the man
who stands out as years ahead of his time is
trombonist Miff Mole, who 20 years later
recorded some of his best work in Eddie
Condon jam sessions. No ratings.
Staying in the mono past, we come
slightly more up to date with Crazy Feet—
Fred Astaire (
AJA 5021) in the Living Era
series from Academy Sound and Vision.
These 21 tracks date from the years before
his first Hollywood musical ( 1933) when Fred
and his sister Adèle were equally adored in
New York and London. Not many stars of
musicals made the trans-Atlantic jump
successfully then. But the extra interest of
these tunes, from such shows as Lady Be
Good and Funny Face, is that on four of them
Astaire is accompanied by Gershwin himself
— and on Dancing in the Dark the pianist is
Arthur Schwartz.
Sorry about all the retrospection this
month, but if you prefer your Gershwin
1983-style, there's always Señor Lima.
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HERE ARE people who work at their
craft for years and years before
anybody seems to notice. It was only
when he was in his seventies, for example,
that the composer Giacinto Scelsi got out an
album on acommercial label — and his work
is still tremendously undervalued. But
rectifying that in this magazine is somebody
else's task. On the same time scale, Phil
Minton has along way to go, and he already
has afew, albeit small-time, albums with his
work represented on them. But Ithink that
his Solo Singing on Rift records RIFT 3
• ( distributed by The Other Labels) is probably
the first album of Minton's own music. He's
perhaps better known as Mike Westbrook's
singer, in the same way as other musicians
are known as, say, Mike Westbrook's
saxophone player. Quite often these players'
work with Mike Westbrook actually
represents only one or two small facets of
their creative capabilities. What they do in
that context, they may do extremely well, but
what they keep up their sleeves is often
much more interesting. Of course musicians
are not completely schizophrenic in that they
are always themselves, no matter what the
circumstances, and on this album you'll hear
amore intense working of some of the areas
Minton touches on when he is performing
with Westbrook. Here, Minton takes the
capabilites of his voice to the extremes,
pushing it into areas which pose difficulties
of all kinds. To bring it all off requires an
agile imagination and dexterity in all the
departments of voice production techniques.
The human voice is, in some ways, the most
obvious vehicle for musical expression.
Because we all have one, it isn't necessary
to be aprofessional exponent of the voice to
understand its particular qualities. What
singers like Minton do is to incorporate the
extra- musical qualities of the voice into a
musical performance. Consequently, his
work contains not only the musical aspects
of singing, but also the sighs and growls that
make up the interjections of our everyday
conversations. It's strange that we often find
the allusions towards vocal inflections more
acceptable when used by instrumentalists,
and it is often held up as something special
when saxophonists, in particular, get avocal
sound. But on this album, these sounds are
coming straight at you from the most natural
of instruments. In this area of new vocal
music we do rather well in Britain, with
artists like Maggie Nicols, Julie Tippets,
Frankie Armstrong, Christine Jeffrey and
many others. Minton is part of asingers'
movement which is stretching the
capabilities of the voice in improvised
performance, and he's come up with an
album which provokes, challenges and
entices the listener. [
6:1/2]
There aren't many vibes players in jazz,
and fewer still who manage to get past the
inherent coldness of the instrument. But
Bobby Hutcherson, in all his changes of style
—from his contribution on one of my
favourite albums, Eric Dolphy's ' Out To
Lunch', through his jazz/funk phase and so
on to his position in the modern mainstream
— has managed to play with awarmth and
identity of his own. His Solo: Quartet album
on Contemporary 14009 is just what the title
suggests. Side one is asolo outing, though
the music is thickened out with multitracking. Considering the instruments he
uses— vibes, marimba, chimes and
xylophone— have similar characteristics,
Hutcherson makes agood job of sustaining
interest. Maybe the exception would be The
Ice Cream Man whose repeated figure

inflection.

Ken Hyder
grows wearisome after awhile. Side two
sees Hutcherson with McCoy Tyner, piano,
Herbie Lewis, bass and Billy Higgins, drums.
The opening piece, La Alhambra, ticks along
with afine swing, interspersed by sections
where the time is driven with contrasting
urgency. The structures and playing on all
selections are simple and straightforward
and it aki moves gently and effortlessly,
making for very pleasant listening. [
A:2]
The overall effect of the Gary Burton
Quartet's Picture This on ECM 1226 is
broadly similar, although there are
differences in the music. The quartet
consists of Burton, vibes, Jim Odgren, alto,
Steve Swallow, bass guitar, and Mike
Hyman, drums. Burton is quite adifferent
vibes player from Hutcherson. He is more
technical, and although he plays dancey
material, often of alight jazz/rock feel, his
style is more angular and crisp. The group's
music creates aclean, bright, antiseptic
impression, somewhat deficient in
emotion. [
A*:2]
Swing Low Sweet Spiritual by Albert Ayler
on Osmosis 4001 is an odd record, ; ndeed.
Not that there's anything odd about the idea
of Ayler doing an album of spirituals, for his
was always spiritual music in both the
general sense, and in his affiliations to
gospel music. What is strange about the
music here is that there's so little
improvisation going on. The tunes are given
astraightforward treatment, except that it's
never quite as straightforward as it would be
if it were being performed by anyone else.
Ayler's fluttering, wailing sound is
immediate:y identifiable, and in the
background, drummer Sunny Murray
supports with restrained shimmering rather
than afoursquare beat. The pianist Call
Cobbs always added adifferent dimension
to Ayler's music with his quaint tea-time
style contrasting sharply with Ayler's
revolutionary exuberance. With Ayler
backpedalling here, the effect is ambiguous.
The simplicity of the music makes the
listener zone in on Ayler's tone and

On Old Man River in particular, his
characteristically personal sound is so
strong that it carries the whole performance,
in the same way as might, say, Lester Young
or Sonny Rollins, just by playing the tune
without improvisation. There's perhaps the
paradox of afree jazz musician narrowing
down his options to play an album of
spirituals and giving himself very little
leeway for expression. But the stature of
Ayler is proven by the fact that he's
recognisable after acouple of notes, and in
the depth of feeling he can express in the
same time. [
B:1]
Hamiet Bluiett, Julius Hemphill, Oliver
Lake, and David Murray make up the World
Saxophone Quartet, acombination of
strong, individual players whose collective
effort is certainly good value for money.
What you get on Revue, Black Saint BSR
0056, is asolid chunk of hard graft moulded
into aseamless performance that lingers in
the mind. These new generation players can
handle alot. They can swing so hard you can
almost hear arhythm section. They play lush
chords in tight section work ensembles that
vibrate with rich tone colours. And of course
they can blow and blow and blow,
spontaneously creating extra excitement
from the ether. Some pieces sound
magically like abig band with their broad
swathes of sound — check out IHeard That, a
piece that also harks back to the beginning of
the jazz tradition. Indeed, the variety of
material and ways of approaching it is
stunningly impressive. To bring it all off with
the kind of presence and conviction that's
well apparent here requires not only
professionalism, but also commitment. This
is agorgeous album, full of soul, agamut of
emotions, and sparkling execution. Ican't
imagine any jazz fan failing to get off
on it. [
A:1]
For many of us, listening to Cecil Taylor is
like listening to someone speaking in a
language with which we have limited
fluency. That's to say the odd phrase or
maybe awhole sentence can be grasped, but
there are still sizeable chunks of the
communication which remain vague. The
Cecil Taylor poetry which covers the sleeve
of Garden on hat ART 1993/94 is just as
mysterious to me. But because Icannot
disentangle the full meaning of Taylor's
poetry or music, it doesn't mean that he has
nothing to say. Far from it. As apianist he
has stuck to his guns against the forces of
the ' easy way out', forging apersonal style
which, in turn, has shaped the thinking of
many younger pianists. Maybe I'm just
becoming more familiar with his music, but
it seems that his playing on this superbly
recorded two album set is much clearer.
There's an economy in his vocabulary now
and agreater sense of dynamics, mood,
texture and intensity. There are still no
compromises, though. Taylor plays all out,
one hundred per cent music. His
improvisations create agripping
atmosphere which you can sense in these
live recordings. Towards the end of the set
he plays apiece Pemmican which suggests
the territory of more familiar concepts of
melodiousness. And listening to this more
restrained piece, Taylor's touch and
technique become highlighted in away
which might not be so obvious in his more
typical material. This serves to emphasise
his control and how much he's on top of his
music even at its most wild and apparently
most abandoned. It's always achallenge to
listen to Taylor, but the rewards are thereto
be savoured. EAA-:11
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EXCELLEM
HELP KEEP SOUTH WALES IN
GOOD VOICE

There's n
behind our door
except perfection
in sound...

If you are thinking of buying a hi-fi system,
or upgrading your existing equipment,
come to the only specialist hi-fi shop in
South Wales where you can choose from:
AR, A&R, ARC, Celestion, Creek, Dual,
Heybrook, KEF, Kiseki, Koetsu, Linn,
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Monitor
Audio, NAD, Nakamichi, Nytech, Naim,
Pink Triangle, Quad, Spendor, Syrinx,
Systemdek, Tannoy, Thorens, Walker,
Yamaha, Zeta.
Systems that play music from under
£300.00 demonstrated properly in our
comfortable listening room, backed up by
first class after sales service. Come and
hear Audio Excellence for yourself, or
phone us for unbiased advice.
Closed Monday.
Tues — Sat 10.00-5.30.
Thurs 10.00-7.30.
13 KINGS ROAD CANTON CARDIFF CF1 9BZ
TELEPHONE ( 0222) 28565,

because at Chew & Osborne you'll find we're
perfecfionists. One of the reasons is that our
experience covers 20 years helping people
discover the pleasures of true musical enjoyment,
another is that our customers individual
requirements have always been our first
consideration. When you're looking for advice
and assistance in the confusing world of hi fi
equipment, you'll find us completely professional
— and totally unbiassed.

Cie

We only stock the best names...and the latest
models, which means that whatever you choose
whether it's the completely new compact disc
digital audio unit or apick-up cartridge, you'll
know the equipment is right and the price is right.

C0

With everything on display...which means you
can see and hear the ultimate in sound in the
privacy of our hi fi demonstration rooms.
At competitive prices...backed up by our own
after-sales service department. You can
purchase all equipment by phone — on top of that
we deliver free on the U.K. mainland. However,
by calling personally you'll only really appreciate
just how much we have to offer.

C10

And for browsing, try our classical record
selection...chosen with care from the latest
reviews, and of course we also stock compact
audio discs. Why not call in for the sheer pleasure
of hearing fine music as it should be heard.

Chew & Osborne
EPPING, ESSEX. 143 High Street (0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX. 26 King Street (0799) 23728

If you see an advertisement in
the press, in print, on posters
or acinema commercial which
you find unacceptable, write to
us at the address below (N
and radio commercials are
dealt with by the I.B.A.)
The Advertising
Standards Authority..
ASA Ltd., Brook House,Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HN.
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HERE HAVE been times, throughout
the years, when Pink Floyd have been
jeered at, sneered at and leered at. Yet
despite one crazy diamond failing to shine
on, and the others, during the early ' 70s,
becoming obscured by clouds of their own
making, the Floyd have emerged as the
ultimate ' 60s survivors— the one band that
still makes albums of importance. They've
been written off more than once. When ' Dark
Side Of The Moon' lofted its way to glory,
detractors claimed that it was afinal fling
and that everything afterwards would prove
an anti-climax. But after marking time with
'Wish You Were Here', Floyd toughened up,
delivered 'Animals' and won over even the
most deprecatory of critics. In 1979, they
served up ' The Wall' — proof that the Floyd
still cared, and now, with the ' 80s knocking
on abit, they've fashioned The Final Cut
(Harvest SHPF 1983), which may or may not
be, their ultimate glance back in anger. The
anger these days mainly emanates from
Roger Waters, whose father died on a
battlefield in 1944. '
For what?'Waters asks in
his self styled requiem for the post-war
dream. For what? indeed. Waters, the
mastermind behind this whole enormous
project — one that not only employs the now
Rick Wright- less Floyd but also the National
Philharmonic Orchestra, various sessionmen
Fred Dellar
and the wonders of three-dimensional
holophonic sound— just doesn't know the
or jazz giants. So when Charles contributes
answer. '
Tell me why was Jesus crucified?'
his own brand of keyboard funk, as he does
he asks in the very first line of his opening
on asprightly version of the Bellamy
song — one that strangely resembles John
Brothers' Let Your Love Flow, then the result
Prine's memorable Sam Stone— thus setting
is music that defies categories. And that is
the tone for the whole album. He poses
something of which I'm most definitely in
questions, points at the madness from which
favour! [
A:1]
even millionaires cannot remain remote, and
About The Gists' Embrace The Herd
links Thatcher, Haig, Reagan, Brezhnev and
(Rough Trade ROUGH 25) and Marine Girls'
Galtieri as blame brothers. And if he doesn't
Lazy Ways (
Cherry Red BRED 44) I'm less
supply any real answers, who can blame
enthusiastic, evert though both albums leapt
him? After all, even the Gandhis and Luther
into the Indies charts immediately upon
Kings of this world have failed entirely to
release. Strange that— for the only
come up with the final solution, so what
remarkable thing about The Marine Girls'
chance has abass- playing singer- songwriter
album is its overwhelming aura of sheer
got? But at least he poses his questions with
amateurism. The threesome's vocals are so
intelligence and an air of real concern. Which
often awry that one looks at the sleeve to
is why The Final Cut, sombre as it may be,
ensure that the ever wonderful, everemerges as an album of some importance.
blunderful Arlene Edwards is not on the
[A*11r]
loose again, while the songs are so weak that
A minor joy is Ray Charles' Wish You Were
you virtually hen them totter over before
Here Tonight (
CBS 25066), which finds
they reach track's end. Even the guitar
Georgia's finest renewing the love affair with
playing is of below- average Tottenham
Nashville that proved so profitable, and
Court Road tube station busker level and, for
sometimes musically rewarding, back in the
once, Ijust can't find any merit, any glimpse
early ' 60s. As I've doubtlessly mentioned in
of hope. Just why everything connected with
the past, there's always been astrong
Tracey Thorn sells so well is something that
affinity between black music and the most
still eludes me. Maybe Ben Watt has the
worthwhile side of country, the link
answer. I'll have to ask him sometime. Come
extending back even before the days when
to think of it, Stuart Moxham may have a
Jimmie Rodgers hired Louis Armstrong to
back him on ablue yodel session. However, I theory too— after all, he did produce Lazy
Ways. Moxham is also the mainman of The
guess that many may find the idea of Charles
Gist, amidget offshoot of Young Marble
stringing out gospel-filled vocal sounds over
Giants, aband reputed to have sold some
Vic Jordan's bluegrass banjo ramble on
80,000 albums before splitting. He's already
Shakin' Your Head amite disconcerting,
tasted some success with his new venture.
while others might feel that indulging in
The Gist's Love At First Sight single, which is
bar- room balladry such as IDon't Want No
included on Embrace The Herd, was alovely,
Stranger In My Bed could be the ultimate
fragile affair, auguring well for further
form of R&B sell-out. To such disbelievers I
Moxham manoeuvres. Unfortunately,
merely say ' nuts!' Ifind the results far more
nothing works half so well on the rest of the
satisfying than many of Charles'
album. Alison Staton, Wendy Smith and Viv
directionless enterprises of recent years.
Goldman do combine on atrack called Clean
After all, Ray sings as well as he did in his
Bridges to provide the kind of vocal sound
Atlantic heyday and the musicians that he's
The Marine Girls were hopefully striving for
lined up alongside on these dates include
but that's the sum of success. Elsewhere
some of Music City's most knowing
there are kiddywink natured instrumentals,
residents, like Phil Baugh, aguitarist of more
loser songs and an array of plum- in- mouth
enterprising licks than most, and Buddy
Jake Thackeray style vocals from Moxham.
Emmons, apedal- steel man who's always
And while it would be unfair to label
been equally at home with cornball caperers
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Embrace The Herd as acomplete waste of
time, the word is to simply buy the 45 of
Love At First Sight for the time being and
wait for Moxham to shape The Gist into
something more substantial before parting
with any record tokens of album value.
[13/C:3]
Marillion, whose debut album, Script For
A Jester's Tear (
EMI EMC 3429), has proved
asurprising blockbuster for their record
label, started life as Silmarillion, taking their
name from Tolkien, and recently went out on
tour with Peter Hammill in support, acouple
of facts which might tell you something
about them. Yes, you've heard it all before.
Many times during the early ' 70s, in fact.
Pomp rock they called it then — and it hasn't
changed much in the interim. Swathing
guitar and keyboard sounds, dramatised
vocals that go on forever, proffering mean
everything/say nothing phrases ... all very
arty, very Phantom of the Paradise. Way
back then, Genesis and Yes may have done it
all atrifle better, but Marillion are doing it
now. Which makes them something alittle
different and provides an edge, atalking
point. Whether this will be enough to take
them through the next decade is anybody's
guess. In the meantime, Script For A Jester's
Tear is proficient enough to see them
through ' 83. [
A:2]
A brace of already accredited long- stayers
are Smokey Robinson and Curtis Mayfield,
two of my all-time favourite vocalists, who
both have new albums on release.
Mayfield's Honesty (
Epic EPC 25317) is the
most oven-ready, containing the usual fill of
simple but suitable Rich Tufo charts and a
couple or three tuneful ditties that gain
enhancement by means of Curtis' evereffective squeezed vocal style. [
A:1] By
comparison, Touch The Sky (
Motown STML
12175), the Robinson album is more of a
late- night affair, packed with midnight sighs
and aimed at plays in aroom where the
kissing is easy. It's love songs unlimited,
delivered by the man best suited to the role.
And though Iwouldn't really care to pull a
single from the midst of the eight tracks, the
album is, in toto, aquiet storm, alove
breeze, awarm thought plus several other
things that Smokey has already whispered in
your ear. [
A:1] Sticking with names tried and
trusted, it's worth noting that Pete
Townshend has assembled an extremely
intriguing double- package in Scoop (
Atco LC
0120), acollection of previously unreleased
demos and other items from his archives.
Who-folk who have been screaming for
reprises of Magic Bus at every concert since
•1968 (' Daft punters' — Pete Townshend) will
be delighted to find Townshend's original
version included along with rough shapes of
Circles, Squeeze Box, Behind Blue Eyes, So
Sadand other Who- do's that you knew so
well. Another cut, Cookin', is an example of
Townshend's experimentation with pedal
steel guitar; To Barney Kessell (
sic) is a
chordal tribute to the jazzman, cut during
'The Who by Numbers' demo sessions,
while Goin' Fishin' finds our hero attempting
to create something of the sound The Beach
Boys obtained on ' Smiley Smile.' And
though lead guitar lines are sometimes
missing and there are other defects— all
indicated in Townshend's marvellously
informative inner-sleeve notes — Scoop is
much more than just acuriosity, being an
album containing an abundance of fine
music. Incidentally, You Came Back, asong
about reincarnation, has the kind of appeal
that could produce ahit for someone. Cover
version merchants are hereby notified! [
6:2]
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LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at a lower price
elsewhere - let us know and ... WE

WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Comet Price
AKAI
Inc. VAT
AMU 110 2x22 . . .. . ..............
9.90
AMU 41 2x 55 'Zero Dr' ' .........
179.90
AMU 61 2x75 ' Zero Dri
ve ' .........
239.90
EAG 90 1.2 Band Graphic Equaliser ...
139.90
FISHER
CA77 2x40 .......................
MARANTZ

84.89

PM310 2x25 .....................
PM750 2x80 .....................
EQ 20D graphic equaliser ............
PIONEER

69.90
179.90
109.90

SA 420 2x20 ......................
SA 620 2x45 ......................
SA 720 2x65 ......................
A7 2x 70 .........................
A8 2x90 .........................
M 2x 110 ........................
SG 530 Graphic Equaliser ............
DT 510 Digital Timer ...............
DT 530 Digital Timer ...............
ROTEL
2x 25 .....................
RA 840 2x 40 .....................
SANSUI

57.90
109.90
119.90
119.90
134.90
169.90
99.90
29.90
49.90
84.90
109.90

A
A505S
U-D222x
230
x35
. Sup
- ....
er f
.ee.d.fo......
rward
. amp.
.....

119.90
59.90

AU-D 33 2x50 Super feed forward amp.
SONY

139.90

TAAX3 2x40 .....................
TENSAR

79.90

TP2500/TM2550. Separate pre-amp./
power amp. 2x60 power amp., relay.
Operated overload protection, pre-amp.
with moving coil and mag. cartridge
inputs. 2- way tap e du bbi ng .........

69.90

TUNERS

F9 LW/MW/FM Quartz Synthesised.
12 pre-sets 6AM/6FM .............
ROTEL
RT 820L LW/MW/FM .............
SANSUI
T505LS LW/MW/FM ..............
TU-S33 A/VVFM. To match AU- D22/
AU-D33 ........................
SONY
STJX2L LW/MW/FM
STJX22L LW/MW/FM
STJX44L LW/MW/FM Quartz
Synthesised digital tuner
TENSAR

CASSEIVERS
FERGUSON
3926 2x20 watts RMS, 4waveband
with Dolby NR cassette ............
PIONEER

124.90

RX3OL 2x25 watts LW/MW/FM,
cassette with auto record level and
Dolby NR .......................
RX7OL 2x25 watts LW/MW/FM
Digital Quartz Synthesised.
5pre-sets AM/FM cassette
with music search .................

129.90

59.90
179.90
84.89

DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYERS

64.90
109.90
139.90

CD73 .................. 499.90
SONY

DIGITAL AUDIO DISCS

PSL X22 direct-drive, semi-auto inc.
mag. cartridge ....................
PSLX4 direct drive, inc. mag. cartridge .
PS PLI front loading, drawer system,
direct drive, fully auto, inc. mag
cartridge ........................
TENSAI

89.90
74.90
129.90

TD535D direct drive, semi-automat ic inc.
mag. cartridge ....................

54.90

Suitable
amplifier
wattage
Quartet Q30 2way ........... ( 7 - 30)
Quartet Q40 2way ........... ( 7 - 40)
Quartet Q70 3way ......... ( 10 - 120)
Mezzo 3way ................ ( 10 - 75)
Magnum 3way .............. ( 10 - 90)
MARANTZ
1.1)30 ..................... ( 10 - 100)
LD50 . . ................... ( 10- 120)
1.1)300 3way ............... (25 - 150)
ROTEL

32.90
39.90
69.90
134.90
159.90
99 .90
139.90
239.90

169.90

50 2way .................... ( 7 - 50)
60 3way .................... ( 7 - 60)
70 3way .................... ( 7 - 70)
TANGENT

29.90
44.90
52.90

TURNTABLES

Excelsior III 2way .......... ( 10 - 50)
XI.R2 2way ............... ( 15 - 85)
WHARFEDALE

69.90
129.90

APB 110C belt drive i
nc. mag. cartridge
APD 210C direct drive inc. mag. cartridge
APQ4IC quartz locked direct drive
inc. Ortofon VMS ca rtr id ge ........
FISHER

Denton GX 2way ............ ( 10 - 30)
Linton G X 2way ............ ( 15 - 80)
Glendale ABR 3way ......... ( 10 - 50)
Laser 50 2way .............. ( 10 - 60)
I.aser 902 way .............. ( 15 - 75)
Laser 110 2way ............ ( 15 - 100)
E20 high power 3way ........ (15 - 65)

42.90
59.90
69.90
69.90
89.90
139.90
99.89

9.90
9.90
9.90
9.90
9.90

AKAI
49.90
69.89
139.90

69.89

57.90

TT'120CT
cartridge
belt-drive,
........................
semi-auto inc. mag.

49.90

99.90

TT221 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge .
fully
auto, inc. mag. cartr i
dge ............
PIONEER
PL 120 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge ...
PL320 direct dri
ve ,
auto arm return,
inc. mag. cartridge ................
PL 720 Quartz locked, direct drive, fully
automatic high output PC 3MC
moving coil cartridge ..............

39.
90

119.90

RL 915 2way bass reflex ..... (20 - 100)
SOLA VOX

AVALON - Roxy M us i
c ............
JAMES LAST CLASSICS ..........
LOVE OVER GOLD - Dire Straits
VIVALDI'S SEASONS ........... ..
..
1812 OVERTURE - Tchaikovsky

MT125 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge .
MARANTZ

79.90
119.90

14.90

GOODMANS

64.90

49.90

Ortofon VMSIOE .................
SHARP
RP114 dual play both sides of record, inc.
mag. cartridge s ...................
SONY

A1.1. SPEAKERS ARE PRICF.D AS PAIRS

MARANTZ

67.90
79.90
129.90

Turntables - continued
Comet Price
PL6 direct drive, auto return,
inc. VAT
Pioneer PC 3MC moving coil
cartridge ........................
79.90
PL 7direct drive, fully automatic,
Pioneer PC3MC Moving coil
cartridge ........................
119.90
SANSUI
PI) IOS direct drive, auto return, inc.
mag. cartridge ....................
49 .90
SR222 Mk. IV belt-drive manual.
Cartridge extra ...................
89 .90
Rectimmiwite.ititriMigefor

159.90

control ............... 549.90

T7' 3445 LW/MW/FM switchable I.F.
bandwidth
6/8 3

Comet Price
PIONEER
inc. VAT
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc 5
69.90
pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc 7
94.90
pre-sets
114.90
SANSUI
R303L 2x20 AM/FM
74.90
SONY
STRVX2I. 2x25 LW/MW/FI ..
78.90

CDP -101 inc. remote

AKAI
ATK 110L LW/MW/FM ...........
ATS 6IL AM/FM Quartz Synthesised .
FISHER
FM 77 LW/MW/FM Quartz
Synthesised ......................
MARANTZ
ST320L LW/MW/FM.............
ST450L LW/MW/FM digital display .
ST521L LW/MW/FM Quartz
Synthesised. 7pre-sets FM/7
pre-sets AM ....................
PIONEER
TX520L MW/LW/FM .............
TX 720L MW/LW/FM .............

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

TT520CTbelt-drive,linear tracking,

69.90
109.90
57.90
7190
109.90

CARTRIDGES
GOLDRING
G800 .......... ...................
G950 .............................
G950E Elliptical Stylus ..............
ORTOFON

VMS 3in fitted headshell ............
VMS 5E ..........................
VMS 10E .........................
Concorde STD .....................
VMS 20E Mk II ....................
MC 10 Moving Coil .................

!06
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6.25
7.90
9.90
5.90
9.90
14.90
17.90
26.90
27.90

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.

Cartridges - continued

Comet Price
inc. VAT

SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
'M95ED
SONY
XL I
5B
XLMM I
XLMC1 moving coil
HATIO mini step up transformers
(Pair)

HiFi Cassette Tape Recorders continued

13.90
15.90
18.90
7.90
13.90
29.90

SONY
TCFX20 Dolby B & C, 2motors,
full logic control
TCFX 33 full logic control, auto
tape selector, a.m.s. Dolby NR
TCFX44 full logic control, auto
tape selector, a.m.s., Dolby B & c

HEADPHONES
AKG
K130
PIONEER
SEL4
SOLA VOX
SH100
SONY
MDR4L1S inc. 6.3mm plug adaptor
MDR IT
MDR CD7
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP 15
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP25

149.90

19.90
14.90
6.90
7.89
9.90
69.90
9.90
22.90

TDK EE OPEN REEL TAPE

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

89.90

• SA 35/90
SA 35/180

119.90

54.90

349.90

499.90
59.90

5.90
14.90

MICROPHONES
AIWA
AD 3500 3heads and switchable
Dolby B & C
AKAI
HXR5 auto reverse, Dolby B & C noise
reduction, auto tape selector
GXF 31 Computer controlled, feather
touch logic controls, Dolby B & C . . . .
GXF 51 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, auto tape tuning, auto fader.
GX7 3head twin capstan, Dolby
B & C NR, auto tape selector
GXF 71 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, 3head, auto tape selection ..
GXF 91 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, 3head, motorised tape loading,
auto tape bias, electronic tape counter,
auto fader, memory play
BINATONE
7000 Dolby NR
FISHER
CR77 Dolby B & C, soft touch controls
CRI55 double cassette deck, with Dolby
NR
MARANTZ
CD 320 mains/batt., Dolby NR
SD 320 Dolby B & C
SD 420 Dolby B & C, two motor logic
control, microprocessor compuskip &
auto repeat
SD 3510 front drawer cassette loading,
Dolby NR, line/mic. mixing
PIONEER
CT320 Dolby NR
CT3 Dolby NR, one-touch record,
music search
CT4 Dolby B & C, one-touch record,
music search
CT5 Dolby B & C, one-touch record,
music search
CT520 with Dolby NR
CT720 Dolby NR with Ribbon Sendust
head
ROTEL
RD840 Dolby Band C NR

149.90

AKAI
ACM 90
ACM 80

9.90
7.90

AKG
D4

5.90

139.90
149.90

BLANK TAPES

159.90
229.90
279.90

379.90
39.90

84.89
109.89
94.90
99.90
129.90
69.90
64.90
69.90
89.90
99.90
99.90

BASF LH EXTRA I
C60 3pack
C90 3pack

1.85
2.40

BASF CHROMD1OXID II
C60 twin pack
C90 twin pack
C120

2.00
3.00
2.50

MAXELL CASSETTE TAPE
UL 0.0 twin pack
UD C90 twin pack
UDXL IC60
UDXL IC90 twin pack
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90

1.50
2.20
1.20
2.90
1.35
1.70

MAXELL SPOOL TAPE
UD 35 90 ( 7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10Y," 3600')

3.75
9.90

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
DC60 3pack
D C90 triple pack

2.25
2.75

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD 050 twin pack
AD C90 twin pack
AD C90 triple pack

1.95
2.50
3.50

TDK SUPER AV1LYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90 twin pack

129.89
99.90

3.75
9.90

HI-FI RACK SYSTEMS

109.90

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI
GX77 6head, auto reverse, EE tape
capability, micro computer logic
controls, auto tape loading
GX747 Auto reverse, 3motor,direct drive,
micro computer logic control, EE tape
capability, auto record mute, cue and
review facility
MM77 Mic. mixer

1.95
2.80

ME»

54.90

TENSAI
TFL815 Dolby NR, soft-touch, output
level control

Comet Price
inc. VAT

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90
TDK OPEN REEL
LX 35-90
LX 35-180

62.90
134.90

SHARP
RTIO0 with Dolby NR

11.90

Blank Tapes - continued

Comet Price
inc. VAT

SANSUI
D55MS soft touch, Dolby NR
D77 DRS auto reverse, Dolby NR
D99 DS double cassette deck fordubbing,
Dolby NR and a.m.p.s.

c

1.50
3.40

AKAI
PRO S14 2x22 watts AM- U110 amp.,
AT-KIIOL tuner, AP-D210C directdrive turntable, CS-F14 Dolby B & C
cassette, SR-H110 speakers and
RV-540W rack

349.90

PRO S31 2x40 watts AM-U310 amp ,
AT-S210L tuner, digital display, 5presets FM/5AM, APQ 310Cdirect-drive
Quartz lock turntable, GXF3I cassette
deck, Dolby NR, auto play, rack and
loudspeakers

499.90

PIONEER
XG1 2x 20watts SA- I30 amp., TX-I30L
tuner (LW/MW/FM stereo), PL- 130
belt-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 363
speakers and CBG5 rack

319.90

XG5 2x38 watts SA-530 amp., TX530L
tuner (LW/MW/FM stereo), PL-430
direct-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 565
speakers and CBG5 rack

439.90

XG7TL 2x70 watts SA-930 amp.,
TX930L tuner (LW/MW/FM),
PL930 direct-drive turntable inc.
moving coil cart., CT-730 Dolby
cassette deck, CS 767 speakers and
CBG7 tall rack
OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR ABOVE
PIONEER SYSTEMS
DT530 Digital Timer
SG530 Graphic Equaliser

629.90
49.90
99.90

ROTEL
RCX820 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM belt
drive turntable inc. mag. cartridge.
Dolby NR cassette with metal tape
facility, RK830 rack and 2way
speakers

239.90

RCX 840 2x30 watts LW/MW/FM,
digital tuner with 10 presets, belt drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge, Dolby
NR cassette with metal tape facility,
RK830 rack and 2way speakers

289.90

SANSUI
IS 220 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM,
R303LS tuner/amplifier, D55MS Soft
touch Dolby cassette deck with metal
tape facility, PD IOS direct drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge plus
GXS2 rack and S310 loudspeakers.

279.90

SONY
ZRIWL 2x25 watts STR-VX2L
LW/MW/FM tuner amp., PS-LX2
direct-drive, semi auto turntable inc.
mag. cartridge, TC-FX2 cassette deck
with metal tape facility, Dolby NR plus
full logic control, rack plus SS-EM
loudspeakers

299.89

Z22WL 2x40 watts TA-AX3 amp.,
ST-JX2L LW/MW/FM tuner,
PS-LX2 direct-drive semi auto
turntable inc. mag. cartridge, TC-FX2
cassette deck with metal tape facility,
Dolby NR plus full logic control,
SUL27 rack plus SS-E44
loudspeakers

389.89

All offers subject to availability.
6/83
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Extend your guarantee to
5years iesdeur) for one
small single
payment
You can extend your guarantee
to five years when you buy at
Comet. The option is yours. For
just one modest payment at the
time of purchase you can have
complete peace of mind - and
protection against rising repair
costs for afull five years!
The 5-year Guarantee Option
is as simple as it is beneficial.
Should afault occur during the
5year period you merely ' phone
your nearest Comet Service
Department. It's that simple. The
Guarantee covers all parts and
labour, giving you perfect
product protection.
This is the ideal purchasing
package, the best value for money
around with Comet's discount
prices, the widest range of
top-branded products, and afive
year guarantee that includes
parts and labour.
It's alow price to pay for
perfect product protection...

with

comkr
FIVE STAR OPTION

How much does it cost to extend
your guarantee to 5years?
HI-FI
Complete Hi Fi Systems
Music Centres

£ 25.95
£ 20.95

Casseivers

£ 16.95

Amplifiers
£ 8.95
Tuners
£ 8.95
Turntables ( excl. cartridge & stylus)
£ 8.95
Tuner/Amplifiers
£ 9.95
Tape Decks ( massette and reel)
£ 10.95
Pair of Speakers
£ 10.95
Separates bought together to form a
complete system
£ 25.95
AUDIO
• Citizens Band Radio
•Car Radio & In- Car Hi -Fi
•excludes aerials

£ 12.95
£12.95

CAMERAS
Cameras inc. lenses

£9.95

TELEVISIONS
Black and White
£ 12.95
Colour up to, and including, 16"
£ 24.95
Colour, over 16"
£ 29.95

year
guarantee

Teletext Sets

£ 34.95

VIDEO
Video Recorders ( 2nd & 3rd year only) £ 44.95
Video Recorders ( 5 years)
£ 79.95
Video Colour Cameras ( 5 years)
£ 20.95
WASHERS/DRYERS/DISH WASHERS
Auto Washers
£ 34.95
Auto Washers with built-in Tumble
Dryer
£ 39.95
Twin Tub Washers
Tumble Dryers

£ 24.95
£ 16.95

Spin Dryers
Dishwashers

£ 12.95
£ 32.95

REFRIG ERATION
'Refrigerators
'Fridge Freezers

£ 16.95
£ 19.95

'Deep Freezers
£ 19.95
'All Refrigeration includes f200 food
COOKERS

Just one single payment,
brings you peace of
mind for five years and perfect protection
against rising costs!
This Insured Scheme is underwritten by
The Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd.

insurance cover

Free Standing ( gas/electric)
Built-in Ovens ( gas/electric)
Built-in Hobs ( gas/electric)
Microwave Ovens
Cooker Hoods

£ 19.95
£ 16.95
£ 12.95
£ 18.95
£ 9.95

CLEANERS/FOOD MIXERS
Vacuum Cleaners
Food Mixers & Processors

£ 10.95
£ 9.95

HEATERS
Gas Fires
Fan Heaters

£10.95
£10.95

The FIVE STAR OPTION is also available on Cooker
Hoods, Food Mixers & Processors, Fan Heaters,
Clock Radios. Transistor Radios, Cassette Players,
'Radio Cassette Players and Stereo Radio Cassette
Players.

IT'S WORTH TAKING THE OPTION
6/83
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OPEN DAILY TO THE PUBLIC
Monday to Friday 9am until 8pm
(Saturday until 5.30 pm)

Y 41,1/.

SCOTTISH BRANCHES ARE ALSO OPEN SUNDAY 10 am until 5pm

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO
SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
ABERDEEN
0224 840434
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031.554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
01398 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
MR
0292 262284
0387 83958
DUMFRIES
DUNFERMLINE
0383 735138
EDINBURGH
031.346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041.334 4687
GREENOCK
0475 20281
KILMARNOCK
0583 20128
KIRKCALDY
0692 288406
PERTH
0738 29117/8
SHAWFIELD1Nr Ruthorglen).
041 847 5832
STIRLING
0788 2370

(except Ayr, Dumfries, Greenock & Kirkcaldy)

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051.847 5555
BRADFORD
0274 46384
GRIMSBY
0472 59823
HUDDERSFIELD
0484 40281
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0832 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051.928 8888
MANCHESTER
081.682 6018
NEWCASTLE
01332 868811
ROCHDALE
0708 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
SPENE
051 494 9933
STOCKPORT
081.477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 812311
SUNDERLAND
0783 89993
WIGAN
0842 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
081.308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW•IN•FURNESS 0229 31520 or 31595
0254 57813
BLACKBURN
0204 387153/5
BOLTON

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
HACKBRIDGE ( Nr. Croydon)
HAYES ( Middlotsx)
NEASDEN
POTTERS BAR
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
BROMLEY
CATFORD
FINCHLEY
HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON
PUTNEY
WIMBLEDON

MIDLANDS

WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021.472 8181
BIRMINGHAM
021.706 0884
COVENTRY
0203 440151/440176
LEICESTER
0533 530238/7/8/9
LINCOLN
0622 37437/8
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396118
WILLENHALL
0902 80411
WYLDE GREEN
021 382 8868
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON.ON.TRENT
0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
049358828/9

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch
See your local Telephone Directory

02138 558299 or 558349
0234 48825/8
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 58744
0206 41382
0323 768010
0303 591813/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473216596/7
0582414985 or 419888
0705 824688/7/8
0722 24582/3
0753 70535/13
0702715151
0438 68546/6
0793 41608/7
0892 41477
082321311/2
030 57 74711
048 82 20028
0903 211181

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CARDIFF
CLEVEDON
EXETER
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
SWANSEA

SOUTH

0273 882421/4
0703 814722
07912 5081
0885 248232
0734 599911
0634 48171
0703 38944

0272 559841
0222 384016
0222 586138
0272 876041
0392 78435
0833 50431
0752 28501
0792 483332

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL
CHELTENHAM
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
TAUNTON
TORQUAY
WREXHAM

0252 331142/3
028828771/2

0225 84302/3
0272 293395/6
0242 257813
0452 411233
0432 59259
0823 881113
803 211581/2
09781357115

MAIL ORDER

Send',our requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate del:very charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order " ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".
Goods purchased by mail order are origin marked in accordance with the Trade
Descriptions ( Origin Markings) Miscellaneous Goods Order, 1981, and are

COMET'S LOW INTEREST TERMS
-HIRE PURCHASE
£70 to £ 1,000 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 3YEARS TO PAY

returnable within 14 days in accordance with the above Order.

Securicor Delivery.

All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £ 5.25 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 70p, Styli 55p, Headphones £ 1.60,
Microphones £ 1.30.

by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 14%

01.5965111
01.689 4321
01.573 1841
01.459 81377
0707 43491

01.301 1881
01.484 0430
01.690 8611/2
01.444 5150 or 5159
01.672 5013 or 5023
01-549 8799
01.786 9891
01 542 2201/2

WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON.
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ALDERSHOT
AYLESBURY

r-

'DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT
NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES EXCEPT WHERE STARRED.

BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0538 515191
KINGS LYNN
0653 82043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0928 39417
MANSFIELD
0823 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER YME .
0782 826435
NORTHAMPTON
080422151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
'PETERBOROUGH
0733 48633 or 46883
SHREWSBURY
0743 67829
TELFORD
0952 47281/2
WEST BROMWICH
021.553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0802 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 358805

BRIDLINGTON
0282 72060
BURNLEY
0282 35214
CARLISLE
0228 38441/2
CHESTER
C1244 313724
CHESTERFIELD
0246 71390
CREWE
0270 214328
DARLINGTON
0325 57381
DEWSBURY
0924 481203
DONCASTER
0302 89520
GOOLE
0405 3449
HALIFAX
0422 59434
HARROGATE
0423 137312
HORSFORTH
0632 588679
HULL
0482 20681
KEIGHLEY
0535137021
LANCASTER
0524 82904
LEIGH
D942 870711
LIVERPOOL
051.708 7170
MACCLESFIELD
0825 810030
MANCHESTER
081.834 1861
MANCHESTER
081.9981183e 1867
PONTEFRACT
0977 704249
PRESTON
077221900 or 21909
0709 61901
ROTHERHAM
0723 75537
SCARBOROUGH
0724 889815/6
SCUNTHORPE
0704 31813
SOUTHPORT
0924 371499
WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
0900 83476/7
0904 21864/6
YORK

Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool tapes 80p, Cassettes
55p, Video tapes 80p.

A.P.R. 27.3%

MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF

example: Racked Hi Fi system, Comet Price £ 279.50 or Deposit£29.50 Repayable by
36 monthly instalments 019.87. TOTAL COMET CREDIT PRICE £ 384.82.

£1,000 and Over 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 5YEARS TO PAY

Qty.

Manufacturer

Model

Description

Comet
Discount Price

by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 12 1/
2%

A.P.R. 23.2%

example: Anassortmentof items, Cash pricef 1099.00. Depositf 109.00 Repayable by
60 monthly instalments of f26.82. TOTAL COMET CREDIT PRICE el 718.20.

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £360 WITH NO DEPOSIT
You may apply at any Comet branch to open aBudget Account Ask for wraten details
Interest of 175% of the balance outstandmg WI be charged toyour account each month

A.P.R. 23.1% ( Bankers Order repayment)
Comer os

COISINT

C•edri Seder tor en. seivoce

Cornet Rechovolon ServIces Ltd

George Moose George Streel Hue

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to

press.

Securicor Delivery
P+ P`
Ienclose my cheaue/oostal order for TOTAL f
made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS*E] / BARCLAYCARD* El /COMET CREDIT CARD*
nick appropriate box) CARD No,

111

Name
Address
Signature
L

HFN
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LISTENING PLEASURE
ADC

JECKLIN FLOAT

ALBARRY MUSIC

KINGSBROOK
MKTNG

ALLISON

LAST

ACKROYD
ACOUSTIC
HOLOGRAPH

LEGEND
NAGAOKA

ALPHASON

OSAWA

BEARD AUDIO

PROFILE

CREEK AUDIO

QED

CRIMSON ELEKTRIK
DAIS

ROTEL

DBX

ROYCE SPECTRUM

DECCA

STAD-S

DIESIS
S.T.D

DYNAVECTOR

SYSTEMDEK

ELECTRO COMPAN1ET

SYRINX

ELITE
GRADO

TEAC

GOLDRING

TRIO

I. A.S

ZETA

PHONE NICK LEWISTON ON

1

LOCAL SPECIALIST GUIDE
•ei • ,(
ÁliSle

BOWERS&
WILKINS

For the
finest
names
in

HEY
ÀeiK
E
r
W1 DIAN
ECH

WORTHING
(BOWERS

e,..;

[INN
ARC

BRIQ hTON HI- Fl

WILKENS)

Luttlehampton Road— Tel Worthing 64141

1YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD.
BRIGHTON. Tel. 896778

••••

EULe
s/

AMPLY THE BEST
81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 SOU,
061-225 4448 061-248 6206

3 YtARS PARTS à LABOUR

PHOTO CRAFT HI-FI

CelialrlIESTIER
FORDIEILITY

Demonstrations and installations
of
A&R, ARC, Dual, Heybrook, Grace, KEF,
Linn, Meridian, Mission, MordauntShort, Naim, Nakamichi, Nytech,
Quad, Rega, Revox and Supex.
Phone for exclusive use of our demonstration room.
40 High Street, Ashford, Kent
Ashford (0233) 24441

Appointed stockists of A&R ( Cambridge),
Lentek, Quad, RCL, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Nairn Audio, Tandberg, Dual, SME,
Celestion, Goldring, Walker
40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

L

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICING
AUDIO VIDEO
EQUIPMENT

AUDIO

WE CAN HANDLE YOUR FAULTS &
BREAKDOWNS. WE ARE PROFESSIONALLY
TRAINED ENGINEERS OF MANY YEARS
EXPERIENCE FOR ALL MAKES OF BRITISH &
FOREIGN EQUIPMENT
DOMESTIC & TRADE WELCOME

061-834 2221

26-28 QUEEN ST, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER M2 SHT

HITCHI HI-FI CENTRE

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY

PHASE 3 HIFI
of Worthing, Sussex.
ALSO

AGENTS

FOR:

SONY, TECHNICS, SANSUI, AIWA, NAKAMICHI,
WALKER, DUNLOP, STD, THORENS, YAMAHA,
SPENDOR, KEF, CELESTION, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
TANNOY, DIESIS, ADC, GOODMANS, MITSUBISHI.
53

Brighton

Road,

Worthing,

Sussex,

Tel

Worthing

206820,

A&R, ADC, AKG, Akai, Alphason, Ariston, AudioTechnica, B&W, Beyer, Calrec, Castle, Celestion,
Chartwell, Creek, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (including
the Rock), Glanz, Goldring, Harbeth, Heybrook, HuntEDA, KEF, Lentek, Linn, Lowther, Meriden, MFSL,
Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Revox, Rogers, Sansui, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Spendor, Sugden, Thorens, Trio, Uher, Colin Walker,
Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zenn.
Fiveways High Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 1315 110.
Telephone: 021-655 0667.

9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

EAST SUSSEX

CHESHIRE
HI- Fl CONSULTANTS
Demonstrations any time, by appointmert
Telephone 0625 582704

SOUNDS SUPREME
Agents:NAD * REGA * KEF * AR * QUAD
NAKAMICHI * SANSUI * ARISTON
TECHNICS * SONY

ERIC WILEY
64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE
0977-553066
ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S. Video Stockists

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
Tel. 0532 789115.

I

Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.
•

4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire

SOMERSET

AVON
BATH CLASSICAL RECORDS

AVM,T
0
.
124 .11I-FI

The largest stock of LP's and Tapes in the West, New
Second Hand and Deleted.

COMPACT DISC SPECIALISTS
Postal Service
6BROAD STREET: BATH, AVON
Tel: (
02251 64766

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Leeds

LS6 1DP.

Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.

136, PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE
723399
57A NORTH RD, BRIGHTON
26629
3MARINE COURT, ST. LEONARDS, HASTINGS
442975

MERSEYSIDE

YORKSHIRE

Demonstration facilities and specialist service for a
wide range of carefully selected items including:

JUNE 1983
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Pink Triangle

Crimson. Helius

Alphason

¡Clearwater • Spendor
Diesis
Dais
NVAS
Myst
Kiseki
Kord
Osawa
Creek 111 Logic,
Heybrook
Systemdek S Albarry
etc.

The Old Nursey, Butleigh, Glastonbury,
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370

111

LOCAL SPECIALIST GUIDE
WILTSHIRE

1

Your
Specialist in Sound

1. Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents. ADC. Aiwa, AKG, AR, A & R, Anston,
Audioref, Audio Technica, B&W, Beyer, Calot, Celestion.
Chartwell.Crimson,DeccaDenon, Danis, Duel, EAR, Electro,
Elite, Entre, Gale, Glati. Grace, Grado, Hedcock, Harbeth,
Heybrook, JPW, KEF, Lentek, Linn Isobarik,Linn Sondek.
Maxell, Meridian MFSL, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio,
Monster, Nagaoka, Nakamichi. Nightingale, Optonica,
Ortolan, QED, Quad, Radford, RAM, RCL. Reference,
Revox, Rogers. Sansui, Satin, Sennheiser, Spendor,
Stanton. Stax. STD, Sugden, Seek, Swallow. Syrinx,
Systerridek, Tangent, Technics, Trio, TSR, Yamaha. and
others.
ACTIVE SYSTEMS BY
MERIDIAN,
SWALLOW AND
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

Single speaker dem, rooms for:
ARISTON, DAIS, MERIDIAN, DIESIS, A+ R,
BEYER, TASCAM, TANDBERG, NAKAMICHI,
SYRINX, QUAD, ZETA and many more.

plus

Our latest additions

..., A
C4
1 DE
I
VPOINISK,

your immediate
contact with the Hi Fi
World

Ilampahlm Audio Ltd

TRIANGLE
WA
LKER. ,e/

Ring 686-2599 for
details

8 & 12 Hursley Hoed Chandlers Ford Tel: 2827 or 65232

SALISBURY HI-fl CENTRE

15 Catherine St.
SALISBURY
Tel: ( 0722) 22169

raw MIDLANDS

also at: 17 Tho Brittox, Devizes Tel. ( 03801 22E8

BERICSHIRE

B&B
HI- Fl

36 Minster St. Reading 583730
Priory Rd. High Wycombe 35910
62 NorthbrookSt.Newbury 32474
49 Wellington St. Luton 27758

L
,

"Technics • Ned
•NakamIchl ' Dual
'Pioneer " Sony
'A.R. • Sansui
•KEF
* Yamaha
"Celestion • Ortolon
'Panasonic • B & W
"Clued • Sennheisser
*Trio ' Hitachi
*Aiwa
' bac
'Thews • Mordaunt
"Ariston
Short. etc.

NICK DAKIN
APPOINTED DEALERS FOR: LINN, MERIDIAN,
QUAD,DUAL, HEYBROOK, ALBARRY, NVA, NAKAMICHI, TEAC, REVOX, TRIO, CREEK, MONITOR
AUDIO, QUANTUM, THORENS, AIWA, SONY.
and many other leading makes at competitive prices.

111

CORNWALL

lecenow
audio
NEWOIJAY
(063 13) 6380

ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH
PLEASURE IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION
LOUNGE
45 RADFORD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM 783862

uy

airineulli writ

Iiii
hi,p1

N.iim
A

/18,h
Nyiu,

Liscek
Otidd
NVA

SURREY
L
,

CAM AUDIO

We will beat all other prices.
244-256 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE, SURREY
HI-FI, VIDEO, TV, ALL THE BEST BRANDS IN STOCK

110 Mill Road,
Cam bridge.

Open Sam to 6pm. YES even Sundays
AR, Jill, KEF,MARANTZ,
MISSION, OPTONICA. ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER, SONY, TEAC,
TECHNICS, THORENS, TRIO

WEYBRIDGE 54522, 51753, 43769 (
5Iines)

L
,

HERTFORDSHIRE

—

Agencies include Linn, Naim,
Nytech, Arc, Rega, Meridian,
Mordaunt-Short, Marantz etc, etc.
INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE.
0223 - 60442

DORSET

Rckss An(lrews

Covueanes 1.0

Linn Products, Meridian, Naim Audio,
Nytech Audio, Rega Research, ARC,
Grace and Supex.
Contact John Chapman
By appointment please.
0202 570307
3Plassey Crescent, Bournemouth, Dorset.

11
WALES

simopsinRE

RADLETT AUDIO
For all that's best in real Hi -Fi
Rega, Linn Products, ProAc, Oracle, Koetsu,
Threshhold,

Creek Audio,

Krell,

Celef,

A&R,

Audio

Sumiko,

Research,

Sony,

Michell,

Syrinx, Helius, Heybrook, Albarry, Gale, Quad,
Quantum, Systemdek, Meridian, Dual, Nakamichi, Supex, Decca " GPO", EMT ( VDH).

Phone Radlett ( 09276) 6497 or 3773

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street,
Radlett, Herb

ELECTROPHONIC

Hi Fi
Ltd

WALES FOREMOST ' QUAD' DEALER
Listen to:
THE PHILIPS COMPACT DISC
in our new single speaker
demonstration room
10 Forge Road, Port Talbot
Tel: 0639-882068
Member of Hi Fi Markets

re 11*1

,
'111, 1)4M
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ADC, AKG, AKROYD ALBARRY MUSIC, AUDIO TECHN CA, ARIS.
TON, BIB, CELEF, CELESTION, CREEK AUD 0, CRIMSON ELECTA K,
DUAL, DALOUIST, DBX. DYNAVECTOR, FIDELITY RESEARCH,
FLOAT, GLANZ, GOLDRING, HADCOCK, HUNT, ESA., KEE,
KLIPSCH, LENTEK, LOWTHER, M.F.S.L MORDAUNT SHORT,
NAGAOKA, NAKAMICHI, OSAWA, OED,OUANTUM, SANSUI, SEN.
NHEISER, SHEFFIELD LAB, SUGDEN, SME, SOTALINX, SYRINX,
WALKER, YAMAHA.

SINGLE SPEAKER/HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Monday to Saturday 10am to 5.30pm or by
appointment, closed Thursday
Kmal record cleaning service
20 THE BULL RING, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE
Tel: 0584 5678

686-2599

CLASSIFIED 686-2599

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 25p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £ 2.25 extra.
Trade rates 30p per word, minimum £7.50. Copy and remittance for advertisements in August issue must reach these offices
by 13th June addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be
accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) It is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to
apply.

FOR SALE- Private
QUAD 33/303 £100; Quad 405 £ 180; Yamaha
Tuner CT7000 £200; Aiwa 9700 £80; Gale
401C speakers £200; Mordaunt Short Signifers £250; J.V.C. Binaural Headphones/Mics.
£30; Stax SR3 phones and adaptor £30. Tel.
Berkswell 32110. ( F)
REVOX B77 R - Reel Deck 2Track Stereo 71/
2
& 15ips £ 500.00 Pioneer RT707 Deck Var
Speed 33/
4 & 71
/
2ips 4 Track Stereo £ 200.00
Teak 2A Mixer 6 in 4out + EQ £ 120.00 ADC
Super 3 12ch Stereo Equaliser £200.00 Shure
Carbariod Hand Microphone £20.00 £990.00
lot or will split R.C. Green 0827 250346
Tamworth Staffs. ( F)
B & W D.M. 14 loudspeakers, Teak, 9months
use only, immaculate, 4 years warranty
remaining. £275. Telephone ( 09073) 62487.
(F)
QUAD 44/405 with m/c board £310. Sony
TC399 reel to reel 5 hours use, £ 150. All
immaculate condition. Phone Fleetwood
(03917) 5055. ( F)
KEITH MONKS CR 502 professional record
cleaning machine. Boxed as new, perfect
condition. Walnut finish. Offers around £300.
Leeds 664523 evenings. ( F)
MISSION 774 arm, £80. Thorens TD 160S
turntable £95. Audio Technica at 32E cartridge, £40. Dynavector 10x 2 cartridge £25.
Yamaha CR1000 receiver, £95. Leak 3090
speakers, £ 190. Leak 3020 speakers, £35. All
mint. Phone Harrogate ( 0423) 872602. ( F)
REVOX B77 2 Track Tape Recorder for sale
approximately 18 months old. Several 10 1/
2
tapes £450. ono. Tel. Haywards Heath 54387.
(F)
FIDELITY RESEARCH MC 201 £60 Decca Gold
£25. Decca SH4E £ 10. Tel. Staton, Nottingham 214321 ext 18 office hours. ( F)
ROGERS STUDIO 1loudspeakers c/w stands
£220. National, stereotape deck 3 heads
mod. RS768 us £85. Both excellent condition
Tel. Gravesend ( 0474) 26220. ( F)
LINN LP12 turntable with Grace G707 arm
and supex SD900E cartridge, £390; Naim
NAC 12S pre- amp, £ 125; Naim NAP 160
power amp, £ 315. All maintained and
updated by Naim Audio. Telephone. 086735
276. ( F)
QUAD ESL-63 loudspeakers brand new.
Quad 303 £60. Quad 405 £ 175. Quad electrostatic speakers bronze, just serviced,
immaculate £295. 01 668 0066. ( F)
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TANNOY MONITOR RED 15ins in Lockwood
MLE professional cabinets ( 45ins high). Drivers/Crossovers tested perfect/paired, as new.
£495 (£ 1500) Warninglid ( 044485) 444. ( F)
NEW ARRIVAL FORCES SALE of Revox B750
Amplifier and Nakamichi 680zxll Cassette
deck. £800 the pair, or will split. Phone
Whittaker. 061 633 2201 day, or 061 624 8412
night. ( F)
MICHELL GYRODEC (
worlds best?) £395.
(£600), Gale GT201 turntable ( most unique?)
£999 (£2,100), Ortofon MCA 10 headamp
(Best buy) £35 (£75.) Entre cartridge £29.
(£100) Wauninglid ( 044485) 444. ( F)
QUAD 405 new £ 175 (£230), Yamaha CA
2010 30/120 wpc class NB ( Recommended)
£225. (£500) Meridian 104 black tuner ( 2
months) £ 195. (£260.) Aurex 10 Microsystern
(15 tuner) new £ 175. (£295) Linton 3 x Ps
£49. (£90) Warninglid ( 044485) 444. ( F)
ACTIVE SYSTEM, Swallow ALS1 speakers
(list £645.) plus two factory checked Naim
NAP160's £900. ono. Might split. Also
Yamaha CT1010 Tuner £ 100. Weymouth
79663. ( F)
QUAD 33/303 boxed as new £ 135. Thorens
TD125 MO New Shure 95ED Cartridge £85.
KEF Cantata Teak Speakers £30 each. Evenings Huntingdon 51503. ( F)
JVC 4MD-20X magnetic pick up cartridge
with Shibata diamond stylus, RRP approx
£80. Suitable for both four channel and
stereo excellent response over wide bandwidth £40. ono. Phone 01 680 4405 after
6.30pm. ( F)
LINN SONDEK, Valhalla Model, ITTOK.
DV23R. Cost £770 sell £500. Immaculate.
open to offers Mr. Fowler. 01 805 1348
between 9.30am and 3pm weekdays. ( F)
NYTECH CTA252XD (
latest spec) £245. Pair
ARC101 Loudspeakers £ 195. Dual CS621
(Auto) £80. Technics EPC205CMkIll Cartridge
£45. or £ 525 the lot. Paul ( day) 01 840 2782.
(F)
ARISTON RD II S turntable, SME Ill S Arm,
Dynavector MC 10X cartridge, 21/2 years old.
Very good condition/performance but faint
intermittent knock may need attention for
sensitive ears. £200 ono. Sutton Surrey ( 01)
642 6767 ( F)
REVOX A77 1104 c./w remote cable & cover
£290. Teac AN180 dolby unit £85. Together
£360. Cambridge Audio R50's £200. BEOLAB
5000 amp £ 110, 5000 tuner £75, Luxman
PD272 clw Ortofon LM30 £ 160. Phone 03542
4292 ( Cambs) can deliver. ( F)

FOR SALE - Trade
HFN/RR ACTIVE CROSSOVER and LED PPM
(Feb 81) & quick Crowbar ( June 82). SAE ( 4
IRC for overseas readers) brings details of
PCBs, kits and assembled units. Send also
for our list of Audiophile grade polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors, plus the
latest ultra low- noise op- amp family: The
OP27/37 are direct, plug in replacements in
most Bi-FET/NE5534 based systems. B&J
Sound, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln.
(0526) 42869/52950. ( G)
AMERICAN HiFi at Best USA Prices. Tax Free.
New* / Used All Brands High End & Vacuum
Tubed McIntosh / Hafler* PS Audio* Acoustat* Old Marantz Krell* DBX* Carver / A.
Research / SOTA* MET-7* Grado Export /
Import: Europe / Yugoslavia / Scan / Africa Q
Audio 95 Vassar Cambridge Mass USA 02139
Catalog $ 5Airmail. Save $ Tel. 617547 2727.
(X)
FIND THAT RECORD. From your collection Quickly, with the help of identi-tabs. The new
exciting record filing system. £2.99 for 25
identi-tabs ( available with white, yellow,
orange, pink, green or blue card inserts) or,
send s.a.e. for details to Identi-Tabs, 46,
Carrwood Hey, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs.
(F)
CARTRIDGES, styli, arms - wide choice, low
prices, expert advice. Export a speciality.
Access / VISA. Importers of Walco cartridges
and parabolic styli - the best value in the
world. Price list SAE or telephone ( evenings).
Christchurch Cartridges, 'The Old Forge'
Tedburn St Mary, Exeter, Devokn, EX6 6EH.
Tel. 06476 302. ( F)
WONDER CAPS® Finally available to you. We
have a large inventory of those excellent
polypropylene capacitors ( see Feb issue
page 73) at reasonable prices. Write for
prices and application notes ( postal coupons
appreciated). Two Jeffreys Audio, 527 West
Butler, Phoenix, AZ 85021, USA. ( F)
UPGRADE KIT FOR QUAD 33 PREAMP.
Replaces existing plug-in boards, no tools
are required. High frequencies are more
open and the bass tighter. The SB101 Boards
C) bypass tone, filter and balance controls.
Volume, input and stereo switches are
unaffected. Phase shift with frequency is
effectively zero. A must for BC1 style speaker
users. SB101 pair £27.50 with instructions.
Soundbox, 28 By Sunte, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex. ( G)
MAYWARE MkIV tonearm and MC- 2V cartridge ' Best Buy' ( now free MC with arm)
reviewed November ' 82 ' Gramaphone'
Demonstration versus lttok/Koetsu anytime.
Just released ' The Cartridge' Mayware Ltd.
P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. Tel. 01 958
9421. ( F)
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WANTED

FOR SALE - Trade

SERVICES

AUDIO LEADS, All types, lengths. Many
stock sizes, plus made to your requirements.
Competitive prices, send for list. Mills, 13 Old
Exeter Street, Chudleigh, Newton Abbot,
Devon. TQ13 OLD. ( F)

AUDIO EQUIPMENT REPAIR & RESTORATION. Our Services have developed over 10
years to meet the exacting demands of PA
hire companies, recording studios and audiophiles. We can repair, refurbish and upgrade most European and North American
audio electronics embodying Valve Bipolar
or MOSFET technology. B&J Sound, Kirkby
Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln ( 0526) 42869/
52950. ( G)

WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35
years' experience. Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and
elsewhere QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT.
Restored close to design wherever possible. 7
days personal service. Location: Woodford
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

,41£ BRAND SPANKING NEW
nce price

CARTRIDGES
cleara Inc'
VAT
ADC ZLM
£
38.00
ADC XLM MkIll
34.00
£
ADC VLM MkIll
£
16.00
ADC QLM36 MkIll
£
10.00
ADC QLM32 MkIll
£
6.00
ADC QLM30 MkIll
£
6.00
Empire 2001
£
2.00
Ortofon FF1OE
£.00
Ortofon M20FL
37.00
£
Shure M3D
£
5.00
Shure M44-7
£00
Shure M44-C
£.00
Shure M44-G
£.00
Shure M55E
£
0.
00
Shure M70EJ
£
4.
00
Shure M758Il
£
7.00
Shure M75EDII
£
14.00
Shure M95G
£3.00
Shure M24H
30.00
£
Shure V1511I
£
4000
Shure SC35C £10.00
Shure M91E
£10.00
Shure M91ED
£
11.00
Shure M91GD
£.00
Shure M93E
£
7.00
Stanton 881
£0.00
Stanton 500E
010.00
Stanton 500EE
MX
Stanton 680EE
£
13.00
STYLI
Stanton D5100E
£
6. 00
Stanton D6800EEE
£
12.00
Stanton 0680
£10•00

clearance price
incl. VAT

STYLJ
ADC RXL
ADC RVL
ADC RSZ
ADC RSV
ADC RSQ 36
ADC RSQ 34
ADC RSQ 32
ADC RSQ 30
Empire 52000E
Empire S2000E1
Empire S2000
Empire S2000T
Ortolan NflOE
Ortofon 030E Mk11
Shure N3D
Shure N44-G
Shure N55E
Shure N75G MkIll
Shure N95-3
Shure N95G
Shure 524-H
Shure VN15E
Shure VN78E
Shure SS35C
Shure 591E
Shure N91ED
Shure N91G
Shure N91GD
Shure 593E
Shure N70EJ
Shure N70-3
Shure VN45HE
Shure VN15111 HE

£7.00
£6•00
£31.00
f10.00
f20.03
£13.34
£4.00
f9.00
£2.00
£4.00
£2.00
£9•00
£4.00
£14.00
f2.50
£3.00
£.00
£5.00
£3.00
£5.00
£10.00
£11.03
f10.00
£3.00
£7.00
£9.00
£4.00
f6.00
f5.00
£3.00
£3.00
£18.03
£30.00

RADFORD VALVE AMPLIFIER or i.e. Quad,
Linn Sondek, Logic or Pink Triangle turntable, Decca London Cartridge and Ribbor
Horn, offers to box no. 0703 do Hi Fi News
(F)
QUAD TUBE COMPONENTS. Garrard 301
401. Tannoy Monitor Speakers. Westre>
(London) Amps, Drivers, Tweeters, Speaker5.
Tel. 213/576-2642 David Yo PO Box 83ï
Monterey Park, Ca. 91754 USA ( Friend picking up in UK). ( F)
QUADRAPHONIC 8-track Cartridge Tapes
James Last 'The Love Album' Polydor 8T5506 James Last ' Love Must Be The Reason
Polydor 8T-5509. Wolfgang Nehles, Munchenstr. 30, 4130 Moers 1, West Germany
(F)

DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346003. ( X)

spendor
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, LONDON SERVICE AGENT
FOR ALL SPENDOR PRODUCTS. •
Specially calibrated and selected drive units stocked to
overhaul Spendor loudspeakers to the original
manufacturer's specification.
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, 82 PENTIRE ROAD,
LONDON E17
TEL: 01-531 8705

ELECTROCATOR SERVICES
We provide full installation, maintenance and
repairs to the following:- Cassette Recorders,
Reel to Reel Recorders, Tuners, Loudspeaker,
Hi Fi, Video, TV etc.
Why not try us for speed and reliability
You won't do better Tel: 01 834 7298
(24 hour answering service)
37 Loveridge Road, London, NW6
01 624 0359

MAIL ORDER ONLY - All post to:
ESTUARY AUDIO, ( Depti-IF
IHIGHBURY STATION,
HIGHBURY CORNER,
LONDON N.5.

PERSONAL
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years ago,
this Society provides a meeting ground for
people who love the music of Hector Berlioz
and are interested in the highways and
byways of his life and work. Monthly meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send s.a.e.
for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor Flat.
115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)

RECORDS FOR SALE
SAVE M's on new classical LPs and sets.
You choose, we order. No minimum
quantity. Bargain lists also available. Personal Service. Enquiries to: Records by Post,
45 Appleton Road, Chester. UK. Eire and
Europe only. ( F)
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As you can see, the latest chromdioxid
super II cassette from BASF is remarkably quiet
So quiet, in fact, that no less an authority
than Angus McKenzie described the background noise as " extremely low."
Indeed, when he compared the chromdioxid super 11 w;th atypical pseudo-chrome,
he found that it was up to 4d Bquieter
Which is enough to put it into adifferent
class when you're listening to music.
RIF

Aff

f

7/11F.

Especially when combined with output
levels that produce adynamic range described
by Angus as " excellent across the board, and
almost astonishing at the low and high ends."
The chromdioxid super If is available from
good hi-fi shops now.
And, by all accounts, the only background
noise you'll get
is murmurs of
approval.
if

FI

BASE

11-1E PEAK OFREFLECTION.

NOBODY WAS EVE
SORRY FO
BUYING THE BES
Years ago Mission put forward ideas and products which have
influenced this industry ever since. We suggested good measurements
weren't enough. We said to design for low coloration wasn't enough.
We insisted two-way speakers were inherently superior We argued that
loudspeakers had to reproduce the emotions and dynamics of live music.
We claimed that good dynamic range needed higher sensitivity and powe
handling. We said our speakers had to be " hot wired": The unique combin
ation of our cwn ideas win proven classical theories — accurate stereo
imaging, smooth frequency response, low distortions, etc. — gave birth
lo ageneraticn of products that made Mission an industry leader
Our courageous work with new materials influenced designers all over th
world. 4 years ago the Mission 770 took the industry by storm and the
competition has tried to out- perform it ever since. Our " upside down" 70
offered an entirely new standard of performance for inexpensive systems.
In 1983 we advance once again. The new Baby 70 offers the real
music lover ar affordable high performance system, utilising carbon
fibre cone techinology, dome tweeter and sophisticated filter network. It is
designed to complement good quality equipment without being the limitin
factor — the better your equipment the better the 70 will sound.
The 700S is asubstantially refined and improved development of Mission
legendary 700:— and that says it all! In the 737 you have the result of
5 years of painstaking research in polypropylene technology originally
developed for the 770. This medium priced loudspeaker now out- perform
the 770, which in turn made it necessary to develop the brand new 7.70S
Broadcast Monitor The 770S outclasses its competition regardless of size
or price, both in terms of measurement and music. As for the 780, this is
th cultimate expression of what Mission stands for and is the emboenent
of all our experience and knowledge.
Don't take anything for granted. Don't go by hearsay or even by what
the reviewers say. Listen for yourself and you will know... •

Write to: Mission Electronics, Storiehill, Huntingdon, England. Phone: 104801 57477 Telex 32333

